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Promoted under the slogan "The March to the North," frontier

expansion in the Bolivian Amazon has recently reached the area of San

Buenaventura. One important aspect of this process is the increasing

market integration of the region's peasantry. The central concerns of

the study are the effects this has on lowland Indian (Tacana) and

highland migrant (colonist) land use systems and quality of life, and

the possibilities for local and regional organizations to improve both

peasant groups' situations.

After tracing the interrelated history of the Tacana and the

regional economy and society, the study assesses recent development

policies. These have exacerbated longstanding structural problems in the

region and created new ones
,
including uncontrolled lumber extraction

and colonist immigration, a skewed land distribution, peasants'

xv



dependence on a single government agency, and most of all,

disadvantageous marketing conditions

.

The main part of the study is a comparative analysis of land use

productivity and sustainability and of economic and social quality of

life in three communities. These represent those Tacana least involved

with the regional economy, more market- integrated indigenous peasants,

and clearly market-oriented colonists. Results show that the adverse

regional situation affects them differently. For the indigenous

peasants, cash cropping of rice (marketed via patron-client

relationships) and especially seasonally maladjusted wage labor yield

only limited economic benefits and in the long run may undermine their

subsistence base. The highland migrants, better able to take advantage

of the limited opportunities, are moving into an intermediate position

in regional society, but at high economic risk and with even less

prospects for land use sustainability.

Local organizations in the three communities have been quite

successful in mobilizing their members around immediately pressing

community- level needs. However, due to the peasants' poverty and the

lack of appropriate technical and financial assistance, they have hardly

been able to address more fundamental land use and marketing problems.

Regional organizations have so far benefited mainly the landholder-

merchant elite and the colonists. A profound -policy reorientation will

be necessary to improve both indigenous and migrant peasants' quality of

life in an equitable and sustainable way. The study concludes with

suggestions for such a regional development strategy.

xvi



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Policies aimed at "developing" the Amazon basin, one of the

world's largest tropical frontiers, have caused serious and complex

environmental and social problems which are receiving increasing

scientific and public attention (Moran 1983, Bunker 1985, Schmink and

Wood 1989). In Bolivia, since the revolution of 1952, changing

governments have consistently promoted the extraction of natural

resources, the expansion of agribusiness and cattle ranching, and

settlement projects, mainly in the eastern lowlands. This policy was and

is aimed at fostering economic growth through import substitution and

exports, reducing social pressures in the more densely populated

highlands, and gaining political control over seemingly empty border

regions. The consequences have been serious environmental degradation

and increasing pressure on the region's approximately 150,000 indigenous

inhabitants, but seldom lasting improvements for the migrant peasants

(Henkel 1982, Stearman 1983, Jones 1984, Gill 1987, Painter 1987).

More recently, this process expanded into the comparatively

isolated and sparsely populated northern lowlands. The publicized focus

of "The March to the North" was the project for a sugarcane -based

agroindustrial growth pole near San Buenaventura (Province of Iturralde,

Department of La Paz). This region (see map, Figure 1.1.) is the

1
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existing roads planned roads

Source: Bilbao la Vieja 1987

FIGURE 1.1. BOLIVIA, THE DEPARTMENT OF LA PAZ, AND THE
PROVINCE OF ITURRALDE
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homeland of the Tacana, an ethnic group of the Tacanan language family.

Concentrated in the missions of Tumupasa, San Jose, and Ixiamas in the

early 18th century, the Tacana have long been transformed into an

indigenous peasantry (Hissink and Hahn 1961, 1984).

This study focuses on the situation of the Tacana and of highland

migrants attracted by the sugarcane project in three communities in

Iturralde. It analyzes the history and present policy of frontier

expansion in the area, an important aspect of which is the peasants'

increasing integration into the evolving regional economy. Specifically,

the study will trace the impact of this process on indigenous and

migrant peasants' land use systems and on their living conditions. Then,

the achievements and limitations of local and regional organizations in

improving the peasants' situation will be assessed as point of departure

for policy recommendations.

Background to the Research Project

My decision to conduct research in Iturralde stems from a

longstanding concern with the situation of indigenous peoples worldwide,

especially in the Amazon. This concern motivated me to study

anthropology and, from the perspective of a participant observer,

critically assess international indigenous rights activities in my

Master's thesis (Wentzel 1984). In 1979-80, I lived in Bolivia for a

year as an exchange student and experienced two military coups during my

stay. Afterwards, I became involved in a group trying to inform the

German public about the social, economic, and political problems of
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Bolivia. However, the concentration of indigenous rights and Third World

solidarity work on protests after the fact left me dissatisfied. Both

activities would be more effective if problems could be anticipated and

alternative development strategies suggested, especially for regions

with so-called fragile ecosystems like Amazonia.

The growing convergence between human rights activists and

environmentalists in the defense of indigenous peoples and their

habitats stimulated my interest in the potential lessons from indigenous

land use systems for small farmer-oriented agricultural development in

the humid tropics. Before taking up graduate studies with this focus at

the University of Florida in 1984, four months in Peru, Brazil, and

Bolivia confirmed my impression that Bolivia' s lowland Indians were

still receiving comparatively little anthropological attention and

support. In an attempt to collaborate with the recently formed

indigenous federation CIDOB in the Department of Santa Cruz (see list of

acronyms)
,
which was lacking information about and contacts to ethnic

groups in the northern lowlands, I returned to Bolivia in 1985 for three

months of preliminary research. Besides gathering information about the

San Buenaventura project which seemed close to implementation, I visited

a dozen villages in the region, focusing on Tacana land use and economic

and social problems (Wentzel 1986a)

.

In old and new communities
,
Tacana in different degrees of

acculturation and market integration were living more or less

interspersed with other lowland peasants . Many more people of Tacana

descent were said to be virtually assimilated in the rubber camps all
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over northern Bolivia. 1 Of the three ex-missions, only Tumupasa- - the one

closest to the planned project site- -maintained Tacana traditions to a

considerable degree. Most of the highland migrants ("colonists") who had

been attracted by the project were living in rather precarious

conditions, but they were attempting to gain influence through the

organization of a provincial peasant federation. A few landholder-

merchants in San Buenaventura and ranchers in Ixiamas formed the

regional elite which, however, in comparison with other lowland areas,

was not very wealthy and powerful. The most important representative of

the state in Iturralde was the regional development corporation

CORDEPAZ, criticized by virtually everybody in the region for its

inefficiency. There seemed to be little open conflict between these

different social groups, in part due to the low population density.

Also, because of the region's limited government services, isolation

from markets and perceived general stagnation, even many of the

indigenous peasants favored road construction and the sugarcane project,

without anticipating potentially detrimental environmental and social

consequences

.

This situation did not produce an immediate mandate for action

research on behalf of the Tacana, but there was a clear need for more

information on the situation of and relations between indigenous and

migrant peasants in the region. I therefore decided to continue

monitoring the government projects for Iturralde and to further explore

1
. Due to problems of definition and access, it is difficult to

give a total population figure for "the Tacana." The Summer Institute of

Linguistics' estimate ranges between 3000 and 5000 (Ottaviano 1980)

.
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the region' s social complexity by carrying out a comparative study of

Tacana and colonist land use systems, economic and social situation, and

organizational strategies. With this research I intended to provide a

basis from which the project's impact on different sub-groups of the

regional peasantry could be assessed during its early stages of

implementation and to arrive at policy recommendations regarding the

development of appropriate land use systems and ways to support local

self-help capacity.

Theoretical Considerations

Apparently due to a combination of theoretical interests and

personal loyalties in conflict- ridden frontier settings, the current

situation of Indians and colonists in the Amazon has not been studied

with an integrated approach. Researchers focus either on one or the

other social group and do not analyze in detail their economic and

social relations nor the differences and similarities of their position

in the regional and national context. As a result, their policy

recommendations, if any, benefit only Indians or colonists and could

increase interethnic conflicts. This study attempts to integrate

theoretical, methodological, and practical insights from both bodies of

research

.

Most theoretically oriented recent studies on indigenous peoples

have either been in the French structuralist or in the cultural

ecology/materialist tradition. Representatives of both schools tend to

present Amazonian Indians as if they lived in a state of pristine
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isolation and contribute little to an understanding of their current

problems. Among researchers on indigenous land use systems,

ethnoecologists have focused on the intricacies of indigenous knowledge

about different aspects of nature, sometimes without linking it to

actual land use practices. In contrast, cultural materialists have

attempted to trace the impact of the Amazonian environment through its

postulated limiting factors on indigenous subsistence and, ultimately,

cultural evolution. Together, these studies have documented a great

diversity of indigenous land use systems which are often finely tuned to

their microenvironments. Through this research, anthropologists have

also become more aware of the Amazon' s ecological heterogeneity (Hames

and Vickers 1983, Sponsel 1986).

The increasing concern with sustainable agriculture (Charlton

1987) and in general with sustainable development (Redclift 1987) has

led to a rehabilitation of "indigenous knowledge systems" (Brokensha

et al. 1980, Warren et al. 1989). In the past, these were often blamed

for allegedly inefficient and environmentally destructive land use

practices. Some authors have argued specifically for the recognition of

indigenous environmental knowledge (ethnoecology) and land use systems

in the Amazon as a valuable source of information for alternative

development models (Posey et al. 1984).

This new approach is not without problems, either. First, there is

a tendency to generalize about and often idealize indigenous land use as

if all Amazonian Indians were perfect resource managers. However, in

many cases low population densities, simple technology, and the absence

of market pressures may be sufficient explanations for the observed
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environmental soundness of indigenous land use. Second, conservationists

and others interested in "capturing" indigenous knowledge have hardly

addressed the fundamental question of who will benefit from this type of

research. They should also recognize that indigenous rights to land and

resources are independent of the specific characteristics of each ethnic

group's land use system. Third, research results on indigenous land use

in the Amazon have been of limited practical relevance so far. They

often do not provide the necessary ecological, agronomic, nutritional

and economic data to evaluate if indigenous land use systems are

sufficiently productive to provide for people's present needs, and if

they do so in an ecologically sustainable way. Even less addressed is

the question to what extent they can be expanded or intensified under

changing demographic and economic conditions, without having negative

environmental impacts. Finally, it remains unclear if these land use

systems can be replicated and transferred to other indigenous groups or

colonists (Clay 1988). One major objective of this study is to address

this third set of issues through a detailed comparative case study of

indigenous and colonist land use systems in their relationship not only

to the natural environment, as has been common among ethnoecologists and

cultural materialists, but also to their political and economic

"environments .

"

No adequate theoretical framework has been developed yet to

analyze indigenous peoples' current situation of rapid change in the

regional, national and international political and economic context. In

one of the few systematic historical studies, Ribeiro (1970)

distinguishes "protectionist" (missionaries, Indian agencies) and
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economic (extractive, pastoral, and agricultural) "fronts of state

expansion" and traces their impact on Brazil' s Indian population between

1900 and 1960. This framework is applicable, in general terms, to

contemporary situations as well, where the ambivalent role of so-called

protectionists and the different demands by extractive, pastoral, and

agricultural activities on indigenous labor and/or land need to be

considered. However, due to the accelerating demand for natural

resources by the world and national economies and the parallel increase

in direct government intervention in the Amazon, contemporary economic

fronts- -often combinations of the three basic types- -are of ever growing

speed, scale and intensity (Cardoso 1974, Henley 1978, 1982). As a

result, they can have a much more severe impact on indigenous people and

their habitats than in the past.

In view of this situation, most authors understandably have been

concerned with the detrimental consequences of state expansion and/or

market integration for the most isolated and vulnerable ethnic groups.

The worst of these include depopulation due to infectious diseases,

territorial circumscription, breakdown of the indigenous economy and

society, and loss of cultural autonomy and control over the own destiny

(Bodley 1982, Jackson 1984). However, the situation of the majority of

contemporary Amazonian Indians who- -like the Tacana--have long been

integrated into the regional economies and transformed into apparently

acculturated yet not completely assimilated indigenous peasantries

deserves attention as well (Gomes 1977, Stocks 1981). These people often

find themselves at a double disadvantage. They face the same or worse

problems as other peasants and social discrimination as Indians. Yet,
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they are generally denied the limited protection provided by the

respective national laws to the less acculturated ethnic groups.

To understand the situation of both types of indigenous peoples,

the analysis has to go beyond the immediate contact situation between

Indians and different representatives of national society or fronts and

consider the political and economic forces that produce this

confrontation in the first place. However, in doing this the emphasis

should not only be on impacts of macro-level processes. Recent well-

intended book titles like "victims of progress" (Bodley 1982, similarly

Davis 1977) actually reinforce an impression of indigenous passivity and

doom. This is unwarranted given both historical evidence for Indian

resistance and the spread of ethnic and interethnic federations as a new

form of Indian political mobilization all over the Amazon during the

last 25 years (Smith 1985, Wright 1988). These movements are not only

active at the local and regional level, but increasingly influence

government and international donor policies. They deserve both more

analytic attention and practical support by researchers.

The different perspectives on the situation of indigenous people

reviewed above complement each other since they focus on different

levels of analysis and address different aspects of the overall problem.

The parts of this study dealing with the history and current situation

of the Tacana in Iturralde are an attempt to integrate their insights.

The second major body of research relevant for this study focuses

on smallholder settlement ("colonization") in the Amazon. It emerged

like other migration research both out of modernization and dependency

theory (Kearney 1986) . Only in recent years have both been complemented
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with an ecological perspective. The first approach has focused on

individual or household- level cost-benefit decisions to migrate and/or

the process of adaptation to the new environment (e.g. Hess 1980).

Another recurrent topic has been the success or failure of government-

sponsored settlement projects, measured by the degree to which stated

goals have been reached (e.g. Eastwood and Pollard 1985). These studies

hardly ever have assessed the impact of settlement on the particular

region's indigenous inhabitants. They have provided important insights

into migrants' adjustments to the unfamiliar Amazonian environment and

to the constraints of frontier economies. However, like most research on

indigenous people
,
they fail to analyze the origin of these unfavorable

structural conditions (Wood 1981). Finally, they have often not

recognized the interrelationship between socioeconomic and ecological

processes which, reinforcing each other, can exacerbate differentiation

among the settlers and environmental degradation (Collins 1986) . These

processes increasingly affect Amazonian Indians as well.

Political economy approaches focusing on the situation of migrant

peasants in the Amazon set events and processes at the frontier in the

context of changes at the national (and where necessary international)

level and often try to analyze their patterned nature with the help of

heuristic stage models (Foweraker 1981, Schmink 1988). The progression

of ideal type stages from subsistence or non-capitalist to intermediate

forms to market or capitalist economies focuses attention on the

evolution of commodity, land, and labor markets and the resulting

conflicts between different social groups or classes. However, the

concept of frontier expansion, defined as "the process of change by
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which the social, economic and political structures of the dominant

society are installed and consolidated in areas previously marginal to

that system" (Schmink 1982:341), has often unrealistically implied a

linear expansion into apparently empty spaces and their eventual

incorporation (Bunker 1985:99). Only few of the political economy

studies have given more than passing attention to conflicts between

colonists and Indians, while recognizing their similarly disadvantaged

position in the regional and national context (Martins 1980, Shoemaker

1981, Chevalier 1982, Mora 1984).

The complexities of historical and current processes in different

parts of the Amazon where the postulated capitalist penetration, i.e.

the ultimate predominance of an economy "where the laborer neither owns

nor controls the means of production" (Wood 1983:264), is far from

complete, have led to a critical reassessment of the notion of frontier

expansion (Bunker 1985, Schmink and Wood 1989). Models of frontier

change so far have difficulties integrating the specific characteristics

of the Amazonian environment and the persistence and growing resistance

of Indians, rubber tappers and migrant peasants against government

policies and economic interests affecting them. This realization

parallels a general trend in development and anthropological theory away

from the overly deterministic predictions and functionalist reasoning of

a political economy which tended to explain such phenomena as the

persistence of the peasantry only in reference to the "needs of capital"

for cheap food and cheap labor, and neglected the role of local actors

(Ortner 1984, Booth 1985). However, the current attempts to conceptually

integrate "structure and agency" (Roseberry 1988) have yet to find a
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balance between determinism and voluntarism, that is between denying and

overestimating the potential for individual and collective local

autonomy suggested by terms like "adaptive strategies" (Barlett 1980) or

ethnic or "class resistance" (Scott 1985) . Theoretical and

methodological tools for empirical research which would adequately link

these macro and micro-levels of analysis and trace the interrelationship

between socioeconomic and ecological processes have yet to be developed

(DeWalt and Pelto 1985, Dahlberg and Bennett 1986, Little and Horowitz

1987) .

Given this unsatisfactory state of the art, a regional approach

has been recommended for research on the situation of rural people in

the Amazon and elsewhere. This seems to be an appropriate and feasible

strategy to combine the insights and avoid the shortcomings of the

discussed micro and macro-level approaches (Smith 1976a, b, Long 1977,

Moran 1981, Ensminger 1984, Little 1985). A region is an intermediate

level of analysis between individuals, households and communities on the

one hand and the nation state and world economy on the other. Its

precise boundaries depend on the economic, social, and/or political

relations important for the particular research question, but usually

include a market town and its rural hinterland.

This study is an attempt to integrate theoretical and

methodological insights from research on indigenous people and colonists

by taking a regional perspective. It concentrates on the southern part

of the Province of Iturralde between San Buenaventura and Ixiamas
,

a

region integrated by longstanding social and economic interactions and

current development policies. The Tacana' s and migrant peasants'
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situation and the relations between them are analyzed mainly by focusing

on the past and current causes, conditions and consequences of their

integration into the changing regional economy as producers of

commodities, laborers, and consumers. An understanding of the unfolding

of this process is gained through a review of the region' s social and

economic history. Research on the current situation of peasants and

their economic strategies involves tracing the impact of government tax,

credit, price and other policies and of specific development projects on

structural conditions at the regional level. Important issues include

peasants' access to land and other resources, the type of regional

marketing system and terms of trade for goods, products, and labor, and

the availability of services. Both peasant groups' relations to each

other and to other social groups or classes, especially to the regional

landholder -merchant elite are analyzed in this context (cf. Smith 1977,

Long 1977, Deere and de Janvry 1979, Wood 1983).

Peasant economies in the region depend on a humid tropical

environment which raises the question of land use sustainability. The

research topics stemming out of the political economy tradition sketched

above are therefore complemented with an ecological perspective.

Recently, the term "(regional) political ecology" has been suggested for

such an approach (Schmink and Wood 1987, Millikan 1988). An actor-

oriented analysis not only of household economies, but also of the role

of local and regional organizations (Esman and Uphoff 1984) provides

insights into the strategies used by indigenous and migrant peasants to

cope with both environmental and structural conditions which they

perceive as constraints and opportunities. Finally, since the
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complexities of interethnic relations go beyond economic determinants,

cultural differences are an important research topic. This study thus

attempts to present indigenous people and colonists in Iturralde both as

they are affected by and as they themselves have shaped and continue to

influence the regional outcome of political decisions and economic

processes at the national and international level.

Research Problem

Designed in the expectation of a rapid expansion of sugarcane

production around San Buenaventura, this study analyzes specifically one

of the major aspects of frontier expansion for the region's peasantry,

their increasing integration into market relations. The Tacana have

participated in the regional economy for centuries, both as providers of

extracted and agricultural products and labor and as consumers of

imported goods. In the past, their economic contributions were often

mobilized through coercion or other extra -economic means. The type and

degree of peasants' involvement with the regional economy can be

expected to change with the evolution of commodity, land and labor

markets predicted by the stage models of frontier expansion. Market

integration then refers to peasants' participation in economic relations

where the exchange value of products or labor is --at least allegedly-

-

determined by a regional pricing mechanism which in turn is influenced

by the national and international economies (Smith 1977).

The methodological device chosen to gain insights into a long-term

process through a single study is a cross-sectional comparison among
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less and more market- involved indigenous peasants and the clearly

market-oriented colonists, complemented by a study of the region's

social and economic history and current development policies. Three

villages were selected for comparative study, all located along the road

from San Buenaventura to Ixiamas in the area of influence of the

proposed sugarcane project: Tumupasa, a rather large ex-mission village

where research concentrated on the least market integrated "traditional"

Tacana with rural residence; Santa Ana, an ethnically mixed but still

predominantly Tacana and more market- integrated community; and the small

colonist settlement of 25 de Mayo situated between the two (see map of

research area, Figure 1.2.).

Increasing market integration is generally accompanied by attempts

to raise total marketable output and where possible productivity. Much

research on the consequences of this process for rural people has

focused on the resulting- -often detrimental- -changes in quality of life

and documented increasing social and economic differentiation (Ensminger

1984) . Others are more concerned with negative environmental impacts and

declining land use sustainability (Brush 1989). However, it remains

unresolved if these apparent trade-offs between economic and social or

economic and ecological goals are inevitable. Also, there is increasing

awareness that the interrelationship between the mentioned economic,

social, and environmental processes needs to be studied (cf. Gudeman

1978, Grossman 1984, Conway 1985, Collins 1986).

The general questions guiding the research are therefore: Does

cash cropping (or any other market- oriented activity) in the given humid

tropical environment, under the current political, economic, social and
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demographic conditions, improve indigenous and/or migrant peasants'

quality of life in an ecologically sustainable and equitable way? If

not, what precisely are the trade-offs between the different types of

market integration, equity, and sustainability within each and among the

different peasant groups? And how and under which conditions could the

situation be improved?

As suggested by the regional approach outlined above, the review

of the Tacana' s and the region' s history and of recent government

policies and their consequences gives insights into the past and present

dynamics of the regional economy. The comparison between less and more

market- integrated Tacana in Tumupasa and Santa Ana shows changes within

this ethnic group and facilitates predictions about the Tacana' s future

vis-a-vis the development policies and projects for the region. The

comparison of the situation of Tacana and colonists, and an assessment

of the social and economic relations between these two peasant groups,

makes it possible to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of

indigenous and colonist land use in the same natural environment and

regional context, and to assess the prospects of an equitable alliance

between both peasant groups vis-a-vis the regional elite and government

policies

.

This study has three major focal points. First, it is concerned

with the consequences of peasants' market integration for the

productivity and the comparative prospects for ecological sustainability

of their land use systems. Productivity refers to the returns to land,

labor, capital, or other limiting factors. Ecological sustainability is

defined as the maintenance of yields from productive and extractive
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activities without degradation or depletion of the resource base. Of

special interest is the question of trade-offs between the two.

The second major issue is the effects of market integration on

peasants' quality of life in terms of their economic, health and

educational situation, and the issue of equity or its converse,

socioeconomic differentiation. Material wealth, levels of incomes and

expenditures, nutritional and health status, infant and child mortality,

and children' s schooling are evaluated both from the researcher' s and

the actors' perspective. Then, an attempt is made to assess the

distribution of costs and benefits of market integration within and

among communities. Here again, the issue of possible trade-offs between

different goals is important. The topics of land use and living

conditions are studied primarily at the household and local level, but

with a sensitivity for differentiation between communities and for their

position in the regional context.

The third major topic links the local level back to the regional

and national levels. It is an assessment of the achievements and

limitations of peasants' local and regional organizations. Important are

both their contributions to addressing peasants' economic and social

problems at the local level and their possibility to defend their

interests in Iturralde and in La Paz . The Tacana' s and colonists'

experiences with their own organizations and with outside assistance

provide a point of departure for the suggestion of policy changes.

A practically oriented research objective that became obsolete

during the research process was to provide a baseline for early project

impact assessment. The others remained valid, namely to predict trends
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in current land use systems and to assess the Tacana' s and colonists'

problems and needs as a basis for policy recommendations. Finally, the

study is also intended as a contribution to the still incipient Bolivian

lowland ethnography and therefore contains detailed descriptive

portions

.

Given the breadth and complexity of the theoretical issues

involved, the research is not designed to test (refute) a single null-

hypothesis (cf. Pelto and Pelto 1978). Rather, it is intended as a

detailed examination of the past and current effects of differences in

ethnic group membership and the degree and conditions of market

integration (independent variables) on the productivity and prospects

for sustainability of land use and on the quality of life of the three

peasant groups (dependent variables) . Strong local and regional

organizations are seen as a potentially important intervening variable.

Since the three major research foci each require the review of a more

specialized literature, specific expectations, definitions,

operationalizations, and methods will be discussed in detail in later

chapters. However, my general expectations regarding the links between

these variables will be briefly outlined here. They were formulated on

the basis of limited knowledge of the region and the available

literature before carrying out fieldwork to guide and control later

interpretations of the data. The overview of the dissertation at the end

of this chapter will show that some of them were not confirmed by the

research results. This made it necessary to refine the argument.

For centuries, Tacana land use has been a combination of slash and

burn cultivation of a variety of crops, small-scale animal production,
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hunting, fishing, and gathering. According to an ethnographic study

carried out in the 1950s, it was guided not only by a detailed knowledge

about the environment facilitating production and extraction, but also

by what could be called a "conservation ethic" allegedly limiting its

environmental impact (Hissink and Hahn 1961, 1984). These favorable

characteristics were expected to have declined with both acculturation

and increasing cash cropping and other forms of market integration. As a

result, agricultural productivity per land area was expected to be lower

among the more market -integrated Tacana of Santa Ana than in Tumupasa,

although total production would be higher due to larger clearings.

Together with the expected decrease in crop diversity, the shortening of

fallow periods and the decline of other agricultural practices enhancing

site regeneration, these changes could be taken as first indicators for

the system's lower prospects for ecological sustainability. Harvest

rates of extractive activities, particularly hunting, were expected to

be unsustainable in both indigenous populations due to the long use of

the same general area with no longer traditional technology. However,

the people of Santa Ana were expected to also extract more for sale and

therefore have higher harvest rate. Overall, they would have more

negative impact on the environment than the Tumupasefios

.

Due to the combination of the colonists' lack of familiarity with

the lowland environment and tropical agriculture and their orientation

towards rapid economic improvements which brought them to Iturralde,

their agriculture was expected to have the lowest land productivity, but

to be the most specialized and largest in scale of all. Although the

colonists were expected to have less direct impact on game, fish, and
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forest products than the indigenous peasants
,
due to its scale of

clearings and the presumed lack of appropriate management, their land

use system was expected to have the least prospects for ecological

sustainability of all.

The consequences of market integration on Tacana and colonist

quality of life were more difficult to anticipate due to the variety of

economic and social criteria used. The various indicators of material

quality of life (wealth, levels of incomes and expenditures, and

education)
,
and those of the overall health situation (nutritional

status, disease incidence, and mortality rates) do not necessarily

correlate. There is, for example, an increasing body of literature

documenting the detrimental nutritional consequences of cash cropping,

even in situations where income is increased (Fleuret and Fleuret 1980)

.

Also, the situation could be evaluated differently by observers and

participants

.

Due to their recent transfer to the humid lowland environment and

the unavailability of both their own folk and of Western medicine there,

the colonists were expected to be worst off in terms of their overall

health situation (cf . Weil 1981) . Despite their expected greater

material wealth and higher incomes, compared with the Tacana, they were

also expected to be least content with their economic situation due to

their higher aspirations.

Differences in material quality of life between the more and the

less market- integrated Tacana, however, could not be assumed to be

attractive enough for all of the latter to increase their effort.

Differences in the health situation between Tumupasa and Santa Ana were
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expected to be small (if existent) and difficult to predict. While some

evidence for differentiation between less and more market- integrated

Tacana was expected, the major cleavage would be between the Tacana and

the colonists.

The study of local and regional organizations and their

contributions to the solution of peasants' problems was mainly

exploratory. Because of the expected differences in economic status

between indigenous and migrant peasants
,
one underlying concern was the

appropriateness of the provincial peasant federation as an

organizational strategy to defend both the Tacana' s and the colonists'

interests at the regional and national level.

Research Activities and Methods

Affiliations and contacts . Upon my return to Bolivia in October

of 1986
,

I affiliated with three national anthropological and ecological

research institutions, the National Ethnographic Museum (MUSEF)
,
the

National Anthropological Institute (INA), and the Ecological Institute

(IE) (see list of acronyms) . I also got in contact with a variety of

government, private, and popular organizations. Some of these relations

were intensified through participation in meetings of the lowland Indian

federation CIDOB (October 1986, October 1987, May 1988) and the national

peasant federation CSUTCB (July 1987) ,
and in conferences of Bolivian

social scientists (November 1986, August 1987). In May of 1987, I went

to the Inter -American Foundation's midterm meeting in Mexico.
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Unfortunately, I was unable to find a Bolivian agroecologist

interested in becoming a research counterpart. Nevertheless, I received

research assistance from two German students of ecology in

February/March of 1987, a MUSEF ethnomusicologist in June of 1987 and a

linguist of the University of San Marcos (Lima, Peru) in August of 1987.

After my 1985 research, the MUSEF had translated a German ethnography

from the early 1950s on the Tacana (Hissink and Hahn 1984) which I

reviewed with a group of Tumupasehos for publication. The MUSEF later

also restored the decaying Franciscan musical scores from Tumupasa and

San Jose. Before I returned to the U.S., I gave two slide presentations

on my research for social and natural scientists and the public in

La Paz

.

National/departmental level . In November of 1986, I had the

opportunity to observe and informally have limited input in the final

phase of a World Bank reevaluation of the San Buenaventura project (for

details see Chapter 3) . Follow-up on the resulting policy shift and

other developments at the national and departmental level which were of

relevance for the region (and about which I tried to inform the local

authorities) required continuous informal contacts with the agencies

involved, an analysis of their documents, and a systematic review of the

Bolivian press (facilitated through the files at the documentation

center CEDOIN) . The review of policy-related and historical documents in

libraries and archives turned out to be too time-consuming to be

accomplished during the brief interruptions of field research. After

preliminary data analysis in Germany, I returned to Bolivia between
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April and July of 1988 mainly to get access to the missing documents. A

final research activity at the national level was a brief visit to the

region of origin of the colonists (Culpina, Department of Chuquisaca) in

October of 1987.

Regional level . Fieldwork started in November of 1986 after

obtaining consent from local authorities and village meetings in

Tumupasa, Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo, and lasted until December of 1987.

Because of the virtual inexistence of statistics on the regional

population and its economic activities, I had to rely on observations of

marketing and other interactions, and (mainly informal) interviews with

representatives of government agencies, priests, merchants, patrons,

ranchers, lumber bosses, and other key informants. In January of 1987,

I went along on a boat trip to Riberalta which transported workers from

the region to the Brazil nut harvest in the northern rubber camps. Short

visits to the ex-missions of San Jose (August 1987) and Ixiamas

(September 1987) to update my 1985 information on these populations and

to explore the reasons for outmigration to Santa Ana and investigate the

activities of lumber companies, respectively, gave additional insights

into the regional economic and social situation.

Local level . Except for my short absences from the local level for

research-related activities elsewhere, I was in the villages some time

during each month in 1987 and could thus observe the whole annual cycle.

Including the 1985 research period and a two-week visit in June of 1988,

I have lived almost an entire year in Tumupasa and surroundings. As in
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1985, in Tumupasa I stayed as a paying guest with a local mestizo family

who unlike other villagers had an extra room in their house. Since the

husband had been mayor for a long time and the local priest had his

meals with this family, this arrangement gave regular opportunities for

informal conversations about village affairs. It separated me physically

and socially from the rural Tacana, but since these families lived

spread out in the forest at between 1 and 2.5 hours walking distance

from the major village, a permanent residence in the center seemed the

most viable solution. It also made it possible to observe events and

activities in the village and traffic on the road. For my regular visits

in Santa Ana, until I found a way to transport a bicycle to the

lowlands, I usually walked the 18 km, visiting the colonist families on

the way. In Santa Ana, two Tacana families and in 25 de Mayo, two

colonist families alternated in accommodating me overnight. The

resulting informal conversations about a variety of topics, observations

of daily activities, and participation in village meetings and fiestas

gave me important insights beyond the more formal interviews.

On the basis of my 1985 field notes which I cross-checked with

local informants, I prepared a 13-page interview schedule which covered

basic census information (including genealogies of the Tacana), land use

(agriculture, animal production, hunting, fishing, gathering), health

and nutrition, income and expenditures, perceived problems and needs,

and experiences with local and regional organizations and assistance. I

had planned to interview all households in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo and

about an equal number of "traditional" Tacana in Tumupasa, using this

questionnaire in a first research phase. Later, I would develop more in-
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depth data gathering techniques on topics of specific interest. However,

I had underestimated the time necessary to reach, establish confidence

with and interview all, but especially the dispersed Tacana families in

Tumupasa. The male heads of household in all three populations were

frequently absent or occupied during my visits which in most cases were

restricted to the daytime. I therefore decided to divide the schedule

into four different parts which I distributed over the whole year of

field research. Interviews were conducted in Spanish, the language used

in public life in all three communities.

Details on additional methods used to collect information related

to land use, quality of life, and local organizations will be given in

the respective chapters . In general
,
they included a review of locally

available documents, participant observation of village and household

activities, formal and informal interviews, life histories, and

informant diaries of daily activities . Aware of problems with informant

accuracy (Bernard 1984) ,
with regard to agricultural and extractive

activities, economic transactions, and nutrition, I relied as much as

practically feasible and ethically justifiable on observations and

measurements. Quantitative data analysis was carried out with the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSSx) at the University of

Florida. The small total number of 45 households included in the three-

way comparative analysis in many cases did not warrant sophisticated

statistical analysis. Test of significance were run only for the

potentially most important relationships between variables.
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Overview of the Dissertation

Current government policies for the region virtually deny its

history and the existence of its indigenous population. Chapter 2 traces

the transformation of the Tacana through early Franciscan missionary

activity from "tropical forest tribes" into an indigenous peasantry.

A focus on the Tacana' s diverse economic roles over time also

demonstrates the changing nature and boundaries of the evolving regional

economy. Important for the persistence of the Tacana was their early

demographic stabilization and that, despite their longstanding and

multiple economic integration, until recently they faced little direct

competition for their land and forests.

Chapter 3 focuses on the recent development policies for the

region under the slogan "The March to the North," promoted since the

early 1970s by interest groups in the Department of La Paz . The

sugarcane -based agroindustrial complex in San Buenaventura faced

considerable resistance out of the rival Department of Santa Cruz.

Nevertheless, over time different governments have seen themselves

obliged to give at least lip-service to a project whose economic

rationale is doubtful and whose potentially detrimental social and

environmental consequences have hardly been considered. In the region,

the concentration of resources and efforts on this project, even without

its implementation, has caused serious structural problems. These

include a dependence on CORDEPAZ, unplanned immigration, a skewed

distribution of titled land, uncontrolled exploitation of wildlife and

timber, and the lack or low quality of basic services. In the face of
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limited government services, the Catholic Church has reemerged as an

important source of support for the region' s peasantry.

Chapter 4 takes the discussion to the local level, introducing

Tumupasa, Santa Ana, and 25 de Mayo. They represent a "traditional"

Tacana, a mixed Tacana/lowlander
,
and a highland migrant population,

respectively, along a gradient of increasing integration into the

regional economy. A presentation of the basic demographic, social and

economic characteristics of the households included in the study, and

a brief discussion of the peaceful though somewhat uneven relations

between the indigenous peasants and the colonists provide background

information for the following analysis of the three major topics of the

dissertation, land use, quality of life, and local organizations.

Chapter 5 compares the productivity and the prospects for

sustainability of land use systems in the three communities, i.e. of

crop and animal production and of hunting, fishing, and gathering of

forest products. There were trade-offs between these two criteria of

performance, both for the indigenous peasants and the colonists.

Diversified and extensive Tacana land use in Tumupasa had sustained a

fairly large population in the same general area for over 200 years
,
but

even the traditional Tacana were now facing game decline and

uneconomically low agricultural yields apparently exacerbated by pest

build-up. In Santa Ana, a higher degree of rice production for the

market and especially of wage labor involvement was related to a decline

in traditional practices, e.g. a smaller crop inventory. The community

still had the advantage of a comparatively fresh resource base for

agriculture and extractive activities, but it was facing increasing
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circumscription. Colonist agriculture and animal production, largest in

scale and most labor and capital intensive, had the highest short-term

yields of all. However, because of the unfavorable regional market

situation, the colonists' efforts did not provide them with a secure

economic base, and their land use system had the comparatively least

prospects for sustainability.

Using a variety of indicators for quality of life, Chapter 6

assesses how peasant households and communities were affected by their

participation in the regional economy. Through their previous

experiences, the colonists were better able to take advantage of the

limited economic opportunities than the indigenous peasants from both

Tumupasa and Santa Ana. The resulting disparity in wealth and levels of

income and expenditures showed a clear economic differentiation between

the colonists and the indigenous peasants. Nutritional and health

differences were not as severe, but here again overall colonists were

better off than both indigenous populations. Among the latter, the

slightly higher material wealth of the people of Santa Ana was

apparently accompanied by a trend towards a lower diversity and quality

of their diet, and their health situation in general had not improved.

This was, however, in part also due to the availability of somewhat

better services in the larger village of Tumupasa. The economic, health,

and also educational situation and overall quality of life left much to

be desired in all three communities. However, although comparatively

better off, due to their higher aspirations colonists were more

discontented and as a result more willing to organize in search for

improvements

.
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Chapter 7 returns to the regional level and assesses the

achievements and limitations of local and regional membership

organizations in addressing the diverse problems peasants were facing,

and their experiences with assistance provided by CORDEPAZ and the

Catholic Church. While local organizations in all three communities over

time had been fairly successful in mobilizing the population for the

construction of local schools and other projects of immediate community

benefit, they had contributed less to the improvement of health care,

the quality of education, and the situation of women. Very little had

been achieved for the solution of agricultural production and marketing

problems. Natural resource management had hardly received any attention

and had also been neglected by the regional organizations and CORDEPAZ.

The development and implementation of an equitable approach to the

solution of these complex problems, necessary to provide both indigenous

peasants and colonists with a secure economic base, will be the major

challenge for the future of the region.

The last chapter concludes that under the disadvantageous

conditions in the region, market integration had not improved the

Tacana' s quality of life and seemed to endanger the sustainability of

their land use system. Colonists defended themselves somewhat better in

the regional economy, but at the expense of even less prospects for land

use sustainability and a notable differentiation from the indigenous

peasants. These detrimental social and ecological trends are likely to

exacerbate if present policies continue. The study ends with suggestions

for a policy reorientation favoring the regional peasantry and with an

outlook on the future of the Tacana as ethnic group.



CHAPTER 2

HISTORY OF THE TACANA AND THE SAN BUENAVENTURA REGION

Introduction

The current development policy for the region of San Buenaventura,

propagated as "The March to the North," is typical of the "internal

colonialism" of resource-rich Amazonian areas, justified by their

alleged isolation and emptiness (Chirif 1980, Shoemaker 1981). This

policy will be analyzed in more detail in Chapter 3. Here, I want to

counter its implicit ahistoricalness by documenting that the region'

s

indigenous inhabitants, the Tacana, are by no means "people without

history" (Wolf 1982). They have been interacting with expanding highland

states at least since Inca times.

Due to the limited historical data base, it is difficult to

reconstruct the Tacana' s transformation from typical "tropical forest

tribes" (Metraux 1963a, b, Steward 1963) into an acculturated indigenous

peasantry, today virtually "invisible" as Indians to outsiders (even

World Bank anthropologists) yet- -at least in Tumupasa- -not fully

assimilated. 1 As in the case of the Tenetehara and other ethnic groups

in Brazil (Gomes 1977, Nasser 1982) and the Cocamilla in Peru, to whom

1
• Sources will be discussed in each paragraph. On general Bolivian

history, I consulted Klein (1982) and Sandoval (1987).

32
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the expression "invisible Indians" was first applied (Stocks 1981,

1983a), two major factors have enabled the Tacana to persist as ethnic

group. First, after early military expeditions and concentration in

mission stations where epidemics caused a severe demographic decline,

under continuing Franciscan "protectionism" the population was later

able to recover and adjust and thus withstand the severe drain during

the rubber boom years. Second, although market integration is no recent

phenomenon for the Tacana and they had a central role in the formation

of the regional economy, they were fortunate in that neither quinine

bark nor rubber, the two major 19th century boom commodities, were found

in the immediate vicinity of their villages. Thus, they did not have to

face directly these "extractive fronts" and with them the massive influx

of outsiders and competition over resources that led to the demise or

decline of many ethnic groups in northern Bolivia and other parts of the

Amazon during this period. Even in the 20th century, until "The March to

the North" the few cattle ranches and agricultural estates in the region

which slowly encroached upon their land were no massive "pastoral and

agricultural fronts" and posed no serious threat to the Tacana'

s

economic base. However, increasing contact with and discrimination by

members of the dominant society led to a relegation of expressions of

Tacana culture into the domestic sphere and shamanistic rituals where

they persist concealed from outsiders.
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Pre-Inca and Inca Period

Occasional surface finds of stone axes, clay spindles, and ceramic

vessels as well as limited archeological excavations downriver from San

Buenaventura give testimony of prehistoric occupation of what is today

the Province of Iturralde and its surroundings. According to pottery

style comparisons, the Cultura Beni has been dated to AD 150 (Portugal

1978), but no radiocarbon dates are available. Although earthworks like

the ones in the neighboring Beni department (Denevan 1966) so far have

not been documented in Iturralde, it is likely that the two regions were

in contact with each other. Highland- lowland interactions have been

postulated for the post Tiwanaku period with the Cultura Mollo

(1200-1450) which had its center in the area of the Camata river, a

tributary of the upper Beni (Bustos 1978, Renard-Casevitz et al. 1986).

There is no doubt about considerable Inca influence in the region which

was more integrated than previously assumed (Gade 1979) into the

Antisuyo-part of the empire. A fortress-like site in the mountains close

to Ixiamas dates at least from Inca times (Faldln 1978) ,
and others are

located along an Inca road from the highlands to the Tuichi river and

even at the lower Beni (Saignes 1985:18). Bronze implements and pottery

of Inca origin have been found at several locations (Portugal 1978).

Recent ethnohistorical analysis of colonial sources dates Inca

expeditions to the lowlands southeast of Cuzco to the regimes of

Pachacutec (1438-1471), his son Tupac Yupanqui (1471-1493), and

especially his grandsons Huayna Capac (1493-1525) and Urcu Huaranca.
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The latter enlisted the highland chiefdora of the Kallawaya for the

penetration into area between the Madre de Dios, Tuichi, and Beni

rivers

.

2

The precise relationships between the Inca empire and the Chunchos

("savages") remain unclear. 3 Possibly due to previous contacts with the

highlands, the region's Tacana- speaking groups apparently offered less

resistance than other lowlanders. Colonial documents retrospectively

refer to several ethnic groups as vassals of the Inca. However, direct

control over their labor (the major form of tribute, employed in

intermontane mines and coca plantations) seems less likely than a trade

and/or ritual exchange relationship which also made lowland chiefs

periodically visit the highlands. These contacts continued until the

death of the last Inca of Vilcabamba in 1572. Early explorers were also

2
. Many of these documents as well as sources referring to later

periods were published in the early 20th century to support Bolivia'

s

and Peru' s positions in their border conflict over this area (Maurtua
1906, 1907, Alegato 1906, Saavedra 1906). Earlier studies of this
material are Armentia (1903, 1905) and Hissink and Hahn (1961). The most
recent analyses which include newly discovered sources were carried out
by a group of French historians (Saignes 1985, Castillo 1986, Renard-
Casevitz et al. 1986).

3
. The term Chunchos, of Aymara origin (meaning "head"), was used

by the Inca to refer to lowland Indians or "savages." In colonial times,
it distinguished the ethnic groups of the area between the Madre de Dios
and Beni rivers from the Mojos (Arawak of what is today the Beni
Department) and the Chirigusnos (Guarani of what is today the Department
of Santa Cruz). In a more narrow sense, Chunchos from the mid 17th
century on referred only to Tacana- speaking ethnic groups (Saignes
1985)

.
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told of Inca refugees in the lowlands, and Tacana oral history until

today refers to the Inca. 4

Spanish Military Expeditions in the 16th and 17th Centuries

Spanish attempts to enter Chuncho territory in search of the

legendary Dorado or Paititi began almost immediately after their

conquest of the Inca empire. They provided a convenient escape valve for

internal conflicts among rival factions. None of the two dozen

predominantly military expeditions to the area between the Tambopata-

Madre de Dios, Tuichi, and Beni rivers during the first 150 years led to

permanent domination and the foundation of settlements in the lowlands,

at least in part due to Tacana resistance. The sources make it difficult

to identify locations and ethnic groups and to reconstruct their

population, mode of subsistence, and political organization before

Spanish contact. However, it seems that the major (all Tacana- speaking)

groups at the time were the Araona along the upper tributaries of the

Madre de Dios, the Toromona and Guarayo (today Ese Ejja) along the lower

Madre de Dios, and a variety of groups along the Tuichi river which was

called the Rio de los Tacama (sic) in the report on the earliest

4
. A local legend explains Tumupasa' s poverty as punishment by an

unidentified Inca who was passing through and was insulted by the
population, whereas he was well received in Ixiamas and made this
village rich (Hissink and Hahn 1961, Ottaviano 1980).
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expedition by Pedro AnzUrez in 1539 (Armentia 1905, Castillo 1986). 5

Local groups reached up to between 100 and 300 people living in large

communal houses, and combined agriculture (crops mentioned are corn,

manioc, sweet potatoes, peppers, cotton, and plantains as early as the

1620s) with hunting, fishing, and gathering. They were led by chiefs

( ecuai ) and shamans, and seemed to be in constant contact and conflict

with each other.

Interest in metal tools and military alliances led to early

collaboration with the Spaniards. During the expeditions of Juan Alvarez

Maldonado and his opponent Gomez de Tordoya in 1667-1669, two major

chiefs, Tarano (an Araona who had already united several local groups)

and Arapo (from the Tuichi river) first each took sides with a Spanish

rival. Later, they formed an interethnic federation which defeated and

expelled the Spaniards (Castillo 1988) . This alliance broke apart after

the death of Tarano in 1595. Later expeditions encountered descendents

of Arapo as local leaders, which indicates a hereditary chieftainship,

but organized resistance gave way to a pattern of trade coupled with

occasional raids of the few Spanish settlements in the intermontane

valleys. This strip of virtual no-man' s land served as a buffer zone

between the highlands and the lowlands (Saignes 1985)

.

Like the Inca before them, during this period the Spaniards were

thus unable to establish permanent control over the lowland Indians

(Renard-Casevitz et al. 1986). However, although the sources hardly

5
. The Spaniards often gave the name of the caciques (local

leaders) to the whole provincia (the term they used for local groups)

.

Some of these, like Amutari and Marupa, are last names frequent in
Tumupasa until today.
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mention it, from the first contact on European diseases can be assumed

to have spread and started to decimate the region's indigenous

population.

The Franciscan Missions of Apolobamba Until the Wars of Independence

Missionaries of different orders had accompanied the military

expeditions and since the 1590s also by themselves attempted to

evangelize the Chunchos

.

In the 1620s, they established two churches in

existing villages on the lower Tuichi river and from the 1660s on stayed

for several years among the Araona and Toromona along the Madre de Dios.

Systematic attempts to concentrate the dispersed indigenous

population in mission villages (reducciones ) began only around 1680 when

the Franciscan Provincia de San Antonio de los Charcas obtained limited

royal and viceroyal economic support for the "spiritual conquest" of the

area north of the Camata river. This region became known as Apolobamba

or Caupolican, fell under the jurisdiction of the Audiencia de Charcas

and was entered first from Cuzco, later from La Paz. 6 Franciscan

6
. In contrast to their Jesuit counterparts in Moxos (today Beni

Department) and Chiquitos (today Department of Santa Cruz), the
Franciscan Missions of Apolobamba have received little ethnohistoric
attention (Hermosa 1986 is disappointingly unsystematic) . The several
historical reviews by members of the Franciscan order (Cardiis 1886, Sans
1888, Armentia 1903, 1905, Mendizclbal 1932) focus more on the missions'
achievements than on their impact on the indigenous population, about
which insights can be expected from a careful reanalysis of published
documents- -not all of which were available to me --and additional
archival research. Despite several attempts, I was unable to get access
to the archives of the Franciscan order in La Paz. In the Ministry of
the Exterior in La Paz, the only other archives I could consult due to
time limitations, I found several relevant unpublished documents.
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missionaries, supported by soldiers of the military and civil authority,

the Maestre de Campo

,

built their own entry road from Pelechuco,

reestablished the already twice disappeared mission of Apolo in the

intermontane valleys and founded Buenavista (Pata) on the upper Tuichi

river. Several other intermontane missions were soon given up due to

rebellions and shortage of missionaries. In the lowlands, after the

departure of a friar the Tacana allegedly sent a delegation to

Buenavista to demand the foundation of a mission on the lower Tuichi.

In general, early Franciscan documents stress the peacefulness and

receptivity of the Tacana groups --and the advantages of opening these

areas to mineral, especially gold exploitation (Tapia 1906(1701])

.

Instead of providing the Franciscans with the expected economic support,

however, the Consejo de Indias in 1709 ordered the Viceroy of Peru to

seek "the most sensitive and least onerous form" (Informe 1709:s.p., my

translation) to make the neophytes (new converts) cover the expenses of

the missions through tributes and other rates.

Among the Tacana groups of the lower Tuichi, where despite all

claims of indigenous hospitality at least one early missionary had been

killed (RelaciOn 1898), permanent missions were not established before

the early 18th century. Tumupasa (originally Santlsima Trinidad del

Yariapu) was founded in 1713, San Jose de Uchupiamonas in 1716. In 1721,

Ixiamas became the first Apolobamba mission on the northern side of the

last chain of the Andes. These three missions of the lowland interior

were to become the core area of the Tacana, whereas the surviving and

newly founded five intermontane missions soon came under heavy Quechua
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influence. 7 Military recruitment methods were necessary now since the

prospect of alliances, gifts and trade were apparently no longer

sufficient to attract the Indians. Tumupasa, San Jose and Ixiamas in

their early years suffered from severe depopulation due to smallpox,

dysentery and other epidemics whose effect was exacerbated by nucleated

settlements in unsuitable environments (see Table 2.1.). All three

missions had to be resettled several times, and around 1770 Tumupasa was

moved to the plains north of the mountains. 8 The missions were also

constantly augmented with newly "reduced" Araona, Toromona and other

ethnic groups, who were settled in different quarters (parcialidades )

,

memory of which remains in Tumupasa and Ixiamas until today.

The mission villages were laid out in a grid pattern with separate

houses for nuclear families and separate streets for older widowers and

widows. The boys over seven years lived in the convent, the girls in a

special house, the beaterio . This settlement pattern was intended to

prevent fires and to avoid "adulteries, drunkenness, idolatries, and

other idle conversations" (Relacion 1898 [ 1747 ]: 32 ,
my translation).

7
. The Tacanan language family area at the time also included the

Jesuit mission of Reyes, founded around 1710 among the Maropa Indians on
the Beni river close to the present site of Rurrenabaque (McEwen 1975)

.

This village became an important link between the missions of Apolobamba
and Moxos from which translators were drawn, and in 1802 the Franciscans
made a futile attempt to annex it to their missions (Armentia 1903)

.

Reyes was moved further inland around 1810.

8
. The exact date of the transfer of Tumupasa to its present site,

important for the later discussion of land use (Chapter 5) ,
is not

mentioned in the sources . The Yariapu is a tributary of the Tuichi

,

whereas Tumupasa ("white stone" in Tacana) refers to the rocky ground
around the present village site. The first reference to Tumupasa as
opposed to Santisima Trinidad del Yariapu I have been able to locate is
Cosme (1771)

.
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TABLE 2.1.

DEMOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE TACANA MISSIONS

Year Tumupasa San Jose Ixiamas Source

At Foundation:
1713 ("many")

(1)
1716 600 (1)
1721 2500 (1)
Decline

:

1747 423 295 594 (1)
1766 320 260 910 (2)
Tribute Census -Taking:
1779 297 95 597 (3)
1788 (416 trib.) (a) (87 trib.) (1089 trib.) (3)
1792 (111 trib./ (15 trib.) (273 trib./ (4)

>200 fam.

)

>400 fam.)
1796 (150 fam.) (30 fam.) (450 fam.) (4)
Recoverv ;

1832 885 73 1170 (5)
1884 1200 150 900 (6)
Rubber Boom Impact:
1893 629 60 649 (7)
1897 814 164 760 (8)

(and 530 in camps 28 in camps 595 in camps) (b)
1900 n. d. 138 743 (9)
1908 403 95 377 (10)
1911 (total of 100 families in all three) (11)
Recoverv
1948 285 250 490 (12)
1950 (c) 433 277 782 (13)
1966 543 350-400 876 (14)
1976 (d) n. d. n. d. 654 (2293) (e) (15)
1987 800 400 1250 (16)

Notes, (a) Trib. — tributaries

,

male or female adults obliged to pay
tribute, fam. - families. Considering that the data for this period were
gathered under the directions of the same official, they are extremely
contradictory, (b) Refers to those working in the rubber camps along the
Beni river, (c) Official results of the 1950 census, (d) Official
results of the 1976 census, (e) The first figure refers to the village,
the second to the total population in the canton of Ixiamas.
Considerable inconsistencies between data from the same period cast
doubts on some of their reliability. Nevertheless, general trends can be
observed.

Sources: (1) RelaciOn 1898 [1747] ; (2) Santos 1988; (3) Maurtua 1907,
vol. 7; (4) Armentia 1903; (5) Orbigny 1945; (6) CardUs 1886; (7) Ducchi
1895; (8) Sanjines 1898; (9) Aberasturi 1900; (10) Elejalde 1909; (11)
Marquina 1911; (12) Pardo 1948b; (13) Hissink and Hahn 1961;
(14) InformaciOn 1971; (15) Presencia, July 16, 1985; (16) own census.
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Vi-H-a6e life was tightly organized. The population was congregated in

the church twice daily for religious instruction whose effect was

enhanced through vocal and orchestral music and the introduction of the

catholic fiesta cycle. Three local authorities called alcaldes, in

charge of order and communal work, were elected annually on January 1 by

the population and confirmed by the Maestre de Campo ,

9

Each household had fields of corn, manioc, peanuts and other crops

for home consumption. In exchange for the clothes and tools supplied by

the mission, the Indians gathered honey, wax, incense and other forest

products. These were then sent to the highland cities as gifts for the

missions' wealthy beneficiaries. In addition, communal corn fields

provided a mission reserve, and rice and coca were grown to be sold in

Pelechuco once a year to cover mission necessities (the Indians

apparently did not like rice and were not allowed to consume coca) . The

Franciscans also introduced fruit trees, vegetables, dogs, chickens, and

cattle of which 1000 head were distributed among the missions around

1720. By training the Indians in all locally needed crafts, they

attempted to avoid contact with and dependency on outsiders. This rather

idealized description, the only early source on the organization of the

missions, mentions only in passing the permanent danger of mutiny and

the difficulty to make the Indians work (Relacion 1898 [1747]).

Even according to the judgment of their own historians, the

missions of Apolobamba never developed economically and culturally (in

. Later documents mention only two alcaldes
,
and the first

reference to the currently used term cacique is a 1788 document which
mentions a Francisco Palomeque (a last name common in San Jose until
today) as cacique in all three missions (Maurtua 1907, vol. 7).
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the sense of music and crafts) as did those of Moxos east of the Beni

river before the Jesuit expulsion in 1767 (Armentia 1903 : 73-75)

.

10 The

shortage of missionaries in Apolobamba led to such a decline that around

1755 there were attempts to annex the missions to those of Moxos

(Maurtua 1907, vol. 7). They recovered with a temporary reinforcement of

missionaries newly arrived from Spain. The population continued to

decline in all villages but Ixiamas from where fairly aggressive

attempts to "reduce the infidels" continued, causing periodic

counterattacks (Santos 1988). 11

In 1776, the missions became part of the new Viceroyalty of Buenos

Aires, and the Bourbonic administrative reforms of the 1780s introduced

the Intendant system and created the Su.bdelegaci.6n de Apolobamba whose

officer for the first time enforced tribute payments. In the

intermontane missions, tribute was cancelled in coca, in the lowlands in

wild cacao . At the same time
,
the Franciscan order became occupied with

two new missions among Tacana- speaking groups, Cavinas on the lower Beni

river and Santiago de Pacaguaras (or Guacanaguas) north of Ixiamas

beyond the Madidi river. No longer capable or willing to attend the

10
. Recent historical research indicates that the prosperity of the

Moxos missions was more than previously assumed dependent on subsidies
generated elsewhere by the Jesuit order. It suggests that in the 1740s
the lack of similar support contributed to the failure of the Franciscan
mission efforts in what is today the Peruvian montaha (Block 1980) . The
missions of Apolobamba may have been a parallel case.

11
. Tumupasa in contrast in 1780 received a peaceful visit by the

Toromona who came to worship the Caquiahuaca (the highest mountain in
the area and the most important of the Tacana edutsis or gods) (Sans
1888:100). Even today, Tumupasehos stress that they, the tumu deja
("stone men"), unlike the Ixiamerios were always respected by the Chamas

,

the term they use to refer to "wild" forest Indians.
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eight older missions, in 1793 the order used the fact that the Indians

paid tribute as evidence of their "civilization" and demanded the

transformation of the early missions into parishes ( curatos ) under the

care of the Bishop of La Paz who initially refused to take over this

burden. Additional confusion was created by the arrival of Franciscan

missionaries from the newly created convent of Moquegua who by royal

decree received the new missions in 1796 but had to return them in 1804,

a process which contributed to the failure of a last mission attempt to

the north, Carmen de Toromonas
,
and to the later abandonment of Santiago

de Pacaguaras as well. Parishes were established in Tumupasa, Ixiamas

,

and San Jose in 1807 (Just 1987:51), but none of the secular priests

lasted very long. During the Wars of Independence, the Spanish and

royalist clergy abandoned both missions and parishes.

In the 18th century, the "protectionist front" of the Franciscans-

-

with only limited fiscal and military support- -thus brought the interior

of Apolobamba, today's Province of Iturralde, and its indigenous

inhabitants slowly under the control of the colonial state. As missions

all over Latin America, those of Apolobamba were pioneering "frontier

institutions." They served both as buffers to the "savage" hinterland

and as instruments to "civilize" and to integrate the natives into the

emerging regional economy (Langer 1987).

During this period, the different ethnic groups underwent severe

depopulation and social transformation in the concentrated mission

villages. This process was accompanied by a fusion of the different

Tacanan languages into a lingua franca. With the imposition of

ceremonial Catholicism (parallel to which traditional beliefs and
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rituals persisted), these communities- -resembling the "closed corporate

communities in the highlands (Stocks 1983a) - -became the center of the

Tacana s identity as "Christians." The mission Indians thus cleary set

themselves off from the non-missionized "savages," in whose "conquest"

they participated, a distinction which remains important to them until

today

.

The missionaries also brought about economic change. They

introduced crops and animals and made the Indians extract forest

products and produce agricultural surplus for the mission and through it

for highland markets. They also facilitated tribute payments to the

state. The missions apparently succeeded in providing the Indians with

some protection from outside exploitation, but there was still only

limited demand for Indian labor, mainly as carriers in the trade to and

from the highlands. During this period, the indigenous land base

remained undisputed, though like everything else under tight mission

control

.

Booms and Busts in the 19th and Early 20th Centuries

With Bolivia's independence in 1825, the area of San Jose,

Tumupasa
,
and Ixiamas became the lowland Partido Chico of the Province

of Caupolican (Department of La Paz) . The situation of its indigenous

inhabitants did not improve. Tribute payments, a major source of state

revenue all through the 19th century, remained, and the demand for

Indian carriers grew with the slowly increasing extraction of quinine

bark (also called Cinchona, Cascarrilla

,

or Peruvian bark) in the
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intermontane valleys. In the early 1830s, San Jose's population reached

a low of 73 people, but the village was maintained due to its strategic

location for the highland- lowland trade (Orbigny 1945). 12 Tumupasa and

Ixiamas
,

in contrast, had recovered to populations of 885 and 1170,

respectively. The Indians, according to d' Orbigny, were monolingual and

lacked understanding of the monetary system. They served as "beasts of

burden" for the priests, alcaldes, and merchants in exchange for cloth

and other merchandise. Trade goods leaving the province (mainly the

Apolo region) at the time were, in order of economic importance, coca,

quinine bark, cacao, tobacco, rice, and various tropical forest

products. Those entering the region were salt, animals and their

products (fat, meat, cheese), flour and bread, cloth, and alcohol.

Problems stressed by d' Orbigny in addition to the economic exploitation

of the Indians were diseases and infant mortality, and alcohol

consumption encouraged by the frequent fiestas. 13

In view of the difficulty to attend the parishes with regular

priests and the need to maintain these "outposts of civilization," in

1837 the in principle rather anti-clerical Bolivian government once

again handed them over to the Franciscans. The friars, now of the

12
. D' Orbigny did not visit Caupolican himself but based his report

on two 1832 documents from the region and personal communications.

13
. At the same time, in an early version of modernization theory

reasoning d' Orbigny commented on the situation of the "poor but content"
ex-mission Indians that "the only way to put an end to this apathy, this
indolence that all the still semi-savage nations are accused of, is to
create in them, through continued commercial relations, desires of which
they have no idea yet" (1945:1577, my translation). He therefore saw a
positive effect of the quinine trade in the fact that the Indians were
learning Spanish and the value of money.
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recently founded Colegio de Propaganda Fide de San Jose in La Paz

,

received them only as doctrinas
, for purely religious attention. The

civil authority remained with a government-appointed corregidor . The

Franciscans restored and continued the work of their predecessors,

including unsuccessful attempts to found new missions in the north.

Their survival depended on a small government salary and contributions

from the Indians, but according to their constant complaints it hung

mainly on support from their order. The friars published several

catechisms in Tacana (Schuller 1933) and organized small schools under

native Maestros de Capilla who were also responsible for the music

during Mass. 14 In Tumupasa, they built a large church in the 1870s and

installed a water supply system.

However, the Franciscans no longer had the jurisdiction to control

the interference of outsiders in the villages. In the 1850s and 1860s,

the quinine boom reached the Bolivian intermontane valleys and brought

immigration mainly from Santa Cruz and unprecedented labor demands

(Fifer 1982a). 15 Upon complaints by the Tumupasefios against abuses by

the corregidor
,
from 1855 on the tribute was paid in money instead of

cacao (Amentia 1903:354-355). Besides this isolated incident, there is

little evidence for Tacana nor Franciscan resistance against civil

14
. The locally produced instruments played were violins and almost

2 meter long panpipes called bajones, the musicians were trained to read
and write musical annotations (solfas)

,

and chorals were sung in Latin,
Spanish, and Tacana (Bustillos 1988).

15
. Around 1850 already a traveller reported that half a dozen

Tacana from Ixiamas and Tumupasa were working as hatmakers as far
upriver as Guanay

,
where they probably had come as bark collectors

(Weddel 1853).
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authorities and commercial interests during this period. To the

contrary, in 1862, the Franciscans followed the suggestion of a

cascarillero (quinine bark merchant) and founded San Buenaventura as a

trading post on the Beni river, with families mainly from Tumupasa. When

the Beni Department was created in 1842, Rurrenabaque ("river of ducks"

Tacana) on the opposite side of the Beni had been designated as its

capital. Apparently, it did not emerge as a permanent settlement before

the 1860s.

The quinine bark trade went either directly to the highlands or

via Reyes, which became a major commercial center during this period, to

the Mamore and Amazon. Demand declined with Colombian competition and

the establishment of plantations in Asia from 1870 on (Klein 1982, Fifer

1982a) . Some of the immigrants turned to cattle ranching in the Beni

department. Others, aware of the incipient rubber boom along the Amazon,

started to explore the possibilities of rubber tapping and processing.

They found significant concentrations of Hevea trees downriver from

Cavinas. Their exploitation became economically attractive only in 1880,

however, when the connection of the Beni with the Mamore-Madeira and its

freedom from "savage" attacks was confirmed by the explorer Edwin Heath

(Fifer 1970). Within a few years, the region attracted entrepreneurs and

adventurers from all over the world. Barracas (rubber camps) mushroomed

along the lower Beni, the Madre de Dios and their tributaries. By 1890,

they were consolidated in several major enterprises, the most powerful

of which was the Casa Suarez.

Labor demand surged and led to the persecution ( correrlas ) of the

Araona, Pacaguara, and other northern ethnic groups who were virtually
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extinguished during this period through massacres, slavery, and disease.

Other patrons preferred to recruit, through the corregidores
,
the

indigenous peasantry in the ex-missions not only of Apolobamba, but also

of Moxos and Chiquitos who provided a docile labor force. 16 Protective

labor laws (the Leyes sobre Enganche de Peones of 1896/97) did little to

control debt peonage and other abuses. Between 1880 and 1920, an

increasing number of Franciscan documents lamented the decline of

Ixiamas, Tumupasa, and San Jose which were being depopulated. Around

1910, the inhabitants of the three ex-missions together reached only 100

families (Marquina 1911, see Table 2.1.). 17 Entire families were

transferred to the rubber areas from where few returned. In addition,

the men were sought as carriers and cattle drivers in the highland trade

and as navigators all along the Beni river. They also worked as ranch

hands on estancias which began to be established in the region in the

16
. One Riberalta -based firm of French and Swiss origin in

Particular, the Casa Braillard, later Casa Seiler and today Casa Hecker
,

preferred workers from Tumupasa, Ixiamas, and Reyes who were giving
"excellent results" (interview with F. Hecker in Torres 1930:661, my
translation) and were said to prosper due to the company' s good
treatment (Braillard 1919). While the latter is doubtful especially for
the early years

,
until today a substantial portion of Hecker' s employees

are of Tacana origin. Of the 927 employees on the November 1986 payroll
of the company's four major barracas which I was permitted to review in
January of 1987 in Riberalta, 28 % had last names which clearly linked
them to Ixiamas and Tumupasa, and many others may have been of Tacana
origin but were no longer identifiable by this crude criterion alone.
Most of these people have lost contact with their villages of origin and
ethnic roots, but return migration is possible as long as they can
demonstrate kinship ties, and is still occurring on a limited scale.

17
. Franciscan sources for this period include the ones cited in

footnote 6 as well as Ducci 1895, Sanjines 1898 and Aberasturi 1900. In
1905, the missions and parishes came under the control of the Ministry
of Colonization and had to submit regular reports, several of which were
published in the Archivo de la Comisaria Franciscana between 1909 and
1919.
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late 19th century. Another problem was increasing attacks by the

b&rbaros ("savages"), especially the feared Guarayos
,
who were

retreating to the ex-mission area. 18 The outcome was a severe

demoralization of the remaining Tacana population who occasionally even

suffered from food shortages due to the neglect of agriculture. The

Franciscans in vain recommended to the government the reestablishment of

strict mission control (as prescribed by the Reglamento de Misiones of

1871) and economic support for their work in the existing villages and

new missions. Their demands that the tribute be abolished (it continued

at least until 1895 and was imposed even on fourteen-year-olds) and debt

peonage practices be persecuted also went unheeded.

The height of the rubber boom passed with the collapse of prices

in 1912, once again due to plantations in Asia. This brought a decline

of the regional economy and of trading centers like Reyes, Rurrenabaque

,

and San Buenaventura (which, however, had never reached the importance

of Riberalta, not to speak of Iquitos or Manaus). The two boom-and-bust

cycles of the 19th century, especially the rubber boom with its

Amazonian orientation, had consolidated state control over the lowlands

only to a certain degree. The traditional network of highland- lowland

trade relationships via Apolo had expanded, and herds of cattle from

Moxos and Ixiamas as well as a variety of minor forest products from as

far as Cavinas reached highland markets. The annual feria (fair) of Pata

became an important event where the Tacana and other lowlanders traded

18
- In 1900 for the first time in Tumupasa' s history they killed a

woman (from Ixiamas) close to the village (Aberasturi 1900).
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with highlanders from as far as Peru and even northern Argentina (Pardo

1948a) .

19

After the creation of the Beni department, an increasing number of

government and scientific expeditions explored the region in search of

routes of communication and valuable natural resources. 20 However,

although the two booms had attracted considerable immigration from other

areas of Bolivia, large areas in the north were occupied by Brazilians,

and Peru had territorial claims in the west. In an attempt to maintain

or rather gain control over these areas, around 1900 the Bolivian

government gave huge land concessions in Acre and Caupolican to foreign

companies. However, the Acre conflict and an Argentine-mediated

arbitration with Peru led to heavy territorial losses in the northern,

less in the western Bolivian Amazon. The Ministry of Colonization

created in 1905 attempted to consolidate the remaining areas by

designing a ring of frontier settlements which, however, were never

realized (Fifer 1982b). All through this period, the Franciscans

continued to serve, in the words of a government official, as "the most

19
. Trade goods taken to the highlands in the 1880s were cacao,

tamarind (from Ixiamas), Brazil nuts (from Cavinas)
, medicinal oils, and

jaguar, otter, and sloth skins. In Pata, the lowland Indians exchanged
these for cloth, metal tools and trinkets (chucherlas ) (Armentia
1890:30). According to local informants who in their youth still had
gone to the feria, other lowland trade items were aromatic substances
like vanilla and siyaya (a palm flower)

,
chicle (natural chewing gum)

,

feathers, and caiman teeth and other medicinals, and highland trade
items included also salt, cheese, and meat.

20
. Although many of these expeditions passed through the ex-

missions, San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque
, most of them unfortunately

contain only passing mention of the region' s economic and social
conditions at the time (e.g. Evans 1903, Fawcett 1911, Rusby 1922, 1930
and Torres 1930)

.
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economic and least demanding colonizing element," incorporating the

lowland Indians "into national life, converting them into useful labor"

(Lavadenz 1925:627, my translation). The missionaries fulfilled this

role out of similar convictions about the Indians' need to become

useful members of national society, although they protested against

extreme abuses. 21

The three ex-mission villages emerged from this period in

different conditions. San Jose persisted only because of its importance

as the first lowland resting place on the long overland trip from La Paz

via Apolo to San Buenaventura, and due to the stability provided by the

permanence of the same Franciscan friar there for over 50 years. He

congregated a mixed population of lowland, intermontane
, and even

highland origin and introduced Quechua as the lingua franca (Sans 1888).

The origin of the few families of Tacana descent remaining in San Jose

today can be traced to Tumupasa.

In Ixiamas
, depopulation did not threaten the Tacana any more, but

due to its location close to natural savannas, during and after the

rubber boom the village attracted several Bolivians and foreigners who

started to establish cattle ranches and to dominate village affairs. The

ancestors of the major rancher families in Ixiamas today came from as

far as the United States, Austria, and England. In the 1890s, the

Franciscans described the Tacana of Ixiamas, most of whom lived in the

Vi-Hage center and were thus under their constant influence, as more

. A 1891 Tacana manual was expressedly destined not only for use
by the Franciscans, but also by the rubber patrons (Schuller 1933).
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open and obedient than those of Tumupasa, and the school children as

fluent in Spanish (Ducci 1895:110).

The Tumupasefios

,

in contrast, in the eyes of the Franciscans were

the most "backward" of the Tacana. Since the soils immediately

surrounding the village of Tumupasa were unsuitable for agriculture, the

Tacana had a justification to withdraw from Franciscan control and live

spread out in their fields in a radius of about 40 km, reaching the Beni

at the mouth of the Sayuba river which served as their port. Around

1880, over half of the families did not even have a house in the village

center (Armentia 1890) . They came to Tumupasa only when their

parcialidad was on duty for church and village services. They continued

to wear their "indecent" short tunicas and paint their faces and bodies.

Since they were reluctant to send their children to school, virtually

all remained monolingual in Tacana. They were said to be content with

corn beer and plantains and lazy, sometimes not even producing enough

for their own consumption.

Nevertheless, by the end of the century Tumupasa (like the other

villages) was producing considerable amounts of coffee for the market,

apparently in part in plantations belonging to the church (Sanjines

1898). Also, "white" families were establishing themselves in Tumupasa

at least since the 1880s, and in 1900 one of them had two ranches in

natural savannas towards Ixiamas, five were producing sugar and alcohol,

and two were resident merchants, enterprises certainly run with native

labor (Aberasturi 1900) . Despite this increasing outside influence and

much to the Franciscans' dismay, the Tacana in all three villages

continued to practice shamanistic rituals in cult houses in the forest
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(which the friars destroyed when they could find them) . At the same

time, they insisted on celebrating elaborate Catholic fiestas.

The quinine and rubber booms, typical cases of early "extractive

fronts," through their labor demand syphoned off a large part of the

Tacana population which had been conveniently concentrated and

"domesticated" by the Franciscans. Parallel to this and continuing after

the decline of the extractive economy, the intrusion of outsiders now

also dedicated to ranching and agricultural activities not only

continued to draw on native labor, but also started a slow but gradual

process of territorial reduction.

The Region Until "The March to the North" in the 1970s

After the fall of rubber prices, government interest in the region

declined for two decades. The Vicariato ApostOlico del Beni established

in 1919 was once again assigned to the Franciscans. However, their

involvement decreased to the point that from the late 1920s on a single

friar attended Ixiamas
,
Tumupasa, and San Jose, as well as the market

towns. 22 The emerging class of regionally based patrons had started to

22
. There are virtually no official documents nor explorer reports

covering the time after the rubber boom, and few records were kept and
preserved at the local and regional level. The only available sources on
the time before the Revolution of 1952 are Pardo (1948a, b) and Haas and
Buchs (1959), so that for this period I have to rely mainly on oral
tradition whose information is often difficult to date. Between 1952-54,
a German anthropological study was conducted among the Tacana but
contains few data on their economic and social position in the regional
context (Hissink and Hahn 1961, 1984). Some information on the 1960s can
be found in Dlez de Medina (1968), Hanus (1968), Ottaviano (1974, 1980),
and Ottaviano and Ottaviano (1979, 1980).
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diversify and expand their economic activities, but this process was

limited by the extreme distances and difficulties of transport to

lowland and highland markets. By the 1930s, several ranches had become

established in the savannas of Ixiamas, and sugarcane -based estates

sprang up on the Beni river below San Buenaventura. These enterprises

initially recruited and kept their mainly Tacana laborers in similar

ways as the rubber camps. Tahua, San Pedro, Buenavista and Altamarani

are communities which evolved out of ranches and estates founded during

this period. According to older informants, under this hacienda - like

system, beef, milk, cheese, lard, sugar, alcohol, and coffee were

produced in much larger quantities than today. They were sold to the

rubber enterprises which in monthly boat trips on the Beni still

provided the region with salt, flour, kerosene, cloth, and tools and

rifles from Brazil and even overseas. These were brought in via the

Amazon and the Madeira-Mamore railway constructed after the Acre

conflict

.

Rubber extraction continued in the north and (like quinine) had a

minor second boom period during World War II, but the extractive economy

never fully recovered. From 1930 on, commercial Brazil nut collection in

the rubber camps provided supplementary income to the companies and

created additional labor demand during the rainy season. The Tacana,

until today esteemed as good workers, were recruited as permanent or

seasonal rubber tappers and Brazil nut gatherers by intermediaries of

the Riberalta -based companies. As a result, the villages continued to be

drained of their able-bodied population (Pardo 1948b).
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Cattle and forest product trade with the highlands continued as

well, and the feria of Pata remained important at least until the 1950s.

A new cattle trade route was opened via Ixiamas and Puerto Heath to

Puerto Maldonado in the Peruvian Amazon. This led to the emigration of

many Tacana families to that area which apparently offered them better

economic prospects. Another new activity was the gold mining in the

upper Beni region, where Tacana were taken as laborers as early as the

1930s, and which also required cattle supplies. In addition, Tacana

continued to serve as navigators in the river trade. The major cash crop

produced by peasants as well as some patrons during this period was

coffee of which, according to local informants, approximately 3000

arrobas (about 35 metric tons) were annually sold in Tumupasa, San Jose,

Ixiamas, and Tahua together. Coffee marketing was controlled by few

regionally based merchants who used a system called habilitacidn to

employ ambulant or local collectors (rescatadores ) . These in turn

advanced merchandise to the peasants to later claim the harvest.

During the Chaco war between Bolivia and Paraguay (1932-35), the

government' s need for soldiers reached the region despite its extremely

long distance from the front. According to war participants, General

Federico Roman, a veteran of the Acre conflict, recalled the Tacana

matamonos ("monkeykillers") . Over a hundred men from Ixiamas, Tumupasa

and San Jose were drafted (some volunteered). 23 They reached the Chaco

23
. Most of this description is based on interviews which I

conducted with six Chaco war veterans from Tumupasa, Ixiamas, San Jose,
and Buenavista. They all had met General Roman who must have been in
contact with Tumupasa before the war since the staff symbolizing the
authority of the cacique bears his name and the date 1917. Possibly he
had recruited Tacana to the rubber camps . There had been Tacana
participation in the Acre conflict as well, but mainly by rubber tappers
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in a several months long trip first downriver to Riberalta, then upriver

to Trinidad and over Santa Cruz to Villamontes. The veterans'

experience, while full of suffering from disease and bad treatment,

probably for the first time instilled in them an awareness of national

identity as Bolivians. Some also returned with a feeling of superiority

over the Kolias, the highland Indians who spoke less Spanish and had

difficulties to adjust to the Chaco environment. As among the Ignacianos

of one the ex-Jesuit missions of Moxos (Jones 1980) ,
the war also

contributed to an incipient awareness of the Tacana of their civil

rights

.

The war brought transformations in Bolivian society that would

eventually lead to the National Revolution of 1952. Government

involvement in the region increased again with the creation of the

Province of Iturralde in 1938, parallel to that of the Department of

Pando in the north. Iturralde covers the area of the old lowland

missions from the Tuichi to the Madre de Dios (43,000 sq.km). Its first

capital was San Buenaventura, at the time a small village which had lost

its importance as trade center to the neighboring Rurrenabaque

.

Government schools were opened in Ixiamas and Tumupasa in 1939. Since

teachers insisted on Spanish in class, education contributed to the

decline of the Tacana language among the younger generation, made to

feel ashamed of their own dialecto feo ("ugly dialect").

resident in Nicolas Suarez' barracas . A Tacana from Ixiamas, Bruno
Racua, at the time became famous for shooting a burning arrow during the
successful assault of Bahia by Suarez' Coluwna Porvenir

.
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In 1942, the Vicariato Apostolico de Reyes was created which

included the Province of Iturralde. French and Swiss Redemptorists

(a congregation founded in Italy in 1732) replaced the last Franciscan

friar and were to become major actors at the regional level. Due to a

shortage of personnel, they first concentrated on the area of Reyes and

Rurrenabaque with only irregular visits to Iturralde where their first

activity was to restore the decaying churches (Haas and Buchs 1959).

Contact between the Tacana and the regional population, and in

general with national society, also increased through obligatory

military service in Cobija or Riberalta, and the opening of airstrips in

Rurrenabaque in 1944 (as part of the U.S. Defense Supply activities) and

in Ixiamas in 1948. Local residents in both towns state that the influx

of commercial goods by air decreased the incentives for local

agricultural production and regional trade. The increasing contact with

La Paz in the 1940s also gave rise to the first discussions among the

regional elite about large development projects like a hydroelectric dam

across the Beni and a sugarcane processing industry on the river (Pardo

1948b, Haas and Buchs 1959). A preview of future negative experiences

with such projects were the activities of an Italian impostor from about

1950 on in Ixiamas. He first obtained a 10,000 hectare land concession

and generous government support for a colonization project. In the

1960s, he returned with a project for mechanized agriculture and

processing plants. None of these projects ever materialized (Dlez de

Medina 1968)

.

By the time of the National Revolution in 1952, regional politics,

economy and society had thus become more complex and more directly
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influenced by the government in La Paz . However, none of the extractive

and productive activities had proved to be economically viable. A

serious cattle pest in the late 1940s, according to different local

estimates, had killed between 80 % and 95 % of the total herd of

approximately 5000 head in the area of Ixiamas . As a result, owners were

abandoning their ranches even before the Agrarian Reform of 1953. As in

most of the Bolivian lowlands, the reform did not have much immediate

impact in Iturralde. There was little pressure from the peasants against

the landholders who had not yet reduced their land base to a threatening

degree and were also withdrawing from the sugar estates. Local peasant

unions ( sindicatos ) apparently were founded only in Buenavista (where

the peasants purchased the estate for a nominal sum from its owner in

1954) ,
and in Ixiamas (where it soon disappeared) . From 1960 on, a few

private and communal land titles were demanded and from 1966 on given

out in the region (CNRA list copied 1985, Bilbao la Vieja 1987). In the

north, the rubber estates were de jure dismantled but de facto continued

to operate in much the same way as before (Ormachea 1987)

.

During this period, the Tacana who had remained in the ex-missions

or were living in the newly independent communities continued to combine

mainly subsistence agriculture with occasional wage labor in whatever

opportunity arose. Wage labor involvement usually required long-term

absences from the villages. In Tumupasa, in comparison to the turn of

the century, social differentiation (expressed in racial and economic
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terms in local records) had actually declined. 24 Local estates and

stores had been given up, and the descendents of the old patrons or

traders who stayed in the village, especially those with Tacana mothers,

after one or two generations lived in economic conditions not much

different from those of the Tacana. However, until today they are called

vecinos ("neighbors") or gente buena ("the good people") and often

maintain a feeling of cultural superiority. This attitude was even more

typical for the elite in the other two villages. In San Jose, in the

late 1930s a newcomer family had established itself as local patron-

merchants and also recruited workers from Tumupasa for the coffee

harvest and other tasks. In Ixiamas, ranching recovered and continued to

support a more stratified social structure. Nevertheless, in the early

1950s, the system of political and religious authorities and fiestas

established by the Franciscans, shamanistic rituals, and a rich Tacana

oral tradition persisted in all three villages, most strongly in

Tumupasa (Hissink and Hahn 1961, 1984).

The time after the Revolution was one of further economic decline

and stagnation for the region. World coffee prices fell around 1960, and

coffee rust eliminated what was left of the neglected plantations. The

rubber centers no longer purchased much regional production, and the

commercial relations with the highland markets and the Peruvian Amazon

24
. The books of the Registro Civil in Tumupasa, which have been

kept since 1940, obliging the registrar to note race, profession, and
literacy, distinguish between indigenas (the men being registered as
labradores

,
later agricultores

,
the women as hilanderas or alfareras

,

virtually all illiterate) and blancos

,

in later years also mestizos (the
men agricultores and comerciantes

,
the women amas de casa or costureras

,

most of them literate) . The "whites" listed were actually all of mixed
descent but belonged to the local elite.
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decreased as well. Only the ranchers of Ixiamas derived some income from

meat sales by plane directly to La Paz. In 1963, Ixiamas became

provincial capital, although it was still isolated enough to harbor

exiled political prisoners (Dlez de Medina 1968)

.

Nevertheless, this period continued to bring new outside interests

and influences. In 1956, oil explorations started between Apolo and

Rurrenabaque but for a long time produced no results (Amigos 1987). The

Protestant -fundamentalist Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) in 1954

had been invited by the revolutionary government to "incorporate" the

indigenous population. In 1957, the SIL started to work among the Tacana

in Ixiamas, and from 1962 on in Tumupasa. After a long contact effort,

in 1967 the SIL settled the surviving less than 50 Araona in a mission

station in the north of the Province (ILV 1980). Among the Tacana,

however, its evangelization attempts were much less successful. Even the

bilingual education materials the missionaries developed were never

accepted, apparently due to a mixture of resistance to their religious

connotations and a growing rejection by the Tacana of their own language

and culture. After a conflict with the authorities of Tumupasa over a

press publication in which SIL missionaries claimed to have "civilized"

the Tacana, the missionaries had to withdraw to San Buenaventura in

1966. In the face of the perceived Protestant threat, the Redemptorists

became more active as well, striving for more than the massive but

short-term results achieved during brief viajes de misiones ("mission

visits") in the late 1950s (Haas and Buchs 1959). Attempts were made at

more profound evangelization and reduction of what were considered

excessive fiestas. Also, in the 1960s, the priest who attended Iturralde
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together with the ranchers eradicated the "outdated" system of political

and religious authorities in Ixiamas. In Tumupasa and San Jose, in

contrast, most of these offices exist until today.

From 1968 until a decree by the Banzer government in 1971, a boom

in commercial hunting of skins (mainly ocelot, but also jaguar, otter,

and caiman) briefly stimulated the regional economy. Hundreds of skins

were exported each week by rescatadores in Rurrenabaque and San

Buenaventura, and five stores opened in Ixiamas, and one each in

Tumupasa and San Jose where there had been none in 1965 (Boletln 1968).

However, the only ones to reap lasting benefit from this mini -boom were

a few merchants in the two towns who accumulated considerable capital

during this period.

Conclusion

Once the Tacana had recovered from the demographic decline of the

early mission period, their history has been one of remarkable cultural

continuity. The most striking expression of this is the persistence of

shamanism and its rituals. In this hidden realm, until today the Tacana

can most fully live out their stigmatized ethnic identity (cf. Stocks

1981). This continuity- -underneath outward acculturation which minimizes

social friction- -is a testimony to Tacana resistance against

assimilative pressures, noticeable especially in Tumupasa.

The Franciscans, the major "frontier institution" influential

among the Tacana for over two centuries, were by no means interested in

preserving the "non-Catholic" aspects of their culture. Also, they were
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ambivalent in their intermediary role between the Tacana, whom they

sought to protect and "civilize," and the state and the regional

economic elite, whose interests they served more or less consciously.

Nevertheless, by instituting such cohesive devices as the system of

political and religious authorities and the fiesta cycle which gave the

Tacana a community- level identity as Christian Indians, they contributed

to their ethnic persistence.

The most basic condition for this persistence, however, was that

the Tacana maintained control over their land and forests. Despite

extractive booms and busts and incipient pastoral and agricultural

fronts, until the 1970s their resource base was never seriously

threatened. Cattle raising in the natural savannas did not conflict

directly with Tacana agriculture and hunting. The vagaries and

disarticulation of the regional economy also limited the expansion of

ranches and agricultural estates. Therefore, those who remained in the

communities or returned could always fall back on agriculture, hunting,

and other extractive activities as a secure subsistence base.

For centuries
,
the Tacana have been integrated into the emerging

regional economy through extraction and agricultural production, but

most of all as laborers in a variety of settings. Their relationship to

the regional elite was generally one of subordination which led to an

outwardly rather obedient behavior towards priests, patrons and

outsiders in general which is noticeable until today. However, the

Tacana' s history also demonstrates their responsiveness to economic

opportunities elsewhere which caused long absences from their native

villages or emigration. This in turn relieved population pressure on
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natural resources and facilitated the coexistence between the indigenous

peasantry and the regional elite. Until "The March to the North," in the

absence of well -developed regional commodity, land and labor markets,

the interactions between the Tacana and the landholder -merchants

remained dominated by the personalized patron- client relationships

characteristic of the first phase of the stage models of frontier

expansion.

The history of the Province of Iturralde and especially the area

between San Buenaventura and Ixiamas has several aspects which today'

s

planners should take into account. First, the region and its indigenous

inhabitants have until recently been an important link in highland-

lowland trade and other interactions- -Iturralde' s alleged emptiness and

isolation is a myth. That the Tacana today are virtually "invisible" as

Indians to outsiders is explicable as a defense against discrimination.

It should not deprive them of their rights to the land and natural

resources they have historically occupied and used and continue to

depend on for their livelihood. Second, with the increase in power of

the highland state and the parallel changes in the national economy, the

relations between the center and the "internal colony" have become

increasingly unequal and destructive for the Tacana and the regional

environment. In Inca and colonial times, the region's main role was that

of provider of valuable forest products. During the quinine and rubber

booms, it served as a labor reserve. The following period of commodity

production mainly on estates (cattle, sugar, coffee etc.) started to

reduce the Tacana' s land base but was soon constrained by its dependence

on limited and unstable regional, national and international markets.
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Large agroindustrial projects today still face the same infrastructural

and economic problems and are a questionable strategy for regional

development. As the next chapter will show, they often serve as an

instrument to give outside interests access to the region' s coveted

natural resources (oil, gold, lumber). The extraction of these resources

may jeopardize the natural environment and is unlikely to benefit the

regional, especially the indigenous population.



CHAPTER 3

"THE MARCH TO THE NORTH": DEVELOPMENT POLICIES IN THE 1970S AND 1980S

Introduction

The last chapter documented that the area of the Province of

Iturralde and its indigenous inhabitants, the Tacana, for centuries have

been in contact with highland states seeking access to lowland products

extracted and transported by native labor. From the end of the 19th

century on, outsiders also started to occupy land for agricultural and

animal production. This led to a gradual circumscription of the old

mission territories and further abuse of the Tacana. With the attempts

of the development corporation for the Department of La Paz CORDEPAZ in

the 1970s and 1980s to launch "The March to the North" and convert San

Buenaventura into an agroindustrial growth pole, this process has

reached dimensions threatening the land and resource base and thus the

future viability of the indigenous communities.

The following sketch of the policies and projects designed for the

region over the last 20 years in La Paz will show much continuity. 1 The

1
. This chapter is based on a critical evaluation of the cited

studies and projects by national and international agencies from whom I

obtained additional information through correspondence and interviews
between 1984 and 1988, and on a systematic analysis of relevant articles
in the Bolivian press and specialized magazines about Bolivia during
these years.

66
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Paceflo political and economic elite, concerned with the rapid growth of

the rival Department of Santa Cruz, primarily has been interested in

revenues from oil and gold extraction and from a large sugarcane -based

agroindustry in the northern lowlands. Even left-wing planners so far

have not seriously considered the needs of Iturralde' s indigenous

population as guidelines for development projects. Like others, they

have conveniently justified their "internal colonialism" by appealing to

the need for redistribution of "excess" highland population as a means

to achieve national sovereignty over this "empty" border region. The

structural problems in Iturralde resulting from these policies, besides

its dependence on CORDEPAZ, range from a skewed land distribution to

uncontrolled immigration and extraction of natural resources to an

ongoing lack of basic services for the population, which as a result

relies heavily on support from the Catholic Church.

CORDEPAZ and "The March to the North"

The evolution of CORDEPAZ and its interest in the northernmost

province of the Department of La Paz, which covers almost a third of its

surface but in 1985 had only 0.3 % of its population (Bilbao la Vieja

1987:12,73), need to be set in the context of post-revolutionary

Bolivian development policies. These exacerbated existing and created

new imbalances in the country and stimulated regionalist civic movements

(Calderon and Laserna 1985) . Following the Bohan-Plan developed in

1941-42 by a U.S. technical mission to diversify the Bolivian economy,

the MNR government after the revolution of 1952 with considerable U.S.
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economic aid fostered frontier expansion in the lowlands. This included

road construction, oil and timber extraction, and support for capitalist

agricultural enterprises mainly based on sugarcane, all primarily in the

Department of Santa Cruz (Gill 1987) . Small farmers in the highlands and

valleys, in contrast, after the Agrarian Reform received virtually no

economic and technical assistance. Together with the miners of the

problem- ridden nationalized tin industry, they were encouraged to

resettle to three lowland "colonization" zones in Santa Cruz

,

Cochabamba, and the Alto Beni in La Paz (Stearman 1985)

.

Santa Cruz became Bolivia's boom town and department. Its Comite,

de Obras Publicas ("Committee of Public Works," predecessor of the

development corporation CORDECRUZ) received by far the largest share of

national and international funds earmarked for departmental development

institutions. Upon pressure by the strong Cruceho civic movement, since

the late 1950s it could also dispose of 11 % of the revenues from the

increasing oil and gas exploitation in the department for its many

projects (Gill 1987). In contrast, the Department of La Paz, once the

center of the mining and hacienda -based national economy and still the

first in the country in population and tax contributions, received only

minimal government support. It was faced with stagnating rural areas and

a capital city centralizing political power but unable to cope with its

growth through immigration from the countryside (Blanes 1985, Bilbao la

Viej a 1987)

.

In this context, the long- established La Paz -based group Amigos de

la Ciudad ("Friends of the City," founded in 1918), representing a

somewhat anachronistic remainder of the landed "old Pacefio oligarchy" of
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the highlands (Bilbao la Vieja 1987:78, my translation), became active.

In an attempt to regain power, the group strove for a regionalist civic

movement similar to that in Santa Cruz. In the late 1960s, they started

to demand a "Production Pole La Paz -Beni-Pando" and were influential in

the formation and staffing of CORDEPAZ in July of 1971 (Amigos 1970,

1974). In 1973, the new development corporation with a staff of 15

persons and an annual budget of $ 620,000 began to promote a still

undefined regional Polo de Desarrollo (CORDEPAZ 1973, Torrico 1982). The

agroindustrial development or growth pole strategy, already pursued in

other Bolivian departments (Healy 1984) ,
was in principle in line with

the policies of the new Banzer military government. Banzer had come to

power in August of 1971 with support from the agroindustrial sector in

Santa Cruz and had close connections with the Brazilian military

government (Klein 1982). The necessary capital for the project was to be

derived from the exploitation and export of lowland natural resources

(new oil explorations were begun in 1974) ,
including hydroelectric

energy from a proposed large dam across the Beni river at the Bala

mountains above San Buenaventura. These projects gave new importance to

the construction of a road beyond the Alto Beni to the northern

lowlands, which had been declared a national priority in a 1969 law but

was advancing only slowly towards Rurrenabaque (Amigos 1970)

.
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Drawing on several previous studies 2
,
CORDEPAZ in 1974 contracted

the Brazilian consulting firm Hidroservice-IPA for the development of

"productive projects" for the area between San Buenaventura, Ixiamas,

and Apolo. The same year, incidently, the Brazilian government announced

a major policy shift away from the Transamazon highway smallholder

settlement scheme back to growth poles based on agroindustry and mining

(Davis 1977). In February of 1975, a supreme decree suspended the

granting of land titles and forestry concessions in Iturralde and the

neighboring intermontane Franz Tamayo Province until CORDEPAZ and the

newly founded military development corporation COFADENA could conclude

their studies of the region. This legal measure was apparently more

intended to discourage immigration by highland peasant settlers than to

stop Iturralde' s occupation by large landholders, since in 1976 more

land titles than ever before were handed out (Bilbao la Vieja 1987).

Similar policies have been documented for the Brazilian Amazon and can

be intepreted as an attempt to "close the frontier" to peasant migrants

and avoid future land conflicts between them and capitalist interests

(Schmink 1988)

.

The Hidroservice-IPA project for a large sugar mill in San

Buenaventura presented in 1975 was first rejected by the Minister of

Planning because of the saturated national and international sugar

markets, and because the project would compete with the existing

2
. These included soil studies carried out between San Buenaventura

and Ixiamas in 1967 (Unzueta 1969, Cochrane 1973), a German study for
the region between Apolo and Ixiamas in 1971-73 which recommended to
intensify cattle ranching in the natural savannas (DPU 1973), and a CBF
feasibility study for a sugar mill in 1972 (cited in Bilbao la Vieja
1987:79) .
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agroindustries in Santa Cruz and Tarija, the power bases of the Banzer

government. 3 However, under pressure from Amigos de la Ciudad and other

Pacefio civic institutions which continued to be influential in CORDEPAZ,

in December of 1976 Hidroservice-IPA was again contracted for a revision

of the project towards a broader "agroindustrial complex" (Gonzalez

1981). The government confirmed this still undefined project in 1977 as

part of its 1976-80 development plan, but under the condition that 70 %

of the cane had to be grown by private producers, only 30 % by CORDEPAZ.

Even before the conclusion of the study, in 1976 CORDEPAZ- -now also

based in San Buenaventura- -started to build a road from that town to

Ixiamas and conducted a socio-ecomomic study of the areas of influence

of the future complex (Ibarnegaray and Aramayo 1977). In 1977, the

corporation also signed an almost $ 4 million contract for the

deforestation of 5000 hectares close to its camp El Porvenir near

Altamarani and petitioned two 50,000 hectare land concessions between

San Buenaventura and Tumupasa which were titled in 1979. Between 1978

and 1980, 2700 hectares were deforested with heavy machinery, yet only

partially planted with experimental sugarcane plots (Estrategia 1987). 4

The 19-volume Hidroservice-IPA project, finished between 1978 and

1980, included soil and forest inventories and feasibility studies for

3
. Since in 1974-75 the world sugar prices were at an unprecedented

high and only dropped from 1976 on, which led to a quota-system in 1977
(Gill 1987), the Santa Cruz protest may have been the major argument at
the time. The project foresaw a $ 39 million investment for an annual
production of 47,000 tons of sugar from 6000 hectares, to be harvested
with a labor force of 15,000 families (Gonzalez 1981).

4
. The company's failure to deforest the total land area led to a

long lawsuit, although CORDEPAZ officials by now readily admit that the
method employed for clearing has seriously damaged the soils.
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sugarcane and other agroindustries
,
cattle production, and colonization

(Hidroservice-IPA 1978a-o, 1980a-c). Appealing to the agroindustrial

emphasis of the 1976-80 development plan and general government

priorities of population redistribution and border defense, it

reiterated the need for catalytic growth poles- -the most important of

which was to become the sugarcane complex of San Buenaventura- -which

would facilitate La Marcha al Norte ("The March to the North") along the

axis La Paz-Ixiamas-Cobija. Sugarcane was to be grown by CORDEPAZ

(3000 hectares)
,
10 medium producers (total of 2000 hectares) and 250

small producers (total of 5000 hectares) for an annual production of

65,000 tons of sugar as well as molasses and alcohol, and the complex

was to employ 5578 persons. In addition, over time a total of 10,000

settler families were to be accomodated on 20-hectare-plots on which

they would produce 6 hectares of cacao and 4 hectares of pastures as

well as other commercial and food crops for regional processing plants.

Considering that the entire province at the time of the 1976 census had

only 5130 inhabitants (Presencia July 16, 1985), the scale of these

projects was clearly out of proportion. The sugar complex alone would

have required an investment of over $ 60 million until 1984. Moreover,

the project was heavily top-down in structure since private growers were

to receive planted cane fields from CORDEPAZ. It also did not consider

the potential negative environmental impacts of a large mechanized

monoculture in the humid tropics. Finally, it completely neglected the

local population in its plans for large and well-equipped new

settlements. Despite these serious shortcomings and the breakdown of the

world sugar market in the late 1970s which made any additional sugar
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production in Bolivia unreasonable, the project became a symbol of

Pacefiidad which CORDEPAZ and the departmental civic movement would try

to realize at all cost throughout the next decade.

During the political unrest between 1978 and 1982, the

Hidroservice-IPA project did not receive financing. However, its

repeated verbal support by different military and civil governments

caused serious protests in Santa Cruz which increased the conflict

between the two departments (Ultima Hora March 5, 1980, Gill 1987). In

June of 1982, a three-year contract over new oil explorations along the

eastern slopes of the Andes was signed with the SHELL company. The

explorations rekindled the Pacefios' hopes to become an oil-producing

department, especially since Bolivia had stopped exporting oil from

Santa Cruz in 1978 (Presencia July 1, 1985).

When the democratically elected moderately left-wing UDP

government finally took office in September of 1982, it inherited from

its military predecessors not only high external debts, a national

economy heavily dependent on illegal revenues from cocaine production

and an incipient inflation which was soon to reach unprecedented levels,

but also the San Buenaventura project. The new CORDEPAZ administration

openly confessed the absence of a coherent development strategy for the

department and tried to reorganize the by now overstaffed and

inefficient corporation. With international technical assistance, the

corporation for the first time put more emphasis on allegedly

participatory work with small farmers in the highlands (Hoy July 6,

1985). Its budget deficits were in part also evened out through

international agreements. CORDEPAZ' normal 1985 budget, for example, was
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$5.4 million, but including expected outside funding it reached almost

$ 51.8 million (Presencia Aug. 11, 1985). However, Iturralde and its

population were to derive little benefit from the government'

s

postulated "different social intentions" (Bilbao la Vieja 1987:82,

my translation)

.

CORDEPAZ reformulated the sugarmill project into the Complejo

Agroindustrial del Norte or CAN ("Northern Agroindustrial Complex"),

consisting of a carburant- alcohol and electrical energy plant (for which

a $ 7.8 million contract was signed with a Brazilian firm in 1984), and

a balanced feed and sugar plant ($ 17.8 million contract with an

Argentine firm in 1985) (Presencia Aug. 11, 1985). Although this

agroindustrial complex, part of a new OAS-designed macro -strategy for

"Integrated Amazonian Development" in Bolivia (Rojas 1984a, b), was

somewhat more diversified and smaller dimensioned than the previous

project (total production of 3000 hectares of cane for 10,600 tons of

sugar per year), its economic rationale remained doubtful.

By 1985, some critique of the growth pole approach was voiced

within the corporation (CORDEPAZ 1985a). Nevertheless, my interviews

with CORDEPAZ officials in San Buenaventura and La Paz later that year

still revealed little consideration of the project's potentially

negative environmental and social consequences, especially for the

indigenous peasants who were likely to become seasonal wage laborers

under the unfavorable conditions typical of the Bolivian sugar industry

(Riester et al. 1979). Instead, the corporation contracted architects

from the University of La Paz to design an urbanization plan for

Tumupasa whose future the CORDEPAZ manager in San Buenaventura depicted
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as that of an agroindustrial boom town (E. Brunat, pers . comm. 1985;

Rivera et al. 1987). Worse yet, faced with serious droughts in the

highlands, from 1983 on CORDEPAZ sought separate funding for a large

settlement project to attend the allegedly 450 spontaneous colonist

families who had been attracted by the propaganda about the CAN and to

resettle first 1000, later up to 10,000 impoverished highland peasant

families (CORDEPAZ 1983).

A 1984 USAID-funded study on the land use capacity of the area

around Tumupasa warned against further immigration until a viable land

use system could be developed (CUMAT 1985). Considering the negative

experiences with lowland "colonization" in other areas of Bolivia and

the potential conflicts between the migrants and the indigenous

peasants, in 1985 an FAO-team cautiously recommended to consolidate the

existing spontaneous colonist settlements (estimated at only 175

families) and to develop a viable production system with 600 settler

families as a pilot project (FAO 1985). This advice was poorly received

by CORDEPAZ which favored larger settlement projects but had little

experience with agricultural research and extension to prepare and

attend them. Both studies contained no serious appreciation of the

economic and social problems and needs of the indigenous peasants.

In August of 1985, the return to power of the MNR and Paz

Estenssoro, the now rather conservative leader of the 1952 revolution,

under IMF, World Bank and U.S. influence brought significant changes in

Bolivian economic and development policies. The "New Economic Policy"

was intended to control the soaring inflation, reduce foreign debt
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through austerity measures and free trade, and curb cocaine production

(EIU 1988) . From the perspective of Iturralde and its population,

however, once again these policy changes first made little difference.

During the electoral campaign, the MNR had assured the supportive Pacefio

civic movement that it would pursue road construction, the CAN, the Bala

hydroelectric project, oil explorations, and gold mining to generate

royalties for the department (MNR 1985). The new CORDEPAZ

administration, led by a left-wing planning manager, for the first time

developed a long-term (1985-2000) regional development strategy.

However, after a clear analysis of the economic and social problems of

the Department of La Paz
,
this document continued to promote "The March

to the North" and the CAN as the solution, failing to explain San

Buenaventura' s postulated comparative advantages for such a project

(CORDEPAZ 1985b, Bilbao la Vieja 1987 and pers . comm. 1988). The

strategy used the familiar arguments of national sovereignty over and

population redistribution to this "large empty space," stressed the

allegedly imminent danger of cocaine production in the region, and

recommended to fund La Paz' development through royalties from oil and

gold exploitation.

However, in the meantime the national comptroller (Contralor

General de la Republica)
, a gold mining entrepreneur, and the Brigada

Parlamentaria Pacefia had independently publicized serious technical and

legal problems in the two contracts and the whole CAN project (Sanchez

de Lozada 1986, Presencia June 15, 1986, Mundo July 16, 1986). This led

to a paralysis of its implementation and a power struggle between

different national- level interest groups over the type of agroindustrial
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"development pole" for San Buenaventura. In July of 1986, the Bolivian

President confirmed the CAN once again as a national priority, but

cancelled the two contracts and invited the UNDP and World Bank to

reevaluate the region's "development potential" (Presencia July 16,

1986, Hoy July 16, 1986)

.

The resulting $ 390,000 eight-volume study "Integrated Development

of the San Buenaventura Region" (which included neighboring areas in the

Beni department) covered land systems, forest resources, agriculture and

animal production, transport, marketing, and the "social aspects" of the

predetermined implementation of new settlements (World Bank 1986) . While

uneven in quality and without a coherent set of recommendations, the

study did stress the serious ecological, infrastructural and economic

limitations for any- -and especially a sugarcane -based- -proj ect in the

region and the need to support its indigenous population. The results

were discussed in Washington but for unknown reasons never officially

made public in Bolivia, although the Minister of Planning referred to

them in June of 1987 when he declared the soils of San Buenaventura as

unsuitable for cane production (Presencia June 9, 1987).

In the meantime, CORDEPAZ had developed a model of communal

landholdings and organization for settlement projects in one of its

concessions (CORDEPAZ 1986). Even before having the necessary support

infrastructure in place, the corporation actively sought to "relocate"

ex-miners of the dismantled national tin industry and peasants affected

by the 1986 floods of Lake Titicaca to the region (Presencia Oct. 10,

1986, Jan. 26, 1987). The planning manager (after his withdrawal from

CORDEPAZ in 1987) justified this questionable strategy as an attempt to
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build a politically vociferous constituency (for his party) in

Iturralde . This was to counter the allegedly increasing control of the

agroindustrial -mining-banking elite over the region's land and natural

resources (Bilbao la Vieja 1987 and pers . comm. 1988). These settlement

projects did not receive funding, nor did the Bala-project despite a

site visit by the Russian embassador in 1986 (Presencia Dec. 2, 1986).

In 1987, CORDEPAZ attempted to gain legitimacy and public support

by giving its development policies a broader base. Two civic meetings on

the development of the Department of La Paz held in early and mid 1987

supported the CAN and demanded an impartial third study on the region'

s

potential (Amigos 1987, CORDEPAZ 1987, Estrategia 1987). However, by the

fall of 1987 the corporation seemed to have realized the lack of

prospects for the sugarcane project and started to convert its 2700

hectare fallow into pastures. Still, in a series of issue-oriented

encounters of departmental public and private institutions which

CORDEPAZ organized in late 1987 and 1988, the CAN continued to be a

topic of high priority and can thus be expected to linger on (Diario

March 3, 1988).

Structural Problems in the Province of Iturralde

Even if potentially detrimental large projects like the CAN and

the Bala dam have not yet materialized in Iturralde, the province

nevertheless suffered serious direct and indirect consequences of the

policies outlined above. The most important resulting structural

problems in Iturralde at the time of research, whose impact on
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indigenous and migrant peasants will be discussed in detail in later

chapters, were the following:

Dependence on CORDEPAZ . In Iturralde, CORDEPAZ virtually

monopolized the representation of the state, assuming the role of

several specialized government agencies and sometimes actively blocking

their entry to the region. While these agencies were not necessarily the

most efficient in other parts of the country, CORDEPAZ-San Buenaventura

had not adequately carried out their tasks, either. This was due to its

dependence on decisions in La Paz, limited resources, and continuously

changing and often unqualified and unmotivated personnel. Road

construction, in other parts of the country the task of the National

Road Service (SNC)
,
had been a major priority, but the opening of the

120 km gravel penetration road from San Buenaventura to Ixiamas took

11 years (1976-1987). Agricultural research and extension, elsewhere the

task of the National Agricultural Research Institute (IBTA)
,
was carried

out only sporadically and unsystematically (more on this in Chapter 7)

.

As was seen above, the corporation also intended to administer planned

settlements, taking over the role of the National Institute for

Colonization (INC). Furthermore, CORDEPAZ never decided if its role was

to be that of an economic enterprise generating profits from lumber

extraction (during road construction) and its own crop and cattle

production (the latter in its Modulo Ganadero in Ixiamas which in 1985

had only 25 head)
, or mainly that of providing assistance to the

regional population. The method of assistance remained undefined as well

but was usually top-down without attempts to strengthen local problem-
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solving capacity. As a result, peasants resented the corporation's

competition e.g. through large scale rice production, and virtually

everybody complained about its failure to deliver the constantly

promised assistance and development projects. Even so, the corporation

was the region' s largest employer with approximately 130 persons on the

payroll in 1985, and especially San Buenaventura had become heavily

dependent on its provision of electricity and other basic services.

Unplanned immigration . From 1976 on, CORDEPAZ' propaganda in the

national media about its agroindustrial project in San Buenaventura-

-

despite the decree suspending land titling procedures which was

mentioned before- -started to attract highland peasant migrants. In the

beginning, they came mainly from the southern Bolivian departments of

Chuquisaca and Tarija and had previous experiences in the sugarcane

industry. These "colonists" without any assistance first settled close

to the expected site of the project in the corporation's concession,

from where they were expelled by CORDEPAZ. Later, they organized in

sindicatos (local peasant unions) or cooperatives and established

themselves along the advancing road on vacant, the corporation's or

private land. They were followed by migrants from other highland areas

and the already exhausted colonization zone of the Alto Beni (Kraljevic

and del Carpio 1986) . Many of them found it more viable to live as small

merchants, craftsmen, or CORDEPAZ employees in San Buenaventura than as

farmers on their plots. Due to the constant fluctuation of these

highland settlers into, out of, and within the region, their total
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number was difficult to estimate. It probably did not exceed 200

families in the whole province by the end of 1986.

Skewed land distribution . Even before the CAN stimulated land

speculation and colonist immigration, inequitable land distribution was

evident in certain parts of the region. In 1976, close to San

Buenaventura 7 % of the families controlled 63 % of the land in holdings

over 250 hectares, whereas 69 % of the families with under 50 hectares

occupied only 15 % of the land. In the cattle region of Ixiamas
,
the

28 % large landowners (over 250 hectares) controlled as much as 95 % of

the area, whereas the 64 % smallholders (under 50 hectares) had access

to only 1 % of the land. These figures include both de jure and de facto

land ownership (Ibarnegaray and Aramayo 1977:75-76, Fig. 83 and 84).

Despite the ban on land titling in Iturralde in 1975, especially

the military regimes of Banzer (1971-78) and Garcia Meza (1980-81)

granted large tracts of land often to absentee owners interested

primarily in collaterals for bank loans and/or speculation since land

values could be expected to increase with the implementation of the CAN.

In the early 1970s already, some money was made in La Paz by selling

400-hectare-plots out of larger concessions (I. Kraljevic, pers . comm.

1989). In contrast, until the end of 1986 only four indigenous

communities and none of the smallholder colonist settlements had

received land titles (Bilbao la Vieja 1987). Table 3.1. shows that in

the predominantly agricultural area of San Buenaventura, where CORDEPAZ

had one of its 50,000 hectare concessions, five private or corporate

owners with holdings over 500 hectares qualifying as "agricultural
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TABLE 3.1.

DISTRIBUTION OF TITLED LANDHOLDINGS IN ITURRALDE
,
1986

Size in San Buenaventura Rest of Province Total Province
Hectares No. (%) Has (%) No. (%) Has (%) No. (%) Has (%)

Individual or Corporate Holdings
< 50 4 (14) 94 (0) - - - - 4 (5) 94 (0)
< 500 20 (69) 4350 (15) 4 (8) 1478 (0) 24 (30) 5828 (1)
< 2500 2 (7) 4291 (15) 12 (23) 18246 (2) 14 (17) 22537 (3)
< 5000 2 (7) 8165 (28) 10 (19) 39470 (5) 12 (15) 47634 (6)
< 10000 - - - - 5 (10) 29513 (4) 5 (6) 29513 (4)
< 50000 1 (3) 12442 (42) 16 (31) 351088 (46) 17 (21) 363530 (46)
> 50000 - - - 5 (10) 325709 (43) 5 (6) 325709 (11)

SUBTOTAL 29 (100) 29341 (100) 52 (100) 765504 (100) 81 (100) 794845 (100)
% of total (91) (36) (96) (94) (94) (88)

CORDEPAZ Land Concessions

:

-= 50000 1 (3) 50000 (61) 1 (2) 50000 (6) 2 (2) 100000 (11)
Communal Holdings

:

2 (6) 2872 (3) 1 (2) 1407 (0) 3 (3) 4279 (1)

TOTAL 32 (100) 82213 (100) 54 (100) 816911 (100) 86 (100) 899124 (100)

Note : Due to rounding errors
,
hectares and percentages do not always add up

perfectly. Three titled properties (among them one community) were listed
in the original without information about their size and could not be included
in the table

.

Source: Bilbao la Vieja 1987, Appendix 1.

enterprise" controlled 85 % of the titled land (excluding CORDEPAZ' and

communal holdings) . Twenty others with holdings between 50 and 500

hectares occupied 15 % of the land, and only four titles had been given

to smallholdings of up to 50 hectares

.

5 Only two communities had

received 365 and 2507 hectares, respectively, a mere 3 % of the total

5
. According to the Bolivian Agrarian Reform Law, in the Province

of Iturralde agricultural properties up to 50 hectares and cattle
ranches up to 500 hectares are considered smallholdings. Due to a recent
regulation, these are exempt from the tax on rural properties under the
1986 tax reform (Informe Rural 24/1989:4).
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titled land area. In the rest of the province, where small-scale

agriculture was combined with cattle ranching in natural savannas and in

the north with rubber and Brazil nut extraction, CORDEPAZ had another

50,000 hectare concession. Here, 36 holdings of over 2500 hectares

qualifying as "cattle enterprise" occupied 98 % of the titled land

(excluding again CORDEPAZ' and community land). Only negligible amounts

of land were left for 12 "medium" holdings between 500 and 2500 hectares

and four "small" cattle ranches under 500 hectares. A single community

had received a land title over 1407 hectares. The total of only 86 land

titles already covered over a fifth of the province's surface.

These figures are somewhat misleading since several of the

regionally important landholders established between San Buenaventura

and Tumupasa and of the ranchers in Ixiamas did not have land titles

,

and many of the title recipients were unknown in the province.

Nevertheless, large portions of the region were under the control of

a handful of enterprises. The largest landholder was the La Paz-based

Hansa corporation which owned two 88,100 and 87,600 hectare ranches

north of Ixiamas; the second largest was CORDEPAZ with 100,000 hectares.

Since much of this occupation was still on paper, so far no violent land

conflicts had occurred, although colonists had invaded at least two

large and idle landholdings. There was still virtually no market for

land in the region. However, this "latifundization" of Iturralde had

limited the indigenous communities' possibility to obtain title to

traditionally occupied territories. For the smallholder migrants, it had

created a situation of tenure insecurity and virtually "closed the

frontier.

"
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Uncontrolled extraction of natural resources . Despite attempts by

the Paceflo elite to mobilize Iturralde' s presumed oil and gold reserves

for its projects, no systematic exploitation had taken place. In late

1984, SHELL announced the discovery of several oil fields in the

province through its seismic satellite surveys (Presencia Jan. 31,

1985). However, no exploratory perforations were carried out since its

contract ended in June of 1985. Similarly, the national gold reserve

along the Tuichi river (MNR 1985) was being exploited only on a limited

scale and with rudimentary technology by the inhabitants of San Jose.

However, while public attention focused on these nonrenewable resources,

as was mentioned in the previous chapter, around 1970 the region's

wildlife had already been decimated through commercial hunting. Also,

during the 1980s, large lumber companies gradually acquired concessions

in Iturralde from the Forestry Development Center (CDF) . Some of them

started to fell logs along the rivers and transport them via the Beni to

Riberalta, an activity that for years went almost unnoticed and for

which the province received no royalties. Timber extraction from the

interior became feasible only with the termination of the roads between

La Paz and Rurrenabaque and between San Buenaventura and Ixiamas
,
the

center of one of the last mahogany reserves in the Bolivian lowlands.

Three companies entered the region in 1987, the first extracting

approximately 1000 cubic meters of mahogany that year. They were

followed in 1988 by another large company from Santa Cruz which

illegally controlled three concessions under three different names

(M. Sonnenschein, San Buenaventura, pers . comm. 1988).
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The reaction of the regional population to this unexpected

invasion will be discussed in Chapter 7. CORDEPAZ had previously opposed

local lumber cooperatives with the argument that it had to prevent

environmental degradation and preserve the regional forests for rational

use (Presencia Dec. 28, 1984). Now, the corporation collaborated with

large companies, although most of them were based in and also brought

most of their workers from the rival department of Santa Cruz. CORDEPAZ

received support from the first company in finishing the road to

Ixiamas
,
and in July of 1987 signed a pro forma agreement over a

"forestry management station" with five of the other companies

(Presencia Dec. 7, 1987). The corporation was especially interested in

the 11 % timber royalties which a 1982 law guarantees to the regional

development corporations.

Until 1988, the CDF was known as a rather corrupt government

agency, heavily implicated in illegal skin exports and easily bribed by

lumber companies (Natur 1985). A change in the CDF directorate made an

assessment of the state of the forestry concessions in the province

possible. The document revealed that between 1979 and 1987 16 (alleged)

companies had acquired concessions over a total of almost 2.9 million

hectares (over two thirds of the province). Eleven of them, the majority

with short-term contracts (up to three years), had apparently fulfilled

the legal requirements (CDF 1988). Nevertheless, the CDF was now

attempting to revoke the concessions and control the companies

(J. Lopez, Director, CDF, La Paz, pers. comm. 1988).
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Economic stagnation . In contrast to the bright images painted

about San Buenaventura and Iturralde by CORDEPAZ and the national press

(images of which the regional population was well aware at the time of

research)
,
and even in comparison to boom periods in the region'

s

history described in the previous chapter, the reality was one of

economic stagnation. The local and regional demand for agricultural and

animal products was extremely limited. The population of the province

was estimated at 6800 in 1985 (0.16/sq.km; Presencia July 16, 1985). Its

major centers were San Buenaventura (approximately 1500), Ixiamas

(approximately 1250 including four surrounding communities)
,
and

Tumupasa (800) ,
all of whom produced most of what they consumed. The

only regular opportunity for peasants to offer their products was on

Sunday mornings on the riverside in Rurrenabaque since there was no

marketplace even in San Buenaventura. Otherwise, they depended on the

few well-established merchants in the two towns or itinerant traders,

both of whom often also owned agricultural estates or cattle ranches.

The total cattle herd of the approximately 30 ranch owners in Ixiamas

still ranged only between 5000 and 8000, and their operations were much

smaller in scale and less sophisticated than those in the Beni

Department (Wentzel 1985). 6

The major old trade routes for traditional lowland products had

long been severed. The region's distance from La Paz (over 420 km by

still not well established road)
,
and the fact that several colonization

6
. The larger cattle ranches in the north of the province which

exported beef by air to La Paz, had virtually no interaction with the
population in the south. The rubber estates transported their products
via the Beni to Riberalta.
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zones along the road competed with similar tropical produce for the

urban market, made large-scale production for sale beyond the region

unreasonable. Furthermore, due to the MNR government's policy of free

imports, cheap Brazilian goods brought in via Guayaramerln and Riberalta

could now legally compete with local products . Nonagricultural income

sources were limited to petty commerce, work for CORDEPAZ or as

teachers, and occasional jobs, for example in construction.

Lack of basic services . Similarly, the living conditions in the

region and the low and (with the MNR austerity policy) decreasing

salaries provided urban professionals with little incentive to work in

Iturralde. Basic government services were therefore either inexistent

(public health, agricultural extension) or of low quality (education)

.

As a result, attempts to obtain at least sporadic donations of food,

medicine, or kerosene from national and international agencies were an

important element in regional and local politics. Most of all the

provincial subprefectos based in Ixiamas who were otherwise virtually

without a political function, but also some of the local mayors and

others interested in building a constituency and/or increasing their

income over the years had been notorious for diverting funds destined

for the regional population. 7

7
. It was also not infrequent that outsiders with no relationship

whatsoever to Iturralde tried to derive personal benefits by pretending
to mobilize support for alleged disasters in representation of one of
the communities. During my stay, the authorities of Tumupasa denounced a
campaign in La Paz to help the alleged victims of the 1987 Beni flood in
their village, situated at least 40 km away from the river.
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Importance of the Catholic Church . In this context, the Catholic

Church had once again become an important actor in Iturralde. In 1971, a

new Redemptorist pastoral team arrived from Switzerland. Inspired by the

writings of Paulo Freire though not radical liberation theologists, the

priests conducted socio-pastoral studies to understand the spiritual and

material needs of the population. The resulting pastoral plans were

based on the assumption "development comes as consequence of man'

s

evangelization" (El Vicariato 1973 :s.p., my translation). They stressed

the importance of Christian base communities as "the real penetration

road" (Estudio 1975:6, my translation). Work towards a native church

through the formation of religious community leaders (animadores )

focused on the young generation. In the context of this strategy, the

Redemptorists over the years also became involved in a variety of

projects which materially benefited the regional population and were

intended to support local self-help capacity. The priests initiated and

served as advisors to new communal organizations like consumer and

credit cooperatives and from 1975 on supported school meal programs.

Since 1976, they and newly arrived German Redemptorist nuns trained in

nursing and housekeeping regularly held courses for animadores and

promotores de salud (village health workers) in Rurrenabaque . The nuns

also worked with the women and girls in the communities . The

achievements and limitations of these activities will be analyzed in

Chapter 7

.
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Conclusion

The preceding sketch of recent "development" policies for the area

of San Buenaventura has shown that they never started from the regional

--much less the indigenous- -population' s problems, needs and aspira-

tions. Be their designers military or civilians, right or left-wing,

projects were consistently aimed at extracting valuable natural

resources and at establishing a large agro industry
,
both for mainly

nonregional benefit. Some projects were also geared at solving or at

least diverting attention from serious problems elsewhere in the

country, e.g. those brought about by the mining crisis. Under these

circumstances, the region was promoted as escape valve for "surplus

population," although the overall policy did not favor smallholder

immigration. Not unfrequently
,

a hidden agenda of the projects was

access to national and international funds or to political power.

These policies deserve the label "internal colonialism" in a

double sense. First, they are part of the general government policy for

the lowlands which is insensitive to the existence, rights and needs of

the indigenous population. Second, the departmental civic movement has

attempted to use the presumably unifying identy of Pacehidad to foster

its interests at the expense of Iturralde. However, these two agendas

not always coincide, and the fact that the government, the civic

movement and CORDEPAZ- -situated between the two- -need legitimacy leaves

some room for policy changes

.

Large schemes like the CAN and the Bala project have not yet

materialized. This has spared the region potentially severe environ-
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mental and social problems. Nevertheless, CORDEPAZ' concentration on

these projects diverted its limited resources from assisting the

population in improving its situation. Worse, CORDEPAZ' activities--

intentionally or not- -made the region attractive and accessible to

colonists, land speculators, and lumber companies whose combined impact

exacerbated existing structural problems. The region's recent history

does not show the clear sequence of stages noted at several Brazilian

frontiers and in Santa Cruz where lumber extraction was followed by

massive peasant immigration, settlers who in a third stage were expelled

in an often violent process of land concentration by large companies or

bought out by individual entrepreneurs (Foweraker 1981, Schmink 1988,

Gill 1987). Rather, the region and its indigenous inhabitants were

facing all three of these if incipient fronts at the same time. In

comparison with the Brazilian Amazon and other lowland Bolivian areas,

the process of frontier expansion in Iturralde has been delayed, slow

and of a smaller scale and lower intensity. Nevertheless, the trend is

clear, and the negative experiences elsewhere make it possible to

anticipate problems and suggest alternatives.

The following comparative study of three neighboring but rather

different populations will trace how the outlined adverse conditions at

the regional level affected their land use systems and their economic

and social situation at the household and community level. The

discussion of their organizational strategies to address their problems

will then link the local back to the regional and national level, where

a profound policy reorientation will be necessary to improve the

peasants' situation.



CHAPTER 4

THE THREE COMMUNITIES

I was drinking a gourd full of corn beer
and had coca and chamairo in my pouch.
We were all having fun dancing
to the rhythms of native music.
Kollita (highland girl), that's how you dance in Tumupasa,
Cambita (lowland girl), that's how you dance in Tumupasa.

Free translation of the first verse of a popular song
by a band from San Buenaventura, 1978 1

Introduction

Historical trends and recent policies resulted in problems at the

regional level which included an economy constrained by limited markets,

unplanned immigration and land tenure problems, increasing pressure on

natural resources, and a dependence of the population on CORDEPAZ and

the Catholic Church. The following comparative study will show how these

adverse conditions affected three peasant communities and caused or

exacerbated economic, social, and environmental problems at the local

1
. The original text of the song is: Amor Tacana. 1) En pararata

bebl huinapo, y en la shitara coca y chamairo. Todos alegres juntos
bailamos danzas y ritmos del Moseten. Kollita, en Tumupasa se baila asl,
Cambita, en Tumupasa se baila asl. 2) Linda Tacana llame a mi lado con
el deseo de hacerla mia. De versos suaves llene su alma, y ella contenta
me dio su amor. Kollita, en Tumupasa se ama asl, Cambita, en Tumupasa se
ama asl. Los Cuatro del Norte, San Buenaventura, 1978.

91
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level, but also how peasants organized to address them. The next two

chapters will trace the impact of cash cropping, wage labor and other

forms of market integration on the land use systems (Chapter 5) and

quality of life (Chapter 6) of the traditional Tacana of Tumupasa, the

people of Santa Ana, and the colonists of 25 de Mayo. Chapter 7 will

then assess the contributions of local and regional organizations to the

solution of peasants' problems and their experiences with outside

assistance

.

This chapter provides necessary background information. It first

briefly describes each of the three communities' history and population,

focusing on ethnic characteristics, social structure, and forms of local

organizations. Then, it contrasts the basic demographic and social

characteristics and degree of market integration of the 45 households

included in the study, and addresses the issue of interethnic relations.

For historical reasons outlined in Chapter 2, Tumupasa (located

55 km inland from San Buenaventura, see Figure 1.2.) became the

contemporary center of Tacana culture. Within this rather large village,

my research concentrated on la gente de los chacos ("the people of the

fields")
,
a local term for Tacana families who spent most of the year in

their outlying homesteads. This focus provided insights into the land

use system and general way of life of the least market integrated and in

many ways most "traditional" of the Tacana- -relative terms not meant to

imply that these families lived in "pristine isolation."

Santa Ana was founded in 1971 by Tacana from Tumupasa. Due to its

convenient location at the road to San Buenaventura, it had attracted

immigration from different parts of the region. Also, the people of
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Santa Ana were more involved in commercial rice production and

especially in wage labor than the traditional Tacana of Tumupasa. This

village thus represented a more market integrated and ethnically mixed

yet still predominantly Tacana population. Its history and current

situation gave insights into recent changes in Tacana society and their

impact on land use, quality of life, and community cohesion.

The cooperative 25 de Mayo, located between Tumupasa and Santa Ana

along the road, was home to some of the earliest colonists from southern

Bolivia. It represented not only a distinct ethnic category, but also

the highest degree of market integration among the three populations.

The term colonist (in Spanish colono or colonizador ) refers to migrants

who came to Iturralde from el interior, i.e. from the highland interior

beyond the area of the old missions of Apolobamba and the Beni

department. From the perspective of people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana,

colonists were different from intra- regional migrants who had a cultural

tradition and land use system similar to that of the Tacana. These

intra-regional migrants will therefore in a more general sense also be

considered indigenous or native peasants.

Tumupasa: The Traditional Rural Tacana

Tumupasa was founded in 1713 as one of the Franciscan missions of

Apolobamba and was moved to its present site around 1770. Details about

its history were presented in Chapter 2. After an initial decline in the

18th century, Tumupasa' s population reached a peak of 1200 in the early

1880s. The rubber boom caused heavy outmigration, and only 400
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inhabitants remained thirty years later (see Table 2.1.). The population

then slowly recovered due to natural population growth, some return

migration from the rubber areas, and immigration by outsiders.

As of Jan. 1, 1987, 113 households totalling exactly 800 permanent

residents (including the Swiss priest) were dispersed over Tumupasa'

s

almost 12,000 hectare territory in a rather complicated settlement

pattern. 2 Eighty-two homesteads were located in the major village,

another 64 were spread out in a radius of up to 2.5 hours walking

distance (approximately 15 km) in the forest, close to their fields.

Forty-nine households had their only residence in the pueblo (village

center), 33 had double residence in village and fields, and 31 had

residence only in the fields (the latter had temporary access to houses

in the village center through kinship networks) . Sixteen households

formed the semi -independent community of Napashi (total population 112)

located 8 km north of the village center, which developed in the 1960s

around a local school and since 1983 has had its own authorities.

2
. The definition of household I found most appropriate for my

research area was "a coresident group of persons who share most aspects
of consumption, drawing on and allocating a common pool of resources
(including labor) to ensure their material reproduction" (Schmink
1984:89). Coresidence could be intermittent since in Tumupasa many
households had double residence in the village and in the fields, and
changing combinations of household members occupied one or the other
homestead. Permanent residency thus does not refer to a single homestead
but to ongoing participation in household production and consumption.
The number of permanent residents at the household and village level
includes absent dependents like young men in the military service or
students at school away from the households' major residence who still
received household economic support (they however do not count as
producers) . Family members who spent most of the year away from the
village (e.g. as independent wage laborers without regularly receiving
household support nor contributing to household income) were considered
temporary household and village members and were not included in the
analysis

.
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Another 7 households (48 people) located at the Sayuba river, 8 km along

the road towards San Buenaventura in 1986 organized an agricultural

cooperative and in 1987 inaugurated their own school.

In Tumupasa, though less than in the other ex-missions,

immigration, miscegenation and acculturation resulted in a somewhat

mixed population (see Table 4.1.). A minority of recently immigrated

"outsiders" lived mainly in the village center and often combined

agriculture with commercial activities. This group, 15 households or 7 %

of the population, also included 5 resident teachers and their families

and the priest. Another relatively small group of 22 households or 21 Z

of the population were as in the past locally called los vecinos, la

gente del pueblo or la gente buena ("neighbors"/"people of the main

village"/"good people"). These people, generally born in Tumupasa but of

mixed descent (although they included a few "pure" Tacana families),

also had permanent residence in the central village. They formed

Tumupasa' s political "elite" since the major posts of local authorities

rotated among them ("outsiders" were not eligible for these offices). In

economic terms, however, all households in this group relied on

agriculture with only a few additional sources of income (like commerce,

teaching, or preparing meals for transit passengers).

The remaining majority of Tumupasa' s population were at first

glance politically and economically little differentiated peasants.

However, they still differed in the ethnic mixture of households, degree

of adherence to Tacana traditions, and residence. Forty-six households

(46 Z of the population) could be considered "traditional Tacana" since
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TABLE 4.1.

COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION OF TUMUPASA, 1987

Category No. (%) of Total (%) Av.Hh. Hh. Type Ethnic Cat. Residence
Households Population Size Nuc

.

Ext. T M L 0 R D U

STUDY POP. 19 (16.8) 157 (19.6) 8.3 8 11 19 - - - 9 10 -

Rural Trad. 34 (30.1) 266 (33.3) 7.8 12 22 33 1 - - 17 17 -

Urban Trad. 12 (10.6) 100 (12.5) 8.3 4 8 12 - - - - 4 8

TOTAL TRAD. 46 (40.7) 366 (45.8) 8.0 16 30 45 1 - - 17 21 8

Mixed Pop. 30 (26.5) 205 (25.6) 6.8 19 11 17 10 3 - 13 5 12

"Elite" 22 (19.5) 170 (21.3) 7.7 12 10 3 2 17 - 1 4 17

ALL LOCALS 98 (86.7) 741 (92.6) 7.6 47 51 65 13 20 - 31 30 37

Outsiders 15 (13.3) 59 (7.4) 3.9 13 2 - - - 15 - 3 12

TOTAL POP. 113 (100) 800 (100) 7.1 60 53 65 13 20 15 31 33 49

% of Hh. 53 47 58 12 18 13 27 29 43

Notes: Av. = average, Hh. = household, Nuc. = nuclear family, Ext. = extended
family; Cat. — category, T = household purely Tacana, M — mixed between Tacana
and other (in first generation), L == old-time local mestizo as head of
household, 0 = recently immigrated outsider family/individual

;
R - rural,

D = double, U = urban residence; Trad. = traditional.

Source: Own census, 1986/87.

they actively participated in the Tacana shamanistic ceremonies and/or

in the old system of political authorities. Within this group, the

34 households (33 % of the total population of Tumupasa) known as la

gente de los chacos who spent most of the year at their rural homesteads

were of most interest. Their involvement with the market was indeed

found to be least and their land use system the most diversified among

all residents of Tumupasa. The thirty remaining households (26 % of the
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population) were ethnically mixed and/or acculturated, more involved

with the market than the traditional Tacana but politically not as

active as the "elite."

Unless stated otherwise, the following discussion of the

population in Tumupasa will always refer to the "traditional rural

Tacana." All of these households were visited on a regular basis.

Complete data sets were obtained on 19 of the 34 (a total population of

157). Based on a comparison of basic demographic and economic data, they

were considered representative for this subgroup of the population. Five

"urban traditional" Tacana and five "elite" households were also

intensively interviewed, and basic data were gathered on all other

families in Tumupasa.

Although the Tacana were at first glance "invisible" to outsiders

as lowland Indians, distinctive beliefs and practices remained that

influenced land use, health care and other important areas of everyday

life. These will be addressed in the following chapters. Tacana culture

was an inextricable mixture of prehispanic, Franciscan, and more recent

elements. Due to the profound mission influence, Cristianucuana ("the

Christians") was the only term that could be elicited for self-

identification beyond the village level Tumupasefio

.

Locally, the term

Tacana was usually restricted to the language and not applied to the

ethnic group. The Tacana had long distinguished themselves as

civilizados (civilized) from their "wild" old-time enemies, the so-

called Chamas (Ese Ejja), whom they ridiculed in one of their dances.

This "Christian face" of Tacana culture was reinforced through the

annual cycle of half a dozen major village -wide and close to twenty
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minor fiestas (see Table 4.2.)- Despite attempts by the priest and

vecinos to reduce the quantity and duration of these festivities and

what were considered to be alcoholic excesses, many Tacana (including

the shamans) still expressed their personal devotion to a particular

saint by hosting a fiesta. This required the preparation of large

quantities of chicha, a corn beer, and of pastry, and the hunting of

game or slaughter of domestic animals to feed the musicians, dancers and

many guests and could be a considerable expense, though generally not in

cash.

Parallel to this Catholic fiesta cycle, the ten shamans (whose

existence was an open secret in Tumupasa) celebrated their own

ceremonies, hidden from outsiders in cult houses in the forest, at key

points in the agricultural cycle and at the beginning of the calendar

year. These rituals were held to guide and protect the new local

authorities and the village as a whole (in Table 4.2.). Thus, the

traditional political system of Tumupasa, which evolved out of the

administration of the mission village, was linked to these "pre-

Catholic" beliefs and practices. The system was headed by an annually

elected corregidor (usually a vecino) assisted by eleven huarajes (from

vara, the staff symbolizing their authority). The two most important of

these were the cacique, usually an older Tacana with a more ceremonial

role, and the policla who was in charge of law and order in the village.

These two authorities had three and six young assistants, respectively,

whose positions used to be ranked. At the time of research, they all

mainly served as messengers when the authorities needed to reach the

dispersed population. The huarajes were usually recruited from the
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TABLE 4.2.

ANNUAL RITUAL CYCLE IN TUMUPASA AND THE REGION

Date Name of Fiesta Type (a) Observations (b)

Jan. 1 Ario Nuevo C/B TU (V), SA (V)
Jan. 6 Santos Reyes C TU (H)

,
Fiesta of Reyes (R)

Early Jan. Ejude Arapa S TU (V), SA (V) (for new
authorities)

Feb. 2 Candelaria C Fiesta of Rurrenabaque (R)
Feb

.
/March Carnaval C/S TU (V)

,
SA (V) (3 weekends)

March 19 San Jose C TU (H), SA (H)
March/April Dolores C TU (H)
March/April Semana Santa C TU (V), SA (V)
May 1 Dia del Trabajador C/B Fiesta of San Jose (R)
May 3 Santa Veracruz C TU (once V, now H)
May 4 Santa Ana C Fiesta of Santa Ana
May 1 Fatima C TU (H)
May 1 ? C Fiesta of Napashi (in TU)
May/June Santlsima Trinidad C Fiesta of Tumupasa
June 13 San Antonio C TU (H)

,
Fiesta of Ixiamas (R)

June Corpus Cristi C TU (V) (only procession)
June 23-24 San Juan C TU (V) (games at night)
June 27-28 San Pedro/Pablo C TU (H)
July 17 Carmen C/B TU (H)

,
Departmental Holiday

Fiesta of San Buenaventura (R)
July 23 Octava del Carmen C TU (H)

,
Fiesta of Tahua (R)

July 25 S . Ana del Yacuma C SA (H)
August Mara Arapa S TU (V), SA (V) (before field

preparation and planting)
Aug. 4- Copacabana C TU (H)
Aug. 6 Dia de la Patria B National Holiday
Aug. 15 Asunta C TU (H)
Aug. 30 Santa Rosa C TU (H), SA (H)
Sept. 6 Octava de S . Rosa C TU (H)
Oct. 6-7 Rosario C TU (H)
Nov. 1 Todos Santos C TU (V)
Nov. 2 Dia de los Difuntos C TU (V)
Nov. Mara Miri S TU (V), SA (V) (significance?)
Dec . 8 Concepcion C Fiesta of Sayuba (in TU)
Dec. 15 Octava de Concepc. C TU (H)
Late Dec

.

? S TU (V)
,
SA (V) (end of year)

Notes: (a) C = Catholic, S = shamanistic, B = Bolivian (civic);
(b) TU = Tumupasa, SA - Santa Ana; V = village level, H = household
level, R = regional importance.

Source: Observations between 1985 and 1988 and key informant interviews.
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traditional Tacana families, who hardly participated in the more

recently introduced types of local government and organization like the

agenda cantonal (equivalent to a mayor), comite civico (civic

committee)
, and the sindicato (local peasant union)

.

Tacana language maintenance varied even among the traditional

Tumupasefios who spent most of their lives in the village, especially in

the younger generation, and many of the return migrants from the rubber

camps hardly spoke it at all. Everyone spoke Spanish, the language used

in most aspects of public life, including school and village meetings.

Only the older women in 7 of the 19 households were not able to express

themselves well in Spanish. Several parents would not speak Tacana to

their children because they did not want them to be Tacanistas (a

pejorative term used much in the sense of "hillbillies") and have a

lengua pesada ("heavy tongue," i.e. accent) for speaking Spanish. Since

language is intricately linked to other cultural expressions, the

decline of Tacana language in the young generation, although not

necessarily meaning the end of the ethnic group, had consequences for

environmental perceptions and land use which will be addressed later.

Santa Ana: An Ethnically Mixed Community

The village of Santa Ana, located 18 km from Tumupasa at the road

towards San Buenaventura, evolved slowly out of an initial settlement of

traditional rural Tacana from Tumupasa. In 1971, a Tacana with long

experience in the rubber camps got tired of village life and moved to an

uninhabited spot which had served as a tambo (resting place) on the
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trail to San Buenaventura. Related families, the majority also with a

rubber-tapper background, followed slowly (according to Tumupaseho

comments to evade the increasing demand on their labor for village

projects after the arrival of the new priest in Tumupasa in 1971). With

the construction of the road the location became more attractive, and in

1981 villagers organized a school for the increasing number of children.

In 1983, with the colonist- induced establishment of a sindicato
,
Santa

Ana officially became a separate community and had 50-hectare-plots

surveyed (but not titled) for 24 comunarios (community members) . The

same year also brought the first non-Tacana immigrants who had to pay a

fee to be accepted into the community. Some of these newcomers were from

the region and settled permanently; a few were colonists who apparently

did not stay long due to conflicts with the Tacana.

In 1984, the community established a system of political

authorities similar to the one in Tumupasa which in practice replaced

the sindicato and was ever since dominated by the Tacana population,

although regional immigration slowly continued. Most recent migrants to

Santa Ana were from the Quechua- speaking ex-mission of San Jose, located

a day's walk across the mountains from Tumupasa, whose population had

been emigrating steadily due to its isolation from markets and services.

In 1986, a cooperative from the exhausted colonization zone of Caranavi

in the Yungas of La Paz promised to settle in Santa Ana and support the

community with a new land titling process for 37 plots (1850 hectares)

in two strips, of which the colonists were claiming 16 plots by 1987.

Until June of 1988, however, land titling had not proceeded, and nobody

from this new group was living in the village.
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As of Jan. 1, 1987, Santa Ana consisted of 17 permanent households

(a total of 103 persons). Of these, 11 were Tacana (6 from the Beni

rubber areas, 3 from Tumupasa, and one each from Ixiamas and

Rurrenabaque)
, 3 Quechua (from Apolo and San Jose)

,
one mixed

Quechua/Tacana and one mestizo from Reyes in the Beni department. Only

one young colonist from Southern Bolivia lived in the village as

compahero of a mestizo woman from Ixiamas who was the plot owner and

head of household. Three of the Tacana households were excluded from

detailed analysis since in one the man left his wife and four small

children to collect Brazil nuts en el Beni in late December 1986 and

only returned in the spring of 1988 . The two others were elderly and

sickly couples living by themselves (one with a grandchild) and no

longer fully economically active. These families were in part maintained

by their relatives. Unless stated otherwise, the discussion will refer

to the 14 permanent and fully economically active households (total of

92 persons)

.

Despite its mixed population and greater exposure to outside

influences, Santa Ana was in many respects a miniature version of

Tumupasa and, without vecinos
,
even more egalitarian in its social

structure. Its system of political authorities consisted of an annually

elected corregidor
,
cacique, policXa and a single messenger. Religious

practices were similar to those in Tumupasa as well. For several years,

Santa Ana had had a small chapel and received periodic visits by the

priest from Tumupasa. In 1987, villagers held three larger and about

eight smaller Catholic festivals. Santa Ana also had a shaman who held

ceremonies at the local cult house and was influential in village life
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as healer and as potential inflictor of evil. Although the immigrants

from San Jose were familiar with shamanism, only the Quechua/Tacana

couple participated in these ceremonies. When in 1987 for the first time

the village population elected a set of all Quechua political

authorities (with the argument that it was their turn to work for the

community)
,
serious conflicts arose over ceremonial life which led to a

return to Tacana authorities after the local fiesta. Conflicts like

this, as mentioned before, over the years had caused the withdrawal of

several community members, especially of colonists, and seemed to be a

symptom of Tacana resistance against outside influence.

25 de Mavo: A Colonist Cooperative

In 1977, radio propaganda about the CAN (see Chapter 3) attracted

a group of 20 peasants, led by a local politician, from the distant

highland valley of Culpina in Southern Bolivia, to the area of San

Buenaventura. In Culpina (Province of Sud Cinti, Department of

Chuquisaca) as in other highland areas, the Agrarian Reform had resulted

in minifundios

.

Exacerbated by periodic droughts and frost in the harsh

environment 3000 m above sea level, this situation forced many peasants

to seasonally or permanently migrate to the lowlands or as far as

Argentina, where they worked as day laborers in the sugarcane, fruit and

vegetable harvest, and in construction (cf. Whiteford 1981). In

Iturralde, these colonists initially settled close to the future project

site on CORDEPAZ land, from where they were expelled and dispersed.
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Two of these colonist families in 1979/80 settled at the end of

the road under construction to Tumupasa, just beyond what was to become

Santa Ana (again within the CORDEPAZ land concession but at a less

disputed spot). Three newly arrived colonists from Culpina joined them

in 1980, followed later by others and by members of a group of

18 peasants from a Quechua- speaking area in the province of Nor Cinti

(in Culpina, only Spanish is spoken). At the time of my first visit in

July of 1985, the settlement had grown to 11 families and 5 bachelors

totalling about 50 people. They had organized a sindicato called

La Palma Nueva ("The New Palm")
, collectively claimed 18 50-hectare-

plots along the road, and were sending their children to school in Santa

Ana. At the same time, the land further on up to the boundary of

Tumupasa (another 18 50-hectare-plots)
,
was being occupied by a new

sindicato called Nueva Palestina ("New Palestine")
,
organized by

protestants from San Buenaventura to get access to agricultural land

which was becoming scarce and exhausted close to town. Also, three

colonist families from Culpina and Tarija who were part of a cooperative

located 10 km beyond Tumupasa decided to relocate to a better accessible

and more populated area.

In May of 1986, all settlers between Santa Ana and Tumupasa

founded a school and a cooperative which was called 25 de Mayo (the 25th

of May is the departmental holiday of Chuquisaca) . The cooperative

claimed 6.5 km by 5 km (3250 hectares) of land in two strips along the

lower side of the road (although not even occupying all plots on the

first strip) and started with ambitious plans. However, conflicts soon

arose over the idea to obtain large bank credits which led to the
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withdrawal of the Nueva Palestina section by the end of 1986. Later, the

failure of the 20 hectare cooperative rice field brought considerable

internal strife even among the remaining more homogenous colonists from

Chuquisaca and Tarija.

An initial census showed that most of the plot holders in Nueva

Palestina were not colonists from the interior and, more importantly,

did not live in their fields and depend primarily on agriculture for

their livelihood. Most resided and had urban sources of income in San

Buenaventura and came only sporadically to attend their fields. Only one

family lived permanently in their plot but had withdrawn from the

cooperative and was refusing any collaboration in local activities. Of

the other 25 de Mayo households, two young men from Culpina who had only

settled in 1986 with their families left for reasons of health and wage

labor opportunities during 1987. As a result, during 1987, only

12 households were living permanently in the area of 25 de Mayo

(population 52 as of Jan. 1, 1987) and were included in the study. Seven

of them were from Culpina and surroundings, three from Nor Cinti and two

from the Department of Tarija. All of them were of peasant origin. Ten

of these households were active cooperative members at the beginning of

1987, but several withdrew from participating in cooperative projects

other than the local school during the year. Short interviews with an

isolated family from Tarija whose planned large cooperative below 25 de

Mayo never materialized and with two extended families from a Quechua-

speaking area close to Culpina who arrived during 1987 provided

additional insights into the migration process.
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The colonists brought with them their highland tradition of

communal work (minga ) which was mobilized for the school as well as the

rice field and other cooperative projects, and their experience with

peasant organizations at the local and regional level. Their familiarity

with commercial agriculture in the highlands as well as in the lowlands

and Argentina also helped in their adjustment to the new situation in

Iturralde. The first colonists adopted house construction techniques and

crops from their native neighbors and then passed them on to the

newcomers. Even the Quechua women abandoned their native dress and

hairstyle, blending more into lowland society than for example Aymara

traders in Rurrenabaque . Since expensive traditional fiestas were not

revitalized in the lowlands, only occasional Sunday gatherings for Mass

at the local school, a few civic holidays, and regular weekend trips to

San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque for marketing interrupted the daily

routine

.

Similarities. Differences, and Interethnic Relations

In the later analysis of the effects of ethnic differences and

market integration on land use productivity and sustainability and on

quality of life in the study three populations, potential intervening

factors need to be taken into account. These include age and household

structure as well as the type and level of education and other

experiences of the adult population. The significant differences in

degree of market integration among the three populations, discussed in

detail in Chapter 6, also need to be briefly documented here. Finally,
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the preceding description of ethnic differences will be complemented

with a sketch of the nature of interethnic relations between Tacana and

colonists

.

Age and household structure . Table 4.3. summarizes the basic

demographic characteristics of the 45 households included in this study,

Figure 4.1. shows the population pyramids. The average age in the

overall very young three populations was slightly higher in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana than in 25 de Mayo (22.4 vs. 21.0 vs. 17.1 years). The average

adult age (i.e. of persons 15 years or older) was, moreover, virtually

the same in Tumupasa and Santa Ana (38.0 vs. 37.9 years) and

considerably less for the colonists (31.3 years). Their relative youth

could be expected to give the colonists as a group slight advantages

with regard to production (physical strength) and health (less age-

related diseases)

.

TABLE 4.3

AVERAGE AGE AND HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE IN THE THREE POPULATIONS, 1987

Population N Age
Adult
Age

Hh.

Size
Cons

.

Units
No.

Male
of Ad.

Fem.

C./P.

Ratio

Tumupasa 19 22.4 38.0 8.3 6.1 2.1 1.9 3.1
Santa Ana 14 21.0 37.9 6.6 4.7 1.6 1.4 3.2
25 de Mayo 12 17.1 31.3 4.3 3.0 1.1 0.9 2.8

Notes: Hh. = Household; Ad. = Adults; C./P. Ratio = Consumer/
Producer Ratio.

Source: Own Census 1986/87.
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TUMUPASA (total population 157)
Age

> 65

60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-14
5-9

0-4

SANTA ANA (total population 92)

51 MALE> 65

60-64

55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24

15-19

0-4

43 ADULTS
(46.7 X)

I

10-14 10 2

5-9 10 8

4

41 FEMALE

JLIJ

25 DE MAYO (total population 52)

50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-14
5-9

0-4

25 MALE

24 ADULTS
(46.2 Z)

27 FEMALE

Source: Own census, 1986/87.

FIGURE 4.1. POPULATION PYRAMIDS
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Household size and structure varied more significantly among the

three populations. The average size for Tumupasa' s often extended family

households was 8.3 members (57.9 % extended families, size ranged from

4 to 19). In Santa Ana, which had more nuclear family households, the

average household size was 6.6 members (57.1 % nuclear families,

sizeranged from 3 to 13), and the colonists' all nuclear families had on

average 4.3 members (size ranged from 3 to 6). Converted into the adult

equivalents or "consumption units" needed later to compare households of

different size and age structure, the averages follow the same pattern.

Households in Tumupasa had an average of 6.1 consumption units
,
those in

Santa Ana 4.7, and the colonist households 3.0. 3

Labor availability per household varied along the same lines.

Tumupasa' s households had an average of 2.1 economically active male

adults, Santa Ana 1.6 and 25 de Mayo 1.1. The averages for female

adults, who in all but one colonist case worked in the fields, were

slightly lower than those of the males and 1.9 in Tumupasa, 1.4 in Santa

Ana, and 0.9 in 25 de Mayo. The young colonist families in addition had

fewer children old enough to help in a significant way. The total basic

subsistence needs, but also the work potential at the household level

were therefore on average highest in Tumupasa and lowest among the

colonists. The average consumer/producer ratios for the three

3
. The literature presents different ways to weight households

according to their age and sex composition (e.g. Barlett 1982:118,
Chayanov 1986:53-69, Epstein 1967:160, Grossman 1984:262-263). For this
study, adults (15 years or more) of both sexes were considered as one
consumption unit, and teenagers (10-14 years) as 0.75, older children
(5-9 years) as 0.5 and small children (up to 4 years) as 0.25 adult
equivalents

.
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populations, however, were quite similar. Taking only the economically

active adult males as producers (as will be done in the case of rice and

corn fields due to the characteristics of slash and burn agriculture)

,

the ratio was 3.2 in Santa Ana (range from 2.0 to 5.0), 3.1 in Tumupasa

(range from 1.8 to 6.0), and at 2.8 only slightly lower in 25 de Mayo

(range from 1.4 to 4.3). Despite the differences in household size, on

average each adult male in the three populations thus had to provide for

the same number of adult consumers.

Education and experiences . Formal as well as informal education of

the adult population are important inputs into the production and

marketing process. With regard to the level of formal education received

by the heads of household, Tumupasa ranked lowest since 42 % had

received no formal education. Santa Ana was slightly higher (29 %

illiterate), whereas only one colonist could not read and write. All

other heads of households (with the exception of one colonist who had

reached the 7th grade) had received only primary school education, the

majority only two or three years of the legal minimum of five years.

Their wives generally had an even lower level of education.

This comparison is somewhat biased due to the differences in age

structure discussed above. In all three populations, younger people had

received more education. Since a large local school was available in

Tumupasa, the Tacana there had the highest percentage of households with

at least one economically active adult who had more than primary

schooling (32 %). They were followed by 25 de Mayo (17 %), whereas in

Santa Ana only one household (7 %) had any adult members with this level
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of education. Even so, no one in any of the three populations had

completed secondary school nor received any specific professional

training. Also, many of the older Tacana were probably "illiterate by

disuse." The colonists, in contrast, over the years had had more need

and opportunity to apply their limited reading, writing, and

mathematical skills in the course of their migration.

Colonists in general had significantly different experiences than

the traditional Tacana and people in Santa Ana. The furthest places any

household members had known in their lifetime demonstrate a mainly

Amazonian orientation of the Tacana. In Tumupasa, members of 89 % of the

households had worked in the rubber camps down the Beni river, been to

the small northern Bolivian towns of Riberalta, Guayaramerln or Cobija,

or even to adjacent areas of Brazil (the two others had never been

beyond Reyes) . Many of the older men had also worked taking cattle to

Puerto Maldonado in the Peruvian Amazon or to Apolo in the intermontane

valleys. Due to the changes in the regional economy, the range of

experience of the younger Tumupasenos was more limited to their

immediate surroundings. None of the traditional Tacana in Tumupasa had

ever been to La Paz
,
and most of their travel experiences had been in

the context of patron- client relationships or the military service.

In Santa Ana, 71 % of the households had also only travelled

within the boundaries of the traditional regional economy, but members

of three non-Tacana households had been to La Paz. Through this and

other experiences, they had acquired a certain versatility in their

economic strategies. The colonists, finally, had not only all been to La

Paz on the way to the lowlands, but the great majority had lived and
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worked in Argentina (83 %) ,
and the remainder had at least been to other

major Bolivian cities. These experiences gave them a different view of

the world which increased their aspirations. They also had taught them

useful technical, economic, and organizational skills.

Market integration . The three populations were chosen to represent

different degrees of market integration. Market-related activities are

defined here as those in which products or labor leave or enter the

household with their exchange value determined by a pricing mechanism.

This excludes gifts, food sharing or direct labor reciprocity but

includes nonmonetary exchanges of items calculated at their market

values. The types and conditions of involvement with the local and

regional economy will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. However,

since the next chapter already traces the consequences of variations in

market integration for indigenous and colonist land use, the existence

of these differences needs to be briefly documented at this point.

First, the three populations varied in the frequency of their

visits to the regional trading centers of San Buenaventura and

Rurrenabaque . These trips were almost always combined with commercial

transactions and made peasants aware of prices and opportunities. In

Tumupasa, 68 % (13) of the heads of household had not been in these

towns for over a year, and only two (11 %) had visited them during the

month before the interview. In Santa Ana, in contrast, 64 % (9) of the

household heads, and in 25 de Mayo, all but one man (92 %) had been in

town during the preceding month. Women's travel frequency was lower in

all three populations
,
but colonist women sometimes went to town by
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themselves for marketing or medical consultation, whereas the married

native women virtually never went alone

.

To measure the degree of market integration of peasant households,

agricultural economists usually calculate the proportion of total

production that is sold and/or the proportion of total consumption that

is purchased (C. Gladwin, Univ. of Florida, pers. comm. 1989). Another

possible measure is the amount of time spent on market- related

activities during a year (Gross et al. 1979). Due to the dispersal of

the research population, it was impossible to keep the detailed records

on each household' s diverse economic activities necessary for these

calculations. However, data from recall interviews (controlled by

observations) on the key market-related activities indicate clear

differences among the three populations in the importance of sales of

rice (the major cash crop in the region) and of wage labor as well as in

the consumption of commercial food items. Table 4.4. shows that in 1987

the Tumupasehos ranked lowest and the colonists highest not only in the

proportion of rice sold, but also in the percent of total market -derived

household income from the sale of this crop. Land was not a limiting

factor for the expansion of production, and the market -oriented

colonists had by far the largest rice fields per producer and as a

result the highest total yields per consumption unit, so that more

surplus was available for sale (more on this in Chapter 5)

.
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TABLE 4.4.

CASH CROPPING OF RICE, 1987

Population-Level Average of :

Harvest Contribution Rice field/ Rice yield/
Population sold (N) to Income producer cons, unit

Tumupasa 40 % (13) 10 % (19) 0 . 8 ha (19) 9 arr. (15)
Santa Ana 70 % (14) 18 % (14) 1 . 1 ha (14) 18 arr. (14)
25 de Mayo 74 % (12) 27 % (12) 2 . 7 ha (12) 61 arr. (12)

Note: arr. = arroba (11.5 kg).

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

In 1987, the male heads of household in Tumupasa spent only half

as much time (2.6 weeks) as wage laborers as those in 25 de Mayo

(5.2 weeks) and Santa Ana (5.5 weeks). For the latter, the contribution

of wage labor to market -derived household income (56 %) was much higher

than for both the Tumupasehos (43 %) and the colonists (44 %) ,
which

indicates that the predominant type of market integration in Santa Ana

was off-farm work, not the sale of agricultural products as in 25 de

Mayo. Finally, according to the results of a 24 -hour -recall interview on

household food consumption (discussed in detail in Chapter 6), only 39 %

of the households in Tumupasa, 58 % of those in Santa Ana, but all of

the colonists had consumed commercial processed food items. The

Tumupasehos also consumed the lowest average number of these items, the

colonists the highest.

The average level of 1987 market-related household incomes and

expenditures, weighted by consumption units, can serve as a proxy for
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the overall degree of market integration of the three populations. 4

Table 4.5. shows that also according to this measure, Tumupasa' s gente

de los chacos were least involved with the market, both Tacana and non-

Tacana in Santa Ana were more so, and the colonists from 25 de Mayo were

the most market integrated. Virtually all households from Tumupasa fell

below the median income and expenditures (per consumption unit) for the

universe of 45 households. All colonists ranked higher than the median

on both counts. In Santa Ana, more of the households fell above than

below the median in both income and expenditures
,
but the Tacana

households there were evenly divided between the two.

TABLE 4.5.

LEVELS OF INCOMES AND EXPENDITURES, 1987

Hh. with Income Hh. with ExDenditures
Population below/above Med. N below/above Med. N

Tumupasa 18 1 19 17 2 19
Santa Ana 5 9 14 5 8 13
25 de Mayo 0 12 12 0 12 12

Total 23 22 45 22 22 44

Chi-Square: 28.3 for income, 24.5 for expenditures (P < 0.01)

Notes: Hh. = households; Med. — Median. Household income and
expenditures were weighted by consumption unit. Expenditure
data for one household in Santa Ana were too incomplete to be
considered. The median was 148 Bs

. ($ 94) for income and 92 Bs

.

($ 46) for expenditures, for 1987.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

4
. The monetary value of all market-related household income and

expenditures was calculated on the basis of detailed end-of-year recall
interviews controlled by observations. Nonmonetary transactions in the
region all occurred according to monetary referents and could thus be
converted. Household income and expenditures were then weighted by
consumption units and averaged over each population.
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Interethnic relations . Due to the low population density in the

region and the relatively small and slow influx of migrants, the level

of land and other conflicts between colonists, intra- regional migrants,

and Tacana had so far been fairly low. Only once colonists, supposedly

misled by the faulty land measurement of an Agrarian Reform official,

started to invade the Tumupasa territory but were soon removed

peacefully. Interethnic stereotypes existed and were usually phrased in

the Camba/Kolla dichotomy used all over the Bolivian lowlands (Stearman

1985) . Tacana men in Santa Ana would call their Kolia colonist neighbors

mariconcitos (used here in the sense of weaklings) because they used

chain saws and sowing machines for field preparation. Some of the

colonists in turn considered their Tacana and other Camba neighbors from

Santa Ana and Tumupasa zonzos (stupid) for not harvesting as quickly as

the colonists, in general not working as hard and especially because, as

one of them put it, "the natives don't like to have money" (a los

nativos no les gusta tener plata )

.

These opinions did not prevent both groups from entering into

usually asymmetrical economic relationships in which the colonists

employed Tacana as day laborers and also sold them merchandise, but

never vice versa (more on this in Chapters 5 and 6). Colonist families

had also started to participate in the fiestas (especially in Mass and

soccer championships, less in drinking-bouts) in both Tumupasa and Santa

Ana and did not reject compadrazgo (godparent) relationships, which had

social as well as economic significance. There were only a few cases of

interethnic marriages or unions (in all, the man was Kolia, the woman

Camba). However, this was not necessarily an indicator of avoidance
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since most colonists came with their families and had only young

children. Since 1979, colonists had tried with little success to

organize native communities into sindicatos and to make them participate

in the provincial peasant federation. This process will be analyzed in

Chapter 7.

Conclusion

As expected, the three study populations differed along a gradient

of less -to -more market integration, with Tumupasa being least and the

colonists most involved with the local and regional economy. The pattern

of ethnic and social differences and similarities was more complex.

Since Tumupasa as a large and well-established village offered better

services, many of the least market- integrated "traditional" young Tacana

there had received more formal education than the colonists and people

in 25 de Mayo in similar age groups. Also, although most of the Tacana

in Santa Ana had a personal history of labor migration and the community

was more frequently in contact with outsiders than the rural areas of

Tumupasa, shamanism persisted and Santa Ana's communal organization

followed Tumupasa' s example (instead of the colonist's sindicato model).

The rather frequent conflicts with outsiders, be they lowland migrants

or colonists, were a symptom of some Tacana resistance. In contrast, in

25 de Mayo ethnic differences among the colonists (Spanish vs. Quechua-

speakers) were relatively unimportant in the face of the major cleavage

in the region between Cambas (Tacana and other lowlanders) and Kolias
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(any highlanders) which left Quechua- speakers of different origin in

both categories

.

Despite some internal complexities, for the comparative purposes

of this study the three populations represent distinct ethnic categories

("traditional" Tacana, mixed but still predominantly Tacana, and

colonists) along a gradient of increasing market integration. Some of

the potentially intervening factors followed the same gradient.

Currently relevant experiences with "the outside world" were lowest

among the Tacana of Tumupasa and highest among the colonists which gave

the latter advantages in the regional economy.

There was a also a gradient from older and larger extended family

households in Tumupasa to younger and smaller colonist nuclear family

households. However, since the average household- level consumer/producer

ratio was virtually the same in all three populations, these differences

in age and household structure did not clearly favor any of them.

Whereas colonists could have a slight production advantage due to their

youth, the Tacana in Tumupasa and to a lesser degree the people of Santa

Ana could draw on a larger, more immediately available household labor

pool. In contrast, most colonists, whose labor demands were higher due

to their larger fields for cash cropping, had to hire workers. They

often employed their native neighbors but never worked for them, a sign

of economic differentiation between Camba and Kolia peasants.



CHAPTER 5

LAND USE: ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Introduction

This chapter will comparatively analyze the land use systems of

the traditional Tacana of Tumupasa, the people in Santa Ana, and the

colonists of 25 de Mayo. It will trace the importance of ethnic

differences and the consequences of market integration for the

productivity and the prospects for sustainability of indigenous and

colonist land use in the region.

The analysis starts from the assumption that different human

groups employ diverse strategies to cope with and make use of their

natural environment, as they perceive it. They do this within their

specific political, economic, and social context which translates into

constraints and incentives, and according to their short and long-term

goals. These strategies together make up a group's land use system,

which among Amazonian peasants refers to their combination of crop and

animal production with extractive activities like hunting, fishing, and

gathering, all of which are based on renewable resources. Although land

use systems are based on the available "cultural repertoire," they are

not static since the external circumstances and the actors' goals and

state of information change.

119
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Due to their long use of a particular environment, indigenous

people can be expected to know more about their habitat than recent

immigrants. Their ethnoecology
,
that is their culture-specific

perceptions, knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, and norms related to the

natural environment in which they live, can complement insights gained

with standard scientific research (Prance and Kallunki 1984, Posey et

al. 1984). Also, recent studies indicate that some Amazonian Indian

groups over time- -consciously or by default- -developed practices which

contributed to their land use systems' long-term viability. The two

basic forms of such "resource management" are harvest regulations

limiting the off-take of a particular resource to a sustainable level,

and resource enhancement in which people increase the reproductive and

survival potential of useful species through manipulation of the

environment (Irvine 1987:16). 1 However, not all indigenous people are

"resource managers." Also, with the increasing territorial

circumscription of indigenous peoples, their own population increase,

and market pressures, even a previously well adjusted indigenous land

use system can become environmentally destructive. Indigenous knowledge

of the environment under these circumstances can even facilitate

1
. Although many researchers on indigenous land or resource use

include both purposeful actions and unintended effects of certain
cultural practices (like taboos) in their definition of management, I

would suggest to restrict the use of the term to its original meaning
"judicious use of means to accomplish an end" (Webster' s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary 1983:722) which implies a goal or intention.
Management per se need not be environmentally sound, but research on
indigenous or other traditional resource management is usually conducted
with a view towards the identification or development of sustainable
land use practices, strategies, or systems (Clay 1988: IV).
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resource over-exploitation, especially if cultural inhibitions decline

and more efficient technology becomes available.

Colonists who migrate to the Amazon in the hope of improving their

economic situation often "mine the land" and move on, not primarily

because of their lack of knowledge about appropriate forms of land use,

but because of adverse structural conditions. These can include insecure

land tenure systems, biased credit policies, and especially

disadvantageous marketing conditions like limited demand, lack of

transport and storage facilities, and unfavorable terms of trade.

Circumstances like these often do not give colonists the time and

resources necessary for successful adjustment to the new environment and

the establishment of a viable farm (Collins 1986).

Despite the increasing body of research on indigenous and colonist

land use systems in the Amazon, no study has attempted to compare in

detail the economic and ecological performance of their crop and animal

production and their extractive activities in the same regional context.

Expectations of differences between Tacana and colonist land use systems

and appropriate criteria for their evaluation therefore had to be

derived from various sources.

There is growing appreciation of both economically and

ecologically advantageous features of traditional small farmer

agriculture in general (Altieri 1987) and of indigenous long-fallow

slash and burn cultivation systems in the humid tropics in particular

(Sanchez 1976, Ewel 1986). Where land is not scarce, yields per area may

be a less important concern from the producer' s perspective than for

example labor efficiency. Nevertheless, traditional agriculture, often
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characterized by a large inventory of crop species and varieties grown

in intercropped fields, can be very productive per cultivated land area

as well. Crop richness (the total number of species or varieties) and

crop diversity (their relative abundance) can have many other

advantages. Potential social and economic benefits include spreading

labor demands and the risk of crop failures and securing a diverse diet

year-round. An often postulated ecological benefit, the relationship

between ecosystem and in extrapolation cropping system diversity and

their stability has been questioned (Deshmukh 1986). Nevertheless,

potential ecological advantages of crop richness and diversity, and

especially of intercropping or agroforestry systems (the latter

including woody perennials), are optimum resource use, protection and

management of soils, avoidance of pest problems, facilitation of site

regeneration and ultimately the maintenance of a broad genetic base.

Indigenous slash and burn cultivation in the Amazon has long been

depicted as imitating the structure of the forest through intercropped

multistory swiddens (Meggers 1971) . Recent studies have shown that this

generalization does not hold (Flowers et al. 1982, Frechione 1982,

Beckerman et al. 1983). Indigenous monocultures or patch intercropping

of semiperennials like manioc and bananas are widespread even among

relatively isolated ethnic groups. Due to the small size and dispersal

of fields, the stature of these crops, and the large number of

intercropped varieties, these systems may still have many of the

advantages of true polyculture, while possibly saving some labor time.

So far, researchers have given little attention to the existence of

indigenous monocultures of annual grain crops. Usually an adjustment to
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increasing market integration, these even further "deviations" from the

original model demonstrate the flexibility of slash and burn cultivation

(Chevalier 1982) . However, the productivity and environmental impact of

these indigenous grain monocropping systems still needs to be studied in

more detail and in comparison to that of recently immigrated colonists.

As was seen in Chapter 2, the Tacana' s long history of exposure to

outside influences and of integration into the regional economy had

brought about modifications in their land use system. Nevertheless,

their ethnoecology reportedly contained not only a detailed knowledge of

the environment, but also a "conservation ethic" (Hissink and Hahn 1961,

1984) . Because of this presumed characteristic and their comparatively

low exposure to market pressures, the traditional rural Tacana of

Tumupasa were expected to have the most diverse agriculture and highest

land productivity of the three populations with least danger of

detrimental environmental impacts. The people of Santa Ana, more

involved with the market, were expected to be abandoning traditional

agricultural practices like intercropping or long fallow periods which

might prevent or limit environmental degradation. The colonists who came

to Iturralde to improve their economic situation were expected to strive

for short-term benefits from market-oriented crop and animal production.

Because of their unfamiliarity with the lowland environment, they were

not expected to produce higher yields per land area than the natives,

although they would have the highest total yields due to larger

clearings. A major difference between natives and colonists to be

explored was the colonists' emphasis on pastures and cattle raising.
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Overall, their crop and animal production was expected to have least

prospects for ecological sustainability of all.

With regard to extractive activities, considering the long

occupation of the region by a substantial population, evidence was

expected for unsustainable harvest rates of game, fish, and possibly

other wild resources in both native villages, but due to market

pressures more pronounced in Santa Ana. Colonists, known to depend less

on extraction, were expected to have only limited impact on these

resources

.

As the following discussion will show, most but not all of these

expectations proved to be correct. Grain yields per hectare, for

example, were lowest in Tumupasa and highest among the colonists for a

variety of possible reasons that will be explored. Also, extractive

activities were found to be less market -oriented in Santa Ana than in

Tumupasa. The complex interrelationship between market integration (not

only through cash cropping, but- -especially in Santa Ana- -also through

wage labor) and different aspects of the overall land use system thus

made it necessary to refine the argument.

The three broad criteria employed in this study to evaluate land

use are ecological sustainability, economic productivity (efficiency),

and social equity. Conway (1985) applied them to agro- ecosystem

analysis, but his definitions had to be adjusted to the broader concept

of land use used here.

Sustainability has become a fashionable "buzz -word" used without

much precision and often without delimiting spatial and temporal

boundaries (Brown et al. 1987). The focus here is on household,
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community, and regional land use systems in a time frame of relevance

for the current population and their immediate descendants. In this

context, a land use strategy or system will be considered ecologically

sustainable if it maintains (or even increases) yields of the particular

renewable resource (s) harvested without degrading or depleting the

resource base and the ecological processes on which resource renovation

depends

.

Satisfactory methods to assess the ecological sustainability of

land use systems, ideally in longitudinal research, have yet to be

developed (Conway 1985) . This synchronic cross-sectional comparison

could therefore only indirectly infer which of the three populations'

land use systems had the comparatively least prospects for

sustainability- -an intentionally tentative formulation. The following

indicators were included in the analysis.

On the output side, the most direct indicator for a lack of

sustainability is a significant decrease in yields of a particular

resource. The only available source of information for longer term

changes in agricultural yields as well as returns to hunting, fishing,

and gathering were local peoples' perceptions. This "emic" perspective

was also relevant because peoples' awareness of land use problems is a

necessary condition for any local initiative to address them. Since in

most Amazonian slash and burn cultivation systems yield decline over

time is an inherent feature which requires fallowing, yields of the same

crops needed to be compared at similar stages of field development (e.g.

the first crop after burning) . Data were collected on rice and corn

yields during three consecutive years- -a period in which, however,
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fluctuations could still be due to "normal" year-to-year variations.

Nevertheless, a comparison of cropping practices and production problems

(e.g. pest incidence) in the three populations suggested possible

explanations for yield differences among the three populations and their

relation to the prospects for agricultural sustainability.

The assessment of (un) sustainability with regard to the resource

base of a particular land use system should include longitudinal

specialized studies of microclimate, soil fertility and structure,

floral and faunal (including pest) population levels, genetic diversity

of wild as well as domesticated plants and animals, and landscape -wide

changes of vegetation patterns. Virtually none of this research has been

conducted in Iturralde, so here again only tentative conclusions could

be drawn from a comparison between the three populations. With regard to

agriculture, a limited number of soil samples were taken to assess

differences in site selection for fields and the impact of different

cropping patterns on the soils in the three populations. Crop and crop

varietal richness at the field, household and community levels were

compared and, for the reasons outline above, a greater richness was

evaluated as a positive feature. Data on clearing sizes, cropping

sequences and fallowing practices from the three populations gave

insights into differences in the potential for forest regeneration on

which (without the use of commercial inputs like fertilizers) the

continuity of the production system depends. Limited inferences about

the state of the extractive resource base, e.g. the availability or not

of large game species, were possible from a comparison of the species

composition of harvests. The comparative prospects for sustainability of
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the three land use systems were assessed by considering the overall

pattern of positive or negative features of their different land use

strategies

.

The second criterion of economic productivity or efficiency

measures the returns of production and extraction by evaluating the

level of outputs (yields or net income) against that of inputs.

Agricultural economists usually consider yields per land area, but it

seemed appropriate to also evaluate returns to labor or capital since

these were scarcer inputs. These three measures can also be used for

extractive activities. Given the spread of extractive resources, the

returns to effort in terms of time spent and/or distance covered seemed

an appropriate measure.

In the economic evaluation of different land use strategies, first

their overall importance for each of the populations was assessed by

considering their contribution to the diet and to market -derived income.

Notes on peoples' activities during my frequent household visits and two

work diaries which a Tacana man in Santa Ana and a colonist kept during

about eight months provided a data base from which the typical frequency

of different economic activities for members of each group could be

estimated. 2 To assess the efficiency of rice production, the major food

and cash crop in the region, per hectare yields were compared between

the three populations. Also, good and average harvest levels and their

z
. Originally, my intention had been to carry out a time allocation

study following the methodology developed by Johnson (1975) . Due to the
distance between the populations and individual households within them,
however, it was impossible to randomize my visits as required by this
methodology.
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harvest-time and off-season monetary value were set against typical

Tacana and colonist labor and other non-monetary and monetary inputs.

For other crops, animal production, and the extractive activities,

quantitative data were more difficult to gather. As a result, their

absolute productivity could not be assessed with the same precision, but

comparisons between the three populations again yielded important

insights

.

The third criterion of social equity, finally, addresses how

evenly the costs of and benefits from productive, extractive and other

economic activities are distributed within and among households and

communities in the region. This involves assessing indigenous and

migrant peasants' quality of life and evaluating evidence for social and

economic differentiation, issues which will be discussed in detail in

Chapter 6

.

This chapter will first briefly characterize the natural

environment, stressing opportunities and problems for human use. Then,

it will comparatively describe and analyze first productive activities

(agriculture and animal husbandry)
,
later extractive activities

(hunting, fishing and gathering) in the three communities. For the

reasons outlined above, special attention will be given to Tacana

ethnoecology and land use practices potentially supporting

sustainability, and to the impact of market integration and other

structural factors on indigenous and colonist land use and through it on

the environment.
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The Natural Environment

Tumupasa (geographical location 14°09' S/67°53' W) and its

surroundings are situated well within the astronomically defined tropics

and just at the "edge" between the foothills of the last chains of the

Andes and the vast Amazonian plains belonging to the Beni-Madeira white-

water drainage system. The geologically older mountain ranges to the

southwest of Tumupasa (ordovician, devonian, cretaceous and tertiary

formations) do not exceed altitudes of 1300 m but nevertheless influence

regional climatic patterns (Montes de Oca 1982). As mentioned before,

they apparently contain oil reserves, and small amounts of gold are

found in some of the region's rivers.

The village of Tumupasa is located at an elevation of 470 m and

oversees the forest in the lower lying, slightly undulated quaternary

plains with homesteads and fields spread down to about 250 m. Santa Ana

and 25 de Mayo are also located in the plains at altitudes below 300 m,

and the area most intensively used by all three populations is the

lowland forest.

Climate

Meteorological data from the closest regularly attended station in

Rurrenabaque (55 km southeast of Tumupasa on the Beni river at an

altitude of approximately 220 m) indicate a seasonal climate classified

as subtropical. Average annual temperature was 25.9° C and

biotemperature 23.3° C from 1972-81, and average annual rainfall 2125 mm
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from 1946-81 (apparently only about 1760 mm during 10 of these years,

Cochrane 1973:426, Unzueta 1975:310, Montes de Oca 1982:131). July and

September fell under the dry month limit of 100 mm, and potential

evapotranspiration (PET) exceeded or reached monthly rainfall between

May and September which were also the months with the lowest average

temperatures

.

Due to the topography and river systems, these data cannot

necessarily be extrapolated to Tumupasa. The remaining incomplete copies

of meteorological data collected there for the National Weather Service

between 1979 and 1982 (3517 mm in 1981, 3315 mm in 1982) as well as

rainfall data gathered during the time of research (2727 mm for 1986 and

2486 mm for 1987) indicate higher rainfall in Tumupasa than in

Rurrenabaque

.

3 The rainfall distribution during 1986 and 1987 (see

Figure 5.1.) also demonstrates variations and unpredictability of

rainfall (e.g. high rainfall in May and June) that affected land use and

life in general.

Even in the terra firme environment of Tumupasa, flash floods of

the many creeks and small rivers descending the mountains periodically

limited people's mobility in the rainy season, and the dry season

brought localized water shortage and even the danger of forest fires. In

October of 1987, the montane forest behind Tumupasa burned for 10 days,

3
. Rainfall data were obtained from a Chilean agronomist who had

been using CORDEPAZ equipment since September 1985 in his plot at 4 km
from the village center. In March 1987, I also installed a meteorograph
borrowed from the Ecological Institute in La Paz for temperature and
humidity registration.
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Month Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep

.

Oct. Nov. Dec

.

Year

Temperature 1987 ( in 00
Abs. Max. n.d. n.d. 33.5 29.0 28.0 27.0 28.5 27.0 31.5 36.0 36.0 34.0 36.0
Av . Max

.

n.d. n.d. 31.1 25.8 22.5 22.8 25.5 23.2 28.1 29.1 32.0 30.7 27.1
Av . Min

.

n.d. n.d. 21.0 16.9 14.6 14.8 17.1 13.7 18.1 18.9 22.6 22.4 18.0
Abs. Min. n.d. n.d. 19.5 14.0 10.5 8.0 13.0 7.0 14.5 15.0 18.0 20.0 7.0
Days Obs

.

0 0 17 26 31 30 20 9 22 31 30 28 244

Rainfall
1986

(in mm)

488 513 293 183 281 84 97 136 129 91 237 195 2727
1987 316 317 244 262 211 257 52 45 92 178 186 326 2486

Drv Davs 1987
% Dry Days 0 41 45 58 42 84 72 75 73 89 35 36 56
Days Obs

.

16 17 31 19 12 19 25 16 30 18 23 11 237

Note: Abs . = Absolute, Av. = Average, Max. — Maximum, Min. = Minimum,
Days Obs. - Days of Observation.

Source: For temperature data own registration with metereograph,
for rainfall data registration by Mr. German Sotomayor, Tumupasa and
own records of days without rainfall.

FIGURE 5.1. CLIMATE IN TUMUPASA, 1986/87

and the village itself was destroyed by fire several times in its

history.

Similarly, temperature had seasonal variations: considering maxima

and minima, it was high between October and March (up to 36° C)
,
but

during the frequent dry season sures (cold winds from the antarctic that

influence climate all over lowland Bolivia in the region' s "winter")

,

temperature could drop to as little as 7° C within few hours, causing

interruptions of daily activities and often sickness. The generally

benign subtropical regional climate in principle permitted optimum

biological productivity due to high solar radiation, temperature and
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rainfall levels. However, this was modified significantly by the

seasonality of rainfall and of temperature which had implications for

land use and human life in general in the region.

Soils

In conjunction with the development projects for the province, the

regional soils have been studied several times with increasing detail

during the last 20 years. In 1967, the Ministry of Agriculture (MACA)

and the British Tropical Agricultural Mission (MBAT) carried out soil

studies all along the trail from San Buenaventura to Ixiamas and

classified 243,000 hectares on a 1:120,000 scale map in 5 potential use

categories (Unzueta 1969). Results for the 70,000 hectare Tumupasa "land

region" indicate a low level of phosphorus (P) and potassium (K)

,

and,

close to the mountains, also low levels of calcium and magnesium.

However, data on only one ultisol close to San Buenaventura and two

unclassified profiles from the area of Tumupasa were published

(Cochrane 1973:229-230,642-643,652-655)

.

Ten years later, the Brazilian consulting firm Hidroservice-IPA'

s

feasibility study for the sugarcane complex first sampled almost 346,800

hectares of soils (again between San Buenaventura and Ixiamas but

covering all land between the road and the Beni river) and produced two

1:100,000 maps depicting soil and land use capability types

(Hidroservice-IPA 1978b). In a second phase, the firm focused in more

detail on almost 69,000 hectares around the CORDEPAZ camp El Porvenir

(Hidroservice-IPA 1980b). The 7 detailed profiles and 39 summary
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descriptions of soil samples taken close to Tumupasa and Santa Ana

(0.4 to 16.9 km from the road) showed sandy soil texture close to the

mountains and overall strong to moderate soil acidity (pH in water

4.0 to 6.0 for topsoils), low levels of P and K, and varying cation

exchange capacities. Fertility was evaluated as very low to medium, and

soils were classified according to the USDA-system as entisols (four)

and alfisols, ultisols and oxisols (one each) (Hidroservice-IPA 1978b).

According to the land capability map (see Figure 5.2.), only small areas

of predominantly alluvial soils along the Enadere river in Tumupasa, the

Capa Huaca river in Santa Ana and in the middle of the colonization zone

were considered class III, i.e. with only moderate limitations to annual

cropping due to potential erosion. Most of the remaining land was

classified as unsuitable even for perennial crops due to expected

problems of erosion, drainage and low fertility.

A third detailed assessment of land use potential using an

approach based on Holdridge' s life zone classification (see under

Vegetation below) was carried out in 1984 as a pilot project by CUMAT

for the 50,000 hectares around Tumupasa covered by an existing 1:20,000

map (CUMAT 1985). It included 42 soil samples which, however, provided

only very general information: pH levels (determined by color charts)

ranged between 5.0 and 5.5, and fertility was described as low to

moderate. More important was the resulting classification of areas

according to ecologically advisable maximum land use. Only 2 % of the

area was considered suitable for annual cropping, 14 % for permanent

cropping, 47 % for pastures, 10 % for forestry and 27 % along the

mountain range should be protected (see Figure 5.3.). The area with
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Source: FAO 1985

FIGURE 5.2. HIDROSERVICE- IPA SOIL MAP
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FIGURE 5.3. CURRENT (1977) VERSUS RECOMMENDED LAND USE IN TUMUPASA
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potential for annual cropping, however, did not overlap with the class

III area in Tumupasa determined by the Hidroservice-IPA study.

While helpful as background, these data were insufficient for a

farm and population level comparison of site quality and of the impact

of different land uses on soils. Therefore, in March of 1987 two German

students of ecology helped me collect 18 soil samples at 5 locations

chosen to represent three subregions within Tumupasa as well as Santa

Ana and 25 de Mayo, and a land use gradient from high forest through

rice (in one case corn) as annual crop to bananas as semiperennial crop

(and one case of fallow) (see Table 5.1.). The six samples taken from

primary forest show a gradient from the almost neutral pH (6.7 in water)

and relatively high P and K levels of the alluvial soils along the

Enadere, to less fertile areas closer to the village center of Tumupasa

and in Santa Ana. The colonist on whose plot the samples were taken in

25 de Mayo seemed to have settled on a better soil than some of his

Tacana neighbors in Santa Ana.

The soil studies show a patchiness of soil type distribution in

the region which needs to be taken into account in the comparison of

land use among the three populations. Some of the traditional Tacana

took advantage of Tumupasa' s best soils along the Enadere river at the

cost of long walking distances between their homesteads and the village

center which made large-scale crop sales difficult. Closer to the

village the soils were in general sandier and poorer in nutrients, but

there seemed to be dispersed pockets of better alluvial soils along the

other rivers as well. Both Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo also had a patchy

soil distribution, but due to the topography some of their better soils
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TABLE 5.1.

SOILS IN TUMUPASA, SANTA ANA, AND 25 DE MAYO

Depth(cm) pH(*) C(X) N(%) C/N P(mg) K(mg)

1. Soils under Primary Forest

Tumupasa
Enadere 1 0-8 6.7 3.3 0.3 10.5 4.4 32.5

8-50 6.6 0.9 0.1 9.4 1.5 4.6

Enadere 2 0-3 6.2 8.1 0.6 13.0 2.4 31.8
3-40 5.3 1.2 0.2 7.3 0.0 3.2

S iuruna 0-5 5.6 5.6 0.6 11.3 1.1 27.6
5-50 5.5 1.3 0.2 7.6 0.0 4.3

Mamuque 0-4 5.4 4.2 0.4 10.4 1.3 18.9
4-50 6.0 0.6 0.1 8.1 0.0 1.4

25 de Mavo 0-3 5.2 4.9 0.5 10.7 2.4 35.9
3-30 5.5 0.8 0.1 8.1 0.0 3.2

Santa Ana 0-5 5.1 1.9 0.2 9.9 1.5 6.5
5-20 4.9 1.0 0.1 10.3 0.1 5.2

2, Soils under Annual Crops

Tumupasa
Enadere 0-3 6.2 8.0 0.6 13.9 5.3 40.3
(Rice) 3-40 5.5 1.1 0.1 7.6 0.0 4.5

S iuruna 0-5 6.4 4.6 0.5 10.1 2.9 14.2
(Corn) 5-50 5.9 1.0 0.2 6.9 0.0 5.8

Mamuque 0-5 6.4 6.7 0.4 15.3 1.3 6.7
(Rice) 5-50 5.5 0.7 0.1 7.7 0.0 3.0

25 de Mavo 0-2 6.9 4.3 0.4 11.7 7.3 43.3
(Rice) 2-30 5.2 0.8 0.1 9.6 0.0 2.2

Santa Ana 1 0-2 6.1 2.5 0.3 9.7 0.0 5.7
(Rice) 2-20 4.4 2.6 0.3 9.5 0.0 3.6

Santa Ana 2 0-1 8.2 2.0 0.2 11.8 6.4 5.1
(Rice/Hill) 1-30 5.0 0.5 0.1 9.0 0.2 1.5
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TABLE 5 .
1- -Continued

Depth(cm) pH(*) C(%) N(%) C/N P(mg) K(mg)

3, Soils under Permanent Crops or Fallow

Tumuoasa
Enadere 0-10 6..3 3..3 0,.3 11..9 1 ,.2 13..9

(Bananas) 10-50 5,.7 0 ,.5 0,.1 9..2 0,.4 2..0

S iuruna 0-6 6,.5 11..5 1..0 11,.2 7,.1 14..7

(Bananas) 6-50 6,.2 1,.3 0,.2 8,.3 0,.0 3..8

Mamuque 1 0-8 5,.6 9..8 0..8 11..6 1 ..6 15..7

(Bananas) 8-50 6..2 0 ..8 0,.1 8..4 0 ..0 1 ..3

Mamuque 2 0-5 6..3 4..3 0..4 12..1 1 ..6 10..5

(Fallow) 5-50 6..2 0 ..6 0..1 10..0 0 ..0 3.,1

25 de Mavo 0-4 6..5 3..6 0 ..3 11..6 2..5 26..2

(Bananas) 4-30 4..9 0..8 0 ..1 8..4 0 ..0 3..1

Santa Ana 0-4 6..6 7..1 0..6 12..0 4..6 14.,8

(Bananas) 4-20 6.,0 0 .,9 0..1 9..4 0..0 2.,0

Notes: (*) pH in water; C = percent carbon; N = percent
total nitrogen; C/N = carbon/nitrogen ratio (ideal: 10);
P - available phosphate P205 in mg per 100 g of soil;
K — available potassium K20 in mg per 100 g of soil.

Sample sites were located between 10 km (Enadere) and 5 km
(Mamuque) from the central village of Tumupasa, close to
the road and the Chanare river in 25 de Mayo, and in
different parts of Santa Ana's territory.

Source: Samples taken in March 1987 and analyzed at the
University of Munster in W. Germany by Arno Schoppenhorst
and Sabine Stab.

were located closer to the road than in Tumupasa. They were therefore

more easily accessible which facilitated cash cropping.
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Vegetation

Since the time of the rubber boom, the region has attracted

botanists who noted high species diversity, especially in the number of

native edible fruits and medicinals (Rusby 1922:110). There is, however,

as all over lowland Bolivia, still very little information on the

regional and local vegetation which consists of high forest with

increasingly larger pockets of natural (edaphic) savannas towards the

north and northwest, starting at a distance of approximately 20 km from

the village center of Tumupasa. The already mentioned studies usually

confined themselves to forest inventories from a strictly commercial

perspective (e.g. Unzueta 1969:63-64 who only lists local names). Their

results suggest a diverse forest (129 species/hectare of which 30 could

not even be identified, World Bank 1986) but of low commercial

potential. Of a total mass of 73 cubic meters (m3)/hectare only 13 m3

were considered of immediate economic interest, and less than 5 m3 were

fine hardwood like mahogany (Hidroservice-IPA 1978j:8/9). A notable

characteristic is the absence of native rubber and Brazil nut trees so

important elsewhere in the Amazon.

In addition, the region has been described in terms of the

Holdridge Life Zone classification system (used on a national scale in

Bolivia since 1975) which is based on the assumption that

physiognomically discrete vegetation types correlate closely with

climatically defined zones (key indicators for which are latitude,

altitude, mean annual biotemperature, and mean annual precipitation),

and that both together form bioclimatic Life Zones (Unzueta 1975)

.
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According to this classification as used by CUMAT (1985), the 50,000

hectares studied around Tumupasa (see Figure 5.4.) contain an

altitudinal gradient of life zones from the subtropical moist forest

(36.2 %) and transitional tropical moist forest (17.5 %) of the plains

through subtropical wet forest around the village of Tumupasa (10.9 %)

to the transitional tropical wet forest (7.5 %) and the subtropical

rainforest of the mountain ridges (27.9 %) with changing forest

structure, species composition, and implications for land use. 4 Annual

cropping was recommended only on fertile and well-drained alluvial soils

within the lowland forest.

Fauna

Wildlife in the region has received less attention than any other

natural resource. The first of the government studies gives an

incomplete and sometimes inaccurate list of mammal, bird, and fish

species occurring in the area, and expresses concern that increasing

human pressure could lead to the extinction of certain species (Unzueta

1969:23-24). None of the following studies even mentions wildlife in

passing. Scientific research results are virtually nonexistent as well,

4
. The Holdridge system is not without methodological problems and

has been criticized in Bolivia by scientists at the Ecological Institute
who prefer more detailed botanical and ecological studies. Since no
temperature and rainfall data were available, CUMAT assumed increasing
rainfall towards the mountains and delimited life zones basically by
using biological indicators like the presence of certain species, and
tree height and physiognomy. This approach can be tautological. Another
problem with the Holdridge system is that savannas are included as
"subtropical moist forest."
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30«>

- 200

-100

- 0

Altitudinal
Gradient/
Altitude

Mountains

1300 m

TU-

550 m

- -Foothills

420 m

25--SA

300 m

-Plains

250 m

Life Zone (a) Bp-ST Bmh-TA Bmh-ST Bh-TA Bh-ST

Percent of Area 27.9 % 7.5 % 10.9 % 17.5 % 36.2 %

Rainfall (mm) over 4500 4100-5000 2900-4100 2100-2900 1800-2100
Dry/Wet Months 0/12 0/12 0/12 3/9 4/8

Vegetation declining- exuberant

—

-deciduous
Tree Height lower up to 50 m 35-40 m 35 m 28-30 m

Land Use Recommendation (% of Area Within Each Life !Zone)
Annuals - - 15.9 % 1.5 % .

Perennials - - - 12.2 % 33.2 %

Pastures 7.7 % 66.1 % 50.3 % 78.2 % 58.0 %

Forestry 1.6 X 22.7 % 29.1 % 8.1 % 8.8 %

Protection 90.7 % 11.2 % 4.7 % - -

Note: (a) Bp-ST: Bosque pluvial subtropical (Subtropical rain forest);
Bmh-TA

: Bosque muy hUmedo tropical, transiciOn a subtropical (Tropical wet
forest, transition to subtropical); Bmh-ST: Bosque muy hUmedo subtropical
(Subtropical wet forest); Bh-TA : Bosque hUmedo tropical, transiciOn a
subtropical (Tropical moist forest, transition to subtropical);
Bh-ST: Bosque hUmedo subtropical (Subtropical moist forest).

Source: CUMAT 1985.

FIGURE 5.4. LIFE ZONES IN THE AREA OF TUMUPASA
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with only one study of monkey densities in Amazonian Peru and Bolivia

including the area of Ixiamas in 1975 (Freese et al. 1982). This study

stresses again the transitional character of the region between

continuous rainforests and savannas as well as between lowlands and

highlands influencing (in this case primate) species richness, which was

lower than in the northern Amazon with only 7 monkey species present in

the area. Given this scarcity of information, for the present study

research results from other lowland Bolivian and Amazonian areas had to

be consulted even for species identification. The regional fauna will be

discussed further in the context of human use (see under hunting and

fishing below)

.

Conservation and Land Use Planning

The Supreme Decree that in 1977 authorized CORDEPAZ to pursue the

sugarcane project included a mandate to plan and control environmental

protection in the region. The same year, an IUCN/WWF survey proposed the

establishment of the Caquiahuaca regional/national park along the

mountain range southwest of Tumupasa, which never materialized

(Hanagarth and Arce 1986:20-21, Stolz 1986). Of the planning studies,

only CUMAT reiterated the need to protect the fragile montane ecosystems

and recommended a reserve without, however, providing detailed

suggestions (CUMAT 1985). Also, no attempt had been made to apply the

results of the existing studies in systematic regional and local land

use planning and in assisting the population, especially the migrants,

in making rational use of the region's diverse habitats. Colonists
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therefore had to experiment themselves to find ways to cope with the

seasonal climate and the patchy distribution of suitable soils and

useful plants and animals, a process in which at least the first of

them, according to their own statements, depended heavily on their

native neighbors' knowledge and practical experience.

Ethnoecology

Tacana ethnoecology has always been closely linked to shamanism. 5

The abundant mythology compiled in the early 1950s (Hissink and Hahn

1961) and still in the 1960s (Ottaviano 1980) shows that traditional

Tacana world view was, despite Christian elements, profoundly animistic

with a large pantheon of mountain, forest, water, and animal and plant

spirits. At the time of my research, even among the older people few

remembered or were willing to tell these myths. 6 However, since

shamanism was still a vital feature of Tacana reality in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana, the "ethnographic present" seems justified where used in the

following description of Tacana ethnoecology.

5
. Since shamanism, even more than in the past, was hidden from

outsiders, ethnoecology was a sensitive topic for research. The
following description therefore relies mainly on earlier studies
(especially Hissink and Hahn 1984), indirect clues, and only a few
personal observations.

6
. In a language test conducted by a linguist and myself in August

of 1987 with 50 children and young adults in Tumupasa and Santa Ana and
in which one of the tasks was to ask their parents or grandparents to
tell them a story and then tell it to us in Tacana, only very few of
them were able or willing to do so.
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The most important of the spirits are the Edutsis (gods or godlike

beings)
,
the most powerful of whom in turn is the creator god Baba Bauda

who resides on the Caquiahuaca, the highest mountain of the region close

to Tumupasa which is the navel of the Tacana world. His descendants are

Turiana, who resides on the Auaremona mountain (close to Ixiamas) in

Sayamona, the "northern world of beyond" and Beni, residing on the

Macuti mountain (close to San Buenaventura) in Beni Yahua, the "southern

world of beyond." Other important Edutsis live also on the Caquiahuaca

or on mountains close to Apolo and represent natural phenomena like the

seasons or stars or are related to human activities like war and

hunting. These Edutsis

,

embodied on earth in pebbles of different color

and size kept by shamans and even some ordinary people, are called to

assist the shaman during his ceremonies and are believed to fly in as

hummingbirds. Other important supernatural beings are the earth goddess

Yahua Quinaji (today due to highland influence also called Pachamama)

and the three forest spirits Dejahuahuai, Chibute and Einidu which

reside in specific trees and are considered the duefios (owners or Lords)

of all forest animals. There are also Lords of specific animal species

and Lords or Mothers of cultivated plants. Even inamimate objects like

ceramic vessels at least in the past were believed to have masters.

Ceremonies are carried out to "pay" (in Spanish, Tacana use the verb

pagar ) these gods and spirits to maintain the universe, avoid harm and

ensure good luck for the entire village at crucial points of the annual,

especially the agricultural cycle (e.g. for field preparation, planting,

or harvest) or for an individual during a particular activity or

illness

.
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This world view in which animals, plants and even objects had the

same status as human beings since they were all human in mythical times,

apparently once supported a conservationist "code of ethics" towards

nature whose harvest regulations were reinforced in the mythology. For

example, myths depict cases of animals taking drastic revenge against

hunters who killed without inhibition. The description of contemporary

Tacana land use both in Tumupasa and Santa Ana will show that only

traces of this code remain at the normative level, and even less in

practice, which at least in the case of game seems to be related to the

period of high incentives for commercial hunting in the 1960s. Among the

colonists, the only evidence for a spiritual relationship with nature

was the highland tradition of ch' alia (libation) for the Pachamama

(Mother Earth) before drinking alcohol which, however, seemed to have no

influence on their land use practices.

What remained among the Tacana and distinguished them from the

colonists was their knowledge about environmental phenomena. One

straightforward example of how ethnoecology influences land use is the

Tacana' s awareness about the impact of topography and seasonality of

rainfall on local rivers. For the Tacana, the seasonal dynamic of the

small local rivers close to the mountain range is a fact of life ("up"

and "down" in Tacana literally means "upriver" and "downriver") . They

accordingly choose their "urban" and "rural" settlement sites close to

permanent water sources, leaving large parts of Tumupasa' s territory

apparently underutilized (see Figure 5.3.). Santa Ana was also

consciously founded at a permanent creek. In contrast, many colonist

families in 25 de Mayo suffered from severe water shortage towards the
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end of the dry season in 1986 and even worse in 1987 when creeks dried

up along the road where they had settled.

Certain ethnoecological beliefs of the Tacana both in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana and the land use practices they support may appear quaint at

first glance. An example is the importance given to astronomical events.

The Tacana often attribute crop failure to eclipses of the sun or the

moon or refrain from cutting lumber and planting or harvesting grains

the days before and after new moon because of expected insect pest

damage. However, some of these beliefs and practices may contain

important empirical observations. Lumber companies all over lowland

Bolivia agree that moon phases influence the durability of lumber, and

they interrupt tree felling (not, however, the cutting of logs) during

new moon (pers. comm, by lumber company personnel in Ixiamas
, 1987).

Tacana ethnoecology should therefore complement scientific research as a

source of information about appropriate land use systems in the region,

and relevant examples will be mentioned throughout the chapter.

Productive Activities: Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

Due to the long history of outside influence in the region, Tacana

crop and animal production were a mixture of old and new elements,

testimony to the flexibility of indigenous slash and burn cultivation

systems. At the time of first contact in the 16th century, the Tacana

were "typical" Amazonian upland tropical forest horticulturalists who

produced crops like manioc and corn, and supplemented their diet by

hunting, fishing, and gathering. Since early mission times (if not
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before), they continuously integrated new cultigens
,
the most important

of which were rice, plantains, coffee, and citrus fruits, into their

production system and, in most cases, even into their mythology.

According to Tacana myths, cultivated plants were received from the

Edutsis and other supernatural beings and have Lords or Mothers who

watch over their well-being by punishing the Tacana who neglect their

plantations (Hissink and Hahn 1961) . These masters are often insect

larvae or animals which are known to cause crop damage

.

Chickens, ducks, and pigs were introduced by the missionaries as

well and kept on a small scale by virtually all Tacana households at the

time of research. Cattle production, however, never flourished in the

Franciscan missions as it did for their Jesuit counterparts in the Beni,

and cattle raising in the region was still confined almost exclusively

to the natural savannas around Ixiamas and Tahua. Production of crops

and animals for the market beyond the mission already began in the

18th century and prabably contributed to the current emphasis on

virtually monocropped rice and corn in Tacana agriculture and diet.

As mentioned before, other Amazonian indigenous societies rely more

heavily on intercropped or polyvarietal tubers like manioc (Beckerman

et al. 1983, Berlin 1985).

Due to their earlier tropical experiences, the colonists upon

their arrival in Iturralde without technical assistance faily smoothly

adopted slash and burn cultivation including a basic set of cultigens

from their Tacana neighbors. As a result, to most visiting national and

international "experts" all agriculture in the area- -be it indigenous or

colonist- -seemed to be equally rudimentary "nomadic" or "primitive"
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(terms used even in CUMAT 1985). My study will show that this bias

against slash and burn cultivation is not warranted and that there were

also significant qualitative and quantitative differences between Tacana

and colonist crop and animal production.

Agriculture was the predominant year-round activity in Tumupasa,

Santa Ana, and 25 de Mayo whose heads of household all mentioned

agricultor as their main profession. As in many parts of Latin America,

the wives, though virtually all heavily involved in crop and animal

production as well, usually referred to themselves as amas de casa or

housewives. However, colonists spent considerably higher amounts of time

in crop and animal production than natives . For example
,
Table 5.2.

shows that while a Tacana from Santa Ana reported agriculture as his

main activity on 32 % of the 219 days covered in his diary (which

included untypically few days of wage labor for this population)
,
the

percentage was 1.5 times as high for a colonist with 48 % (of 244 days).

Men in Tumupasa in principle had more time for agriculture than did

those in Santa Ana. They were absent less frequently as wage laborers,

and hunting and fiestas were of similar importance in both populations.

In all three communities
,
agriculture contributed the bulk of

calories to the local diet, although through slightly different

combinations of the basic staples and minor crops. Animal production, in

contrast, was of much higher dietary importance for the colonists than

for the natives who depended to a large degree on game for their meat

supply. In terms of contribution to market-derived income, crop and

animal production accounted for an average of 35 % in Santa Ana and 38 %
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TABLE 5.2.

SAMPLE TACANA AND COLONIST ACTIVITY PATTERNS, IN DAYS

Major activity Don X. (Santa Ana) Don Y. (25 de Mayo)

Field preparation 9.6 % (11/0) (a) 12.3 % (14/0)
Planting 0.9 % (0/3) 10.2 % (12/0)
Pest management 4.6 % (5/0) 13.1 % (15/0)
Harvest 12.8 % (15/0) 11.1 % (13/3)
Storage 4.3 % (5/3) 0.0 % (0/0)
Animal care 0.0 % (0/0) 0.8 % (I/O)

Total Agriculture 32.2 % (36/6) 48.0 % (54/3)

Hunting 14.8 % (14/23) 0.4 Z (0/3)
Fishing 3.2 % (2/13) 0.4 % (0/3)
Gathering (food) 0.2 % (0/2) 0.0 % (0/0)
House construction 9.8 % (11/2) 2.9 % (3/0)

Total Extraction 28.1 % (26/39) 3.7 % (3/6)

Comm, work/meetings 5.0 % (6/2) 18.4 % (20/6)
Household 3.4 % (3/5) 1.2 % (I/O)
Other/unspec . work 1.6 % (2/0) 2.5 % (3/0)
Wage labor (b) 1.4 % (2/0) 1.2 % (I/O)

Other Work 11.4 % (12/6) 23.4 Z (26/6)

Trips to San B./Tu. 2.3 % (3/0) 6.9 % (5/23)

Fiesta (any kind) 17.6 % (16/29) 2.5 % (2/3)
Church 0.0 % (0/0) 3.3 % (0/23)
Relax (rainy day) 8.4 % (7/19) 12.3 % (9/35)

Total Leisure 26.0 % (22/48) 18.0 % (12/61)

100.0 % 100.0 %

Total No. of Days 219 (188/31) 244 (213/31)

Notes: (a) The table gives the percentage of days on which an
activity was the major daily activity for the male head of
household. The numbers in brackets indicate the rounded
percentages of weekdays and Sundays, respectively, (b) This
figure underrepresents wage labor involvement of the Tacana
household (in one of the missing weeks, the couple harvested
corn for a neighboring landowner, and the man and his oldest
son worked on a ranch in Ixiamas for three weeks in November)

.

Both the Tacana and the colonist, however, were much less
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TABLE 5 .
2 -Continued

involved in wage labor than other men in their communities;
the comparison thus shows differences in ideal- type Tacana vs.
colonist on-farm activity patterns.

Source: Daily activity records kept (with brief interruptions)
by a Tacana (33 years old) in Santa Ana between early January
and the end of October of 1987 and by a colonist (35 years old)
in 25 de Mayo between early January and mid November of 1987.
The Tacana household was an extended family consisting of nine
persons (the couple had six sons between 4 and 12 years and the
wive' s father was living with them)

, the colonist household was
a nuclear family with four children between 3 and 12 years.

in Tumupasa as opposed to 51 % in 25 de Mayo (see Table 5.3.), which

again documents the colonists' higher emphasis on productive activities.

This part of the chapter will show that, as expected, people in

Santa Ana had a lower crop richness and overall less environmentally

sound cropping practices than the more traditional Tacana of Tumupasa.

However, this seemed to be related not only to more cash cropping,

although fields were slightly more extensive. Agricultural activities in

Santa Ana were also affected by the more frequent absence of the men as

wage laborers. Possibly due to the relative recentness of settlement,

there seemed to be less agronomic problems than in Tumupasa, however,

and average grain yields per hectare were actually somewhat higher.

The most significant differences in productivity and the prospects for

sustainability were between both indigenous communities' and the

colonists' production systems. Colonists not only had by far the largest

fields, but, unexpectedly, at least in the case of rice and corn also

the highest per hectare yields . One important reason for this were their

more intensive cropping practices. However, there could be a trade-off
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TABLE 5.3.

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOMES BY SOURCE, 1987

Source of Income (a)

TUMUPASA
Bs. %

SANTA ANA
Bs. %

25 DE MAYO
Bs. %

Rice 58 10 145 18 443 27
Corn 48 8 50 6 32 2

Other crops 46 8 20 2 33 2

TOTAL CROPS 152 26 215 27 508 31
weighted by cons. unit (28) (52) (178)

Processed crops 6 1 28 3 9 1

TOTAL AGRICULTURE 158 27 243 30 517 32
weighted by cons. unit (29) (59) (181)

Animal production 64 11 40 5 326 20

TOTAL PRODUCTION 222 38 283 35 843 51
weighted by cons. unit (40) (69) (291)

Game (& fish) 85 15 14 2 3 0
Gathered materials 1 0 11 1 0 0
Crafts (b) 22 4 44 5 0 0

TOTAL EXTRACTION 108 19 69 8 3 0
weighted by cons. unit (20) (16) (1)

Wage labor 247 43 454 56 732 44
Trade 0 0 4 0 77 5

TOTAL LABOR AND TRADE 247 43 458 57 809 49
weighted by cons. unit (39) (110) (295)

TOTAL INCOME 577 100 810 :100 1655 100
weighted by cons. unit (99) (195) (586)

Range (standard deviation) of total income per consumption unit:
Tumupasa: 39-175 (41); Santa Ana: 40-447 (106); 25 de Mayo:
243-960 (240).

Notes: (a) Monetary value in rounded Bolivianos = $ 0.50. Due to
rounding errors, income figures and percentages do not always
add up perfectly, (b) Includes jatata leaves which need to be
plaited for marketing.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.
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between the colonists' short-term production advantages over their

native neighbors (from which they reaped additional benefits due to

their greater versatility in marketing) and the prospects of their

agriculture and animal husbandry for long-term sustainability.

The following paragraphs will first present major differences

among the agricultural systems in Tumupasa, Santa Ana, and 25 de Mayo

which could affect their productivity and sustainability. An analysis of

rice production, warranted by the dietary and commercial importance of

this crop, will demonstrate the implications of these differences. Other

staple and minor crop production in fields and home gardens as well as

animal production will be discussed more briefly, mainly to show

differences in the diversity of the three production systems. Finally,

the prospects for sustainable agriculture and animal production in the

region will be assessed.

Major Differences Among the Three Croppine Systems

Major differences among the agriculture in Tumupasa, Santa Ana,

and 25 de Mayo that influenced the efficiency of production and the

prospects for sustainability included land tenure, site selection

criteria, agricultural technology, and the social organization of work.

In contrast, due to the pronounced climatic seasonality, the

agricultural calendar was similar in all the three populations. Some

work was done in the fields at any time of the year, but indigenous and

colonist agriculture in Iturralde had a clear seasonal pattern (see land

use calendar
,
Figure 5.5.).
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Month Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Rainy -

Temperature Warm Cooler (sures) — Warm

Agriculture
Clearing X X X X X X
Burning X X X X X X
Planting: Corn X X X X

Manioc X X X
Rice X X X X

Weeding: Rice X X X
(for other crops year round)

Harvest: Corn X X X X
Rice X X X X X
Coffee X X X X
Fruits (b) XXX X X X X X

Process.: Manioc X X
Cane X X

Wage Labor X X X X X X X
Animal Production (vear round')

Hunting (vear round, but animals get fat towards the end of the rainy season)
Fishing (some fishing vear roundl with barbasco: X
Gathering (generallv vear roundl
River turtle eggs X
Palm fruits (c) XXX X X X X X
Other wild fruits XXX X X X X X

Notes: (a) June rainfall was exceptionally high in 1987. (b) Most cultivated
fruits were available between September and April. The only fruits available
in the interval were papaya, guayaba, pachiu, motacu, carambola (grown only
by the priest), and to some degree grapefruit, (c) Only motacu was available
year round.

Source: This calendar is based on observations in the three communities
through-out 1987 and marks the months in which activities were most frequent,
or in the case of fruits, these were available.

FIGURE 5.5. LAND USE CALENDAR, 1987

The agricultural year started in June and July with the burning

over (rastrojo ) of previous rice fields or the clearing, drying and

burning of fallows to plant corn. Field preparation for rice in high

forest began in the middle of the dry season in July and August to allow
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for about four weeks of drying before burning, immediately followed by

planting to avoid weed competition. Good timing was important here,

since delays in clearing reduced the quality of burning and as a result

the surface available for planting. All through this period before the

onset of the rainy season in November, rastrojos rice and corn fields

were also planted with manioc and bananas. During the heavy rains,

agricultural activity declined and only weeding was done where

necessary. 7 Depending on planting dates and varieties, rice and corn

harvests could start as early as November, but became the major

agricultural activity between February and April, in the case of rice

continuing until June and for second corn plantings even later. The peak

harvest time for grains conflicted to some degree with the period for

short-season riverine beach agriculture (February to May) and the coffee

harvest (April to July)
,
which would in part explain their limited

importance even in Tumupasa. Other minor crops could be combined more

easily with the major staples, and the slack time between grain harvests

and new field preparation was used by some families in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana to process manioc into flour (chibe) and sugarcane into syrup

(miel de caha ) and brown sugar ( chancaca ) . These activities were of no

importance for the colonists.

7
. In Tumupasa rice field preparation actually continued until

February, and colonists also mentioned that some varieties can be
planted late, which indicates some flexibility in the seasonal pattern.
However, these fields usually did not produce well, probably due to bad
burning and rapid nitrogen depletion in the soil with the onset of the
rainy season (C. Hiebsch, Univ. of Florida, pers . comm. 1989).
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Land tenure . There seems to be agreement that security of land

tenure is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for a

sustainable production system (Collins 1986, Clay 1988). However, more

comparative studies are needed on the impact of the size and type of

holdings on indigenous and colonist land use. Land per se was not scarce

in any of the three communities and their holdings were relatively

secure at the time of research, although titling continued to be a major

problem (see Chapter 7). However, the different land tenure systems-

-

communal in Tumupasa, in process of privatization in Santa Ana, and

private from the outset among the colonists --influenced land use

patterns . Their impact could become more important in the future in the

face of natural population increase and continuing immigration to the

region.

In Tumupasa, land tenure had always been communal, in the past

apparently without clearly defined territorial boundaries but occupying

a much larger area. At the time of research, members of extended

families tended to remain in a general area where they often established

permanent plantations and had priority use rights over their fallows.

Beyond respecting this type of occupation, internal movement of

residence and site selection for fields were not restricted. The Tacana

land tenure system had intergenerational flexibility as well since young

couples had the option of finding a suitable place for settlement and

fields, often reoccupying old fallows that were abandoned for different

reasons

.

Attempts to secure Tumupasa' s land title began in 1979 and had to

comply with the Agrarian Reform Law of 1953. This law is insensitive to
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indigenous communities in the lowlands and their need for large

contiguous land areas for long- fallow slash and burn cultivation and

extractive activities. The legally defined maximum plot size for a

lowland smallholder is 50 hectares. As a result, the number of eligible

adult residents of Tumupasa at the time of measurement limited the land

claim to 11,920 hectares (about 9200 hectares of cultivable land and

over 2700 hectares of "urban radius" not well suited for agriculture as

well as rivers and roads). In recent years, vecinos desiring individual

land titles as collateral for credit from the Agricultural Bank had

started to argue for splitting up the communal holding into individual

plots. Some families were already claiming 50-hectare-parcels, but so

far, the communal land tenure system remained. In 1987, the average

amount of cultivable land available per household (excluding the

"outsiders" who had no right to clear fields beyond the urban radius)

was almost 94 hectares, and all 19 households discussed here made only

use of land within the village boundaries.

In Santa Ana, land had been split up in 50-hectare-plots since

1983, and landholdings of the 14 households varied between 50 and 150

hectares due to the different number of adult males (i.e. nuclear

families) per household. The average landholding per household was

66 hectares (two households still owned land at their place of origin

and two Tacana men had fields in Tumupasa in 1987/88, one in addition to

fields in Santa Ana) . Santa Ana had started with a communal land tenure

system as in Tumupasa. Also, plots especially in the second strip

(2 km inland) changed owners several times because everybody preferred

to have land closer to the settlement and the road. Some families
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therefore still had older plantations outside of their plots. So far,

especially the Tacana were generous in giving each other access to their

plots for short-term cultivation. Should the colonist cooperative

mentioned in Chapter 4 indeed occupy over 40 % of the plots in Santa Ana

and be successful in receiving land titles, however, private land tenure

would be reinforced and the indigenous peasants would be fixed to their

current plots and without an easily accessible land reserve for their

many growing children.

Colonist landholdings in 25 de Mayo had been private from the very

beginning, except for a communal area around the school used in 1986/87

for the cooperative' s rice field. Although 25 de Mayo was located within

one of the CORDEPAZ land concessions, the government finally seemed to

have accepted the colonists' occupation since in 1987 Agrarian Reform

officials started to process land titles. The plots generally respected

the legal 50 hectare limit, although two households claimed and

consolidated 100 hectares each for only one male adult. 8 Half of the

colonist households still had small parcels of land in the highlands

which, however, unlike migrants in other areas of Bolivia, they could

not use due to the prohibitive distance and cost of travel. Three

claimed additional 50-hectare-plots (supposedly for absent relatives) in

the cooperative beyond Tumupasa where they had come from and which two

still used for rice fields in 1987/88. The overall average plot size per

8
. Land turnover had been limited and mainly through abandonment

and reoccupation. In 1987, the first sale of mejoras ("improvements",
i.e. plantations, not the land itself) occurred when a newly arrived
family with cooperative consent occupied the plot of a household who had
left for health reasons.
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household within the boundaries of 25 de Mayo was 67.4 hectares, similar

to Santa Ana. In principle, households in both communities therefore had

less land at their disposition than the households in Tumupasa which,

however, on average were larger. Also, the Tumupasefios did not own and

control their portion of the communal land base.

Field site selection . The Tacana soil classification

(ethnoedaphology) demonstrated an awareness of differences in soil

quality which in principle enabled the traditional Tacana in Tumupasa to

take advantage of the flexibility of their communal land tenure system

by choosing the most appropriate sites for each particular crop. The

soil taxonomy elicited from older informants in Tumupasa was based on

color, texture, and humidity (see Figure 5.6.). It classified the white,

sandy and rapidly draining soils close to the village (whose name, as

mentioned before, means "white stone" in Tacana) as unsuitable for most

crops, especially for grains. For rice and corn Tacana preferred dark,

clayey and moist soils which were said to occur only in patches close to

the Siuruna, Mamuque, and Sayuba rivers and also in Santa Ana. The best

soils according to local opinion were patches of red alluvial soils

along the Enadere ("red river") where more nutrient -demanding crops like

corn, plantains, and avocados were said to thrive. This was supported by

the Hidroservice-IPA study and my own soil data discussed above, casting

doubts on the contradicting CUMAT soil assessment. Families with a

tradition of residence along the Enadere had other production advantages

as well. Short season crops like peanuts, beans, and watermelons could
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Texture Very Sandy
(Sand=
Arena/Jutujutu)

"Medium" (a)

(Medio Arenoso/
Medio Gredoso)

Very Clayey
(Clay=Greda/
Med' i Tudhi ) (b)

Humiditv Dry Moist Moist Moist

Color
Jutu iutuv Pasa Med' i Tudhi Pasa Ataruru

White close to along Mamuque mountains/
(Blanco

/

village/ river/relatively clay for
Pasa ) bad soil (c) good soil pottery

Eduduadusu Med' i Tudhi Med' i Mada
Yellow bajios (d) along Mamuque along Mamuque
(Amarillo

/

good for river/relatively and Tumupasa/
Tidi ) rice good soil for pottery

(term?) Med' i Dhere
Red Enadere along Enadere
(Colorado

/

beaches/ river/best
Dhere ) peanuts etc

.

soils (e)

(term?) Med' i Dehue Med' i Dhabi
Black in pockets in pockets/
(Negro/ along rivers/ once dye for
Dehue ) bad soil good soil mourning

clothes

Notes: (a) The more clayey soils in this category are all not considered
very suitable for manioc since it is difficult to harvest, (b) Med'

i

means tierra in the sense of soil in Tacana. (c) Unsuitable for rice and
corn; if not too dry, it can be used for manioc and other tubers and for
legumes, (d) Low lying areas, (e) Good for corn, long- lasting banana
groves

,
avocado etc

.

Source: This matrix is based on interviews with six key informants in
Tumupasa, supplemented with information gathered during general
interviews on agricultural practices. Since the terms informants used,
and their statements about the advantages or disadvantage of specific
soil types did not always match, this is an attempt to synthesize their
views

.

FIGURE 5.6 TACANA SOIL CLASSIFICATION (ETHNOEDAPHOLOGY)
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be grown on its small sandy beaches (playas ) during the dry season,

whereas the othef river beds were too rocky for crop production.

However, the Tacana terms used in the soil taxonomy were not

familiar to many younger persons and to most Tacana in Santa Ana any

more. They explained their site selection in Spanish by emphasizing

vegetational criteria which older informants used in addition to soil

considerations. Monte alto (high, virgin forest) was preferred for rice

production, mostly because it did not require labor-intensive weeding.

Barbecho (fallow, secondary forest) was believed to be better for

cornproduction for which monte alto was considered "too strong"

( demasiado fuerte ) ,
causing plants to grow tall without producing grain.

According to my interviews and observations on rice and corn production

between 1985 and 1988, this rule of planting rice in high forest and

corn in fallows or secondary forest was generally followed in all three

populations (exceptions in the case of rice will be discussed below)

.

Aerial photographs and comments by some informants indicated that at

least in the more densely populated traditional settlement areas of

Tumupasa, undisturbed high forest was getting scarce in the immediate

vicinity of the homesteads. However, others assured me "there is still a

lot" (hay harto todavia ) ,
and distances to the fields were still

somewhat less in Tumupasa than in Santa Ana due to the combination of

nucleated settlement and private plot distribution there.

Colonists explained their site selection decisions for rice and

corn only by vegetational criteria and paid little attention to

topography and soils, clearing along the road close to their homesteads

and slowly advancing into the forest, where some of them encountered
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broken terrain and soils unsuitable for crop production. Since this

process of continuous deforestation had not advanced very far yet at the

time of research, they still had the advantage of living closer to their

fields than people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana. According to informants'

estimates, the average distance to the furthest fields which influenced

crop attendance and daily provisioning with food was under 1 km for the

colonists, 1.7 km in Tumupasa, and 2.4 km in Santa Ana.

Agricultural technology . Tacana agricultural tools consisted only

of axes and machetes with the occasional addition of a pala (shovel) or

picota (hoe), planting sticks which were cut when needed, and small

knives for rice harvest. In contrast, all colonists (including the one

living in Santa Ana) used hand-operated sowing machines (Brazilian

models, regional price about 40 Bs . or $ 20). According to them, these

were much more efficient than the Tacana planting technique. More

importantly still, although only two households owned functioning chain

saws at the beginning of 1987, most had experiences with their use. Many

hired a chain saw at least for the biggest trees, and in 1987 the

cooperative acquired one for use by its members, thus giving colonists

the possibility to reduce the time invested in felling the tallest trees

by at least two thirds. 9 Mirex, a granulate against leaf-cutter ants,

9
. According to my observations in Tumupasa, with an ax it took

about half an hour to fell an about 1.5 m thick Bibos

i

(Ficus sp .) tree
whose wood is not very hard, whereas a colonist with a chain saw needed
only 10 minutes. For the biggest of these trees, the Tacana had to
laboriously construct huarachas (scaffolds) to be able to reach them at
a manageable thickness. When felling hardwood species, colonists saved
even more time

.
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was the only insecticide known to and used by over a third of the

households in Tumupasa and a little less in Santa Ana. In contrast, half

of the colonist households owned fumigadoras

,

backpack- type sprayers for

pesticides, and with limited success used different insecticides in rice

and especially vegetable production. At the time of the interviews, only

one colonist was using fungicides, and nobody was using herbicides,

chemical fertilizers or improved seeds, besides a few vegetable seeds

the colonists bought in town or had commissioned from as far away as

La Paz. The colonist cooperative also acquired sickles and rented a

motorized despicadora (threshing machine) to speed up the harvest of

their 20 hectare rice field. Overall, in contrast to peasants from

Tumupasa and Santa Ana, colonists sought more information about and had

better logistic as well as economic access to a variety of "modern"

agricultural technologies whose costs and benefits will be discussed

later in the case of rice production.

Social organization of work . All households in Tumupasa, Santa

Ana, and 25 de Mayo relied on their member's labor including in most

cases children (whose school attendance however took away much of their

potential labor time). Also, all recruited other extended family members

(where available) only through mutual help arrangements. Beyond the

family, however, labor recruitment strategies varied significantly among

the three communities.

Over a third of the household representatives interviewed in

Tumupasa said that in the 1986/87 growing season they did not use any

additional labor. The same percentage obtained help especially for field
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preparation and planting through mutual help from neighbors and friends,

a practice which required the preparation of meals containing meat and

large quantities of chicha. The Spanish expression used for this

practice was invltar ayudantes ("invite helpers") which implied the

obligation to "return the work day" (devolver el jornal)
,
usually with

the same type of activity. The only Tacana expression elicited was the

descriptive ecuanacama etsahuatianl ("among ourselves, we help(ed) each

other") . Only 26 % of the households in Tumupasa said they occasionally

paid workers in kind. One special form of in-kind remuneration was

having relatives, friends, and neighbors harvest a medias (half a day

for the owner, the other half for the harvester) which redistributed

grain production within the community. This practice seemed uneconomical

to the colonists who preferred to pay workers according to the quantity

of rice harvested.

In Santa Ana all but one household used non- family labor, half of

them only through mutual help arrangements
,
but of the 43 % who paid

workers, half did so with money, a testimony to somewhat more

commercialized internal social relations in Santa Ana than among the

Tacana in Tumupasa. The standard agricultural jornal (daily wage) in the

region which included two meals and beverages was 3 Bs
. ($1.5) in 1986

and rose to 5 Bs
. ($2.5) in 1987. No household in Tumupasa nor Santa

Ana recruited labor from outside of the village.

The colonists paid wages (in cash and kind) among themselves more

frequently (75 %) ,
employing mostly the newcomers. Seven (58 %) paid

monetary wages, two used wage- in-kind arrangements, two recruited their

fellow colonists only through ayni (Quechua term for mutual help, in
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Spanish colonists also said tornavuelta, literally "turn about"), and

only one household did not use any extra labor. More importantly, all

but two (83 %) said they had also recruited their neighbors from

Tumupasa and Santa Ana as day laborers for field preparation (not for

planting or harvesting)
,
paying wages in kind and in all but two cases

also in money. The importance of agricultural wage laborers for the

colonists may in part be attributed to their smaller household size, but

they became necessary mainly because of the larger scale of colonist

production. In spite of hiring non-household labor, more colonists

(58 %) still complained about labor shortage than the Tumupasehos (26 %)

and peasants in Santa Ana (21 %) . Labor recruitment also proved to be a

serious bottle-neck for the colonists' harvest of their 20 hectare

cooperative field due to which about half of the crop was lost.

The fact that the newly arrived colonists worked for the longer

established households seemed to be a transitory phenomenon since it

provided the newcomers with resources and experiences for their own

establishment in the lowlands, even though some of the oldtimers

certainly took temporary advantage of the situation. In contrast, the

boss -worker relationship between colonists and natives indicated a clear

socio-economic differentiation between these two peasant groups.

To summarize these differences among the three cropping systems,

in Tumupasa, communal land tenure and an awareness of differences in

soil quality in principle permitted the most flexible and equitable use

of soils according to their potential for specific crops, and the simple

technology and subsistence orientation of the traditional Tacana limited

clearing size. Work was done mainly with household labor or through
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mutual help arrangements. In Santa Ana, due to the recent division of

land into private plots and the decline of the native soil classifi-

cation, some of the advantages of traditional Tacana agriculture were

lost, although the technology was still the same and only some people

hired extra local labor. The colonists, in contrast, were fixed to

private plots which they selected without being aware of potential

differences in soil quality. Their more mechanized technology and that

they could and did hire both other colonists as well as their native

neighbors made it possible for them- -despite their smaller household

size- -to clear much more forest for cash cropping of rice.

Rice Production

Rice was the most important food crop in the region, and not being

able to offer a meal with rice was almost as much a reason for a host'

s

shame as the lack of meat. After the decline of the coffee plantations

in Tumupasa, rice had also become the most important cash crop, which

attracted itinerant traders at harvest time and could generally be sold

in San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque . Due to production and marketing

problems, however, in 1987 rice still contributed only 10 % to the

average market -derived household income in Tumupasa, 18 % in Santa Ana

and 27 % in 25 de Mayo, although it brought 38 % ,
67 % and 87 %,

respectively, of the income from unprocessed crops (see Table 5.3.).

These differences in the economic importance of rice between the three

populations were in part a symptom of their different degrees of cash

cropping, but in part also due to production problems.
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As will be documented, rice field sizes per producer were

smallest in Tumupasa (where the "cultural norm" was to clear one hectare

of high forest per household for the annual arrozal)

,

somewhat more

extensive in Santa Ana, and largest among the colonists who planted much

beyond home consumption needs. In addition, yields per hectare were

lowest in Tumupasa, slightly higher in Santa Ana, and highest in

25 de Mayo, providing colonists with even more rice to sell. That rice

yields in general were very low in the region (in comparison with other

lowland Bolivian and Amazonian areas) seemed to be due to several

agroecological problems. However, some of these could be tentatively

related to the process of frontier expansion in the region which

affected the three populations in different ways.

The comparison of the economics of "typical" Tacana and colonist

rice production will show that this low rice productivity, coupled with

the unfavorable regional market situation, made the use of commercial

inputs practiced by the colonists a risky and not always successful

venture. Two common policies to improve and increase crop production,

agricultural credit and the introduction of high-yielding varieties, had

so far only created additional problems for peasants in the region.

Field sizes and yields 1985/86 to 1987/88 . Standardized

measurements like hectare (2.47 acres), tarea (tenth of a hectare),

arroba (11.5 kilograms or 25.35 pounds) and quintal (four arrobas
,

i.e. 46 kilograms) were commonly used in the region. However,

quantitative agricultural data in the few available studies were

unreliable, and few even of the colonists controlled the efficiency of
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their production by keeping records of their inputs and yields. Since

due to time and resource limitations it was impossible to measure fields

and harvests systematically, the data to be discussed (see Table 5.4.)

were derived from informant recalls on the three production years from

1985/86 to 1987/88.

Total rice field size per household averaged 1.5 hectares in Santa

Ana, 1.6 hectares in Tumupasa and 2.5 hectares in 25 de Mayo over the

three years. There was some fluctuation among the colonists related to

the ups and downs of their cooperative. The difference in production

scale between the colonists and the indigenous peasants becomes even

more evident when field sizes are weighted by the number of producers,

i . e . the number of economically active male adults per household (who

fell the trees during field preparation) . Rice fields in Tumupasa had

the smallest average size per producer (0.8 hectares), in Santa Ana,

they were somewhat larger (1.1 hectares), but colonist fields were three

times as large as those in Tumupasa (2.4 hectares).

Rice yields displayed a considerable decline from 1986 to 1988 in

all three populations. However, although a reason for local concern,

this was not necessarily a sufficient indicator for a decline in

sustainability since it could be due to a "normal" variation between

goodand bad years and in part also to an increasing accuracy of the

data. A comparison of the three -year -averages of yields per household

shows that Tumupasa ranked lowest (62 arrobas ) ,
Santa Ana in the middle

(83 arrobas) and the colonists highest (170 arrobas). These differences

are exacerbated when weighted by consumption units to control for

disparities in household size and age composition within and between the
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TABLE 5.4.

RICE FIELDS AND YIELDS, 1985/86-1987/88

Average Household Field Size, in Hectares

TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO TOTAL
Season Hect

.

N Hect

.

N Hect

.

N Hect . N

1985/86 1.5 (19) 1.4 (13) 2.2 (10) 1.7 (42)
1986/87 1.5 (19) 1.5 (14) 2.8 (12) 1.9 (45)
1987/88 1.8 (18) 1.5 (14) 2.5 (12) 1.9 (44)

3 Yr. Av. 1.6 (56) 1.5 (41) 2.5 (34) 1.8 (131)

Note: 3 Yr. Av. = Three Year Average

Average Household Field Size, Weighted by Number of
Economically Active Adult Males per Household, in Hectares

Season
TUMUPASA
Hect. N

SANTA ANA
Hect. N

25 DE MAYO
Hect. N

TOTAL
Hect. N

1985/86 0.8 (19) 1.2 (13) 2.1 (10) 1.2 (42)
1986/87 0.8 (19) 1.0 (14) 2.7 (12) 1.4 (45)
1987/88 0.9 (18) 1.1 (14) 2.3 (12) 1.3 (44)

3 Yr. Av. 0.8 (56) 1.1 (41) 2.4 (34) 1.3 (131)

Average Yields per Household, in Arrobas (= 11.5 kg)

TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO TOTAL
Season Arr. N Arr. N Arr. N Arr

.

N

1985/86 101 (12) 123 (10) 257 (9) 153 (31)
1986/87 48 (15) 77 (14) 170 (12) 94 (41)
1987/88 32 (9) 53 (10) 58 (7) 47 (26)

3 Yr. Av. 62 (36) 83 (34) 170 (28) 100 (98)

Note: This includes cases of fields which did not burn or
did not produce at all. Data are less complete than for field
sizes due to imprecise answers of informants which could not
be quantified.
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TABLE 5 .
4 -Continued

Average Yields per Household and Hectare, in Arrobas

Season
TUMUPASA
Arr. N

SANTA ANA
Arr. N

25 DE MAYO
Arr. N

TOTAL
Arr. N

1985/86 73 (12) 80 (10) 117 (9) 88 (31)
1986/87 32 (15) 59 (14) 63 (12) 50 (41)
1987/88 40 (9) 40 (10) 27 (7) 36 (26)

3 Yr. Av. 48 (36) 60 (34) 71 (28) 59 (98)

Average Yields per Consumption Unit (within each household') .

in Arrobas

Season
TUMUPASA
Arr. N

SANTA ANA
Arr. N

25 DE MAYO
Arr. N

TOTAL
Arr. N

1985/86 17 (12) 30 (10) 93 (9) 43 (31)
1986/87 9 (15) 18 (14) 61 (12) 27 (41)
1987/88 5 (9) 13 (10) 19 (7) 12 (26)

3 Yr. Av. 10 (36) 20 (34) 57 (28) 28 (98)

Note: The colonist averages exclude the cooperative's 20 hectare
rice field in 1986/87.

Source: The data were gathered for each household at up to six
points in time between December 1986 and June 1988, which allowed
for some internal control of consistency. In addition, the results
of the village level census of fields carried out by the
authorities of Tumupasa in January of 1987 were taken into
consideration

.

three populations (see Chapter 4) . The average rice harvest per adult

equivalent was only 10 arrobas in Tumupasa, 20 arrobas in Santa Ana, but

57 arrobas in 25 de Mayo. Finally, in a similar although less extreme

gradient, per hectare yields, taking again the three-year-average, were

only 48 arrobas in Tumupasa, 60 arrobas in Santa Ana but 71 arrobas for
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the colonists. Summed over three years, 49 % of the household- level rice

production results in Tumupasa, 24 % in Santa Ana and 21 % in

25 de Mayo were either no crop at all or very low yields (at or below

30 arrobas/hectare or 0.345 metric tons.)

Traditional Tacana households in Tumupasa thus had the smallest

rice fields per producer and the lowest total production per consumer,

as was expected due to their subsistence orientation. However, despite

the potential advantages of their production system discussed above,

they also had the lowest land productivity of the three populations and

the highest percentage of rice field failure. 10 Colonists in contrast

had the highest total rice production due to both larger fields and,

despite their unfamiliarity with the local environment, higher land

productivity (50 % higher than in Tumupasa). Rice production in Santa

Ana was similar in scale to that in Tumupasa, which indicates that no

large increase in rice field size had occurred with their access to the

road and their higher dependence on rice as a source of income. Land

productivity was intermediate, not lower than in Tumupasa as expected

due to the decline of traditional knowledge and practices noted above.

Aside from these differences among the three populations, given

the commercial importance of rice for all producers in the region, the

very low overall average rice yield of only 58.5 arrobas per hectare

10
. The average 10.4 arrobas or about 120 kg production per

consumer per year would yield about 74 kg of polished rice (using the
conversion rate of 6.5 arrobas of raw rice per quintal of polished rice
typical for regional mills since no information on manual polishing is
available) . This is only 200 g per day, not even enough for home
consumption, and I indeed observed rice shortages in several traditional
Tacana households during 1987.
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(under 0.7 metric tons) and the high frequency of rice field failures

were alarming. Even the colonists' yields (0.8 tons/hectare) remained

below even the 1 . 1 tons/hectare reported as uneconomical from the much

more humid Chapare in the Department of Cochabamba (IBTA 1986), and much

below the regional average of between 1.4 and 1.5 tons/hectare in

Acre/Brazil (Campos et al. 1986) and the 2.0 to 4.8 tons/hectare

reported as possible with improved varieties in Santa Cruz (CIAT 1987)

.

Yield measurements in four well producing rice fields indicated that

acceptable yields of around 2 tons/hectare were possible. 11

Nevertheless, factors potentially contributing to the low rice yields in

the region will be briefly discussed as a guideline for future research.

Problems of rice production . The major immediate reasons why per

hectare yields of the indigenous peasants, especially in Tumupasa, were

lower than those of the colonists seemed to be the combination of

traditionally extensive cropping practices, delayed field preparation,

and pest damage. 12 These and other general problems like degenerated

varieties would also explain why yields in general were below even what

would be expected in a slash and burn cultivation system with no

fertilizer use on soils predominantly classified as unsuitable for

11
. I measured yields in 10 m x 10 m plots in two rice fields in

Tumupasa and one each in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo, which yielded an
average of 23.25 kg per plot without stems but before drying which would
still reduce weight.

12
. This paragraph is based on household interviews, observations

of production practices, and discussions with researchers in Bolivia and
the U.S. A more systematic interdisciplinary study would be necessary to
determine the importance of each factor mentioned and others possibly
neglected.
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annual cropping. However, some of these agroecological problems seemed

to be exacerbated by the process of frontier expansion in Iturralde and

its different impact on the indigenous peasants and the colonists.

Field preparation and planting techniques appeared to be less

intensive among the native peasants. During clearing, they generally

spared several hardwood tree species which were once and in some cases

still believed to be inhabited by forest spirits. This and the often

only superficial cutting of the felled trees reduced the area and

probably the fertility from ash available at planting and increased

shade in the field. In contrast, colonists with their chain saws felled

these trees and in addition often ensured a good burn by finely cutting

felled trees and limbs (a practice locally called arralada)

.

With regard

to the selection of viable seed, planting distances and depth, and the

quantity of seeds per hole, native peasants seemed to be less concerned

with land efficiency as well, whereas colonists with their sowing

machines experimented with closer planting densities and varied the

amount of seed planted according to variety and stage in the annual

cycle. Only a more detailed soil study could determine if colonists'

more intensive short-term use of the land increased soil erosion and

exhaustion and delayed site regeneration, in comparison with the

indigenous peasants' cropping practices.

Like the inexperienced colonists, natives also sometimes ended up

with- -in their own terms- -inappropriate sites for their rice fields. As

in the past, the priest, other outsiders and vecinos in Tumupasa as well

as the colonists sometimes blamed what they considered excesses of

fiestas and rituals and ultimately laziness for the traditional Tacana'

s
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poverty. Some Tacana indeed admitted a certain descuido (negligence)

with regard to their plantations, and hunting and fiestas were certainly

preferred activities. Due to these diversions, and in recent years with

increasing frequency also due to their absence as wage laborers during

the dry season, men in both Tumupasa and Santa Ana would sometimes start

field preparation too late and as a result not carefully "scout"

( sendear ) potential field sites. Some would have to choose barbechos to

make drying still possible before the onset of the rains which later

required time-consuming, unpleasant and therefore often neglected

weeding. Under time pressure, they would also clear very superficially.

As a result, some would have badly burned fields, others even no rice

field at all. At harvest, when good timing was needed since rice cannot

be "stored in the field" like corn, some households lost part of their

crop, again due to the mentioned other demands on their time. Colonists,

in contrast, spent much less time in fiestas (see Table 5.2.) and rarely

let their off-farm work interfere with the timing of their own

agricultural activities.

A problem faced by all peasants was that from an agronomic point

of view, all available rice varieties were "old," tall (thus susceptible

to acame or lodging), low-yielding, and highly inbred since seeds were

exclusively derived from local production (Alan Bojanic, CIAT, Santa

Cruz, pers. comm. 1987). During the 1986/87 growing season, households

in Tumupasa, Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo all planted an average of two out

of the more than 10 available varieties, usually in patches in their

virtually always monocropped rice fields. In Tumupasa, 63 % of all

varieties mentioned were long- established "local" varieties (unknown to
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visiting agronomists), but this percentage dropped to 29 % in Santa Ana

and only 8 % among the colonists (see Appendix A.l. on rice varieties).

All colonists, in contrast, grew the more commercial variety estaquilla

which, according to local informants, was introduced from the Alto Beni

colonization area around 1970 but had since degenerated. It was planted

by 71 % of Santa Ana's and 42 % of Tumupasa' s households as well. Yield

data could not be separated by variety, but due to the long process of

inbreeding it seems unlikely that any of these varieties significantly

surpassed the others. Preferences were mainly determined by the goals of

home consumption vs. marketing.

Different rice pests were another general and according to some

informants increasing problem in the region. Especially in Tumupasa,

birds and rodents were causing severe losses at planting and harvest and

required time-consuming scare-crow strategies. There were insect pests

as well like the petilla ( Tibraca limbativentris
;
Campos et al. 1986:63)

which attacked the lower stems of the rice plants and caused them to dry

completely or at least produce less grain. Native peasants were helpless

against this pest, whereas some colonists with limited success tried to

combat it by spraying insecticides like Folidol (Ethylparathion\ an

extremely poisonous substance and forbidden in other countries like

Ecuador) . Even more damaging to the rice crops was a phenomenon locally

attributed to too rapid alternation of rain and strong sunlight whose

symptoms, referring to the blackening panicle, were described as parece

chamuscado ("looks as if burned"). This pest, probably rice blast caused

by the fungus Pyricularia oryzae (Calderon 1984:63), had no locally

known remedy.
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Finally, post-harvest losses affecting home consumption and

marketing were apparently high as well in all three populations. The

native peasants directly after harvest usually stored rice in small open

granaries in their fields, piling up the panicles which gave rodents

easy access to the grains. Later, to have rice more accessible for

consumption and marketing, they threshed it (using feet or sticks),

dried and cleaned it (ventear ) and stored it in trojes (round containers

made from tree bark and covered with leaves) in their houses where it

usually suffered from weevil and rodent damage. Colonists had adopted

these storage techniques for lack of alternatives. They suffered from

the same and perhaps even higher post-harvest losses since their use of

the rented despicadora speeded up the threshing but seemed to break the

grains

.

This brief review of rice production problems has indicated

possible agroecological reasons like the high and apparently increasing
%

vertebrate and insect pest and disease incidence. However, it is likely

that the underlying causes for the spread of this problem were of a

social nature. Pest densities tend to rise with increasing size and

concentration of - -especially monocropped- -fields
,
fallows, and secondary

forest (John Robinson, Univ. of Florida, pers. comm. 1988). Road

construction and the influx of outsiders fostered by "The March to the

North" had increased deforestation for cash cropping and pastures in the

region. In Tumupasa, this general situation may have exacerbated the

consequences of the long occupation and use of its territory not only by

the traditional rural Tacana, but also by the more market-oriented other

villagers

.
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Another production problem was more directly related to the

process of frontier expansion and symptomatic for the disadvantaged

position of the Tacana in the regional economy. Since most wage labor

opportunities involved dry season clearing of forest (more on this in

Chapter 6) ,
they directly conflicted with the workers' own field

preparation, which could lead to delays and ultimately crop failure or

yield reduction. The low rice yields and high frequency of rice field

failure Tumupasa could thus tentatively be explained as the combined

impact of several factors: the extensive cropping practices of the

traditional Tacana, pest build-up in this comparatively densely

inhabited area of continuous and increasing use, and seasonal

maladjustment of the little wage labor these Tacana were involved in.

Santa Ana had similar problems but possibly suffered still less from

pests due to its more recent settlement. The colonists' short-term yield

advantages could mainly be attributed to their more intensive cropping

practices. However, even these higher yields often brought only poor

economic returns

.

The economics of rice production . Table 5.5. presents two ways of

calculating per hectare costs and returns of rice production with

"typical Tacana technology" vs. with "typical colonist technology."

The first calculation, used by the few colonists who tried to control

the efficiency of their rice production, sets the value of all inputs

and outputs at 1986/87 market prices (omitting, however, land rent,

interest on direct costs and returns to management which are included in

standard agricultural economical procedures; P. Hildebrand, Univ. of
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TABLE 5.5.

ECONOMICS OF RICE PRODUCTION, FOR ONE HECTARE

Calculation 1: "Fully Commercialized"
(at good yield of 100 arrobas)

"Tacana Technology" "Colonist Technology"

Field Prep. 20 days (100 Bs.

)

17 days ( 85 Bs.

)

Burning/Planting 8 ( 40 Bs.

)

3
//

( 15 Bs.)
Pest Control 0 ( o Bs.) 1 //

( 5 Bs. )

Harvest (a) 20 (100 Bs.) 10 /r

( 50 Bs.)
Storage (b) 2 ( io Bs.

)

2
//

( io Bs.

)

Total Labor 50 days (250 Bs.

)

33 days (165 Bs)

Traditional Implements (c) 10 Bs

.

10 Bs.
Modern Implements (d) 0 Bs. 117 Bs.
Seed (1 arr

.

/retail price) 4 Bs . 4 Bs.

Total Nonlabor Costs 14 Bs. 131 Bs.

TOTAL COST 264 Bs. 296 Bs.

RETURNS (2.5 Bs/",arr .

") 250 Bs. 250 Bs

.

LOSS (excl. transport costs) 14 Bs. 46 Bs.

LOSS (incl. transport costs) n. a

.

(e) 102 Bs.

Notes: (a) Basis of calculation: average daily harvest of
5 arrobas per Tacana, 10 arrobas per colonist, (b) Basis of
calculation: 50 arrobas/day in both cases since the use of the
threshing machine was an exception even for the colonists.
(c) This includes costs for one ax, two machetes and two
knives, divided by their average life expectancy, (d) This
includes one day of hired chain saw use (80 Bs

. )

,

the cost of
a sowing machine (40 Bs

.

)

and a backpack sprayer (190 Bs
.

)

divided by their life expectancy, and 10 Bs . for pesticides
(a still rather modest use of modern technology), (e) At 3 Bs.
each way for the colonist plus 0.5 Bs

. /arroba of rice.
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TABLE 5.5.-- Continued

Calculation 2: Closer to "Real World"
(at average yields and off-season prices)

"Tacana Technology" "Colonist Technology"

Harvest 50 arrobas
Consumption (f) 50 " (200 Bs

.

)

Sale of Rest 0 "
( 0 Bs

.

)

Minus Transport (g)

70

25

45

arrobas
" (100
" (196

Bs.)
Bs.

)

VALUE OF PRODUCTION 200 Bs. 296 Bs.

Cash Costs for Labor 0 Bs. (h) 45 Bs.
Noncash Costs for Labor 0 Bs. (i) 30 Bs.
Cash Costs for Implements 0 Bs 127 Bs.
(both no cash cost for seed)

TOTAL CASH COSTS 0 Bs. 172 Bs.
TOTAL COSTS 0 Bs. 202 Bs.

RETURNS TO HOUSEHOLD LABOR 200 Bs. 94 Bs.
RETURNS TO WORK DAY (40 days) 5 Bs (15 days) 6 Bs.

CASH RETURNS FROM 1 HECTARE 0 Bs. 24 Bs.

Notes: (f) At retail value of 4 Bs./arroba. Average Tacana
household size eight members, average colonist household size four
members, (g) At off-season price of 5 Bs

.

;

transport cost 3 Bs

.

each way for the colonist and 0.5 Bs ,/arroba for the rice.
(h) Fifty percent of 30 days at 3 Bs., since the meals for the
workers would not be paid in cash and could generally be prepared
from home produced food items, (i) Two Bs . worth of food for
15 hired work days.

Source: Over forty interviews on recalled or estimated costs and
returns of rice production in all three populations, and the
25 de Mayo's president's notes on the cooperative field. Due to
the lack of precise data on inputs and outputs, no assessment of
the exact returns of rice production to land, labor, and capital
for each household was possible.
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Florida, pers. conun. 1986). Due to their simple tools and slower

harvesting, Tacana production was more labor intensive (50 labor days

from planting to storage for what local people considered a good yield

of 100 arrobas as opposed to 33 colonist labor days). In contrast,

colonists had much higher other costs (131 Bs . vs. only 14 Bs . for the

Tacana). Valuing each labor day at 5 Bs
.

(the 1986 jornal of 3 Bs. plus

2 Bs . /jornal for the cost of two meals and chicha ) ,
and each arroba of

production at the harvest season sales price of 2.5 Bs
.
(assuming on-

farm sale)
,
both technologies would produce at a loss even at this

relatively high yield: Tacana would lose 14 Bs . or $ 7 per hectare, and

colonists with their higher total cost of production 46 Bs . or $ 23 per

hectare. Tacana did not take their rice to town and thus did not have

transport costs, but the imputed monetary value of their returns does

not reflect their unfavorable terms of trade with the itinerant

merchants they sold to. Colonists would lose a total of 102 Bs. /hectare

including transport costs which were 3 Bs
.
per person and trip and

0.50 Bs
. /arroba even on their cooperative tractor. They would thus have

to receive at least 3.5 Bs. for their total production to break even,

more to have a positive return. With the three-year-average yields of

50 arrobas for the traditional Tacana and 70 arrobas for the colonists,

both would suffer much higher losses.

Most likely, for most peasants in the region the rationale of rice

production was somewhat different from the preceding discouraging

calculation. Neither Tacana nor colonists probably valued "free"

household labor quite in the same way as hired help. Traditional Tacana

did not hire laborers with cash wages at all, and among the colonists
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only about half of the labor input was obtained this way. Many colonists

saved costs by not using all elements of the capital-intensive strategy.

They also tried to receive a better price by selling before or long

after the major harvest. Finally, the portion of the harvest retained

for consumption might better be valued near the retail (buying) price

(Chibnik 1978).

A Tacana household could produce a hectare of rice at virtually no

cash cost, keep whatever was needed for home consumption and exchange

the rest for trade goods or cash. Calculation 2 in Table 5.5. shows that

at the average yield level of 50 arrobas/hectare, the returns per

household labor day would be acceptable 5 Bs . However, due to the high

consumption requirements of the average eight-person Tacana household,

at this low yield level no surplus would be available to acquire needed

goods. For the average four-person colonist household, at the average

yield level of 70 arrobas/hectare and with the "typical" technology, the

returns per household labor day would be slightly higher with 6 Bs.

However, cash returns would still only be 24 Bs. or $ 12. Intensive

cultivation, larger fields and clever marketing were therefore necessary

to derive an attractive cash income from rice . Under the given

production and marketing conditions, "colonist technology" with its

higher cash costs was a risky venture which seldom brought attractive

profits and could lead to higher economic losses than the Tacana rice

production system. Pessimistic statements like "the rice doesn't give

returns" (el arroz no rinde ) were frequent among the colonists.
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Rice marketing . The problems sketched above were the immediate

causes for the inefficiency of rice production in Iturralde. However,

the marketing system provided neither the incentives nor the means to

improve and increase production. The traditional Tacana and people in

Santa Ana were at a disadvantage in comparison to the colonists.

Virtually all of them depended exclusively on resident merchants in

Tumupasa or half a dozen itinerant traders from San Buenaventura and

Rurrenabaque . These intermediaries established debt or exchange

arrangements that allowed them to syphon off local production

immediately after harvest, taking advantage of the shortage of basic

consumer goods at the end of the rainy season which interrupted

transportation and supply.

All colonists, in contrast, took at least part of their rice to

San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque and tried to achieve better prices in

cash there. Selling before the main harvest (e.g. by planting the fast

maturing variety noventdn

)

or later in the year could bring twice the

harvest season price or even more when rice was polished in town

(despite the cost of 1 B ,/arroba and loss of the bran to the mill).

However, resource limitations and emergencies often also forced

colonists to sell at harvest time when prices were low and the limited

regional market could be so saturated that for days no buyer could be

found, which did not justify the expenditure for transport and staying

in town. The fare for a person (in addition to the 0.5 Bs
.
per arroba of

grain) was 3 Bs . from 25 de Mayo and Santa Ana but 5 Bs . from Tumupasa,

a prohibitive cost considering the small amount of surplus production

there

.
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Even if affordable ways to solve the agronomic problems without

degrading the resource base became accessible to all peasants in the

region, no substantial increase in rice production would be justified

unless a secure market and acceptable price were guaranteed. This was

also illustrated by the experiences peasants had had with two recent

developments in rice production, described below.

Agricultural credit and high-yielding varieties . Two frequently

recommended and often combined policies to improve and increase rice or

other crop production are the provision of agricultural credit and the

introduction of high-yielding "Green Revolution" varieties. In

Iturralde, these were new and separate developments which so far had

only worsened producers' problems.

Agricultural credit became available for the first time in 1984

when vecinos from Tumupasa with support from CORDEPAZ petitioned at the

closest branch of the Bolivian Agricultural Bank (BAB) in Reyes (30 km

inland from Rurrenabaque) . During the 1984/85 growing season, about a

dozen Tumupasehos (none of the traditional Tacana) as well as several

colonists (nobody in Santa Ana) received up to $ 400 for rice production

mainly in money from briefly visiting bank officials (some simple

agricultural tools were handed out as well) . No guarantees beyond

collective responsibility were required since nobody had land titles at

this point. Most recipients used the credit for household consumption,

but even without investing in production they had no problems repaying

their loans with 84 % interest after 8 months due to the high inflation

rate which reduced their debt to a nominal sum.
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In August of 1985, all but two of the colonist families in

25 de Mayo and several Tumupasehos again obtained the equivalent of $ 70

for each hectare of rice (up to a maximum of almost $ 500) ,
a sum that

exceeded the harvest time value of their average yields (as calculated

above). This time, the recipients again bought bicycles and other

consumer goods, and some even lost most of the money to the now even

higher inflation before being able to spend it. Soon, however, they were

confronted with the new government's strict economic policy adjusting

interest rates to 792 % of the Bs . value of the loan for the first

month, 110 % for the next 10.5 months, and 48 % afterwards, a period

during which inflation came to a virtual standstill.

Only two colonists were able to repay their loans, including the

accumulated interest which amounted to almost 50 % of the original

dollar-value of the capital (excluding travel costs), in October of 1986

(no new credits had been given that year) . A few others paid only the

interest for which one colonist had to sell several head of cattle. Two

Tumupasefios with only 1 hectare loans sold their most valuable and

important belonging, their rifles. All through 1987, the peasants were

attempting to renegotiate their debt with bank officials to be able to

receive new credit for the 1987/88 growing season. Towards the end of

the year, another colonist family had to sell several of their few head

of cattle, and others for the first time had to seek wage work to cover

at least the interest. No credit was given in 1987 or 1988, and at my

last visit many farmers were still indebted to the BAB.

The economic crisis in Bolivia between 1984 and 1986 certainly

explains great part of the problems farmers had with agricultural
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credit. Even under normal conditions, however, the BAB policy of handing

out loans for a low value crop like rice without suggesting a

simultaneous strategy to improve production and secure more profitable

marketing would have been questionable. Credit that only provides a

short-term subsidy for peasant households diverts attention from more

fundamental agronomic and economic problems which need to be addressed

(Adams 1984). Also, it can lead to a dependence on outside support,

discourage local savings and, if repayment is enforced, even worsen

impoverishment

.

13

The second new development in rice production was the

establishment, in early 1987, of a La Paz-based import-export firm in

San Buenaventura with a project for a large rice -mill (supposedly in

contract with the military) . It was to be supplied by producers in the

whole province and in the neighboring Beni Department. In return for

selling to the company, they were to receive improved seeds, chain saws

and other tools and pesticides at low cost, along with technical

assistance, advantages in transport, and access to cheaper consumer

goods. The company embarked on this expensive project ($ 230,000 only in

installation costs in 1987, according to employees) without much

experience in agriculture nor analysis of the regional economy. The son

of a long- established merchant family in San Buenaventura was hired to

run the project, which raised high expectations among farmers

disappointed with CORDEPAZ and the BAB. The company operated very much

13
. Unfortunately I was never able to locate and interview the

responsible bank official to find out his rationale for giving credit
without any further assistance to farmers in Iturralde.
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in the style of traditional patron- client relationships and began to

work with the producers closest to San Buenaventura.

In January of 1987, all but 5 of Santa Ana's households signed

contracts over their already planted rice fields which the company

unrealistically expected to yield 120 arrobas/hectare. They committed

themselves to sell their total harvest beyond subsistence needs at

10 Bs ./quintal (i.e. 2.5 Bs

.

/arroba) to the company. In exchange, they

received advances of generally 50 Bs
. ($ 25) in cash, several deliveries

of consumer goods supposedly at the La Paz market price, and promises of

free transport on company trucks as well as improved seeds and other

inputs for the next growing season. Colonists of the 25 de Mayo, who

were initially skeptical because of what they considered too low a price

for their product, later also entered in individual relations as well as

a collective agreement with the company. In Tumupasa, a village- level

reunion never materialized, and only a few vecinos became involved in

the fall of 1987 when the company sold a few sacks of improved seeds

there

.

By this time, however, the experience of the 1987 harvest had

disenchanted both producers and the company. The peasants complained

about the company' s unclear accounting procedures which made them

insecure as to whether they were still in debt or not. The company

representatives in turn blamed the producers, and especially the nativos

of Santa Ana, for the very low quantity and quality of rice received,

which kept the newly installed mill in operation for only two weeks.
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The new CICA 8 and Bluebonnet seeds brought from Santa Cruz, never

tested in the region, were enough to plant 600 hectares. 14 They were

purposely sold mainly to colonists and large landholders (of whom one

experimented with them in mechanized rice production in the savannas

close to Ixiamas)
,
not to the natives who were considered "lazy" and

"unreliable" by the company's agronomist. Seven of the colonists in

25 de Mayo used one or both of these new varieties in 1987/88, five

planting a whole field with CICA 8, and three of them also with

Bluebonnet

.

Only one mestizo in Santa Ana acquired CICA 8 from a

colonist, and no traditional Tacana tried them, mostly because there was

no timely access at the village level, but also because of the cost and

risk involved. The 1988 harvest turned out to be a complete failure in

some of the largest fields. A landholder reported that his 25 hectares

of CICA 8 dried on the plant without producing anything, and in no case

were yields significantly superior to those from the local varieties.

The company had neglected to advise farmers sufficiently about site

selection and planting densities. 15 Worse, no attention had been given

to regional pest problems, especially fungal diseases.

14
. In San Buenaventura a farmer of Japanese descent had

experimented quite successfully with CICA 7 rice which as a consequence
was slowly diffusing in the region. However, the two new varieties, sold
for the price of 1.5 Bs./kg, had never been tested in Iturralde, but the
company nevertheless promised yields of at least 200 and up to 600
arrobas/hectare (2.3 - 6.9 metric tons).

15
. CICA 8 supposedly grows better in barbecho but needs to be

planted more densely and with less grains per hole than local custom,
and due to its low stature requires intensive weeding or herbicide
applications. Bluebonnet is taller, suitable for monte alto and in
general more similar to local varieties but still requires planting
adjustments

.
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Due to financial problems, the company's future in Iturralde was

unclear by 1988, but the experience should caution farmers against

adopting untested new varieties, especially when they require expensive

inputs like CICA 8. In addition, this variety was backbreaking to

harvest by hand and not much appreciated for consumption. Even if 1988

yields had been raised to 200 arrobas/hectare with the more compatible

Bluebonnet

,

"Tacana technology" (as in the "fully commercialized"

calculation above, adjusted to 1987/88 prices) would still have produced

only a relatively low return of 65 Bs. /hectare due to high labor costs

during harvest. "Colonist technology" would have netted 137 Bs. /hectare,

still not a very attractive return to their higher cash inputs, but an

indicator that colonists would profit more from this innovation than

natives

.

In principle, high-yielding varieties, if also pest resistant and

requiring few extra inputs (which is seldom the case)
,
could benefit all

peasants in the region by enabling them to produce the same harvest on a

smaller land area without having to hire extra labor or to increase

production without the need for larger clearings. However, if as in this

case only colonists and landholders with the capital to use these

varieties for larger scale production of commercial surpluses get access

to them, they exacerbate the ongoing process of increasing deforestation

and socio-economic differentiation in the region.
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Other Staple Crop Production: Corn. Bananas, and Manioc

After the arrozales just discussed, maizales (corn fields),

platanales (banana groves) and yucales (manioc fields) were the most

important categories of- -generally also monocropped- -fields in all three

communities. Due to the regional market situation, the production of

these staples was mainly for subsistence. Only corn was of some

significance as a source of income in Tumupasa and to a lesser degree in

Santa Ana, whereas the colonists' higher and (as in the case of rice)

more efficient production was primarily destined to human and animal

consumption. Plantains and bananas, and to a lesser degree manioc, were

convenient year-round calorie sources for the native peasants who grew a

large number of traditional cultivars . They were less appreciated by the

colonists, who planted a smaller number of varieties on a relatively

small scale.

Corn . Corn was the second most important crop in Tumupasa, Santa

Ana and 25 de Mayo in terms of field size and contribution to diet,

animal production and market income. Colonists, familiar with corn

production in their regions of origin, had adopted local varieties after

failing with seeds they brought from the highlands (see Appendix A. 2. on

corn varieties). On average, they even grew a slightly larger number of

varieties than did the native peasants (2.7 in 25 de Mayo vs. 2.5 in

Tumupasa, and 1.9 in Santa Ana). However, as in the case of rice,

traditional varieties were more frequently chosen for planting in

Tumupasa and Santa Ana (92 % and 87 %) than by the colonists (44 X)
,
all
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of whom grew the introduced but long "localized" hard malz cubano which

was more suitable for animal production and marketing. The latter was

planted by only three households in Tumupasa and two in Santa Ana in

addition to the traditional varieties preferred for chicha production.

Corn was also with few exceptions planted in field or patch monoculture.

Only few colonists and even fewer Tacana mentioned occasional

intercropping with rice, usually in the form of additional, widely

spaced rows of corn in otherwise normal rice fields.

Although field sizes were smaller and yields varied less between

the three populations than in the case of rice, differences in corn

production between native and migrant peasants followed a similar

pattern. Between 1985/86 and 1987/88, households in Santa Ana and

Tumupasa produced an average of 0.6 hectares and 0.7 hectares of corn,

respectively, per economically active male adult per household, whereas

the colonists had 1 hectare per producer. In Tumupasa, corn field size

per producer was thus only slightly below rice field size, whereas in

Santa Ana rice was given much more importance than corn. As in the case

of rice, colonists had higher total, per-consumer
, and per-hectare

yields (see Table 5.6. for details). Again, however, the overall

reported average per-hectare -yield of 58.4 arrobas (under 0.7 metric

tons) fell short of what was locally considered a good harvest of at

least 10,000 espigas (ears) which depending on the variety would amount

to 100 to 140 arrobas (1.2 to 1.6 tons). 16 In the Chapare and Santa

16
. This was even surpassed in one corn field in Tumupasa where

yields of the native hard corn variety were measured. It yielded 23 kg
of pure grains in a 10 m x 10 m plot, which would translate into 200
arrobas or 2.3 tons/hectare

.
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TABLE 5.6.

CORN FIELDS AND YIELDS, 1985/86-1987/88

Three-Year (Two-Year) Averages of Household-Level :

Pop

.

Field
(hect.

)

Field/
Producer

Yields (a)

(arr.

)

Yields/
hectare

Yields/ (b)

Cons. Unit

TU
SA
25

1.3 (53)

0.9 (40)

1.1 (32)

0.7 (53)

0.6 (40)

1.0 (32)

52.3 (10)

59.9 (9)

82.9 (10)

51.3 (10)

60.0 (9)

64.0 (10)

11.7 (10)

10.1 (12)

22.5 (12)

Total 1.1 (125) 0.7 (125) 65.2 (29) 58.4 (29) 15.0 (34)

Notes: (a) Yield data refer only to the 1985/86 and 1986/87
growing seasons and were incomplete for these as well because
few producers could estimate their corn harvests. Not many
counted all ears while stacking them up for storage, and the
grain was only shed for immediate use or marketing. Large
quantities of corn were also usually consumed as choclo when
still fresh. However, producers' statements about "good,"
"medium" or "bad" harvests showed no particular trend in favor
of any of the three populations, (b) These data include five
households without corn fields during the two growing seasons
and thus give a better estimate of the overall availability of
corn per population.

Source: Household interviews, 1986-88.

Cruz, maiz cubano amarillo yields between 2.5 and 4.8 tons/hectare (IBTA

1986, ClAT 1987).

Since corn was always planted in fallows, it required less labor

for clearing (an average of 13 man days was recalled by 15 informants).

Planting densities were lower than in the case of rice. No weeding was

required due to its shorter growing season and taller stature, and

insect pest and disease attacks seemed less severe. Also, harvest was

easier and could be extended over long periods of time. Despite its low

yields in the region, corn therefore had important production advantages
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over rice. Since it also had higher nutritional value and in principle

the same market price
,

its relatively low importance for all producers

could seem surprising. However, storage problems especially of the soft

local varieties rapidly attacked by weevils, and the fact that the

regional market was even more limited for corn than for rice, provided

little incentive even to the colonists to produce much more than what

was needed for immediate human and animal consumption.

Over half of the colonist households used corn only for home

consumption; the others, as in the case of rice, tried to take advantage

of the slightly higher off-season prices in town but also did not sell

much. Since malz cubano was planted in smaller quantities outside of the

major growing season, colonists also had a more stable year-round supply

of corn than natives whose preferred soft corn variety apparently

produced well only when planted shortly before the onset of the rains

.

After harvest, the production in Tumupasa and Santa Ana was rapidly used

up as chicha for fiestas, work, and daily consumption and also sold to

itinerant traders. Only one household in Tumupasa and three in Santa Ana

said they did not sell any corn in 1987. Indeed, whereas the average

monetary value of corn sales per consumption unit was similarly low in

all three populations (see Table 5.3.), in Tumupasa the contribution of

corn sales to household income was only slightly lower than that of

rice, in Santa Ana it was about a third, and in 25 de Mayo less than

10 % of it. This indicates that traditional Tacana, whose rice

production was lowest and most unstable, were most dependent on selling

also from their equally limited corn supplies. Colonists, in contrast,
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were able to hold back most of their higher production of this

nutritious crop for human and animal consumption.

Plantains and bananas . For being a post- contact introduction,

plantains and bananas had been thoroughly integrated into Tacana

agriculture, even more so than rice. Tacana terms existed not only for

these two major categories (to-be-cooked vs. fruit bananas), but also

for around 10 varieties within each (see Appendix A. 3. for details).

Plantains and bananas were usually planted together in the rastrojos of

previous rice or corn fields. In a practice called tsatsebana in Tacana,

they were sometimes also planted in new rice or corn fields, after the

clearing of underbrush but before felling and burning. This gave the

young plants a head start and left the plantation established after

grain harvest. Traditional Tacana also planted a tuber crop called

Dhijuini (considered the "Mother of the Plantains") in the middle of

their platanales to enhance production. Depending on soil quality and

weeding effort, banana groves produced for one to ten years. Many of the

older ones became multistory gardens, still banana -dominated but highly

intercropped and mainly under the care of women (more on this below)

.

In terms of their dietary contribution, roasted or cooked

plantains (much more than manioc) were an additional carbohydrate

source, locally called jacU. and eaten at virtually every Tacana meal.

In the absence of rice, meat and chicha, they were often the only food

consumed. Colonists, in contrast, preferred their traditional mote

(cooked dried corn) as bread- substitute . Given also the difficulty and

cost of transport and the low market price of 1 to max. 3 Bs. /bunch in
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Rurrenabaque (which received ample supply from communities along the

river)
,
colonists were less interested in plantains than in rice and

corn. For the indigenous peasants as well, they were basically a

subsistence crop. Only in Tumupasa could women derive a limited income

from occasional plantain sales in the major village.

Colonists had adopted only the most common and convenient plantain

and banana varieties and grew on an average less than 5 of them as

opposed to almost 14 in Tumupasa and 11 in Santa Ana. Average platanal

sizes per household (in part calculated out of the number of plantain

and banana plants grown, taking 600 plants/hectare as common density)

varied little between the three populations with 0.8 hectare in Tumupasa

and Santa Ana vs. 0.7 hectare in 25 de Mayo in 1985/86 and 1986/87.

Assuming a production of one bunch per plant per year and 15 kg edible

mass per bunch (Picchi 1982: 252) 17
,
all three populations would have an

overabundant supply per adult equivalent (1180 kg vs. 1532 kg vs.

2172 kg per year, or 3.2 kg vs . 4.2 kg vs . 6.0 kg per day). However,

especially the colonists fed most of the surplus to their pigs. Also,

some Tacana mentioned dry season shortages even for human consumption,

which indicates that the reported platanal sizes were probably

overgenerous

.

In any event, plantains and bananas were an important subsistence

crop especially for the native peasants to whom they provided a high,

virtually year-round food supply without much additional labor

17
. Since peasants did not measure plantain/banana production at

all and bunches could weigh between 10 and over 35 kg according to
variety and state of maturity, only a rough production estimate can be
attempted.
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requirements (especially on better soils where plantations lasted

several years) and apparently without serious pest problems. My soil

data from five banana groves show in all but the oldest plantation (10

years) higher P levels than in the surrounding forest and in three cases

(the exception was the colonist platanal exhausted by additional corn

production in 1986/87) higher P and K levels than under annual cropping.

This indicates nutrient maintenance or even a certain site recovery

(probably through mulching) in intercropped Tacana platanales

.

Plantain

and banana production thus not only made economic sense for the Tacana

as a labor-efficient calorie (mainly carbohydrate) source which buffered

the risks of grain production, but it also seemed to contribute to the

sustainability of their cropping system.

Manioc . Manioc, the indigenous Amazonian root crop par excellence
,

was of comparatively little importance for all peasants. Only five (all

"sweet") major varieties were known to the traditional Tacana, of which

an average of 2.9 were grown in Tumupasa, 2.7 in Santa Ana, and only 1.7

by the colonists (see Appendix A. 4. on manioc varieties). Average field

sizes per household for 1985/86 and 1986/87 were only 0.4 hectare in

Santa Ana, 0.3 in Tumupasa, and 0.2 in 25 de Mayo. 18 Tacana preferred

for their yucales slightly sandy soils (medio arenoso) that facilitated

harvesting. They generally prepared them as rastrojo out of previous

rice or corn fields, and planted them in monoculture (although there

18
. Again, these figures were probably overestimates, and many

informants indicated that they had only "little" manioc which could not
be included in the calculation of averages

.
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were a few cases of intercropping with rice, bananas, and minor crops).

Colonists had adopted this pattern. Since some manioc varieties could be

consumed from the sixth month on and all produced over a long period of

time but were harvested only in small quantities (tubers could not be

stored for more than a few days)
,
nobody had ever measured the total

production of a yucal

.

The local estimate of one arroba per good-

yielding plant was confirmed by my measurements, and the resulting

average yield seemed to be around 4.2 tons/hectare
,
quite low compared

to the 17 tons/hectare reported from the Chapare (IBTA 1986). 19 Taking

this conservative estimate, households in all three populations would

have a similar annual manioc production per consumption unit of 370 kg

in Santa Ana, 242 kg in 25 de Mayo, and 184 kg in Tumupasa.

Manioc was much less important as a source of calories for human

and animal consumption than were plantains and bananas, despite certain

production advantages. Manioc was the least nutrient demanding of the

crops discussed so far. Once established, it required little attention

besides periodic weeding, which was usually combined with harvest and

replanting. One possible explanation for its limited importance for the

Tacana may be that a yucal still required more work than a platanal for

lower per hectare calorie yields (cf . Frechione 1982) . The low yields

were in part caused by pest problems, ranging from insects (leaf-cutter

19
. The production of 39 plants of different varieties and growing

stages were measured in 5 yucales in Tumupasa (3) and Santa Ana (2).
They ranged from 0.25 kg to 16 kg per plant with an average of 4.2 kg,
which, multiplied by the "locally normed" planting density of
1000/hectare, would result in a yield of 4.2 tons/hectare . However, this
reported planting density seems low since the observed planting
distances between 0.6 and 1 m would mean densities between 10.000 and
28.000/hectare and thus much higher production.
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ants and grasshoppers) through rodents (agoutis and pacas) to ungulates

(collared peccaries and deer)

.

In its raw state, manioc was also the least marketable of all

staple crops. Only a few Tacana women in Tumupasa occasionally sold

manioc in the major village for a maximum of 2 Bs . /arroba. Chibe, a

coarse flour produced by grating and toasting manioc at an average ratio

of 5:1 raw manioc to flour was consumed with meals
,
as snack or on

hunting trips. It could be sold locally for 1 B./kg and in San

Buenaventura/Rurrenabaque for up to 2.5 Bs./kg during 1987, providing an

incentive for one household in Tumupasa and four in Santa Ana to process

part of their manioc surpluses for sale. This was, however, done with

very simple implements and on a much smaller scale than the farinha home

industries in the Brazilian or Peruvian Amazon, contributing little to

household income. 20

Minor Field Crops and Home Gardens

It was already discussed that the wide-spread notion of "typical"

Amazonian Indian intercropped fields of high crop richness and diversity

is currently under revision. In the case even of the traditional Tacana,

virtually monocropped rice, corn, banana, and manioc fields (with many

intercropped varieties only in the case of plantains and bananas)

occupied most of their cultivated land and time. This type of fields

20
. The exception was one household in Santa Ana who claimed to

have sold 5 arrobas of chibe for 2 Bs./kg in San Buenaventura which
contributed about a sixth of this household's 1987 market-derived
income

.
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provided the bulk of food, fodder, and market income from agriculture to

all peasants in the research area. Nevertheless, a great variety of

minor field crops, fruits and vegetables supplemented the diet and other

households needs and, in some cases, income.

The Tacana repertoire of most common additional cultigens

,

according to my household interviews, consisted of sugar cane, coffee,

cacao, coca, tobacco, 7 tuber crops, 4 legumes, 7 different citrus

fruits, at least 13 other fruit species, 3 palm varieties, 6 vegetables,

and 7 important non-food crops, many of which had several varieties (see

Appendix B) . Of these, only the dry season playa crops along the Enadere

(peanuts
,
beans

,
and watermelon) and a few potentially marketable crops

like coffee, cacao (sold in raw or processed form), pineapple, and

sugarcane (sold as miel or chancaca ) were monocropped in somewhat larger

extensions by a few families. 21 The others were planted in small patches

or completely intercropped at the margins of and sometimes within the

platanales and yucales where they could still be considered field crops

(onions for example were planted this way to avoid pest damage)

.

Alternatively, especially at older settlement sites, they were grown

around the houses in highly diverse home gardens (Nlfiez 1985). With

their variety of fruit trees, these could be considered small-scale

21
. The maximum size mentioned in Tumupasa and Santa Ana for any of

these minor commercial crops was media hectarea which still seems
generous; most plantations seen did not even reach 0.1 hectare.
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agroforestry systems (see Figure 5.7. for an example). 22 Depending on

the location of fields, there were also transitions between these two

types of plantations of minor crops.

This general pattern also held for Santa Ana, where due to the

nucleated settlement the whole village could be considered a big home

garden (see Figure 5.8.). Additional fruit trees and most of the (few)

vegetables were planted in the fields. The colonists were also starting

to establish fruit trees around their houses, and some of them had

larger plantations of coffee, cacao, and pineapple (see Figure 5.9. for

an example). However, the overall crop richness, that is number of

different crops planted by each household, was with an average of 35

(range from 17 to 46) highest in Tumupasa. 23 Crop richness was much

lower in both Santa Ana where an average of 27 crops were grown, and in

25 de Mayo where the average was 25. Tacana households in Santa Ana grew

22
. The two German students already mentioned also helped me carry

out an ethnobotanical study of home gardens in Tumupasa in March of
1987. We compiled inventories and where necessary gathered specimens of
all useful plant species growing within the urban plots of 10 households
in the major village and in the gardens around the rural residence of 5

of the traditional Tacana households. This yielded a surprisingly high
total of 77 useful species grown on the rocky soil in the village and of
at least 74 in the rural home gardens with similar combinations of
fruits (23 vs. 24), palms (5 vs. 3), vegetables and tubers (10 in both
cases), medicinals (25 vs. 24) and non-edible plants (14 vs. 13). The
overall average was of 20.4 species in the village compared to 29 in the
fields. In the village, there was a notable difference between the very
diverse gardens of the permanently resident "urban" traditional Tacana
families (maximum of 31 species) and, as to be expected due to their
prolonged absences, the low plant diversity of the families with
predominantly rural residence (as low as 10 species in the cases
studied, but some had virtually no useful plants in the village)

.

"Outsider" and veclno families also had less useful plants in their
plots

.

23
. This excludes palms about which data are not complete for all

households

.
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a slightly lower average number of crops than the other residents. These

differences were mainly due to the larger number of traditional tuber

crops, some of which were considered "emergency food" for times when

rice and plantains became scarce, fruits and non-food crops in Tumupasa.

The colonists ranked higher only in legumes and vegetables which they,

in contrast to the natives, liked to eat and tried to produce despite

pest problems. Although only two families had small huertas (vegetable

gardens) close to their house, most planted some vegetables in the

fields and used pesticides to protect them from damage. Santa Ana fell

in between the two but ranked fairly low for all crop types.

A comparison of crop richness among longer and more recently

established households within each community and among them showed that

the number of crop grown did not clearly increase with the age of the

settlement, as might have been expected. Rather, Table 5.7. demonstrates

that lower crop richness was significantly related to a higher degree of

market integration, using the proxy of market- derived household income

per consumption unit.

TABLE 5.7.

RELATION BETWEEN MARKET INTEGRATION AND CROP RICHNESS

Household Income per Consumption Unit
Crop Richness Below Median Above Median (N)

< Median (0-31) 7 17 (24)
> Median (32-46) 16 5 (21)

(N) (23) (22) (45)

Chi-Square: 8.1 (P < 0.01)

Source: Household interviews, 1987
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Although most of the minor field crops, fruits and vegetables were

tended by women and children, time allocation decisions by the head of

household seemed to be the key factor explaining the differences in crop

richness. As one colonist said, the minor crops "take time away" ( quitan

tiempo) from the major income -generating activities, which for the

colonists were market -oriented rice and animal production and wage

labor. In Santa Ana, the priorities were, to a lesser degree, rice

production and more importantly wage labor. In Tumupasa, lower levels of

income were derived from a variety of activities, and some of the

traditional rural Tacana took justified pride in the diversity of their

plantations

.

24

However, several of the traditional Tacana tubers and other minor

crop species, and some of their old varieties of grains, plantains and

bananas
,
and other cultigens were already grown only by few households

even in Tumupasa (see Appendices A and B) . Several had already been

lost. This simplification of native crop inventories in the region means

a loss of genetic diversity. Agricultural research could benefit from

the characteristics of these old cultivars and landraces which may

24
. The exceptions in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo seemed to confirm

the rule: in both locations, households with the highest crop richness
(over 35) were predominantly dedicated to agriculture, avoiding wage
labor as much as possible. The one colonist with 39 different crops
(whose plot is depicted in Fig. 5.9.), while selling rice and corn,
tried to diversify production and had already established one hectare of
coffee (not yet producing)

,
another of cacao (entering in production)

,

and about a third of pineapples. On a seasonal basis, he grew
watermelons as a cash crop

,
and in addition kept over 40 chickens and

ducks and 25 pigs as well as 2 cows with calves on 2 hectares of
pasture. This was all accomplished mainly with household labor,
especially that of his wife and 12-year-old daughter, since his only son
went to school in Tumupasa.
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include resistance to climatic stress and certain pests. 25 Because of

the dependence especially of the native peasants on home grown food,

lower crop richness could also affect the diversity and quality of their

diet (see Chapter 6)

.

Animal Husbandry

The colonists' emphasis on animal production as opposed to the

natives' dependence on hunting for the procurement of meat was a major

difference in their land use systems (see below on hunting). Table 5.8.

presents the average quantities of domestic animals kept per household

and per consumption unit. The average number of chickens per adult

equivalent was around 3 in Tumupasa and Santa Ana (they were raised by

all but one household in Santa Ana). Ducks, kept by only half of the

households, averaged 0.3 in both populations, and pigs were raised by

all households in Tumupasa (average 0.7 per consumption unit) but were

of less importance in Santa Ana (only 64 % of the households, overall

average 0.3). Some of the households in Tumupasa also raised pigs a

medias for "urban" residents not allowed to keep them in the village any

more, an arrangement in which they could keep half of the meat and

litter in return for raising the animals. Colonists, in contrast, had

much higher quantities of domestic animals even at the household level.

Per consumption unit, they averaged 8 chickens, 2 ducks, and 3 pigs,

25
. At the time of writing, David Williams, a Ph.D. candidate

affiliated with the New York Botanical Garden, is carrying out an
ethnobotanical study on peanut landraces in the region which is believed
to be within the center of origin of this crop (pers. comm., 1989).
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TABLE 5.8.

OWNERSHIP OF SMALL ANIMALS

Average Number of Animals Owned :

Per Household Per Cons. Unit within Hh.
Chickens Ducks Pigs Chickens Ducks Pigs

Tumupasa
Santa Ana
25 de Mayo

15.3
12.5
22.8

(18)

(13)

(12)

1.8
1.2

5.9

(19)

(13)

(11)

3.9
1.4
8.0

(19)

(14)

(12)

2.7

3.3

7.7

(18)

(13)

(12)

0.3
0.3
1.9

(19)

(13)

(11)

0.7
0.3
2.7

(19)

(14)

(12)

Total 16.5 (43) 2.7 (43) 4.2 (45) 4.3 (43) 0.7 (43) 1.1 (45)

Note: This table includes households who did not own animals. There
were two cases of missing information each for chickens and ducks.

Source: Household interviews, 1987

and, what was most important, four of them had a total of 16 head of

cattle, and others also had the goal to acquire livestock eventually.

Despite these quantitative differences between migrants and

natives, animal husbandry in general was rather rudimentary and

inefficient in the region. Everybody used local criollo breeds of

chickens or pigs which were well adapted to the climate but had a low

productivity. In a low effort maintenance system, small animals ranged

freely most of the day and received only limited supplementary home-

grown fodder, especially corn but also rice, plantain, manioc, papaya,

and kitchen refuse. Simple stables built from local materials protected

animals only insufficiently at nighttime. Consequently, animals did not

grow and reproduce rapidly, and there were constant losses to predators

like bats, snakes, falcons (chuvi ) ,
ocelots and even jaguars (in the

case of pigs), and to diseases like moquillo and viruela (in the case of
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chickens) or an unidentified peste of pigs, against which few and not

very effective home remedies were known. 26 Furthermore, the free ranging

pigs caused considerable crop damage, leading to strife between

neighbors, and danger of parasite infections from contact with their

feces. Ranging of chickens limited the accumulation of their excrement

as one of the few locally available sources of fertilizer (which few

even of the colonists seemed to apply to their vegetables)

.

Nevertheless, the few domestic animals kept by households in

Tumupasa and Santa Ana were- -in terms of labor and other inputs- -an

inexpensive source of meat when hunting failed. They were also a year-

round emergency reserve, periodically reduced by sales to the itinerant

traders. Due to the larger quantity of animals kept and their attempts

at slightly more intensive production, colonists' small animal

production required more year-round labor and fodder investment. It was

also much more important for home consumption (especially of eggs) and

as regular source of income from exchanges or sales in San Buenaventura

and Rurrenabaque . While the average monetary value of 1987 household

sales of small animals and their products (eggs, meat, and lard) was

around 10 Bs
.
per consumption unit in both Tumupasa and Santa Ana, it

reached almost 80 Bs . for the colonists whose total animal sales were

even higher due to the sale of beef and live cattle by two households.

For women in all three populations poultry was, together with the minor

crops mentioned above, one of the few sources of personal income.

26
. No veterinarian had ever been stationed in the whole province

until 1987 when CORDEPAZ hired one for its cattle project in Ixiamas. He
however did not attend producers in other areas

.
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Cattle production by the colonists and the few people in Tumupasa

who attempted it was not destined for immediate consumption, but as a

long-term capital investment. It required much higher inputs to

establish pastures and purchase the animals (the regional value of a

mixed breed cow was around 200 Bs. or $ 100, in 1987) and continuous

attention in terms of providing salt and vaccines. The most traditional

Tacana either could not afford these costs or were not interested in

cattle due to the effort and risk involved. One of the few older Tacana

in Tumupasa who did experiment with cattle raising (not included in the

households discussed here) once complained "it' s laborious to establish

pasture if you are not a capitalist" (es trabajoso hacer potrero si uno

no es capitalista) . He finally decided to transfer his remaining six

head of cattle from his weed- infested planted pastures to natural pampa

in Tahua, where a friend took care of them with his own herd against a

small fee, an arrangement practiced by several other Tumupasehos and

even one colonist. In Santa Ana, only one Tacana had for a while

experimented with cattle raising on the pasture growing spontaneously

between the houses in the village, but had sold his animals when he

decided to move to Cobija with his family (which he never did).

At the time of the interviews, no household in Tumupasa or Santa

Ana owned cattle
,
and only one in Tumupasa and two households in Santa

Ana had very small patches of pastures, whereas four colonist households

owned between 3 and 5 head of cattle each. 27 The quantity of cattle

27
. This does not include a few head of cattle allegedly belonging

to the wife of one colonist and kept for her by her parents in the
pampas of Reyes

.
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fluctuated due to births, deaths caused by disease, purchases (one

household) and the already mentioned sales in 1986 and 1987 to cancel

debts with the Agricultural Bank (two households) . Some of the colonists

had owned more cattle in their regions of origin than in Iturralde.

The most frequent pasture varieties used were the more recently

introduced braquiaria and merquerOn (seeds for which could be obtained

from landholders in the region) and grama crucena, according to local

informants a pasture introduced by transit cattle but long established

in the village of Tumupasa (in Appendix B) . Colonists did not clear

forest only for pastures but planted it as a "terminal land use" after a

sequence of rice, corn, and sometimes manioc and/or banana production.

However, in 1987 two households planted pasture immediately together

with rice when clearings burned so badly that little rice harvest could

be expected. Overall, pasture extension in 25 de Mayo was still rather

limited with three households not having any yet and two only small

patches for seed production. Three households had one hectare of

pasture, two households had two hectares, and only one household each

had three and four hectares, the older ones already with weed problems.

The average pasture size per colonist was 1.2 hectares. One of the

earliest settlers explained that the expectation of the sugarcane

project had for years prevented colonists from putting much effort into

pasture establishment. With the demise of this project, however,

pastures and cattle raising among colonists can be expected to increase

to the degree their limited means permit.
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Fallows vs. Pastures- -Prospects for Sustainable Crop and
Animal Production

The sustainability of crop and animal production in the region

could be assessed with security only through the monitoring of long-term

trends in yield levels, production problems, scale of clearings and site

regeneration. However, people's perceptions and insights from the

comparison among the three communities allow tentative conclusions about

the relative prospects for sustainability of their production systems.

When asked if they noted any changes in land productivity in the

last ten years or since they settled (the most recent settlers in Santa

Ana and the colonists were excluded from this question)
, most informants

in Tumupasa and Santa Ana thought it had remained the same. Only one

respondent in each community perceived a reduction in yields. However,

yield declines can be so gradual and subtle that they go unnoticed for a

long time. The agricultural problem most frequently volunteered in

Tumupasa (58 % of households) and Santa Ana (57 %) were birds and

rodents. Most colonists (75 %) mentioned insect pests (a production

problems they did not face to the same degree in the highlands), which

were also mentioned by 57 % of the households in Santa Ana and 37 X in
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Tumupasa. 28 People's perceptions thus confirmed the prevalence of

agricultural pest problems in the region.

Table 5.9. shows that during the 1986/87 growing season, the

average household land area under crop production and pastures per

economically active adult male was 6.4 hectares per colonist, almost

three times the size in Tumupasa (2.3 hectares) and over two times the

size in Santa Ana (3.0 hectares).

TABLE 5.9.

AVERAGE SIZE OF CLEARINGS, 1987

Household-Level Averages (in Hectares) of :

Cult . Land Area Fallows Clearinzs per Hh.
Per Hh. Per Prod. Per Hh. 0-3 yrs. 6+ yrs

.

Tumupasa 4.3 (19) 2.3 (19) n. d. n. d. n. d.
Santa Ana 3.9 (14) 3.0 (14) 2.6 (10) 3.3 (7) 8.6 (5)
25 de Mayo 6.8 (12) 6.4 (12) 4.4. (10) 6.6 (7) 16.6 (5)

Source: Household interviews, 1987

Fallow size estimates in Tumupasa were too imprecise to be

considered due to the long time of settlement in and use of particular

areas. In Santa Ana, fallows were reported to be much smaller than among

the colonists (an average of 2 . 6 hectares vs. 4.4. hectares at the

2S
. Half of the colonists also complained about the erratic climate

which was of less importance to people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana
(several problems could be mentioned by each informant) . Interestingly,
only one colonist mentioned prices for agricultural products as a
problem, although virtually everybody would complain about
infrastructural and marketing problems and many about too heavy communal
or cooperative labor demands in informal conversations. Only one
household in Tumupasa and Santa Ana reported no agricultural problems at
all

.
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household level), despite the colonists' pasture establishment. Even in

Tumupasa, no evidence was found for conscious attempts to enhance forest

regeneration, although the extensive clearing method and the

establishment of highly intercropped banana groves with fruit and other

useful trees (which were still visited in old fallows) could contribute

to this effect. 29 However, older Tacana in Tumupasa considered much

longer fallow periods, at least 7 and up to 20 years, necessary for site

recovery, and to them a 5 -year barbecho bajo (low fallow) was not yet

suitable for rice cultivation. In contrast, among younger Tacana in

Tumupasa, people in Santa Ana and the colonists, a 5 -year bush fallow

would already be considered a barbecho alto (high fallow), and reuse

could and did start even earlier.

A comparison of the total area cleared (including fallows) as

reported by the households only in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo and

controlled by time of settlement (see Table 5.9.) also demonstrates a

much higher rate of deforestation by the colonists. Whereas in Santa Ana

the most recent settlers (1-3 years of establishment) averaged

3.3 hectares per household (range from 1 to 5), colonists in 25 de Mayo

in the same time had cleared twice as much (6.6 hectares; range from

3 to 10) . For those with longer settlement (6 years or more)
, the

average was 8.6 hectares in Santa Ana (range from 2 to 14), whereas the

five colonists in 25 de Mayo who had settled around 1980 had cleared on

29
. A few Tacana in Tumupasa had planted rubber trees whose seeds

they had brought from the camps down the Beni river, but these seemed to
be growing very slowly.
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an average 16.6 hectares (range from 11 to 24). 30 In other colonization

areas in Bolivia, the combination of smaller plot sizes (as little as

10 hectares per household) and more rapid clearing due to higher market

incentives has resulted in what has been called the "barbecho crisis"

(Maxwell 1980). In contrast, colonists in Iturralde still had access to

relatively large areas of undisturbed forest for future clearings.

However, due to their cash cropping of rice followed by pasture

establishment instead of fallow regeneration, they are likely to exhaust

their forest resource base as well, and to do so more rapidly than the

indigenous peasants

.

The preceding discussion of productive activities has revealed

differences among the three study communities which were related to

their ethnic heritage and their degree of market integration. Due to the

Tacana' s long exposure to outside influences and history of market

integration, the agriculture of even the most traditional Tacana in

Tumupasa deviated considerably from the "typical" Amazonian slash and

burn cultivation. And although their production was mainly subsistence-

oriented, their dependence on commercial items obliged them to sell from

their limited crop yields and animals, or work as day laborers which

could have a negative impact on the timing of agricultural activities.

Nevertheless, these Tacana still had better possibility to take

advantage of site differences than did peasants in the other two

30
. In contrast to the data on land under production which were

derived by adding the field sizes for different crops and pastures per
household, this comparison relies on the peasants' estimate of the
total. Due to new plot assignment and lack of data on two of the oldest
settlers in Santa Ana, the data for this population may be a slight
underestimate

.
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communities, due to their communal land tenure system and knowledge of

soils (a fact also noted in FAO 1985) . The basic principle of their

production system seemed to be to minimize time and effort spent in crop

and animal production since hunting and fiestas were more attractive

alternative occupations, and to reduce the risk of food shortages

through diversification. They used simple and inexpensive technology,

recruited labor mainly through mutual help arrangements, and planted the

highest number of different crop species and varieties. The small and

widely spread clearings per producer coupled with extensive agricultural

practices and long fallow periods had so far ensured site regeneration,

testimony for which was the continuous agricultural use of the same

general area for over 200 years. However, the low yields of their

production system, in part apparently due to agroecological problems,

put the traditional Tacana at a disadvantage in the regional economy.

In Santa Ana, many of the characteristics of the Tacana production

system in Tumupasa were still valid for the Tacana and also for the

immigrants from San Jose, but the distribution of private plots fixed

households to a limited land area. Also, due to the combination of

slightly larger clearings for market-oriented rice production and much

higher wage labor demands on men' s time (on top of hunting and fiestas )

,

less care was given to fields in general, and minor crops and animal

production received less attention. The recentness of settlement still

provided a "fresh" resource base, and per hectare grain yields were

slightly higher than in Tumupasa. However, crop richness was

significantly lower than that of the traditional Tacana.
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Colonists dedicated more land, household labor, and capital (used

to purchase commercial inputs and hired colonist as well as native

labor) to a more specialized crop and more intensified animal production

which not only satisfied household consumption needs, but also yielded

a larger surplus for the market. Their experience with commercial

production and willingness to take risks and experiment with innovations

gave the colonists certain production and marketing advantages in

comparison to the natives. However, the infrastructural and marketing

conditions in the province made it difficult for them as well to survive

only on agriculture and animal husbandry. Rice production with expensive

technical inputs was a risky venture which could produce at a higher

economic loss than the native technology, and the colonists' experiences

with credit and high-yielding varieties had so far been negative. And in

the long run, the colonist production system could prove to be the least

sustainable of all. Its intensity may increase soil exhaustion and delay

site regeneration, and the extension of the at the moment badly

maintained pastures will eventually use up the forest, the most

important natural resource on which the continuity of the production

system depends.

CUMAT' s publicized conclusion that pastures (not annual or

permanent cropping) are the ecologically most appropriate land use for

47.3 % of the studied area around Tumupasa (i.e. 64.4 % of the plains)

(CUMAT 1985) supports a land use that is considered the least desirable

for the humid tropics by many ecologists (Goodland et al. 1984). In

Santa Cruz and in the Brazilian Amazon, the expansion of badly managed

pastures has created serious problems of soil degradation (Stearman
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1983, Hecht 1984). Worse, due to its high establishment and maintenance

costs, cattle raising is likely to increase socioeconomic

differentiation.

Extractive Activities: Hunting, Fishing, and Gathering

For the Tacana like other native Amazonians, the distinction

between productive and extractive activities was not as rigid as using

these terms to describe their land use system may imply. Some cultivated

certain forest plants for convenience whereas others only gathered them

when needed. Small plantations around hunting camps created additional

resource islands spread out in the forest which their owners hardly

mentioned when asked about their fields. However, hunting, fishing, and

gathering were, in contrast to agriculture and animal husbandry,

basically extractive activities. Due to their ongoing importance for

people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana, an assessment of their efficiency and

prospects for sustainability is a necessary part of the evaluation of

the entire land use system.

Hunting

The importance of hunting as a subsistence strategy (in terms of

the time spent procuring wild meat and its contribution to the daily

diet) was a major difference between not only the Tacana, but the

indigenous peasants in general, and the colonists. This difference went

beyond merely economic aspects. The first colonists of 25 de Mayo, who
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initially went to Santa Ana on Sundays to play soccer, mentioned the

regular absence of their native neighbors on weekend hunting trips as

one of the reasons why they cleared their own soccer field, an activity

which helped to launch their sindicato organization. The following

paragraphs will first assess the cultural and economic importance of

hunting for people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana as compared to the

colonists and then comment on the prospects for sustainable hunting in

the region.

Cultural norms related to hunting . Neither in Tumupasa nor in

Santa Ana was there much evidence for the persistence of the "hunting

ethic" embodied in Tacana mythology (Hissink and Hahn 1961, 1984). In

the past, fear of punishment by the "Lords of the animals" supposedly

kept hunting rates at the level justified by immediate consumption

(however, the authors present no data to relate this norm to actual

hunting practice). In the 1960s and 1970s this code was already

disappearing (Ottaviano and Ottaviano 1979). This process was possibly

accelerated by the already mentioned short regional boom in commercial

hunting in the late 1960s in which many Tacana participated. The only

other norm potentially limiting hunting rates, a closed season for

pregnant animals, not however for mothers and their litter (Hissink and

Hahn 1984:31) probably never had much quantitative impact. In contrast

to many other Amazonian indigenous groups, at least since mission times

the Tacana never seem to have tabooed hunting and/or consuming specific

animal species (except for a few food taboos for pregnant women). Tacana

and other local peasants opportunistically hunted what they could get,
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preferring large animals that warranted the effort, and virtually all

available species were being consumed (see Appendix C for a list of game

species). Deer, peccaries, black spider monkeys and pacas were

considered delicacies, whereas some people did not like capybara, giant

anteater or jaguar meat. However, this did not deter them from hunting

these species for other reasons.

Colonists reportedly did not hunt the scarcely available game in

their regions of origin, but some had acquired experience during their

previous visits to the lowlands. In Iturralde, they hunted much less

than did the indigenous peasants
,
even without norms regulating hunting

rates. They also accepted only a much narrower range of species for

consumption. Colonists disliked monkeys and, like other "non- Indians ,

"

preferred game resembling domestic animal species (Vickers 1984, Redford

and Robinson 1987) .

Hunting technology . Tacana hunting weapons had changed

significantly in the last 50 years. According to old informants, bows

and arrows
,
spears and clubs (blowguns were never used) were predominant

in the 1930s and still being used in the early 1950s. At least since the

1960s these weapons had been completely replaced by firearms which were

first introduced by returning rubber tappers. The gun most frequently

owned and used in Tumupasa and Santa Ana at the time of research was

a .22 rifle locally called salon (95 % of the households in Tumupasa and

86 % in Santa Ana used it). Compared to older models, its range was

larger (up to 200 m) and its ammunition was less expensive (0.30-

0.50 Bs. or $ US 0.15-0.25 per shot) and easier to acquire and use.
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Especially elderly men with diminished eyesight, however, still

preferred the escopeta (16 gauge or more commonly 20 gauge shotguns)

with which they could hit targets more easily if at closer distance and

higher cost (approximately 1 B. or $ 0.50 per shot) (37 % of the

households in Tumupasa and 29 % in Santa Ana only or also used it). 31

The cost of a new salon was between 240 and 300 Bs . or $ 120-150 in the

region, a used one still cost 100-150 Bs . or $ 50-75, a significant

investment for local people. Most colonist households owned shotguns as

well (3 had salones ,
2 escopetas

,
and 3 both), and of the 11 colonists

who hunted now and then, more used escopetas (8) than salones (6)

,

borrowing them where necessary. Traps were infrequently used: although

at least older Tacana knew how to construct the different types of

wooden gravity traps described by Hissink and Hahn (1984), only

5 households in Tumupasa and 2 in Santa Ana seemed to use them, and iron

or shotgun traps were even less frequent. Possibly traps were being

underreported because their use was considered less prestigious in a

culture which highly valued good hunting skills. A final and important

element of Tacana hunting "technology" were dogs which received special

training and ritual treatment to become good hunters.

Hunting practices . Hunting was mainly a male activity. The few

women who hunted did so due to the absence of a male meat provider in

their household. Despite the apparent disappearance of the Tacana

"hunting ethic ,

" people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana maintained a very

31
. Cf. Stearman 1987:149 on a comparison of the comparative

advantages and disadvantages of these firearm types.
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detailed knowledge about animal behavior which facilitated hunting, and

performed certain rituals believed to enhance hunting success. The

Tacana ethnozoological taxonomy was, as far as could be elicited, fairly

simple and pragmatic. Besides the Spanish- influenced animalucuana there

was no cover term for wildlife in general, animals being classified by

their major activity: walk on the ground- -land animals, fly- -birds,

climb trees- -monkeys and sloths, and bite- -snakes . Only for fish was

there a cover term. Hunted game was classified by its size (i.e. in need

to be cut for transportation or small enough to be left intact;

Ottaviano and Ottaviano 1979:8). However, Tacana were well aware of game

associations with certain birds and insects and of animals' feeding

habits and migratory patterns, which enabled them to locate game.

Experienced hunters could also track down animals such as monkeys by

imitating their calls. Rituals to enhance hunting success still

practiced even by more acculturated Tacana in Tumupasa included the use

of amulets and the application of at least ten different plants to

hunting dogs and/or the hunters themselves during the new moon (the

Spanish word used for this procedure was curar or curarse ) . Some of

these "hunting plants" (listed in Appendix B) were "generalists" and

used to sharpen dogs' senses, others resembled certain game species in

color, shape or scent and were used only for hunting this particular

animal. It is unclear if the collective rituals performed in the cult

houses also specifically addressed hunting success.

Thus prepared, hunters had different strategies to encounter game,

besides taking their firearms along whenever they were taking longer

walks through the forest to their fields or neighbors, in case they
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might encounter an animal. Small sendas de cacerla (hunting paths)

crisscrossed the forest between the rural homesteads and fields and

beyond the area of settlement, and hunters went out alone or in groups

of relatives or friends
,
often accompanied by their dogs

,
to track down

game during the day for immediate consumption. As could be expected due

to the long time of settlement, very close to Tumupasa usually only

small animals or birds could be encountered this way. 32

Another hunting strategy used mainly at night was to wait close to

a frutero (any fruiting tree known to attract game, in Appendix B)
,
and

shoot feeding animals after blinding them with a flashlight. This seemed

to be fairly successful, especially during the rainy season when fruits

abounded and animals were fat, but hunters complained about mosquitoes,

and many of the more traditional Tacana did not have the means to buy

flashlights and replace batteries and lightbulbs on a regular basis

(a cheap flashlight cost around 4 Bs . or $ 2, a pair of batteries which

only lasted a few nights 1.5 Bs . or $ 0.75). Considering the increasing

recognition that certain game species populations thrive in fallows and

secondary forests, facilitating successful "garden hunting" (Linares

1976, Irvine 1987), it is interesting to note that most of the trees

used in the frutero strategy were primary forest species. Asked about

hunting in fallows, one informant pointed out that since most high

32
. A major exception were herds of white-lipped peccaries passing

through as happened towards the end of the dry season in 1987 (a
phenomenon locally explained by drought stress suffered by the animals).
On several occasions within six weeks (between mid August and early
October), word of peccary herds close to the Tumupasa spread, mobilizing
hunters who killed a total of at least 80 animals; on a smaller scale,
this also occurred in Santa Ana and even in 25 de Mayo where colonists
told me that 5 of them hunted 7 peccaries of a herd in July.
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forest trees were felled during field preparation, fallows were not very

attractive for game, and that he preferred to hunt in the forest.

However, as discussed above, game species like collared peccaries and

agoutis or pacas could cause serious crop losses, especially in manioc,

and field owners hunted them or used the kinds of traps mentioned above,

without this being interpreted locally as "game management."

Due to the low overall human population density in the region, the

Tacana so far had had the option to distribute hunting pressure over a

large area. Concern about localized game management did not arise. Most

extended families in Tumupasa and also Santa Ana had pascanas ( erere in

Tacana)
, outlying hunting camps at distances between a few hours to over

a day's walk from the respective village centers. There small

plantations of semipermanent or permanent crops like plantains, manioc,

sugarcane, coca, and fruit trees made long distance transport of food

unnecessary and gave hunters, in this case sometimes accompanied by

their families, the possibility to stay until they had accumulated

sufficient meat which was often roasted or salted and dried for ease of

storage and transport. While these pascanas marked the preferential

hunting zones of certain families, and some people referred to el monte

de Don X (Don X' s forest)
,
this did not imply exclusive use rights on

forest and game since "el monte no tiene dueno" ("the forest has no

owner"). Ideally with the owner's consent, visitors could also use the

house and even harvest the crops they needed in the owner's absence.

The area covered by the approximately 35 hunting camps mentioned

to me in Tumupasa formed a large third-of-a-circle (radius about 25 km)

around the village from the river Tarene in the northwest to the river
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Chanare in the southeast. Its roughly 650 sq.km included mostly lowland

forest and a few pockets of savanna. Only a few people occasionally

hunted in the montane forest, and there were no camps in it. With the

road to Ixiamas finished and more regular transport available, a few

vecinos from Tumupasa went even beyond this area. Most hunting however

occurred within the territory that bordered with the hunting zones of

other regional populations in the north, in the east reached the

inundation forests along the Beni river, and in the south the now

separate hunting zone of Santa Ana with its four pascanas

.

The

"catchment areas" of both populations were much larger than the

agricultural land in the process of being titled (over 5 times as large

in the case of Tumupasa) . They were located in part in the land

concessions of CORDEPAZ and in addition in the forestry concessions of

several lumber companies. Serious problems with game supply can be

expected once these areas are opened to selective logging and colonist

or other occupation.

Hunting effort and results . Household interviews about their

hunting practices and results suggest that hunting frequency and

distance covered (in terms of the time walked), which together

constitute an indicator of hunting effort, were both highest in

Tumupasa. Almost two thirds of the Tumupasehos said that household

members went hunting more than once a week and almost 90 % went on

overnight trips to pascanas. In Santa Ana, half of the households

reported that they hunted more than once a week and the same number went

on overnight trips (this included more Tacana than other households)

.
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The majority of the colonists hunted only a few times per year, and none

hunted more than once a week. Only one young man in 25 de Mayo said he

sometimes stayed overnight. Hunting was the major activity on almost

15 % of the days covered by the Tacana' s work diary, whereas the

colonist had gone hunting only one single day (see Table 5.2.).

The hunting results presented in Table 5.10. show a basic

similarity in hunting patterns between Tumupasa and Santa Ana. About 80

% of the animal species households reported to have hunted were mammals,

and 10 % each were birds and reptiles for both populations. 33 The most

frequently mentioned subgroups of mammals were primates, peccaries, and

other ungulates (deer and tapir). Colonists, in contrast, reported much

less game and a composition of hunting yields reflecting their

preferences and limited hunting experiences and effort: 68 % of the

animal species households reported were mammals, 23 % birds and 9 %

reptiles, and within the mammals, small rodents and armadillos were the

most frequently named categories (although 3 households each did mention

peccaries and primates).

In an attempt to obtain more reliable comparative data on the

considerable hunting yields in Tumupasa and Santa Ana (for the colonists

this did not seem warranted)
,
village level censuses of game hunted

33
. Asking which had been the last 5 animals hunted by household

members did not produce answers as precise as expected since some
informants did not remember all game nor specify numbers, and others
gave responses indicating available or desired game more than the actual
catch. The interview results therefore need to be interpreted with
caution.
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TABLE 5.10.

HUNTING SURVEY RESULTS IN THE THREE POPULATIONS

ANIMALS (a) TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO

Mammals
Anta (Tapir) 2 _ _

Huaso (Deer) 7 5 _

Chancho (W. peccary) 4 7 2
Taitetu (C. peccary) 6 1 1
Marimono (Bl. sp. monkey) 3 4 1
Maneche (Howler monkey) 5 2 1
Silbador (Capuchin monkey) 1 1 1
Didia (Night monkey 1 - _

Sahui (Squirrel monkey) - 1 _

Huichi (Kinkajou?) 1 1 _

Jochi pintado (Paca) 4 2 _

Jochi Colorado (Agouti) 2 1 1
(one of both) - 1 3
Capibara - - 1
TatU (Armadillo) 1 1 4
TejOn (Nasua) 4 2 _

Tigre (Jaguar) 2 - _

Zorro (Fox) - 1 -

Total Mammals 43=76.8 % 30=83.3 % 15=68.2 %

Birds
Pava (Guan) 4 1 3

Perdiz ("Partridge") 1 1 2
Paraba (Macaw) 1 1 -

Total Birds 6=10.7 % 3=8.3 % 5=22.7 %

Reptiles
Peta (Tortoise) 6 3 2
Lagarto (Caiman) 1 - -

Total Reptiles 7=12.5 % 3=8.3 % 2=9.0 %

Total Species Mentioned 56=100 % 36=100 % 22=100 %
Average per household 2.9 2.6 1.8

Note: (a) The table lists the number of households mentioning
different animal species as response to the question which were
the last- -maximally- -five animals they hunted. Three colonists
had not hunted anything recently.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.
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during the previous week were carried out at four times during 1987. 34

Table 5.11. presents the total contribution in numbers and (calculated,

not measured) weights of game species reportedly killed in 62 individual

hunts by members of the 19 traditional Tacana households (out of a total

of 204 individual hunts in Tumupasa whose other results will not be

discussed here) and of 22 individual hunts in Santa Ana. The percentage

of men who had gone hunting the previous week out of the total

interviewed was much higher in Tumupasa (89.9 %) than in Santa Ana

(48.9 %). However, the average time hunters spent was similar in both

populations (between 1.7 and 1.8 days). Hunting results confirm the

importance of mammals as prey which was over 75 % in both cases. The

Tacana in Tumupasa reported no bird catches at all and higher reptile-

-

all land tortoise- -catches (24.2 %) ,
whereas in Santa Ana birds

accounted for 7.5 % and reptiles for 13.0 %. Comparing these results to

the ones presented by Vickers (1984) on 8 indigenous and 4 non-

indigenous societies and by Redford and Robinson (1987) on 16 indigenous

and 8 non- indigenous societies in the lowland Neotropics, the most

notable difference is the higher percentage of mammals and lower

34
. In Tumupasa this covered periods of village-wide hunting effort

in March and June for Carnival and the patron' s festival (which both
require providing food to large numbers of visitors)

,
a slack season

during field preparation in September, and an intermediary situation in
December with a few household fiestas causing certain families to go to
their pascanas for several days. In Santa Ana, similar periods were
covered but due to my shorter visits not all hunters could always be
interviewed. Although recall time was more immediate, cross-checking
between different informants was possible, and I improved my interview
questions, the data are still not perfect. I suspect that some hunters
in both populations underreported, not mentioning short or unsuccessful
hunting trips which however yielded small game or even not mentioning
good yields for fear of having to share them. Others probably
exaggerated their hunting success to show off.
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TABLE 5.11.

HUNTING CENSUS RESULTS IN TUMUPASA AND SANTA ANA

Tumupasa (total) Traditional Tacana Santa Ana
No

,

Kg. No Kg. No, Kg.

No. of Hunt(er)s 204 62 22
No Catch (Z) 25 (12) 7 (11) 2 (9)

Mammals
Anta 6 795 2 298 2 298
Huaso 27 702 11 286 4 104
Chancho 95 2708 36 1026 16 456
TaitetU 23 403 6 105 2 35

Ungulates (%) 151 (44) 4607 (79) 55 (57) 1715 (87) 24 (56) 1295 (92)

Marimono 93 744 20 160 10 80
Maneche 40 240 6 36 2 12
Silbador 14 49 3 11 2 7

Other monkeys 2 2 1 1 1 1

Primates (%) 149 (44) 1035 (18) 30 (31) 208 (11) 15 (35) 100 (7)

Jochi pintado 9 72 1 8 _

Jochi Colorado 3 11 1 4 1 4
(one of both) 2 12 2 12 - -

Rodents (%) 14 (4) 94 (2) 4 (4) 23 (1) 1 (2) 4 (0)

TatU 3 11 2 7 _ .

Perico 1 3 1 3 _ _

Oso hormiguero - - - - 1 5

Edentates (%) 4 (1) 13 (0) 3 (3) 10 (1) 1 (2) 5 (0)

Tejdn 19 76 4 16 2 8

Puma 2 - - - - -

Tigresillo 1 - 1 - - -

Carnivores (%) 22 (7) 76 (1) 5 (5) 16 (1) 2 (5) 8 (1)

Total Mammals 340 100 5825 100 97 100 1971 100 43 100 1411 100
Z of Total Catch 75 75 80

Returns per Hunt 1.7 29 1.6 32 2.0 64

Note: Weight data are taken from Robinson and Redford (1986) and presented
(as are the percentages) rounded to full numbers. Weights and percentages
therefore not always add up perfectly.
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TABLE 5 . 11 -Continued

Tumupasa (total) Traditional Tacana Santa Ana

Birds
Pava 21 2

Mu tun 3 - 2

Perdiz 4 - -

Yacaml 4 - _

Loro 1 - _

Pa to 1 - -

Total Birds 34 _ 4
% of Total Catch 7 0 7

Reotiles
Feta 78 31 7

Lagarto 1 - -

Total Reptiles 79 31 7

% of Total Catch 17 24 13

Fish 3 1 .

% of Total Catch 0 0 0

TOTAL CATCH 456 129 54
Catch per hunt 2.2 2.1 2.5

Source: Census carried out four times during 1987.

percentage of birds reported. This may in part be due to underreporting

of smaller game, but also indicates that, when procured, large mammals

could still be found around Tumupasa and Santa Ana. This becomes even

more evident analyzing the mammal catches in more detail: comparing

animal categories, peccaries ranked highest (43 % in Tumupasa, 42 % in

Santa Ana), primates second (31 % in Tumupasa, 35 % in Santa Ana) and

other large ungulates (deer and tapir) third (13 % in Tumupasa, 14 % in

Santa Ana). Carnivores, rodents, and edentates ranked similarly low in

both locations. At the species level, the white-lipped peccary accounted

for 37 % of all catches among traditional Tacana and in Santa Ana, and
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the black spider monkey for 23 % in Santa Ana and 20 % among the

traditional Tacana. In an attempt to assess hunting returns to hunting

effort, numbers of mammals were converted into average weights (using

body mass data supplied in Robinson and Redford 1986). Then, the average

numbers of all game and the weight of mammals per hunter and per hunter-

day were computed. Santa Ana ranked higher than Tumupasa in all of these

assessments, twice as high in the case of mammal weight return per

hunter

.

The similar game species distribution in Tumupasa and Santa Ana,

in which large mammals were most important, indicates that despite

considerable hunting pressure game populations were not completely

exhausted in the region. However, that hunting effort appeared to be

higher and returns to hunting lower in Tumupasa points to potential

advantages for people in Santa Ana of both a still relatively "fresh"

hunting zone and better access to market -derived hunting inputs,

especially ammunition.

The uses of game. Since meat was locally a highly appreciated food

item which ideally had to be present in every meal and was consumed in

quantities when available
,
the most immediate use of game was meat

or dried meat consumption (84 % of households in Tumupasa, 62 % in Santa

Ana and only 27 % of the colonists households said they dried meat)

.

Game, which according to cultural norms should be shared with relatives,

friends and neighbors, was by far the most important protein source in

Tumupasa where 95 % and in Santa Ana where 60 % of the households stated

they ate more wild than domestic meat. The rest reported consuming about
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the same amount of both. Eighty percent of the colonist households, in

contrast, said that they ate less game than domestic meat; the others

consumed the same amount of both. This dietary importance of game for

the native peasants was supported by my observations of meals during

household visits and the results of a dietary 24-hour-recall (see

Chapter 6)

.

Hides found little domestic use besides deer hides serving to dry

rice and puma and sloth hides covering drums played by local musicians.

A few animal products like caiman or snake fat served as medicine, and

another use of game, especially of their young, was as pets. Ocelots,

deer, collared peccaries, different monkeys and birds were observed in

Tacana households. However, many of these animals soon died or escaped.

All households in Tumupasa at least occasionally sold some wild

meat by the piece or by weight (the kg at 1 to 1.5 Bs . or $ 0.5 to

0.75), mostly to the vecinos and other residents in the major village,

either in exchange for commercial food items, ammunition, or school

supplies, or more rarely for cash. A few young men were well known as

"regular meat suppliers," one of them to the point that game was his

major source of market income. In Santa Ana, only 43 % of the households

indicated they sometimes sold meat and even less reported any game sales

during 1987. This seemed to be due to pressures to share within the

village, where all Tacana families were related, to the lack of a local

market of the size of Tumupasa for meat (the neighboring colonists did

not absorb much), and to alternative sources of income. Only the one

colonist who hunted regularly said he sometimes exchanged meat for work.

The same pattern held for hide sales which were of considerable
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importance in Tumupasa where at least 8 jaguar and 5 ocelot pelts and

many more collared peccary hides were exchanged or sold during 1987,

mostly to itinerant traders. All hunters complained that the returns

from hide sales were very low, recalling the times in the late 1960s

"when the hides had value" (cuando los cueros valian )

,

35 However, only

one man in Tumupasa did not sell hides at all because to him it did not

seem worth the effort to prepare them. This demonstrates the dependence

of the traditional Tacana on this small but convenient source of market

income. In Santa Ana, over half of the households said they occasionally

sold hides, but only two or three did so in 1987, and only one colonist

sold two snake hides. 36

Other game products and live animals like ocelots (worth 50 Bs . or

$ 25) were rarely sold due to the difficulties of procuring them and the

lack of a market. The overall contribution to market income of game

product sales was highest in Tumupasa (average of 85 Bs. or $ 42.5 with

three households earning more than 250 Bs . this way), much less in Santa

Ana (average of 14 Bs . or $ 7 including 9 households not selling any)

35
. Prices for jaguar hides generally did not exceed 50 Bs

. ($ 25),
and one was sold for as little as 20 Bs . or $ 10 (in San Buenaventura
they already cost $ 100). Ocelot hides --in the 1960s each worth a new
salon - -brought 7 to 20 Bs. ($ 3.5-10), and collared peccary 1 to 2 Bs.
($ 0.5-1). Others like the more common white-lipped peccary hides had no
commercial value at all.

36
. No hunter in Tumupasa and Santa Ana seemed to be in a permanent

habilitaciOn relationship for game products with an itinerant trader any
more which were common during the "boom" period. The four traders
( rescatadores ) from Rurrenabaque and San Buenaventura who together still
bought up an average of about 1000 peccary hides per month (pers. comm,
by one of these traders, 1987), also complained about declining market
(most of the hides were smuggled out of the country) and prices and
probably found it more convenient now to buy on the spot instead of
giving adelantos (goods on credit)

.
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and negligible for the colonists (average of 3 Bs . or $ 1.5 with only

two selling any) . Hunting in Santa Ana was thus less commercially
%

oriented than in Tumupasa, which indicates that the higher degree of

market integration of this community did not affect all land use

strategies in the same way.

Prospects for sustainable hunting . In comparison to other

Amazonian areas, the region still had relatively abundant large game.

This in itself was remarkable given its long occupation by a fairly

large hunter population. The persistence of game may be attributed to

the spread of hunting pressure over a large area, possibly coupled with

some effectiveness of Tacana harvest regulations in the past. However,

in all three populations around 80 % of the household representatives

interviewed thought there was less game and/or that it was more

difficult to hunt now than it was ten years ago (or, in the case of more

recent settlers, at the time of settlement; the most recent settlers

were excluded) . Few traditional Tacana had satisfactory explanations for

this phenomenon. Frequent comments were no es como antes ("it is not as

before") and por que sera? ("what may be the reason?")
,
or they

suggested encanto ("spell") and depende de suerte ("depends on luck").

Only few reasoned "now they hunt with rifles" (ahora cazan con salon)

and "the animals withdraw because many people hunt" (los bichos se

retiran porque muchos cazan ) . Most people in Santa Ana and colonists

realistically attributed game decline to animals being driven away by

machinery noise and especially to hunting pressure due to the influx of

people with the road. These perceptions were shared by most of the other
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people in Tumupasa with whom I discussed this issue. Still, returns had

not dimished enough to make people think about management strategies.

Since no zoological study on regional game densities is available

and my data cannot be extrapolated to an annual, catchment area-wide

total hunting yield, no precise prediction of trends is possible.

However, according to a recently developed game harvest model, the

93 black spider monkeys hunted in Tumupasa during only the four weeks of

the census, for example, would already almost reach the annually

sustainable harvest of 104 for the entire hunting territory (Robinson

and Redford 1989a) . At least more vulnerable species like the larger

primates can therefore be assumed to be in danger of being

overharvested.

Tacana hunting intensity even in Tumupasa was limited only by the

low incentives for commercial hunting and problems of access to

ammunition. In Santa Ana, wage labor took away some time during the week

which would otherwise be available for long hunting trips, but it

provided more stable access to ammunition and other commercial hunting

inputs. In both locations, a continuing decline of game, especially

close to the village centers, can therefore be expected. Although the

colonists could not be blamed for much direct contribution to this

process, indirectly their growing number will provide an increased

market for the meat of certain species. Worse, the increasing

deforestation along the major road and increasingly along penetration

roads caused by colonists, CORDEPAZ, and landholders, and the selective

logging of lumber companies will continuously reduce Tumupasa' s and

Santa Ana's hunting territories.
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Fishing

Due to their location at the foothills of the Andes between 35 and

55 km inland from the large Beni river, the three populations had

immediate access only to its many small, generally rocky, shallow, and

often seasonal tributaries, which did not provide attractive fishing

grounds close to the settlements. At least two to three hours walk

towards the Beni were necessary to reach sections of these streams,

small lakes or seasonally inundated areas locally called curiches, where

fish were large and abundant enough to warrant fishing effort.

Considering also the importance of hunting to local people, fishing was

therefore an ancillary activity occupying much less of their time and

contributing very little to their diets. It did, however, provide

welcome variations in activity and dietary patterns and in this respect

was of some importance for the colonists as well.

Cultural norms related to fishing . In the traditional Tacana world

view, aquatic environments (among which the major distinction is between

flowing and standing waters) have spirits, and their inhabitants have

Lords which support or punish fishers depending on their conduct: the

giant otter in the case of riverine, the anaconda in the case of

lacustrine species. However, as in the case of hunting, little remained

of this "fishing ethic" even at the ideological, let alone the practical

level. There were no food taboos or other prescriptions which could

limit fishing rates among the Tacana, much less among colonists.
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Fishing technology . Certain types of fish- traps and the special

type of bows and arrows still used for fishing in the 1950s seemed to

have completely disappeared or were of so little importance or prestige

that they would not be mentioned. Only one man in Tumupasa admitted that

he knew how to make fishing bows and arrows although he no longer seemed

to use them, and only one Tacana in Santa Ana said he sometimes used a

kind of spear called edipi for fishing. Otherwise, everybody in Tumupasa

and Santa Ana said they used hook and line, and most households (84 % in

Tumupasa, 64 % in Santa Ana) also used different types of barbasco (fish

poison). 37 Many employed these two techniques as well as occasionally

dynamite (42 % in Tumupasa, 57 % in Santa Ana- -of the latter, two

households did not use barbasco)

.

In contrast, all colonists used

dynamite for fishing, only 75 % also used hooks, and they did not use

fish poison at all. Whereas barbasco involved no commercial transaction

and hooks were relatively inexpensive and durable, dynamite (brought in,

for example, from the gold mines on the upper Beni river) had to be

purchased in Rurrenabaque or from itinerant traders and cost 5 Bs . or

$ 2.5 per masa (mass) consisting of two tiros (shots), a considerable

expense (equivalent to a daily wage) . Several of the men interviewed in

Tumupasa professed to being afraid of throwing ( botar

)

dynamite by

themselves, and either did not use it or only accompanied others with

more experience.

37
. One cultivated legume and several forest vines were all called

barbasco in regional Spanish but had different Tacana names (see
Appendix B)

.
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Fishine practices . Children or older people in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana fished with hook and line close to the settlement site just to

get a few small Sardinas (species unknown)
,
but usually this type of

fishing was combined with shorter or longer hunting trips. Pascana sites

were usually close to rivers, but fishing seemed to be more a last

resort when no game could be procured, rather than the main purpose of

the endeavor. The use of fish poison, in contrast, was a special dry

season event whose prospect could mobilize a group of related families

for several days. As observed on one occasion in Tumupasa (Sept. 1987),

even on such a specific fishing trip people still hunted and gathered

turtle eggs. The riverine use of "wild" barbasco was similar to that

reported from other parts of the Amazon (Kamen-Kaye 1977). The fishing

party would construct a small dam across a narrow and shallow part of a

river, collect vines from the surrounding forest, bundle and pound them,

and wash their juice into the water. Some time later, they would collect

the stunned or suffocated fish and immediately prepare them for

consumption or smoke, salt and dry them for storage. Using dynamite, in

contrast, required virtually no preparation since it only involved

locating an appropriate site, usually a deeper pool in the river bed

(pozo) and detonating the shot. Its use was not as clearly confined to

the dry season as barbasco

,

although at the height of the rainy season

when rivers swelled, no fishing of any kind was possible.

No evidence was found for the types of fish population enhancement

increasingly reported from other Amazonian indigenous groups, ranging

from the conscious protection of riparine forests as fish feeding

habitat (Chernela 1982, 1985) to the unconscious "fertilization" of
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varzea lakes (Stocks 1983b) . They probably never existed among the

Tacana since fishing was always of little importance to their

subsistence

.

Fishing efforts and results . According to survey responses,

fishing effort, taking fishing frequency and distance as indicators, was

somewhat higher in Santa Ana than in Tumupasa, possibly due to easier

access to fishing grounds. Overall, it was much lower than hunting

effort (see Table 5.12. for a comparison of hunting and fishing).

TABLE 5.12.

FREQUENCY AND DISTANCE OF HUNTING AND FISHING

TUMUPASA
Hunt. Fish.

SANTA
Hunt

.

ANA
Fish.

25 DE
Hunt

.

MAYO
Fish.

Frequency
> once/week 12 - 7 - - -

> once/month 5 5 5 4 1 1

> once/3 months - 1 1 6 2 1

hardly ever - 9 1 4 8 10
when necessary 2 2 - - - -

unclear - 2 - - - -

never goes - - - - 1 -

Maximum Distance
close - - 1 - 4 _

half a day - 4 1 - 1 3

one day 2 10 5 11 4 9

overnight 17 4 7 3 1 -

unclear - 1 - - - -

never goes - - 1 -

No. of households 19 19 14 14 12 12

Source: Household interviews, 1987
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Fishing was the major activity on only 3 % of the days covered in

the Tacana' s work diary (a fifth of the time spent hunting)
,
and the

colonist had only fished on one day. In general, colonists fished about

as infrequently as they hunted, but they did occasionally go on one day

dynamiting trips for which they preferred a river beyond but within the

range of Santa Ana, which provided better fishing grounds than the ones

closer to their own settlements.

The distribution of species reported as caught during the most

recent fishing trips provides evidence for the importance of dynamite

fishing for the colonists. All mentioned Sabalo, a species which does

not bite hooks, whereas in Tumupasa and Santa Ana Benton and Belea were

the most frequently named species (third and second for the colonists,

respectively) . Sabalo and Pintado ranged third and fourth (see

Appendix C for a list of fish species) . Due to limited personal

observations, fishing results cannot be quantified beyond pointing out

that the average weight of the mentioned species in the area was around

1 kg, in contrast to much larger fish caught in the Beni river. 38

The uses of fish . Although all people interviewed seemed to like

varying their diet with fish every now and then, it was not as

appreciated as meat. Only one colonist said he preferred fish. Fish was

usually consumed more immediately (only about 50 % of the households in

38
. I was never able to observe hook fishing, could not measure any

results of the one barbasco trip in which I participated since it was
interrupted by heavy rains

,
and have data only on one dynamiting trip by

vecinos from Tumupasa to a river halfway to Ixiamas which yielded an
average of about 13 kg of fish (Beleas and Sabalos ) per< pozo.
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Tumupasa and 25 de Mayo and 29 % in Santa Ana said they dried fish) and

much less frequently. Only two households in Tumupasa and three in Santa

Ana claimed that they ate as much fish as game, and they probably

misunderstood the question to refer to their preferences since very few

of the meals observed in the three populations contained fish. Sting ray

and other fish oil was only rarely used as a medicinal and only for home

consumption. Fish and dried fish also were sold much less frequently

than game (usually when a barbasco or dynamite trip yielded a

significant surplus) although they brought the same price. The market

for fish was localized since San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque had

access to much better fishing grounds. Only a little over a quarter of

the households in Tumupasa and Santa Ana and one colonists household

said they occasionally sold fresh and dried fish (the latter only

mentioned by one household in Santa Ana). During the end- of- the -year

interviews on annual incomes
,
only two households in Tumupasa and one in

Santa Ana recalled having sold even negligible quantities of fish.

Fishing was thus a predominately subsistence activity of little economic

but some recreational importance.

Prospects for sustainable fishing . Since the prospects for

maintaining the current hunting yields were low, fish could gain

importance in the future as a source of protein. However, the prospects

for sustainable fishing were not positive either, although problems were

less noticed by local people than in the case of game. Two thirds of the

households in Tumupasa and over half in Santa Ana (in contrast to only a

quarter of the colonists) stated that availability of fish and ease of
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fishing had not changed in recent years
,
usually mentioning the seasonal

pattern of decline and replenishment due to fish migrations for spawning

in the dry season. The others did perceive a clear decline in fish

populations. Tacana in Tumupasa and people in Santa Ana blamed the

colonists' use of dynamite for this, whereas colonists stressed the

damaging effects of the natives' use of barbasco. Most vecinos and

"outiders" in Tumupasa (including the priest who fished with dynamite)

also considered barbasco more damaging since its effects could,

depending on the kind and quantity used, wipe out the fish population

along a large section of the river, whereas the effect of dynamite was

much more localized. However, since barbasco was used only infrequently

and during the dry season, whereas dynamite use was on the increase and

almost year-round, the validity of this somewhat self-serving accusation

is doubtful. The cumulative effect of both fishing techniques could

certainly endanger the fish population, as was already reported for the

Moa river, which was intensively used both by people from Santa Ana and

their colonist neighbors on both sides.

Gathering

Gathered wild animal and especially plant products and a few

nonliving natural resources always constituted an important if not very

visible "subsidy from nature" (Hecht et al. 1988) to Tacana household

economies . Many of these resources
,
out of convenience or lack of

alternatives, were adopted by the colonists, the most important being

the use of almost purely local materials for house construction. As in
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the case of game and fish, the traditional Tacana world view saw wild

plants as created by Caquiahuaca and the forest spirits by conversion of

human beings. Wild plants were conceptually separate from cultivated

plants (Hissink and Hahn 1961) and belonged to these spirits whose

consent was necessary for harvest. These beliefs implied a certain

"gathering ethic" of which, as in the case of hunting and fishing,

little remained.

Since the technology and practices for gathering, and the uses and

prospects of harvests depend on the specific item, the following

paragraphs will be organized around categories of use of extracted

products for household economies (plants are listed in Appendix B and D,

animals in Appendix C) . A major group consisted of gathered products

that provided food. Other household needs served by gathering were

construction, crafts, and medicine. Sales to the market of all these

items will be discussed where relevant. A special category was the use

of gathered products to support crop and animal production, hunting and

fishing. As was already pointed out in the respective paragraphs, Tacana

employed a number of plants directly (e.g. as tools or fish poison) or

indirectly (e.g. to enhance hunting success) in their economic

activities, uses which were of little importance for the colonists.

Wild food . The only wild animal food products generally

appreciated and procured were honey and water turtle eggs found along

the rivers in the dry season (land tortoise eggs apparently could not be

located as easily) . No insects were gathered as food. Both turtle eggs

and honey had a limited local and larger, if unaccessible
,
regional
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market (eggs brought 0.1 Bs. each, honey 5 Bs. /bottle), but since they

were difficult to find and did not occur in large quantities, they

provided only an occasional extra income. 39

Wild plant foods, especially palm and other forest fruits, in

contrast, occurred at fixed spots, often in patches (manchas ) well known

to local people. They were seasonally harvested along with hunting,

fishing or transit to the fields, or, in the case of at least a few

highly desired palm fruits, also in specific trips (see land use

calendar for fruiting seasons, Figure 5.5.). During harvest, branches or

trees were often cut down even when fruits could be reached otherwise,

since the Tacana were good tree climbers. The actors usually justified

this practice by optimistically referring to coppicing (retofian) or the

abundance of the species (hay harto ) . Out of the over 10 palm and

approximately 25 other forest fruits mentioned to me, the ones most

frequently volunteered as examples of gathered plant food during the

survey, with similar frequencies in all three populations, were majo,

chima, asai (all palms) and camururu and achachairU (both Rheedia sp.).

Other palm fruits and wild cacao were of secondary importance. 40

No attempt was made to quantify gathering effort and results, but

from my observations it seems that although colonists had learned and

were still learning about these fruits, most collected them only when

39
. Along the Beni river, however, tens of thousands of turtle eggs

were collected and sold annually, which in the fall of 1987 made a
Tacana from Tumupasa seriously consider taking a gathering trip
downriver to earn some money.

40
. Although Brazil nut trees are not native to the area, a few

trees occurred, probably grown from seeds brought in by humans. These
were well known and their "nuts" rapidly collected when they fell.
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they encountered them by coincidence (e.g. during field preparation).

Forest fruits were therefore a negligible contribution to their diet.

Among the indigenous peasants, however, the nutritious chima was a

welcome addition to meals or even major food item when no meat, fish or

eggs were available . Majo or asal beverage
,
often consumed with bananas

,

was a popular high calorie snack which also contained vitamins and

minerals (see Chapter 6). Palm hearts, in contrast, were little

appreciated by local people, more so by colonists as a vegetable

substitute. One or two species of edible mushrooms were mentioned to me

but apparently hardly ever consumed. Due to their general if seasonal

availability, virtually no local market existed for wild plant foods,

and even in Rurrenabaque
,
in contrast to other Amazonian markets full of

native fruits, only children occasionally sold plates of palm fruits at

low price.

Construction materials . As in the past, traditional Tacana houses

consisted of a wooden frame, dirt floor, palm wood walls, and a palm

thatched roof, all held together by forest vines and tree bark strings.

They provided climatically adequate shelter without requiring any

commercial inputs besides the already available ax and machete as tools.

They could be finished in a reasonable amount of time 41
,
and depending

on the kind of material and maintenance, they would last up to 15 years

or more. Given the limited resources of even the vecinos and "outsiders"

41
. This of course depended on the size of the house (between 5 and

15 meters length nowadays, in the past even longer for the then larger
extended families) and the availability of help for the procurement of
material and for construction.
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in Tumupasa and of the colonists, their houses followed the traditional

model with few alterations. Although a variety of lumber and palm leaves

could be used in construction, a few were preferred for their durability

(like cuchi for the poles and jatata for the roofs in the major village)

and, according to some informants, were becoming scarce close to

Tumupasa and Santa Ana. This increasing shortage was also due to the

fact that construction materials, especially jatata for thatching, could

be sold to residents of Tumupasa, itinerant traders for house

construction in San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque
,
and occasionally to

CORDEPAZ. Gathering and braiding jatata for the local and regional

markets in 1987 was the most important commercial extractive activity

for four households in Tumupasa (roughly estimated average income from

jatata of 90 Bs
. ) and for five households in Santa Ana (average income

of 60 Bs
. ) where all but two households said they sold jatata on

occasion. 42

Crafts . Different types of clay were used for pottery (the most

important being big chicha storing vessels), a craft which however even

the traditional Tacana women in Tumupasa had almost abandoned. Aside

from the already mentioned use of hides for drums, most crafts were from

plant materials among which palms were of special importance. Leaves

from different species were plaited into mats {esteras
,
the most

42
. Jatata leaves were not just extracted from the forest but

required braiding on 3 or 4 meter long wild cane sticks to produce parios
for marketing. A 3 meter paho, finished in about one hour, in 1987 sold
for between 0.7 and 1.5 Bs . at the local or regional market. No data are
available on the considerable time needed to procure and prepare the
material to evaluate the adequacy of this price.
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important furniture item in traditional Tacana houses)
,
carrying and

storage baskets, fans and hats. Mats were also made from the cane-like

chuchlo which grows along the rivers (connected with tree bark)
,
and

smaller baskets and an ingenious backpack locally called yamachl from

the mitimora vine. Most of these crafts were a male domain, although the

simpler esteras were made by women as well. Virtually all Tacana and

local people in Tumupasa and Santa Ana made most of these items for

their own use, but skillful yamachl and hat-making was a specialization

that could provide a little additional income from occasional local

sales (usually exchanges) . Three households in Tumupasa earned between

10 and 25 Bs . this way in 1987.

Other crafts like musicians' instruments (drums, panpipes and

different types of flutes) and weavings from home-grown cotton

traditionally dyed with extracts from a variety of forest species (often

planted in home gardens or fields for convenience) were rarely sold even

locally. There was, however, growing demand for wooden household

utensils and furniture. Since mission-times
,
Tacana knowledge of

carpentry had long been lost, so the versatile mestizo in Santa Ana

could derive about a third of his annual commercial income (Bs. 325)

from the sale of tables, chairs etc. While some colonists were copying

simple crafts like mats from their native neighbors or substituting

mitimora for the unavailable plant huarang they used to employ in

basketry, this was of little domestic and no commercial importance since

most had home-made simple wooden furniture and purchased household

utensils. Because of the variety of local materials that could be used
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and the diminishing importance of all but wooden crafts, the threat of

resource exhaustion by overharvesting did not seem to be imminent here.

Medicinal and related uses . Tacana ethnomedicine (for details see

Chapter 6) continued to draw on a variety of natural products, including

honey and animal fats or oils extracted from caimans, snakes, rays and

other fish, and beetle larvae called tuyutuyu predictably found in

felled palm trees. Most important were the bark, roots, leaves and

extracts from many different plants, the majority of which were "wild"

species. Some of these, however, were grown in home gardens for ease of

access. Other plants or their products had more cosmetic uses like palm

oils (especially from majo kernels which was applied to the hair) or the

variety of fragrant plants which traditional Tacana women used to attach

to their dresses (body painting was no longer practiced) . Some of the

animal and plant oils or the pan-Amazonian chuchuhuasi bark extract were

sold in San Buenaventura or Rurrenabaque for up to 25 Bs
. ($ 12.5) per

bottle. So was chamairo bark which was chewed together with coca, but

nobody mentioned gathering medicinals of any kind for the market.

Colonists, who with migration lost access to most of the medicinal

plants they knew, had adopted only a few herbal teas for colds or

diarrhea, relying otherwise on Western medicine. However, they made much

more use than the natives of huarahuara, a wild coca substitute growing

on the hillsides, whose leaves they periodically collected by cutting

down the small trees (which were said to coppice) and chewed like coca
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leaves as a stimulant. Supposedly, this plant was stronger than the

locally grown variety of coca preferred by the Tacana .

43

Fuel . In Tumupasa, before the advent of kerosene, petroleum

emanating at the headwaters of a nearby river was sometimes collected

and used for (apparently not very satisfactory) illumination. More

important especially for ritual use was motacXX palm oil during Easter,

and home produced candles from wild beeswax which in a ceremony called

renovaciOn (renovation) were given to the church in large quantities at

the beginning of each month by persons called esclavos ("slaves") who

accepted this life-long task as a religious duty .

44 At the time of

research, illumination in all three populations was with simple kerosene

lamps (mecheros)

.

For cooking, everybody including the "elite" in

Tumupasa used firewood because of the abundance of trees around all

three populations and the unstable supply and prohibitive cost of

kerosene (no charcoal was produced nor used) . The collection of firewood

was generally women's task. Men might help with cutting though hardly

ever with transport. The Tacana distinguished different classes of

firewood, soft wood like ambaibo
,
balsa and pacay being used for slowly

cooking chicha in big copper pans (pailas ) ,
while other species were

more appropriate for food preparation in more heat resistant aluminum

43
. For a while at least, huarahuara was apparently also used in

cocaine production elsewhere in the region, but nobody in the three
populations seemed to have been involved in this activity.

44
. This ceremony was abolished by the current priest who

considered that gathering wax and the related fiesta took too much of
the hosts' time and resources, and only one man in Tumupasa continued to
give candles to the church out of personal devotion.
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pots. Selling of firewood to vecinos or "outsiders" who wanted to save

time and effort occurred occasionally in Tumupasa but was not a source

of income for the traditional Tacana families.

Commercial lumbering . Excluding the poles for house construction

sold by one household in Tumupasa and one in Santa Ana (since they were

not considered high quality timber), lumber extraction and sale was of

no importance for any of the households interviewed. One traditional

Tacana in Tumupasa was still nominally a member of the recently founded

lumber cooperative extracting cedro from an area beyond the territorial

boundaries (for details see Chapter 7), but he did not participate in

any of its activities any more. Several other men in Tumupasa

occasionally worked as day laborers for this cooperative or for persons

from San Buenaventura who were extracting lumber from within their

territory. Lumber extraction by outsiders also occurred in Santa Ana and

was usually done without any compensation for the indigenous

communities. Due to problems of transportation and marketing, unlike

colonists elsewhere in the Bolivian lowlands, migrants in Iturralde had

not been able to take commercial advantage of the lumber within their

plots before burning their fields. In contrast, CORDEPAZ had extracted

lumber during the construction of the road to Ixiamas.

Prospects for sustainable gathering . Except for the few species

intensively utilized in house construction which could also be sold at

the local and regional level, gathering of forest products by local

people so far did not seem to pose a serious threat to its resource
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base. In 1987, these items contributed only 4 % to the average household

income in Tumupasa and 6 % in Santa Ana. However, more pressure on these

resources can be expected in all three villages and the region in

general with population increase due to natural growth and immigration

which will accelerate deforestation. Increasing market demand for any of

these species would exacerbate the problem. Valuable hardwoods were

being extracted already by a cooperative in Tumupasa and by large lumber

companies in other parts of the province without any consideration of

forest management.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to trace the importance of

cultural differences and of the type and degree of market integration

among indigenous peasants and colonists on the productivity and the

prospects for sustainability of their crop and animal production and

extractive activities. While productivity is a straightforward concept,

ecological sustainability is more elusive. Its assessment in principle

requires a longitudinal study of a variety of ecological indicators.

Nevertheless, the preceding detailed comparison of the land use systems

in Tumupasa, Santa Ana, and 25 de Mayo according to several criteria

that contribute to ecological sustainability permits the following

tentative conclusions. These should be investigated in more detail in

future interdisciplinary research.

In Tumupasa, the Tacana land use system had enabled an always

fairly large population (between 400 and 1200) to use the same general
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area for over two centuries, a long period for Amazonian upland

conditions that may be taken as proof for past sustainability. However,

during the last about 100 years, the available territory slowly had been

reduced. Also, the ethnoecological norms which once apparently limited

harvest rates had all but disappeared, and parallel to the Tacana

language the environmental knowledge was on the decline in the younger

generation.

Nevertheless, the most traditional and least market- integrated

Tacana households of Tumupasa had the comparatively most diversified

land use system of the three populations. The combination of small-scale

production of a variety of crops and small animals with hunting,

fishing, and gathering provided for their basic subsistence needs

without excessive effort and at low cash cost and risk. However, this

system required a large land area to be ecologically sustainable. There

were first indicators that carrying capacity possibly had been reached.

Rice and corn yields and return to hunting effort were lower than in

Santa Ana, and the Tacana themselves noted vertebrate pest increase and

game decline.

In Santa Ana, traditional practices were of even less importance,

but land use here in comparison to Tumupasa still had the advantage of a

relatively fresh resource base. This seemed to have mitigated the

possible ecological impact of still limited cash cropping of rice

accompanied by slightly larger clearings, less crop richness, and

shorter fallow periods. The more important aspect of market integration

was comparatively frequent wage labor, which here as in Tumupasa often

delayed the own agricultural activities and could decrease crop
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production. Due to the lack of a local market in Santa Ana and the

availability of other income sources, extractive activities were (except

for jatata gathering) less commercially oriented here than in Tumupasa.

However
,
over time the demand for local consumption alone could be

expected to endanger the natural resource base here as well. Worse,

Santa Ana was already surrounded by colonists who were putting direct

pressure on the fish population and with their clearings reduced the

territory available for hunting and gathering.

In comparison to the indigenous peasants, colonists relied little

on extractive activities. Their agriculture, which had benefited both

from native knowledge and their own previous lowland experiences, was

commercially oriented and as a result larger in scale, more specialized

and overall more labor and capital intensive than native crop

production. At least in the case of rice and corn, due to their

technology and effort colonist agriculture was more productive in terms

of yields per hectare. However, because of the unfavorable regional

marketing conditions, even these higher yields did not provide colonist

households with a secure economic base. Fixed to their private plots of

limited size, the colonists with their larger clearings and tendency

towards pasture establishment for cattle production as only apparently

economically attractive option would face the "barbecho crisis" sooner

than the native peasants. Their land use system thus had the

comparatively least prospects for ecological sustainbility of all.

These results indicate that- -under the given circumstances- -there

were trade-offs between land use productivity and sustainability, both

for the indigenous peasants and the colonists. This raises the question
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if alternative, ecologically, economically and socially sound land use

systems can be developed for the region. With regard to agriculture,

because of the lack of technical assistance and the unfavorable market

situation, two often recommended policies- -credit and high-yielding

varieties - -had so far only exacerbated existing problems and

inequalities. Any attempt to improve land use in the region should

evaluate not only the productivity and prospects for sustainability of

each strategy, but also the impact of proposed changes on the quality of

life of individual households, and the distribution of their costs and

benefits within and between communities. Also, local people's

perceptions of their problems and their ongoing attempts to solve them

should be taken as points of departure. The next two chapters will

address these issues.



CHAPTER 6

MARKET INTEGRATION AND QUALITY OF LIFE

Introduction

Increasing integration into market relations can have positive as

well as negative consequences for the quality of life of rural people,

especially of indigenous groups. The precise outcome in each case

depends on the specific political, economic, social, and environmental

circumstances which are often not sufficiently analyzed and related to

each other. Also, the use of single indicators for quality of life (like

income or nutritional status) cannot do justice to the complexity of the

situation (which may also not be evaluated in the same way by the

participants and the researcher). As in the case of land use, most

likely there will be trade-offs between positive and negative effects of

market integration on different aspects of quality of life. The often

unequal distribution of these costs and benefits among different

subgroups of a population raises the question if and to what degree

social and economic differentiation is a necessary consequence of the

process

.

This chapter will comparatively evaluate several aspects of

quality of life both within and among the three communities. First, it

will analyze households' economic situation in terms of material wealth,

252
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levels and composition of income and expenditures, and conditions of

market integration. Then, it will assess and compare nutritional status,

morbidity and mortality rates as most basic indicators of quality of

life. Local people's perspectives on these issues and their aspirations

will be integrated into the analysis.

The results will show clear differences in economic status among

the three populations, which were most significant between the

indigenous peasants both from Tumupasa and Santa Ana, and the colonists

of 25 de Mayo. The colonists were able to take better advantage of the

limited economic opportunities in the region. However, they paid for

their higher material wealth and income with increased effort and

individual and collective indebtedness. In terms of nutrition, health

and mortality, colonists had been expected to be worse off than the

natives due to their transfer to an unfamiliar, hot and humid lowland

environment. In fact, there were no significant differences among the

three populations in this regard. None of them showed acute

malnutrition, and all of them suffered from the shortage and low quality

of health services in the region. However, incipient detrimental dietary

trends in Santa Ana could exacerbate with increasing market integration,

and its convenient nucleated settlement on the road had increased

sanitary problems. The colonists' previous experiences and more regular

access to town, but most of all their higher purchasing power gave them

certain advantages over the native peasants with regard to nutrition and

health care as well. Although relatively better-off and socially and

economically clearly differentiated from the indigenous peasants,

however, due to their higher aspirations they were more dissatisfied
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than the native peasants and as a consequence more willing to organize

in the search for improvements

.

Economic Situation

In 1987, the rice harvest of many households in the region failed.

Even so, home production and extraction of a variety of crops, wild and

domestic meat and wild plant food could cover most of the population'

s

nutritional needs (the major exception being salt which had been a trade

item for centuries) . This gave all peasants a solid economic basis and a

certain autonomy. However, since even the most traditional Tacana in

Tumupasa had long become dependent on commercial items like tools,

weapons and clothing, pure subsistence production had ceased to be an

option. Unfortunately, the need for market participation often increases

more rapidly among indigenous peoples than their ability to defend

themselves successfully in the regional economy (Colchester 1982). The

history of the Tacana had been one of debt-peonage and unequal trade

relationships, and similar patterns persisted at the time of research.

At- first glance, none of the three communities appeared very

prosperous, and the living conditions in all three seemed fairly

similar. In contrast to wealthy merchants in Rurrenabaque and San

Buenaventura, who owned comfortable masonry homes with tiled roofs and

cement floors and had access to electricity, water, and sewage systems,

all peasants lived in what urban residents condescendingly called

pahuichis (shacks) from local material. Clothing was simple and not

often replaced, although everybody tried to have a set of good clothes
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for special events. All households had a basic set of axes and machetes,

and all with the exception of three colonists owned at least one rifle

or shotgun. However, there were differences in the type and quantity of

animals owned (see Table 5.8.), and Table 6.1. shows quite a significant

variation in the ownership of consumer goods and "modern implements."

TABLE 6.1.

OWNERSHIP OF CONSUMER GOODS AND MODERN IMPLEMENTS, 1987

Population(a) TU SA 25 TU SA 25
No. of hh. 19 14 12 19 14 12

No. of hh. owning:
Consumer Goods Implements
Watch 3 3 4 Sowing machine _ 10
Sewing machine 1 5 6 Backpack sprayer _ 6
Radio 1 3 11 Chain saw 3
Bicycle - 1 11
Other objects - - 5 (b)

Av . no
.
/hh

.

0.3 0.9 3.1 - - 1.6

Hh. with none 14 6 - 19 14 1

Notes: (a) TU = Tumupasa, SA - Santa Ana, 25 - 25 de Mayo, hh. =
households; (b) Camera (3 households), old record player (1 household),
corn grinding machine (1 household). The approximate cost of these items
in the region in 1987 (1 B. = $ 0.50) was around 50 Bs . for a relatively
good watch, between 100 and 200 Bs. for a radio-grabadora, 300 Bs . for
a new bicycle, 40 Bs . for a sowing machine, 190 Bs . for a backpack
sprayer, and depending on the size between 900 and 1500 Bs . for a chain
saw. The price of the sewing machine is unknown since no household had
recently acquired one but was probably around 200 Bs. A cheap camera
cost around 80 Bs.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

People in Santa Ana owned the same kind of consumer goods but on

average more of them than the Tumupasefbos (the one bicycle in Santa Ana

belonged to the resident colonist) . Colonists not only had many more and
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different consumer goods than people in both native villages, but were

also the only ones who owned "modern" agricultural implements. While the

desire (or not) to possess certain of these objects was influenced by

cultural traditions and outside experiences, the fact that colonists

could acquire many of these goods indicates that they had a higher

purchasing power than the natives.

Household Income and Expenditures 1987

Data on the level and sources of market-derived household income in

1987 were already presented and briefly discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Table 5.3. showed that the approximate average annual income from all

goods and work which left the household (exchange arrangements were

converted into monetary equivalents) was 577 Bs
. ($ 288.5) in Tumupasa,

810 Bs. ($ 405) in Santa Ana, and 1655 Bs
. ($ 827.5) in 25 de Mayo,

differences even more striking when weighted by consumption units. The

average income per adult equivalent was 99 Bs
. ($ 49.5) in Tumupasa,

with 195 Bs. ($ 97.5) almost twice as much in Santa Ana, and with

586 Bs. ($ 293) almost six times as much for the colonists than for the

traditional Tacana in Tumupasa. As Table 4.4. showed, all but one

household in Tumupasa fell under the median income per consumption unit

of 148 Bs. ($ 74) as did five households in Santa Ana, but all colonists

had above median income

.

1

. Considering that the (extremely low) urban minimum wage in
Bolivia was 50 Bs. /month in 1987 ($ 25, BFIA 1987:12), 47 % of the
households in Tumupasa, 71 % in Santa Ana, and all colonists had incomes
above minimum wage. No household however reached the 370 Bs. /month
demanded by the Bolivian workers' union COB in January of 1987 to cover
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The relative importance of different income sources varied among

the three communities as well, indicating different economic strategies.

On average, 43 % of the traditional Tacana' s market -derived income came

from wage labor, 38 % from productive activities (with almost equal

importance of animal, rice, corn, and other crop sales), and the

remaining 19 % from extractive products (see Table 5.3.). In Santa Ana,

wage labor was much more important (56 %) ,
productive activities

somewhat less than in Tumupasa (35 %, and over half the income here came

from rice)
, and extractive activities contributed only 8 % of the

average annual income. Even among the colonists, slightly over half

of whose income came from crop and animal production and who had

substantially higher average sales of rice (27 %) and of animals (20 %)

,

wage labor contributed 44 % of their average income, and an additional

5 % came from the sale of merchandise like kerosene, soap, and

especially alcohol to their native neighbors (extractive activities were

of no commercial relevance)

.

The importance of wage labor for household income in all three

populations is an indicator of the severe limitations of farming as only

source of livelihood for natives and colonists alike in the region. This

may seem paradoxical given the abundance of land in comparison to the

highlands and the absence of land rent and taxes. However, as was shown

in the case of rice in Chapter 5, for peasants in Iturralde as in other

Bolivian lowland areas (cf. Painter 1987), the major problem was the

basic living expenses, which were calculated again for the urban areas
(Presencia Jan. 28, 1987) --but then peasants had the benefits of home
produced foodstuffs and free housing.
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regional and national market structure resulting in unfavorable and

declining terms of trade, a point that will be taken up again after the

discussion of household expenditures.

Table 6.2. shows that levels of expenditures for items the

households acquired via exchange or purchase during 1987 varied

similarly to income among the three populations. 2 The approximate

average monetary value of annual household expenditure was 329 Bs

.

($ 164.5) in Tumupasa, 483 Bs
. ($ 241.5) in Santa Ana, and 1803 Bs

.

($ 901.5) in 25 de Mayo. Weighted by consumption unit, it was 58 Bs.

($ 29) in Tumupasa, with 121 Bs
. ($ 60.5) more than twice as much in

Santa Ana, and with 629 Bs
. ($ 314.5) in 25 de Mayo over ten times as

much than in Tumupasa. Here again, different priorities were apparent,

but the differences were more between all native peasants and the

colonists. In Tumupasa and Santa Ana, around 80 % of the expenditures

were for immediate household reproduction through limited purchases of

food and other regular household needs like ammunition or soap (43 % in

Tumupasa, 48 % in Santa Ana) and even more seldom expenses for clothes

and blankets, household utensils, health care, and education (35 % vs.

34 %). Only 12 % of the expenditures in Tumupasa and 9 % in Santa Ana

. As for income data, information on expenditures was gathered in
end-of-year recall interviews in which regular expenses for food and
other basic needs were covered for the preceding month (then converted
into an annual total), all other expenditures for the whole year. These
data were controlled through my observations and the registers that
households in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo had filled out at the beginning
of the year. However, especially in the case of regular expenses,
extrapolations had to be made, and in few cases income and expenditure
estimates by a household match completely. Nevertheless, the general
trends in level and composition of income and expenditure data should
not be affected by these inevitable minor inaccuracies.
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TABLE 6.2.

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES BY CATEGORIES, 1987

TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO
Expenditures for Bs. % Bs . % Bs . %

Food/other regular needs 142 43 233 48 670 37
weighted by cons, unit (25) (58) (233)

Clothes, school, health 116 35 164 34 192 11
weighted by cons, unit (21) (43) (67)

REPRODUCTION 258 78 397 82 862 48
(sum of above)
weighted by cons, unit (46) (101) (300)

PRODUCTION 39 12 45 9 330 18
(inputs incl. labor)
weighted by cons, unit (6) (10) (110)

OTHER EXPENSES 32 10 42 9 611 34
(incl. debt payments)
weighted by cons, unit (6) (10) (218)

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 329 100 483 100 1803 100
weighted by cons, unit (58) (121) (629)

Range (standard deviation) for expenditures per consumption unit:
Tumupasa 27-108 (24); Santa Ana 31-304 (74); 25 de Mayo 150-984
(255).

Note: Monetary value in rounded Bolivianos - US $ 0.50

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

were reinvested into the production or extraction process through the

purchase of tools, weapons, or animals. The rest was spent on

miscellaneous expenses.

For colonists, in contrast, household reproduction amounted to

only 48 % of their- -much higher- -expenditures (37 % for regularly

purchased basic needs on which most of these households claimed to spend
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around 60 Bs
.
/month, and a low 11 % for clothes etc.)- Colonists

reinvested an average of 18 % into production through the purchase of

not only tools or animals, but also of pesticides and the hiring of

labor. During 1987
, most colonists also paid expensive fees to secure

titles to their land. 3 A high 34 % of colonist income went into other

expenses, mostly into attempts to cancel debts with the Agricultural

Bank, but also the purchase of durable consumer goods.

These income and expenditure data quantitatively document important

differences in degree of market integration and cultural priorities

between the three communities which confirm qualitative observations

made during fieldwork. Nevertheless, the absolute figures need to be

taken with some caution. Households in neither Tumupasa nor in Santa Ana

had a surplus at the end of the year in the form of savings as might be

assumed from the positive difference between average income and

expenditures. Rather, virtually everybody at some point during the year

complained about shortage of cash (so that either income was

overreported, or more probably expenditures were underreported, or

both). Also, although no household in Tumupasa or Santa Ana reported

significantly higher expenditures than income (only two households in

Tumupasa ended up with a slightly negative balance)
,
from information on

trading arrangements (see below) and observations it was evident that

the majority of households in Tumupasa were indebted to itinerant

merchants. In Santa Ana, especially the Tacana households had continuous

. Depending on the type of transaction (at cooperative or
individual level), colonists had to pay between Bs . 110 and 170
($ 55 - 85) for having their plots measured by Agrarian Reform officials
in June of 1987.
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debts with neighboring patrons, and most residents were indebted to the

rice company at the end of 1987.

According to their reports, half of the colonists would have had

fairlY negative balances (three of them a minus of over 800 Bs
. ) in

1987, an unlikely result due to the shortage of informal credit of this

magnitude in the region. They possibly, in contrast to the natives,

underreported their (higher) incomes and overreported their regular

expenditures. However, six of them were indeed still indebted to the

Agricultural Bank, two others to the rice company, and only four were

apparently free from individual debt although due to the failure of its

20 hectare field the cooperative as a whole owed the rice company

approximately $ 1700 at the end of 1987. 4

In terms only of the quantity of material belongings and the level

of their income and their expenditures for items still considered a

luxury in the region's countryside, the traditional Tacana of Tumupasa

could therefore be considered the "poorest," the people of Santa Ana

slightly "better off," and the colonists by far the "wealthiest" of all

three peasant groups. Their own perception of the situation was quite

different. Asked if their 1987 income had been sufficient to meet their

needs, 63 % of the respondents in Tumupasa and 54 % of those in Santa

Ana answered with an unqualified yes. In contrast, only the one third of

colonists without debt were relatively content with their economic

situation. Although all colonists were able to afford more regular

. Since the debts with the Agricultural Bank had been contracted
before 1987, they did not enter into the calculation other than through
the payments of interest and capital which occurred during 1987.
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visits to San Buenaventura, vary their diet with more purchased

foodstuffs and acquire more consumer goods than the native peasants, the

other two thirds were unsatisfied and quite concerned about their

indebtedness

.

These responses need to be interpreted in their cultural context.

According to the SIL missionaries who worked in Tumupasa in the 1960s,

the "ethos" of Tacana culture was primarily to eat and then also to

dress well (Ottaviano and Ottaviano 1979:7). Even in Santa Ana, which

had more regular contact with outsiders, economic aspirations were

indeed still fairly limited. The missionaries also claimed that

accumulation of private property was inhibited by the cultural norm of

sharing (ibid.). To blame traditional redistributive mechanisms is

certainly insufficient to explain the Tacana' s low level of material

wealth (see below on unfavorable marketing and wage labor conditions).

Sharing indeed put pressure on household resources, most of all on game

and other- -even purchased- - food items. But first, due to their dispersed

se *-t-lemen t- pattern, the traditional Tacana of Tumupasa could actually

more easily avoid these obligations than the people in the nucleated

village of Santa Ana. Here, at least among the Tacana families, sharing

continued despite higher market integration. And second, sharing

provided households in both indigenous communities with a measure of

security for situations of crop failure and other crises which in part

may explain their higher levels of satisfaction despite low incomes and

permanent indebtedness.

For the colonists, the appropriate standard of comparison was the

economic situation in their regions of origin (if not in Argentina).
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Those who like the three Quechua families came from more marginal areas

of Southern Chuquisaca where the average annual income was only about

$ 274 in 1987, had a somewhat higher income in Iturralde (where,

however, the cost of living was higher as well). However, only one

colonist household reached the average annual income of $ 1427 achieved

with irrigated agriculture in the central valley of Culpina where other

settlers came from (data from CORDECH 1987 :ii, 29). As a group, the

colonists of 25 de Mayo thus had reason to be discontent since they had

hardly improved their economic situation by migrating to Iturralde.

Marketing Conditions

The economic differences among the three populations were at least

in part due to the different marketing arrangements used for the sale of

agricultural and extractive goods and for purchases. Table 6.3. shows

the furthest locations households mentioned for their different

commercial transactions, and Table 6.4. the frequency of cash, kind, and

debt arrangements in sales and purchases (wage labor will be discussed

separately below) . Only 21 % of the households in Tumupasa had sold any

product in San Buenaventura or Rurrenabaque during 1987 (and in all four

cases the trade items were hides). The others had dealt only with

itinerant or local merchants with whom they often had longstanding

relationships. And although 53 % mentioned having made some purchase in

town (in one case even beyond Rurrenabaque) during the year, the

majority acquired food and other items for direct reproduction and even
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TABLE 6.3.

FURTHEST LOCATIONS OF COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS, 1987

Beyond Itin. Tumu- Total
R/SB (a) R/SB merch. pasa househ.

TumuDasa
SALES (& labor) - (0) 6 (32) 12 (63) 1 (5) 19 (100)

PURCHASES 1 (5) 9 (47) 9 (47) - (0) 19 (100)

ANY TRANSACTION 1 (5) 10 (53) 8 (42) - (0) 19 (100)

Santa Ana
SALES (& labor) 3 (21) 5 (36) 6 (43) - (0) 14 (100)

PURCHASES 2 (14) 11 (79) 1 (5) - (0) 14 (100)

ANY TRANSACTION 4 (29) 10 (71) - (0) - (0) 14 (100)

25 de Mavo
SALES (& labor) 3 (25) 9 (75) - (0) - (0) 12 (100)

PURCHASES 10 (83) 2 (17) - (0) - (0) 12 (100)

ANY TRANSACT. 10 (83) 2 (17) - (0) - (0) 12 (100)

Notes: (a) R — Rurrenabaque
, SB — San Buenaventura.

The table lists number of households, in brackets percentages.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

tools and weapons from itinerant traders in exchange for agricultural

produce, animals, and hides

.

In Santa Ana, the percentage of households who had sold in town

was 29 X, only slightly higher than in Tumupasa (and only one of these

households was Tacana)
,
but the items ranged from primary and processed

agricultural products over animals and hides to extracted goods and

crafts . All but one household depended on itinerant traders or the rice

company (which served the same function) for the marketing of their
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TABLE 6.4.

TYPES OF COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS, 1987

Turnup,

Sales
asa (19)
Purch

.

Any
Santa
Sales

Ana (14)
Purch . Any

25 de

Sales
Mayo
Purch

(12)

. Any

Debt
(% of households)

9

50 Z

8

42 Z

9

50 Z

14

100 Z

12 14
86 Z 100 Z

1

8 Z

2

16 Z

2

16 Z

Kind (incl. work)
(Z of households)

19

100 Z

19

100 Z

19

100 Z

14

100 Z

14 14
100 Z 100 Z

7

58 Z

11

92 Z

11

92 Z

Cash 19 18 19 14 13 14 12 12 12
(% of households) 100 % 95 % 100 % 100 Z 93 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Note: This table lists the number (and percentage) of households who used
debt, in-kind or cash arrangements in their sales, purchases, and any of both
transactions. Debt in 25 de Mayo appears low because interest and capital to
the Agricultural Bank were paid with cash obtained from sales, not directly.

Source: Household interviews on all commercial transactions during 1987,
controlled by observations.

crops . In terms of purchases
,
two households had acquired goods while

they were working beyond Rurrenabaque
, 79 % of the households had made

purchases in San Buenaventura or Rurrenabaque (however often from a

patron as advance for wage labor)
,
and for one household the furthest

purchase had been from traders visiting Santa Ana. Debt arrangements

both for sales and purchases were more frequent in Santa Ana than in the

other two communities.

No colonist, in contrast, depended exclusively on itinerant

merchants either for sales or purchases. All households in 25 de Mayo

had sold rice and/or corn in town (and two thirds of them exclusively

for cash, the others for mixed arrangements), and 75 Z had also taken

animals or their products with them on their regular weekend trips on

the cooperative tractor which facilitated transport.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, Tumupasa had had more and better

equipped resident traders in the past. During the time of economic

crisis and high inflation in the early 1980s, local commerce declined to

the point that in late 1986, nobody was selling any merchandise in the

village, and even basic items like salt or kerosene were extremely

scarce. During 1987, with the consolidation of prices and the increase

of traffic on the road due to the arrival of the lumber companies,

several "outsiders" and vecinos started to stock basic foodstuffs and

other essential trade items again. These local traders (according to

their own statements) strove for at least 20 % profit from the sale of

commercial food items, but in the case of alcohol and cigarettes which

people desired for their fiestas, net profit could be as high as 100 %.

Some of the half dozen itinerant merchants regularly visiting Tumupasa

and to a lesser degree also Santa Ana virtually coerced peasants into

accepting needed or unnecessary but always overpriced merchandise in

advance for the next harvest or in exchange for their small livestock.

Since their accounting procedures were difficult for the Tacana to

control, merchants could often claim that debts were still left over

from previous years, thus perpetuating indebtedness which was also used

as an instrument to recruit cheap labor for their estates or urban

households. With the increase of locally available alternatives (for a

while even a consumer cooperative which will be discussed in Chapter 7),

the monopoly of these traders was slowly breaking down. Many households

in Tumupasa as well as Santa Ana nevertheless still seemed to prefer the

stable relationship to "their" patron (not unlike to situation in the

rubber camps) which secured them cash- less access to the few needed
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trade items without having to undergo the inconvenience, cost and risk

of taking their few products to town. However, few people would openly

admit being in a habilitacidn - type relationship. To the contrary, many

stressed the difference between the freedom in Tumupasa and the peonage

in the rubber camps

.

Colonists tried to avoid these patron-client relationships and their

unfavorable terms of trade by taking their products to town. There, as

mentioned in the discussion of rice marketing, they hoped to get higher

off-season prices. In practice, they often had to sell to the same

merchants as the native peasants and were treated in the same

condescending way. Still, the trip to town allowed them to take

advantage of lower consumer good prices (see Table 6.5. for a comparison

of prices in Tumupasa and San Buenaventura/Rurrenabaque) . Some colonists

also had started to bring merchandise and exchange it against their

neighbors' products or labor, thus becoming, if still on a very small

scale, merchants themselves. Their prices were similar to those of the

resident merchants in Tumupasa like whom they took advantage of the

Tacana s high demand for alcohol, but like all merchants they were

already complaining about the natives' unreliability with payment and

trying to avoid advances. These were, however, difficult to deny in the

case of the compadrazgo relationships to which they were increasingly

invited by people from Santa Ana. So far at least, both sides seemed to

perceive these arrangements as beneficial. In the long run, however,

they may contribute to an increase in the already noticeable social and

economic differentiation between the indigenous peasants and colonists.
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TABLE 6.5.

PRICES OF MAJOR PRODUCTS, 1987

1. Prices Received
Item (Unit) Price in Tumupasa (a) in San B . /Rurrenabaoue
Major Crons
Rice (1 arroba)
(unhulled)

Corn (1 arroba)
(grain)

Plantains or
Bananas (bunch)

Manioc (1 arroba)

Minor Crons
Peanuts (1 kg.)
Coffee (1 kg.

)

Pineapple (unit)
Watermelon (unit)
Processed Crops
Chibe (1 kg.)
Chancaca (1 block)
Cane syrup (1 liter)
Cacao (1 block)
Animal Products
Chicken (unit)
Egg (unit)
Game Products
Wild meat (1 kg.

)

Dried meat (1 kg.

)

Fish (1 kg.)
Coll, peccary hide
Ocelot hide
Jaguar hide

2.5

Bs
. (at harvest)

max . 5 . 0 Bs

.

2.5 Bs
.

(at harvest)
max. 5.0 Bs

.

1.0

- 1.5 Bs. (field)
max. 2.0 Bs

.
(village)

1.0

- 1.5 Bs. (field)
max. 2 Bs. (village)

1.0 B.

3.0 - 4.0 Bs.

0.5 - 0.8 Bs.

max . 2.5 Bs

.

1.0 B.

1.0 B. (max. 1 kg.

)

0.7 Bs.

3.0 Bs. (0.5 kg)

5.0 - 7.0 Bs.
0.2 - 0.25 Bs.

1.0 - 1.5 Bs.

1.5 - 2.0 Bs.

1.0

B.

1.0 - 2.0 Bs.

7.0 - 10.0 Bs.

20.0 - 100.0 Bs.

2.5

Bs
. (at harvest)

max . 5 . 5 Bs

.

2.5

Bs
. (at harvest)

max . 5.5 Bs

.

1.0

- 3.0 Bs.

max. 2.5 Bs

.

1.2 B.

5.0 - 7.0 Bs.

0.8 - 1.3 Bs.

1.5

- 3.0 Bs.

1.5 - max. 2.5 Bs

.

0.5 - 0.8 Bs
.

(larger)
1.0 Bs.

4.0 Bs.

6.5 - 8.0 Bs.

0.3 Bs.

1.7 Bs.

2.0 - 2.5 Bs.

1.0 - 1.5 Bs.
?

12.0 - 20.0 Bs.

60.0 - 100.0 Bs.

max. 10 Bs.

0.5 Bs.

?

7

?

?

?

Extracted Products and Crafts
Honey (0.7 liter)
Majo fruit (1 plate)
Firewood (1 bundle)
Bark string (1 bundle)
Jatata leaves (3m)
Mats (1 m)

Yamachi. (backpack)
Wage Labor
Daily wage in agric.

3.0 - 5.0 Bs.

(not sold)
0.5 - 1.0 Bs.

10.0 Bs.

1.0 - 1.5 Bs.

1.0 Bs

.

5.0 - 10.0 Bs

3.0 - 5.0 Bs.

4.0

- 10.0 Bs.

(in region -

)

Note: (a) In January of 1987, the exchange rate of the U.S. -Dollar was
1.93 new Bolivianos (Bs., which replaced 1 Million Pesos), by December,
it had risen to 2.14 Bolivianos

,
so that 2 Bolivianos per $ U.S. is

taken as annual average here

.
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TABLE 6.5.-- Continued

2. Prices Paid
Item (Unit) Price in Tumupasa in San B . /Rurrpnflhxiqiip
Food Items
Salt (1 block, 5 kg) 2.5 - 5.0 Bs. max . 4.0 Bs

.

Sugar (1 kg.) 1.5 - 1.8 Bs. 1.0 - 1.2 Bs.
Rice (1 kg. peeled) 1.4 Bs. 1.0 Bs.
Wheat flour (1 kg.) 1.5 Bs. 1.0 Bs.
Wheat bread (unit) 0.1 Bs. 0.1 Bs.
Noodles (1 kg.) 1.5 - 2.4 Bs. 1.5 Bs.
Lard (1 kg.) 3.0 - 3.5 Bs. 2.5 - 3.0 Bs.
Veget. oil (0.9 1.) 2.0 - 2.8 Bs. 1.5 Bs.
Powdered milk (1 kg.) 12.0 Bs. ?

Can of sardines 1.5 Bs. ?

Stimulants
Cane alcohol (1 1.) 2.5 - 3.5 Bs. 1.6 - 2.1 Bs.
Cigarettes (1 pack.) 0.5 - 1.0 Bs. 0.5 Bs.
Chamairo (1 stick) 0.5 Bs. ?

Tools, Weapons, and Ammunition
Machete 12.0-16.0 Bs. 7.0 - 12.0 Bs.
Ax 15.0 - 18.0 Bs. ?

New rifle 300 Bs. ?

Used rifle 150 - 200 Bs. ?

Shotgun 200 Bs. ?
Rifle ammunition 0.3 - 0.5 Bs. ?

Shotgun ammunition 2.5 - 3.0 Bs. ?

Flashlight (not available) 4.0 Bs.
Batteries (pair) 1.5 - 2.5 Bs 1.5 Bs.
Other Basic Goods
Kerosene (1 liter) 1.0 - 1.4 Bs. 0.8 Bs.
Soap (1 large piece) 0.5 - 1.0 Bs. 0.5 Bs.
Notebook (50 pages) 0.5 Bs

.
(Church) -0 .

8

Bs. 0.5 Bs.
Pencil (unit) 0.15 Bs

.
(Church) ?

2.5 Bs. (itin. merchant)
Used clothes 1.0 - 3.0 Bs. (Church) (not available)

4.0 - 7.0 Bs. (merchants) ?
School uniform boys (not available) approx. 25 Bs

.

(incl. shoes)
School uniform girls (not available) approx. 15 Bs

.

Mosquito net 100 Bs
.

(itin. merch.) (material is worth
30 Bs.)

Cooking pots 10 - 18 Bs. ?

Other Expenses (for comparison')
Fare Tumupasa - San Buenaventura: 5 - 9 Bs.
Flight fare Rurrenahamip - La Paz: 60 - 69 Bs.
Note: The lower priced consumer goods in Tumupasa were usually offered
by occasionally appearing merchants from outside of the region. The
rural residents could hardly take advantage of these unpredictable
opportunities and depended on the higher prices charged by local or
itinerant merchants

.

Source: Field notes, 1987.
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Wage Labor

Despite different levels of income, wage labor was an important

income source for most peasants in all three populations. The production

and marketing problems of crops and animals in the region often made it

necessary for people to supplement their income this way, especially

when cash or specific objects were urgently needed for some reason.

According to local records, in the past (at least since 1972 and

up to my first visit in the region in 1985) the monetary value of one

arroba (11.5 kg) of unhulled rice had been equal to that of a daily

agricultural wage (Libro de Actas del Corrigimiento
, Tumupasa 1972,

1980) . Since with the "typical" Tacana production system (presented in

Chapter 5) roughly 50 jomales were needed for the production of a

(good) harvest of 100 arrobas and about 40 jomales for the production

of more typical 50 arrobas, returns to rice production at least broke

even with wage labor. Under these circumstances, wage labor

opportunities- -for example as seasonal Brazil nut gatherers in the

rubber camps --were sometimes taken more for their "recreational value"

(getting away from the daily routine) than for purely economic motives. 5

. For many years
, Tacana in Tumupasa were hired by intermediaries

from Rurrenabaque or San Buenaventura and taken to the rubber camps down
the Beni river for Brazil nut gathering which according to their
descriptions was- -despite considerable deceit by the contractors and
camp owners --an adventure and a convenient off-season source of trade
items. Workers usually left at the end of December, when fields had been
planted, and returned in time for harvest in March or April. However,
due to the economic crisis in the Bolivian rubber and Brazil nut
industry (which is highly dependent on developments in Brazil where most
of the production is illegally "exported")

,
in recent years labor

recruitment in the region had declined. In January of 1987 I
participated in the only trip from Rurrenabaque that season which took a
mixed group of about 40 people to two rubber camps down the Beni river
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Income from wage labor was needed in emergencies (crop failure, serious

illness) or for the purchase of an expensive trade item (for which

advantage was taken of rare high wage opportunities as offered in 1984

by an oil company). Labor was also enforced as debt payment by merchant-

landholders. Since the 1970s, three such patrons had since the 1970s

operated estates between Santa Ana and San Buenaventura, taking

advantage of badly paid native day laborers from neighboring communities

and Tumupasa for clearing, harvest, or pasture maintenance (and,

according to rumors in the region, for a few years also cocaine

production in one case)

.

In 1987 , new wage labor opportunities became available in the

region. With the termination of the road to Ixiamas and the improvement

of the road between Rurrenabaque and La Paz, several so-called

agricultural cooperatives (one for example from the Alto Beni gold

mines) established themselves between Tumupasa and Ixiamas. Interested

in investing substantial capital, they started large-scale clearings for

pasture in June of 1987. Since at the same time CORDEPAZ gave up the

sugarcane project and decided to convert 600 hectares of fallows and

forest into pastures for cattle production, the demand for day laborers

(one on a tributary) which were owned or operated by a company from
Riberalta. According to follow-up interviews, less than a fourth of the
participants which included one man from Tumupasa and four temporary
residents of Santa Ana (two men and two women) made a substantial saldo
(positive balance) of more than what they theoretically could have
earned at home (150 Bs . in 30 work days or 225 Bs . in 45 work days--in
the rainy season, however, few opportunities for work were available).
Some ended their work with debts, most spent considerable time and money
on the return trip, and even the two contractors from San Buenaventura
complained about the company' s unreliability through which they had
considerable problems with the workers and apparently very little profit
themselves

.
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suddenly increased. Due to the low population density in the region,

supply was limited. The jomal (which had already risen from 3 Bs. in

1986 to 5 Bs. at the beginning of the year) climbed to as much as 7 or

even 10 Bs . as contractors became desperate to clear and burn before the

onset of the rainy season. 6 Given the shortage of cash in the region,

the bad rice harvest, and the fact that despite the arrival of the rice

company the harvest- time price of rice had been only 2.5 Bs
.
per arroba,

most men took advantage of this unprecedented opportunity for additional

income

.

However, once again colonists reaped more benefits from the

situation than did natives. Several of them and one Quechua in Santa Ana

through their contacts in town were able to obtain deforestation

contracts from CORDEPAZ or the new cooperatives which paid up to 300 Bs.

per hectare. Even taking a generous average of 15 work days per hectare,

this left a substantial gain, especially since the average clearing per

colonist contractor was about 5 hectares. 7 Other colonists earned

relatively high day wages as chain saw operators or in urban

construction. All traditional Tacana and most of the men in Santa Ana,

in contrast, worked only as agricultural day laborers, thus earning much

less. Only three men in Santa Ana did one-hectare-contracts each for

members of the colonist cooperative entering their community.

• highlands, e.g. in Culpina, in contrast, the daily
agricultural wage was only 3 Bs . during 1987 (CORDECH 1987:L 55).

7
. According to interviews on the economics of these contracts, 10

work days seems more likely since these clearings were not done with the
same care as peasants' own fields.
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Table 6.6. presents average male wage labor involvement and

returns by age and population. Colonists' return to a week of labor was

over three times as high as in Tumupasa and Santa Ana for young men

between 15 and 29 years. In the next older age category (30 to 44

years), men in Santa Ana through the contracts mentioned above reached

about three fourth of colonists weekly income.

TABLE 6.6.

MALE WAGE LABOR INVOLVEMENT AND RETURNS, 1987

Age Group (a) Pop

.

9-14 yrs

.

15-29 yrs

.

30-44 yrs

.

45 + yrs

.

All ,ages

Av. time/worker TU 0.0 (0) 5.8 (10) 3.9 (17) 1.8 (8) 4.0 (35)
(in weeks) SA 4.3 (4) 8.1 (7) 7.8 (6) 4.2 (6) 6.3 (23)

25 3.5 (2) 7.4 (5) 5.0 (6) 1.0 (1) 5.4 (14)

Av. time/all TU 0.0 (10) 4.1 (14) 3.9 (17) 1.3 (11) 2.7 (52)
members of age SA 1.4 (12) 8.1 (7) 7.8 (6) 2.8 (9) 4.3 (34)
category 25 1.8 (4) 7.4 (5) 5.0 (6) 0.5 (2) 4.4 (17)

Percent of wor- TU 0.0 71.4 100.0 72.7 67.3
kers per total SA 33.3 100.0 100.0 66.7 67.6
age group 25 50.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 82.4

Av. return/ TU 0 149 145 35 120
worker (Bs.) SA 109 260 483 118 255

25 130 844 712 30 627

Av. return/ TU 0 32 35 20 30
worker and SA 17 33 83 26 42
week (Bs.) 25 36 107 114 30 94

Note, (a) The lower limit was set at nine years because the youngest person
who engaged in wage labor was a nine-year old boy from Santa Ana who helped a
colonist in field preparation for a few days. The table includes school-aged
boys as potential day laborers since they sometimes worked on the week-ends or
during the vacations. Excluded from the total number of males are therefore
only one young man in Tumupasa who was absent all 1987 due to military service
and one very old and no longer economically active man each in Tumupasa and
Santa Ana.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.
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Table 6.7. summarizes the types and locations of individual jobs

reported by men in the three populations . The Tumupasefios worked

predominantly in field preparation (for patrons, the local elite, and

the new cooperatives), the men in Santa Ana mainly on a neighboring

patron s two cattle ranches, one of which was located in Ixiamas . Most

colonists involvement in field preparation, as already mentioned, was

mainly through contracts with CORDEPAZ or the cooperatives.

TABLE 6.7.

TYPES AND LOCATIONS OF MALE WAGE LABOR, 1987

No. of Jobs in: Tumupasa Santa Ana 25 de Mayo

Types of Work
Field preparation
Pasture -related

43 (61 %) 18 (32 %) 19 (63 %)
7 (10 %) 21 (38 %) 2(7%)
8 (11 %) 9 (16 %) 2(7 %)

9 (13 %) 6 (11 %) 5 (17 %)

4(6%) 2(4%) 2(7%)

Other agricultural
Helper, housekeeper
House construction

Total no. of jobs 71 (100%) 56 (100%) 30 (100%)

Location of Work
Beyond Rurr./San B.

Rurr. or San B.

CORDEPAZ (Porvenir)
New agr. cooperatives
Estates (patrons)
Tumupasa (outs./vec.)
Outgroup farmers
Ingroup farmers

2(3%) 3(5%) 3(9%)
4(5%) 2(4%) 4 (13 %)

6(8%) 8 (14 %) 11 (34 %)
16 (22 %) 0(0%) 5 (16 %)
20 (27 %) 26 (46 %) 3(9%)
16 (22 %) 0(0%) 1(3 %)

5(7%) 14 (25 %) 3(9 %)

5(7%) 3(5%) 2(6%)

Total no. of jobs 74 (100%) 56 (100%) 32 (100%)

Note. This table is based on an analysis of a maximum of
three major jobs per worker. Due to rounding errors,
percentages do not add up perfectly.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.
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The men' s absences due to wage labor were shorter in Tumupasa and

in the extended families could be compensated by other male household

members who took care of daily subsistence activities, especially

contrast, in Santa Ana's and also 25 de Mayo's nuclear

families, the long-term absences of the male heads of household caused

an increase in workload and hardship for the women. Colonists would

generally at least secure their harvest and field preparation before

taking a job, but in some households in Santa Ana the negative impact

of men's absences on the own agricultural activities was notable.

Women' s involvement in wage labor was low and generally

contributed little to household income. Nevertheless, it was related to

differences in economic status and opportunities among the three

populations. No colonist woman worked for a wage during 1987

(as indicated above, their presence was also needed on the farm). In

Tumupasa, a single mother and a young girl worked as maids in a vecino

household for two and eight months, respectively, during 1987 (monthly

wage of 50 Bs. or $ 25). Two other girls worked for similar wages as

maids in Rurrenabaque and Reyes for a few months, one of them dropping

out of school.® A few other women accompanied their husbands during

their work (e.g. in the case of two men who had taken contracts for

house construction) without apparently receiving any separate

8
. During 1987

,
seven of the households in Tumupasa had a total of

four unmarried daughters and five unmarried sons working in regional
towns. They were considered only temporary residents since they neither
received much household support nor did they contribute significantly to
household income. Wage labor of young people in town seemed to be a
transitory phenomenon since most of them returned to Tumupasa after a
few years, many of the young women however pregnant or with illegitimate
children.
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remuneration. In Santa Ana, no local wage labor opportunities were

available for women so that two single mothers spent most of the year

working outside of the village, but here as well several women

accompanied their husbands during work (taking their children along or

leaving them with relatives) . Three women were hired as cooks for the

day laborers on an estate for short periods of time.

Wage labor involvement among indigenous people or peasants

is often interpreted as part of a process towards "full

proletarianization." This transition (seen as ultimately inevitable) may

be prolonged when cheap labor ("subsidized" by home production) benefits

capitalist producers in what has been termed "functional dualism" (Deere

and de Janvry 1979). However, this interpretation seems more appropriate

in situations where peasants' reduced land base makes wage labor a

permanent necessity for family maintenance. In Iturralde, both native

peasants and colonists had a secure subsistence base which gave them a

certain autonomy in choosing between different strategies to get access

to goods or cash. The Tumupasehos and most of the people in Santa Ana

often took up wage labor for extra- economic reasons (travel) and/or due

to longstanding patron-client relationships which provided easier access

to desired goods than risky cash cropping and independent marketing. The

regional patrons certainly made profit from this arrangement, but their

trade monopoly was on the decline. Given the seasonal labor scarcity in

the region which resulted from increasing opportunities for better paid

jobs, they could no longer be as exploitative as in the past.

The more serious problem was that unlike the "seasonally well-

adjusted work as Brazil nut gatherers, the new wage labor opportunities
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in the region often interfered with the timing of peasants' own

agricultural activities and could thus in the long run undermine their

subsistence base, in a vicious circle creating more need for income from

wage labor even without the loss of land. However, the example of the

colonists showed that this did not have to be so. In 25 de Mayo,

peasants either completely avoided wage labor, or- -when obliged to or

interested in seeking more cash income --took advantage of better paying

jobs, scheduled so as to not interfere with the own subsistence

activities. Peasant wage labor involvement in the region, while

problematic especially for the indigenous peasants, can thus hardly be

interpreted as a clear trend towards proletarianization.

Socioeconomic Differentiation and the Issue of Equity

So far the discussion has focused mainly on the differences in

market integration and the economic situation among the three

communities, yet there also were internal differences within each

population in the level and composition of income. In Tumupasa more than

in the two other demographically more homogeneous communities, household

size and composition put more pressure on some heads of households than

on others. There was also some evidence for locational differences due

to the more favorable environmental conditions along the Enadere river

(households there depended less on wage labor than on agriculture and

extraction for their market -derived income). Overall, however, the

traditional families were fairly homogeneous and among themselves
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predominantly used non-commercial or at least non-monetary arrangements

(mutual help, food sharing, and exchange of products).

In Santa Ana, the differences among and between the Tacana and the

other residents were not yet very visible in material terms, either,

although income and expenditure levels varied more than in Tumupasa.

Also, some of the newcomers seemed to be improving their economic

position due to their ability to take advantage of more profitable wage

labor in town or of contracts, starting to hire the other residents as

wage laborers.

In 25 de Mayo, the major difference was between the four earliest

settlers who engaged in minimal amounts of wage labor in 1987 (two had

young sons who had finished school and occasionally worked off-farm,

mainly to purchase goods for themselves)
,
and the other younger and more

recent migrants. These all supplemented their income heavily with

contracts and urban and rural wage labor, reaching a higher average

income than the "pure farmers." The older colonists in turn had more

livestock (especially cattle) and could have been considered relatively

well-established, had it not been for their debts with the Agricultural

Bank which made the future economic viability of their operations open

to doubt.

These internal differences, however, were less important than those

between the traditional Tacana as a group in contrast to the people of

Santa Ana. These had acquired their slightly higher average material

wealth and incomes at the price of even higher dependence on and

indebtedness to patrons and long-term absences from the village at

crucial times in the agricultural cycle (field preparation, harvest).
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With this, they put strain on women's labor and on subsistence

production.

The most important difference, however, was between the indigenous

peasants in general and the colonists. The latter, although also in a

disadvantaged position in relationship to merchants and landholders in

the region, seemed to be moving into an intermediate position. They had

much higher levels of income and expenditures and were reaping small

profits from employing native workers and from local trade. This

structural difference between the two peasant groups could make

equitable regional development questionable and had implications for

peasant organizations in Iturralde which will be discussed in Chapter 7.

First, however, further differences in the peasants' quality of life

be explored taking malnutrition, morbidity, and mortality as

indicators

.

Malnutrition. Morbidity, and Mortality

My poor little baby. What have you done? You
have made me so sad. How could you waste your
life? How could you leave me? My child has died.
You have done this to make me cry. Where can I
go to forget my pain? Oh my little baby, I will
be alone in my house now.

(Tacana lament; free translation from the
Spanish version in Ottaviano 1980:102)

High mortality rates especially of infants and young children, and

high incidence of diseases and of malnutrition are among the most

dramatic indicators of a low quality of life. Research among relatively
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isolated indigenous populations has shown that they usually have a well-

balanced and abundant diet which compensates for the high incidence of

intestinal parasites, and that they are overall fairly healthy (Robson

and Wadsworth 1977). This, however, generally changes not only in the

well-known cases of often violent "first contact" bringing disease and

demoralization, but also during the slower and more subtle process of

"acculturation" (the cover term most studies use without specifying the

precise political, economic, social and ecological processes at work)

(Wentzel 1986b) . This part of the chapter will trace the consequences of

market integration on Tacana nutrition and health and at the same time

compare the situation of local people to that of the colonists.

No evidence for current undernutrition was found in any of the

three populations, and health differences in general were less severe

than the differences in economic status. There seemed to be some

indication for a less balanced diet and for health problems in Santa

Ana, although differences in nutritional status from the traditional

Tacana in Tumupasa were small. Due to the colonist's need to adjust to

the humid lowland climate and forest environment, to new food and

medicinal plants, and to the scarcity of basic services in the region,

they had been expected to be worse off than local people in terms of

nutrition, morbidity and mortality rates (cf. Weil 1979, 1981). However,

their higher purchasing power and better access to town gave them the

possibility to compensate for their disadvantages so that here again- -in

contrast to the Tacana- -higher market integration worked to their favor.
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Nutritional Status and niet-

Nutrition is an immediate link between land use and health of a

population. It directly depends on the results of production and

extraction, provides the basis for work performance and health, and is

itself affected by certain, especially parasitic, infections. Data on

the quantity and composition of diet are important sources of

information on potential nutrient deficiencies and reflect a household'

s

economic situation.

Nutritional status, however, needs to be determined through

clinical examinations and/or anthropometric measurements of weight,

height, arm circumference etc. and the comparison of these data to

appropriate reference populations and standards. The WHO currently

recommends the use of two indices: height-for-age as indicator for

stunting (slowing in skeletal growth, interpreted as the cumulative

consequence of poor overall nutritional and economic conditions, often

called chronic malnutrition), and weight- for-height as indicator for

wasting (deficit in lean tissue and fat mass due to current or acute

undernutrition). Both measures are evaluated in comparison to the U.S.

National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) reference population

(WHO Working Group 1986). The practical reasons for using a U.S.

reference population are convincing, and all human populations may

indeed, in the long run, have the same growth potential. Still, the

applicability of the derived height-for-age standards seems questionable

for populations with a currently significantly lower average adult

height as is the case in Bolivia in general and in the research area in
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particular (for data see below). Since data on a Bolivian reference

population (cited in Laure 1988) are not accessible, and the

significance of stunting (declared "adaptive" by some authors and

detrimental by others) is still debated (Pelto and Pelto 1989), the more

population-neutral weight- for-height index will be used as main

instrument of evaluation.

Nutritional status . Data on the nutritional status of two

particularly vulnerable age and sex categories (children under the age

of five and women in reproductive age) had been gathered in the research

area in a 1986 UNICEF study (Daza et al. 1986). 9 These data were

complemented by measuring over 250 school-aged children and young adults

in the three communities

.

10

Height measurements of 160 women between age 15 and 49 in the

region (52 in San Buenaventura and 108 in the rural area, without

distinction between native and colonist settlements) yielded an average

9
. This study, carried out between April and July of 1986,

addressed among other topics the nutritional and health situation in the
province. It covered 100 households (23 in San Buenaventura, 29 in
Tumupasa including 9 in Napashi, 8 each in Santa Ana and in what then
was Palma Nueva, and 32 in other native and colonist settlements between
San Buenaventura and Tumupasa) . Despite continuous attempts between 1986
and 1988, it was unfortunately impossible to get access to the original
data. The results of this study can therefore often not be disaggregated
for my purposes.

. Measurements of height, weight, and arm circumference were
taken in the central school at Tumupasa in July of 1987 (209
individuals) and in the schools of Santa Ana (26 individuals) and 25 de
Mayo (19 individuals) in December of 1987. In all cases, length was
measured with normed tapes, weight in Tumupasa with a German bathroom
scale, in the two other populations with a HOMS 50 kg laboratory scale.
Results are presented for height and weight of the children belonging to
the households discussed in this study.
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of 152.0 cm. This made women in the region slightly taller than the

highland average of 149.4 cm, but still shorter than the national

average of 156.8 cm and significantly smaller than the North American

average of 163.7 cm. One woman in San Buenaventura (1.7 %) and 6 women

in the rural areas (5.9 %) did not reach 145 cm and were therefore

considered at high risk of poor pregnancy outcome. A total of 50 % were

considered stunted in comparison to international standards. According

to arm circumference measurements, however, only 3 (5.7 %) of the women

in San Buenaventura and 13 (12.7 %) of the rural women were classified

as currently malnourished (Daza et al. 1986:126-131).

With regard to children, the analysis of weight-for-height data in

the UNICEF study produced no evidence for current undernutrition among

170 children under the age of five in the region. Height- for-age data

were interpreted as showing "a serious problem of chronic malnutrition"

(Daza et al. 1986:165, my translation) especially in the 12 to 23 months

aSe group affected by the transition to normal food. 11 According to

weight -for -age data (presented for 302 children), 28.1 % of the children

under five (23.4 % of the boys, but 32.5 % of the girls) in the region

were malnourished. The highest percentage of malnutrition was in Santa

Ana (46.6 %) and the lowest in 25 de Mayo (21.1 %), with Tumupasa

ranking in between (31.2 %) (Daza et al. 1986:168). Although most of

this apparent malnutrition was only first degree (23.8 % vs. 3.6 %

. The average age at weaning was 13.4 months in the region
(Daza et al. 1986:164). Since the few special weaning foods known and
available to mothers (like chila, a home-produced flour from sundried
plantain chips) were poor in nutrients, this period was indeed of
special risk for children.
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second degree and 0.7 % third degree according to the Gomez

classification), and the weight- for -age index is no longer commonly

used, these data indicate differences in nutritional status between the

three population worth being further pursued.

Table 6.8. presents my own anthropometric measurements on

20 children and teenagers in Tumupasa (representing 9 of the

19 households), 23 in Santa Ana (representing 11 of the 14 households),

and 12 in 25 de Mayo (representing 8 of the 12 households). According to

the weight-for-height criterion, there was virtually no evidence for

current undernutrition. The one exception of slight wasting was a six-

year-old girl in 25 de Mayo who reached 89.5 % (the standard being 90 %)

of the weight expected for her height.

However, with the exception of two children in Tumupasa and three

in 25 de Mayo, the whole school-aged population would have to be

considered at least slightly stunted (I. degree). One girl in Tumupasa

and four boys in Santa Ana appeared to be seriously stunted (III.

degree). According to the Waterlow classification (Table 6.8. --Part 2),

the degree of stunting was lower 25 de Mayo in comparison to Tumupasa

and Santa Ana which had similar patterns. Seventy-five percent of the

colonist households had only "normal" children, whereas the percentages

were 33 % in Tumupasa and 27 % in Santa Ana. In terms of indicators for

chronic malnutrition, according to both the UNICEF and my own data,

children in Santa Ana seemed slightly worse off than those in Tumupasa,

and the colonist children best of all.
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TABLE 6.8.

NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS

TUMUPASA
Sex Male Female
Age (a) <10 >10 <10 >10

SANTA ANA
Male Female
<10 >10 <10 >10

25 DE MAYO
Male Female
<10 >10 <10 >10

Weight for Heipht
Standard 4 6 3 7 6 11 4 2 4 2 4 1
(> 90 %)

I. Degree
1

(< 90 %)

Height for Ape
Standard 1 1 - _ _ _ 2 1
(> 95 %)

I . Degree 1 1 1 5 5 4 3 _ 2 2 3
(< 95 %)

II. Degree 2 4 2 1 1 3 1 2 2
(< 90 %)

III. Degree - - 1 4 _ _

(< 85 %)

No. per age 4 6 3 7 6 11 4 2 4 2 5 1
No. per sex 10 10 17 6 6 6
No. per pop. 20 23 12

Note: (a) The age range (age was grouped by completed half years)
at the time of measurement was from 6.5 to 16.5 years in Tumupasa
(average of 11 years), between 5.5 and 14.5 years in Santa Ana
(average also of 11 years) and between 5.0 and 13 years in 25 de
Mayo (average of 8 years).
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TABLE 6.8. --Part 2

Waterlow Classification: 1. Individual Level

Weight- for-Hei pht
At or Over 80 % of Standard
(No cases under 80 %)

TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO
Male Female Male Female Male Female
<10 >10 <10 >10 <10 >10 <10 >10 <10 >10 <10 >10

Height -for -Age
> 90 % 2 2 15
of Standard
(Normal)
Subtotals (4) 10 (6)

5 4 3 -

(9) 12 (3)

4 2 3 1

(6) 10 (4)

< 90 %

of Standard
(Stunted)
Subtotals

2 4 2 2

(6) 10 (4)

17 12

(8) 11 (3)

2

(0) 2 (2)

Totals 20 23 12

2. Household Level (considering all children belonging to one
househol dl

Weight- for- Height Normal
TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO

Height- for-Age
All Normal 3 (33.3 %)
Mixed 4 (44.4 X)
All Stunted 2 (22.2 X)

3 (27.3 X)

5 (45.5 X)

3 (27.3 X)

6 (75.0 X)

1 (12.5 %)

1 (12.5 X)

Total 9 (100.0 X) 11 (100.0 X) 8 (100.0 X)

Note: The classification is according to the percentages
individual height and weight data reach in relation to the
expected height-for-age and weight- for-height

, respectively,
at the 50th percentile of the NCHS reference data and the
generally accepted cut-off points for mild, moderate, and severe
malnutrition (Suskind and Varma 1984) . According to the weight-
for-height evaluation, no moderate (under 80 % of standard) nor
severe malnutrition (under 70 % of standard) was present. The
Waterlow classification was taken from Pacey and Payne 1985:90/91.

Source: Own measurements, 1987.
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'—food preparation, composition, and consumption . The

comparative analysis of nutritional status has shown that no acute

undernutrition (wasting) serious enough to be evident from weight- for-

height data existed in any of the three populations. 12 Nevertheless, the

following review of the conditions of food preparation, of the

composition of diets and of data on food consumption will identify

existing nutritional problems. It will also contribute to a possible

explanation of the slight differences in stunting among the three

populations, which if current trends continue may become more severe in

the future

.

In all three communities, food preparation was women's and young

task. The conditions were nowhere optimal, especially with regard

to hygiene. Whereas all households in Santa Ana and 74 % of the

households in Tumupasa had year-round water sources adjacent or close to

their major residence, 83 % of the colonists did not. The creeks were in

danger of contamination by pigs, especially in the nucleated settlement

of Santa Ana. Nearly all households in all three populations had their

kitchens separate from the major house (if sometimes only a roof in the

patio)
, thus avoiding part of the smoke which could contribute to

respiratory illnesses. However, only in a minority of cases

(3 households in Santa Ana, and 2 in 25 de Mayo) was cooking done on

homillas (hearth platforms made from wood and clay) . Women in other

. And this despite the fact that both times of measurement were
periods of potential food shortage, in Tumupasa long enough after grain
harvest for supplies to become exhausted and during the dry season
shortage of wild and cultivated fruits; in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo
before the main grain harvest.
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households cooked in a squatting position on open fires on the ground,

which increased the danger of food contamination by domestic animals and

dirt and not infrequently led to accidents of small children stumbling

into the fire. The inexpensive hoxnilla. seemed to be more appropriate

and was in fact desired by many women especially among the colonists

(who complained that their husbands would not help them with the

construction)

.

Dietary diversity has been shown to be in general positively

related to dietary quality and security against nutrient deficiencies

(Cattle 1977, DeWalt and Pelto 1977, DeWalt et al. 1980, Dewey 1981 and

Frankenberger 1985). Table 6.9. presents data from a dietary "24-hour-

recall" from which two indices of dietary diversity were calculated. 13

was based on the total number of different food items consumed

during the preceding day, the second on the presence of one or

. Having experimented with the food frequency method in 25 de
Mayo in April and May of 1987 and found it to be too inaccurate, between
August and December of 1987 during my interviews with women on infant
mortality, health, and nutrition I collected data on the composition of
meals and snacks consumed at the household level the 24 hours before
(one day per household) . I did not ask for precise measures since I
expected to get access to the more detailed dietary data collected by
Daza et al. (1986) in the three populations. Recall data are available
for 18 households in Tumupasa, 12 in Santa Ana and due to my change in
methodology only 8 of the households in 25 de Mayo. The interpretation
of this narrow data base was facilitated through detailed notes on meals
observed during my frequent household visits, which however do not lend
themselves to quantitative comparative analysis.
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TABLE 6.9.

HOUSEHOLD FOOD CONSUMPTION ACCORDING TO 24 -HOUR-RECALL

Food Item Consumed TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO TOTAL
Bv No. of Households (18) (12) (8) (38)
CARBOHYDRATE SOURCES
Rice 11 7 8 26
Plantains 18 12 4 34
Manioc 8 7 1 16
Other Tubers (a) 3 1 3 7
Corn 3 1 5 9
Corn beer 6 _ 3 9
Manioc beer 1 1 2
Wheat bread 2 3 4 9
Corn bread 1 1 1 3
Noodles 2 2 5 9
Brown sugar (b) 4 2 _ 6
White sugar 3 4 5 12
CARITAS non-wheat- flour 2 1 3

Any of above 18 12 8 38
(X of households) (100 X) (100 X) (100 X) (100 X)

Average time of cons. 6.2 5.8 7.5 6.3
of these items/hh.
MEAT
Game and dried game ( c) 10 5 2 17
Fish and dried fish 2 1 3
Dom. meat (incl. dried) 4 2 2 8

Any of above 14 8 4 26
(X of households) (78 X) (67 X) (50 X) (68 X)

Average time of cons. 1.5 1.7 0.8 1.4
of meat items/hh.
OTHER PROTEIN/FAT SOURCES
Eggs 5 3 5 13
Powdered milk 1 1 2 4
Cheese _ 1 1
Lard 5 5 _ 10
Vegetable oil 3 4 4 11
Peanuts 3 _ . 3
Palm fruits (d) 6 _ . 6
Avocado 2 _ 2
Cocoa drink 1 1 3 5

Any of above 14 10 6 30
(X of households) (78 X) (83 X) (75 X) (79 X)

Average time of cons. 7.4 6.1 6.6 6.8
of these items/hh.
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TABLE 6.9.-- Continued

Food Item Consumed TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO TOTAL
FRUITS
Fruit bananas 7 4 2 13
Citrus fruits 1 1 _ 2
Papaya 1 2 3 6
Other fruits 6 2 1 9

Any of above 12 6 4 22
(Z of households) (67 Z) (50 Z) (50 Z) (58 Z)

Average time of cons. 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.5
of fruits/hh.
VEGETABLES
Onions 7 3 6 16
Peppers 5 5 2 12
Tomatoes 5 1 3 9
Lettuce 1 _ 1
Cabbage - _ 1 1
Cucumber - _ 1 1
Other vegetables 1 - 4 5

Any of above 8 5 8 21
(% of households) (44 Z) (42 Z) (100 Z) (55 Z)

Average time of cons. 1.3 1.2 2.4 1.5
of vegetables/hh.

NO FRUIT NOR VEGETABLE 3 4 0 7
(% of households) (17 Z) (33 Z) (0 Z) (18 Z)

Notes, (a) In Tumupasa all hualusa, in Santa Ana sweet potato,
in 25 de Mayo all (purchased) potatoes, (b) The information on
sugars and fats may be somewhat incomplete since people did not
always specify to the last detail the preparation of their
dishes and drinks, (c) Species consumed in Tumupasa: white-
lipped peccary (one household fresh, two as dried meat), giant
armadillo (1), paca (2), squirrel (1), "partridge" (1), land
tortoise (2); in Santa Ana: tapir (3), deer (1), white-lipped
peccary (1), black spider monkey (1), paca (1); in 25 de Mayo:
deer (one household fresh, one as dried meat), (d) Four
households ate motacu, two asal.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.
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more of five basic food groups. 14 According to both indices, colonists

ranked highest (an average of 10.6 food items and 3.8 food groups),

whereas households in Tumupasa and Santa Ana consumed about the same

average of 8.1 food items from 3.7 and 3.4 food groups, respectively.

Five households in Tumupasa, two in Santa Ana, and one in 25 de Mayo had

skipped one major meal during the day mainly due to absence in their

fields

.

In all three populations, the basis of the daily diet were

carbohydrates derived from home produced staple crops. On the days

covered by the recall interviews, only the colonist households all

consumed the highly desired rice (and twice a day)
, whereas less than

two thirds in Tumupasa and Santa Ana had eaten rice, evidence for the

harvest failure in 1987 and for selling from household consumption

reserves. 15 However, all households in Tumupasa and Santa Ana

compensated for this shortage with abundant plantain consumption (an

average household consumed up to two bunches of plantains per week)

Manioc and other tubers as well as maize and manioc beer were other yet

less important carbohydrate sources, which indicates some corn shortage

14
. In accordance with local dietary patterns, these were

1) sources of carbohydrates like grains and grain products, tubers,
fermented beverages, and sugar, 2) wild or domestic meat as major
protein (and fat) source, 3) minor protein and fat sources like eggs,
milk, cheese, lard, vegetable oil, peanuts and other legumes, palm
fruits, avocado and cacao, and as sources of vitamins and minerals
4) fruits, excluding the ones under listed under 3), and 5) vegetables.

15
. Local estimates for the annual rice consumption of an average

8 -person-household were around 50 arrobas
, i.e. 575 kg of grain.
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as well. 16 Colonists in addition to rice preferred the more nutritious

corn-based mote (consumed by 63 %) and maize beer for which they assured

a year-round corn supply. They also consumed more purchased "empty

calory foods" like wheat flour or bread, noodles, and refined sugar.

These commercial food items were, despite their comparatively high

price, on the increase among the native peasants as well, especially in

Santa Ana. People liked to vary their diet, and these food items were

also beginning to have higher status than home-grown food and offered

especially in fiesta meals. 17 Overall, in all three populations,

carbohydrate and as a result calorie consumption seemed sufficient, an

impression supported by the UNICEF study which reported an average

individual consumption of 1800 calories in the region (the majority from

• l°n8 corn supplies lasted, Tacana women prepared chicha
several times a week for daily consumption and larger quantities for
work parties and fiestas. One arroba of corn (11.5 kg) yielded up to
50 liters of chicha. To a lesser degree, fermented beverages were also
prepared from manioc ( elape ) and ripe plantains and bananas. The process
of fermentation adds nutritional value to the beverage (Fleuret and
Fleuret 1980:251).

17
. These commercial food items were among the trade goods advanced

by the rice marketing firm discussed in Chapter 5 to the people of Santa
Ana. As will be explained further in Chapter 7, several colonist
families participated in the Club de Madres in San Buenaventura, mainly
to get access to cupos (allotments according to the number of small
children) of CARITAS food donations (wheat and other flour, powdered
milk, and oil still sold to cover transport costs but under market
price) . This option was unavailable to native families since in Tumupasa
the local mothers club did not receive food donations, the one in Santa
Ana had ceased to exist, and the cost of regular travel to San
Buenaventura only for this purpose and of monthly monetary contributions
was prohibitive for these households. Only one family in Santa Ana had
access to CARITAS food items through relatives in San Buenaventura.
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plant sources), 94 % of the FAO/WHO recommendation (Daza et al.

1986:160/161)

.

18

Meat was eaten in 78 % of the households in Tumupasa, in 67 % in

Santa Ana and in only half the colonist households, but Santa Ana had

access to larger game species and as a result larger quantities of meat.

Three households benefited from a tapir which had been hunted the day

before these interviews and was being shared among the Tacana families,

and one household each reported eating freshly hunted deer or white-

lipped peccary during three meals. In Tumupasa, smaller game species

like pacas
, squirrel, partridge and tortoise were consumed in fewer

meals. These data provide further evidence for game exhaustion close to

settlements there in comparison to Santa Ana' s relatively fresh hunting

zone (cf. Chapter 5). Only two colonist households consumed game (and

one had obtained it as dried meat from Santa Ana) . Two others ate

chicken, but the remaining four all compensated for the lack of meat

with home produced eggs and purchased vegetable oil. In contrast, eggs

were a protein source only for two of the four households without meat

in Tumupasa and one of the four in Santa Ana. Home -produced or locally

purchased (exchanged) lard was still the more frequent source of fat in

both populations despite increasing use of purchased oil (fried food was

considered a delicacy and eaten in probably unhealthy quantities as long

as fat was available). Nutritious beverages like milk (even among the

. The UNICEF data are based on a 24-hour- recall including
measurements conducted with 93 of the 100 households interviewed.
Results were converted according to Bolivian food composition tables and
related to international recommendations which had been adjusted to
national height and weight standards. Unfortunately only data on the
average regional diet were presented.
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colonists only from purchased powdered milk since cows hardly produced

enough for their calves) and home-produced cacao were in general not

very important but slightly more frequent among the colonists. 19

Additional minor sources of protein and fat relevant only in Tumupasa

were palm fruits (six households), peanuts (three households), and

avocado (two households) (however, some consumption of palm fruits in

Ssnta Ana and of purchased beans in 25 de Mayo was observed during my

regular visits).

Overall, although through different combinations of food items,

all three populations seemed to have sufficient protein and fat

supplies. This was supported by the UNICEF study which in the case of

protein reported an average individual consumption of 56 g (56.3 % from

animal sources; 139 % of the recommendation), whereas the average

consumption of 31 g of fat per individual was only 58 % of the

recommended level (Daza et al. 1986 : 160- 163)

.

20 However, for these food

groups, the diet in Santa Ana was the least balanced, consisting

virtually only of meat and lard or oil. Households in Tumupasa and

25 de Mayo combined more diverse sources of protein and fat.

The same was true with regard to vitamin and mineral sources.

Whereas 67 % of the households in Tumupasa consumed fruits (78 %

including palm fruits and avocado)
, half of the households in Santa Ana

19
. Infants were being breast-fed in all three populations; bottle-

feeding was only an emergency resource.

20
. The recommendation for fat consumption used in the study was

that it should provide 25 % of the calories. Due to an error in their
calculations, Daza et al. came to the conclusion that the regional diet
was extremely deficient in fat, covering only 6 % of the requirements.
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and 25 de Mayo did not. 21 Vegetables were consumed by all colonist

households but, in part due to traditional dietary habits, were of much

less importance in Tumupasa (44 %) and Santa Ana (42 %) . A third of the

households in Santa Ana (twice as many as in Tumupasa) said they had

consumed neither fruits nor vegetables at all. 22 Fruit production was

only incipient in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo and everywhere was hampered

by leaf-cutter ant attacks. Vegetable production was even more difficult

due to pest problems. Some people in Santa Ana also seemed to take less

advantage of available wild fruits than the Tuinupasehos

.

This dietary

pattern could in the long run exacerbate vitamin and mineral

deficiencies

.

Deficiency problems already noted in the UNICEF-study referred to

vitamin A (only 48 % of recommended values), thiamine (vitamin Bl,

72 X ) , calcium (74 %) and riboflavin (vitamin B2
, 80 %) . In contrast,

niacin (106 %) , iron (202 %) and especially vitamin C (717 %) were

sufficient to abundant (Daza et al . 1986:161-163). Although this

analysis left out several important vitamins and minerals and did not

take into consideration the seasonal variation in their availability,

21
. At least papaya, a good source of vitamin A and vitamin C, was

theoretically available to everybody since it was grown by all 45
households, but not much appreciated and often given to the pigs rather
than the children, although green papayas found some use in salads
during fiesta meals. In Santa Ana, owners of plots in the second lower
strip also complained about the distance to their fields which caused
them to bring only essential foodstuffs to the village.

22
. Coca was another source of vitamins and minerals in the

regional diet which I neglected to pursue during my interviews. It was
consumed by most of the men in all three communities and in the case of
the Tacana also by women. Colonists also substituted it with huarahuara
(for data on nutrient contents of coca see Duke et al. 1975).
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tti6 prevalence of certain diseases related to vitamin and mineral

deficiencies gave reason for concern. Goiter caused by iodine deficiency

in the water (and possibly exacerbated by dietary goitrogens, present

e.g. in manioc) was extremely frequent in the region. Many older Tacana

had large nodules, and the UNICEF-team detected a prevalence of 87.5 %

among 630 school children (91.2 % in Santa Ana, 90.5 % in Tumupasa, and

84.6 X in Palma Nueva; the national average was about 65 %) , and

reported 5 cretins from Tumupasa (Daza et al. 1986:172-174, cf. DeGroot

et al. 1984). Also, some night blindness related to vitamin A deficiency

was found among 166 children examined (4 %) . Even more serious was the

high prevalence of anemia related to iron deficiency and intestinal

parasites among women in reproductive age (identified by inspection of

the conjunctiva), 70.6 X in San Buenaventura (of 51 women) and 82.0 % in

the rural areas (of 100 women). Of the latter, 12 % were severe cases

(Daza et al. 1986:126-133). This also indicates that nutrient (in this

case iron) intakes which on the average seemed sufficient were not

necessarily evenly distributed between and within households.

The impact of market integration on the diet was most directly

notable in the frequency and quantity of use of commercial food items in

the 24-hour-recall data. 23 Only 39 % of households in Tumupasa and 58 %

in Santa Ana, but all colonists had consumed purchased food, and the

23
. Information on exchanges and purchases of locally produced or

extracted food items was too imprecise to be analyzed, but from my year
round observations and the few food frequency interviews it was clear
that colonists also exchanged or purchased meat, dried meat, and
occasionally other foodstuffs like tubers and fruits from their native
neighbors . Within Tumupasa or Santa Ana these food items were usually
just given away.
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range of items varied in a similar way. The Tumupasefios had consumed an

average of 1.6 different commercial food items out of a spectrum of 5,

in Santa Ana the average was 2.4 food items out of 8, and in 25 de Mayo

it was 3.6 food items out of 10. However, this seemed to have different

effects on dietary quality in the three populations.

The nutritional value of refined food products like sugar, wheat

flour and noodles is generally lower than that of their local

equivalents (brown sugar, corn flour and native tubers) (cf. Division

1984). In Santa Ana, where consumption of forest and cultivated fruits

as well as of vegetables appeared to be lower than in Tumupasa, the

slightly higher consumption of these items made its diet the

comparatively least nutritious and balanced of all. This together with

potentially higher parasite incidence due to the poor hygienic

conditions may have contributed to the higher incidence of stunting

among the children in this community.

In contrast, some of the long-established traditional Tacana

families in Tumupasa, especially those benefiting from the favorable

growing conditions along the Enadere river, with justification proudly

pointed out "we are not suffering from food shortages" (no escaseamos)

.

Even without vegetables other than onion leaves and peppers
,
they

had a diverse and satisfactory diet to which the rarely purchased

refined food items only added extra flavor. There were, however,

also households in Tumupasa who certainly did not always eat well.

In the absence of meat, Tacana diet often consisted only of dry rice or

roasted plantains since it did not seem worth the effort to
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prepare a meal without meat, and wild and cultivated fruits were not

always optimally used either.

The colonists, whose wives were more aware of the dietary needs

especially of their children, through their conscious combination of

home produced, locally exchanged and purchased, and commercial food

items despite their lower consumption of meat had the most diverse and

stable diet of all. It was probably due to the combination of the

colonists' more balanced dietary traditions and their higher purchasing

power (which made it possible for them to bridge gaps in home

production)
, that their children showed the least incidence of

malnutrition of all.

Morbidity

Health, or negatively expressed morbidity, i.e. the frequency and

gravity of disease, is another basic indicator for quality of life and,

like nutrition, affects work performance. Health depends first of all on

family- level beliefs and practices related to the etiology and treatment

of disease (including dietary habits, hygienic and housing conditions)

which vary between ethnic groups and may change with acculturation

and/or increasing market integration. It also depends on community level

regulations and on the local and regional availability of institutions

capable of addressing health problems beyond the individual household'

s

influence. This sub-chapter will therefore first characterize the local

and regional health systems (environmental conditions and social

institutions) including Tacana ethnomedicine
, a resource neglected in
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official studies. A more detailed analysis will then focus on the

incidence of specific illnesses in the three populations.

Environmental conditions of health . Due to its location at the

foothills of the Andes, the region had an overall pleasant climate and

(in principle) access to fresh and running water. Frontier expansion,

which generally introduces new illnesses and through landscape

modification increases the breeding habitat for many disease vectors

(Weil 1981)
,
had started only recently and was proceeding at a slow

pace. The region could therefore be considered healthier than other

lowland Bolivian and in general Amazonian areas. According to death

records in Tumupasa, the last major smallpox epidemic had been in 1946.

Apparently never very frequent, malaria was (at least temporarily)

extinguished by a government service (SNEM) in the late 1950s. Of the

other disease hazards typical for the Amazon, only leishmaniasis had

always been endemic, claiming victims even among missionaries until the

1940s, but was now under control. 24

However, at the household and population level, the environmental

conditions for health were not optimal. The problems of distance to and

seasonality and contamination of water sources especially in 25 de Mayo

and Santa Ana were already mentioned in the discussion of nutrition.

Since neither Tacana nor colonists had traditionally been much concerned

about environmental hygiene (disposal of human and animal waste)
,
Santa

Ana with its nucleated settlement pattern faced the highest risk of

• emergencies, the Catholic Church provided the expensive
remedy Glucantima. (imported from Brazil) at a subsidized price.
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parasitic and other infections. Contamination from household refuse and

human and animal excrements seemed less of a problem for the dispersed

households of the rural traditional Tacana in Tumupasa and of the

colonists in 25 de Mayo, possibly not warranting the effort of

constructing latrines and stables (which themselves could create health

hazards). In Santa Ana, however, it would certainly be beneficial to

follow the example of the sanitary measures taken in the central village

of Tumupasa. There, according to the priest and vecinos, a long struggle

to convince people of the need for latrine construction and a ban on

free-running pigs in the densely populated village center was slowly

showing success in a decrease of infections

.

Housing conditions were another factor. Although the construction

materials used were in principle economically and climatically

appropriate 25
, houses and especially roofs were not always well kept,

causing leakage and pest build-up (insects, rodents, and bats). Due to

the large families especially in Tumupasa, housing conditions were also

fairly crowded which increased the risk of mutual infection and

• Ventilation during the hot months compensated for a few cold
days when sures blew through the palm wood walls, whereas more tight
adobe clay walls would retain the humidity. Palm thatch- -if regularly
renewed- -seemed preferable to tin roofs which accumulate heat in good
weather and are very noisy during rainfall.
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reinfection. 26 Finally, the Tacana custom of sleeping on thin mats on

the ground (only slowly replaced by the use of huaracha - platforms and

even less of carpentered beds) increased health risks as well. Colonists

all slept on raised beds. The conditions of water supply, environmental

hygiene and housing therefore affected the three populations in

different ways, but in all three cases improvements seemed possible

which would benefit their health (see also Daza et al . 1986:117-125).

Ethnomedicine . Tacana ethnomedicine still strongly influenced

health-related beliefs and behavior in Tumupasa and Santa Ana and was

the most immediately available health care resource in both populations,

yet only to a limited degree adopted by the colonists. Like land use,

ethnomedicine had constantly incorporated new elements of Amazonian,

highland, and later European origin (Hissink and Hahn 1956, 1961, 1984,

Hissink 1964a, 1964b). As other indigenous groups in Bolivia (cf. Aguilo

1983, Lopez and Zolezzi 1985, Strack 1987), the Tacana distinguished

between diseases with a natural cause affecting the body, and those with

a supernatural cause affecting body and soul. "Natural diseases" like

colds or diarrhea were classified and cured according to the pan-

latinamerican hot-cold dichotomy (which in turn stems from the

.

• 0ver half of the rural houses of the 19 traditional Tacana
families in Tumupasa had only one room, 42 % had two (separated by palm
wood or mat walls), and only one (5 %) had three, whereas in Santa Ana
and 25 de Mayo the conditions were slightly more favorable (the
percentages were 36/50/14 in Santa Ana and 42/42/17 in 25 de Mayo). The
average space per permanent household member was 4.2 sq.m in Tumupasa,
5.3 sq.m in Santa Ana, and 7.2 sq.m in 25 de Mayo, per adult equivalent
5.9 sq.m vs. 7.4 sq.m vs. 9.8 sq.m (and this although several colonist
houses were still preliminary and to be increased in size)

.
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mediterranean humoral system)
, using a variety of medicinal plants and

other folk remedies (see Appendix D). 27 While some of these substances

were known and used by almost everybody and plants like floripondio,

guayaba, huirahuira, paico or papaya are recommended all over the

Bolivian lowlands (Miller 1986), there was substantial variation in

knowledge about and confidence in these remedies. Even in Tumupasa, some

households also used Western pharmaceuticals at least for certain

disease types. Natural diseases (unless they became severe) did not

require the intervention of shamans. The only recognized local "folk

specialists" were midwives who gave advice on pre-and postnatal care and

in emergencies repositioned the fetus.

Supernatural diseases," in contrast, from the outset required

shamanistic treatment since their causes and effects were beyond a

normal person's control. A disease considered supernatural was susto,

the loss of the shadow-soul {Enid' u) due to fright caused for example by

tree spirits. A variety of health problems were attributed to

omnipresent human revenge or envy whose originator asked an evil shaman

to introduce disease-causing objects into the hated person's body. 28 The

family of a person presumed to be sick with a supernatural disease

requested a diagnosis of its cause from a shaman who (according to his

27
. Examples for "fresh" plants used against "hot" fever are

cahuasha, malva, and yuquilla; "hot" plants used against "cold" diarrhea
are coca, jenjibre, or palta.

. During the 1950s, post-contact epidemics like smallpox,
whooping cough or scarlet fever were still believed to be brought by
their personified "masters" which needed to be placated with gifts
(Hissink 1964a) . The now virtually obsolete belief in animal and plant
revenge for resource overharvest and other abuses was already discussed
in Chapter 5.
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or her specialty) would read from coca leaves or use coca, tobacco and

increasingly alcohol to enter in trance for divination. Some would also

read from collpa or drink ayahuasca. 29 Depending on the type of disease,

healing then involved evocation of the Edutsis, singing, blowing over

saute, coca and tobacco powder, sucking, shaking or massaging, having

ants or a river take away the disease, the prescription of a specific

diet and other behavioral norms, and sometimes revenge on the inflictor

of evil. The healing ceremony could take place in the patient's, the

shaman's or the cult house. It always integrated the patient's family

and sometimes other community members in the healing process and was

done free of charge, although shamans could accept gifts and some were

said to abuse their fame by making people work in their fields.

Tacana shamans were apparently sometimes consulted by influential

residents of San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque as well, but more

typically they had been persecuted. In informal conversations, the

priest and most outsiders and vecinos in Tumupasa accused shamans of

charlatanry and even murder, citing cases of inappropriate treatments

where more efficient Western medicine would have been available.

According to some Tacana informants however, "good shamans" knew their

limits and would even send their patients to a physician. An evaluation

of the healing success of both folk medicine and shamanistic practices

in comparison to that of Western medicine (a task beyond my

. .

. Collpa is a mineral substance mixed with urine, of highland
origin and was possibly introduced by the wandering Kallawayas, famoushealers from the area of Charazani, who supposedly reached the region inearlier times . Ayahuasca {Banisterlopsis caapi ) is a hallucinogenic vinewhose use was introduced from the Peruvian Amazon around the turn of thecentury (Hissink 1960)

.
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possibilities) should thus be at the basis of any health program in the

region. Although traditional practices cannot be assumed to be

sufficient for many diseases, they are a cheap and locally available

resource without the negative side-effects of many modern drugs. In

addition, syndromes like susto so far have no known Western remedy, and

the holistic treatment method used by the shamans (integrating mind and

body, individual and social context) may be preferable to the

compartmentalization in Western medicine.

According to colonists' statements, most of their highland folk

medicine had become obsolete because unavailable in Iturralde, and since

successful highland healers had little incentive to migrate, they had

also lost contact with most of their traditional health specialists. As

a consequence, during the health interviews around three fourth of

households in Tumupasa and Santa Ana mentioned the use of many different

medicinal plants for a variety of illnesses, but only a third of the

colonists had used concoctions of well-known medicinals like paico,

guayaba or chamairo against intestinal problems, prepared mates against

colds, or applied herbs to skin infections. 30

. Due to the sensitivity of the topic, I did not ask people
directly if they went to a shaman or healer. Daza et al. (1986:144)
report that none of their informants in Tumupasa consulted what they
call curanderos, a highly unlikely result. In Tumupasa, I also never
went to a shamanistic ceremony since this would have been against the
shamans' will. In Santa Ana, I was able to observe the final part of aceremony which included the healing of a little girl from susto, and
uring my visit in San Jose, the Tacana shaman there invited me to a

healing session he held at his house.
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Access to and us e of Western medicine . Already in the 1950s, the

limitations of folk and shamanistic medicine in comparison to what

little was available of Western medicine had led to a certain decline in

the Tacana's confidence in their traditional health care system (Hissink

and Hahn 1984). However, the alternatives were still rather precarious.

The 1976 CORDEPAZ study (Ibarnegaray and Aramayo 1977) as well as the

already mentioned UNICEF study ten years later stressed the shortage and

deficiencies of health services in the region. In 1987, the closest

hospital, and the only private physicians and pharmacies were located in

Rurrenabaque . San Buenaventura was served only part-time by the CORDEPAZ

health personnel. 31 Several of the rural communities had over the years

received government promises and even items (budgeted salaries) for

sanitanos and in response had constructed their own health posts, but

none of these were staffed and equipped at the time of research (Daza et

al. 1986:141-143; personal observations).

In view of these limitations, the Redemptorist order in 1976 began

to train and equip promotores de salud (village health workers) from the

communities. Success has been mixed: at the time of research, a Tacana

woman was operating a little church -supplied pharmacy in Tumupasa and a

man served as promoter in Napashi. None of the trainees were active any

more in Santa Ana, and in 25 de Mayo a young man was just beginning to

learn (for details see Chapter 7). Other sources of Western medicine in

the region were resident outsiders who provided paramedical services

1D07 ‘
,

19
.

86
’ C0RDEPAZ employed only a nurse and two sanitarios

; in
87 a physician was added. They all received much higher salaries from
e corporation than they would have been paid working for the Ministry
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like a teacher at the Tumupasa school during 1986/88 who volunteered to

serve as sanitario. Local and itinerant merchants sought to reap an

extra profit from charging sometimes exorbitant prices for highly

desired or needed drugs: anything from aspirins to antibiotics to

Especifico Pessoa, a locally esteemed snake bite antidote. Due to the

road, visiting delegations of national and even international

institutions were on the increase, some carrying out rather haphazard

diagnoses, vaccinations, anti-parasite treatments or shortcourses

,

others even more dangerously- -often related to political or economic

interests- -distributing donations of often outdated or otherwise

questionable pharmaceuticals. Most of these agents contributed more to

local people' s confusion about the diagnosis and treatment of their

diseases than to a long-term solution of their health problems.

From the interviews with members of all households about their

illnesses during 1986 and 1987, it was clear that all used some

purchased Western medicine, especially vermifuges and Terramicina

against eye infections which had all but replaced the apparently less

efficient herbal medicine against these problems. Whereas in Tumupasa

these substances could be obtained locally from the promotores and

sanitario and nobody purchased medicine in town, in the absence of

similar local sources 77 X of the households in Santa Ana and all

colonists had purchased Western medicine at the private or church

pharmacies in Rurrenabaque

.

Consulting a physician in town cost between 5 and 15 Bs . in 1987

($ 2.5 to 7.5), i.e. one to three agricultural day wages. This expense

in combination with the cost of travel and permanence as well as
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distrust prevented many households in Tumupasa and Santa Ana from

seeking medical advice early on. They often alternatively applied

remedies from folk and Western medicine and visited one or more shamans,

consulting urban physicians only as last resort. Only four households

(21 %) in Tumupasa had consulted a physician in town (the priest

provided free transport in emergencies), whereas the percentages were

twice as high in Santa Ana (43 %), and three times as high in 25 de Mayo

(67 X ) . Household expenditures for consultation and medicine reflected

the difference in community vs. town-based treatments. In Tumupasa, no

household had spent more than 30 Bs
. ($ 15) on medicine in 1987, and the

average was below 20 Bs
. ($ 10). In Santa Ana, the maximum was around

100 Bs. ($ 50) and the average around 30 Bs. ($ 15). One colonist family

had spent around 200 Bs
. ($ 100) for treatments, the average being

around 80 Bs. ($ 40). Despite their higher incomes, many colonists

remarked that resource limitations often prevented them from obtaining

adequate health care.

Types and frequenc ies of diseases in 1986/87 . The most frequent

diseases reported in the 1976 CORDEPAZ study (based on interviews) were

acute and chronic gastro- intestinal problems, skin and respiratory tract

infections and, among children, whooping cough (Ibarnegaray and Aramayo

1977: Table 54). Ten years later, the UNICEF study reported the same

general categories for 166 children under the age of five. At the moment

of visit and the week before, 48.8 % of the children were suffering from

gastro- intestinal problems (an incidence twice as high as in the

highlands), 42.2 X had infections of the respiratory tract (a percentage
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similar to the highlands), 25.9 % skin infections, 7.0 % fever, and

5.4 % contagious diseases like measles. Only 17 % were apparently

healthy. The first two disease categories increased with age, suggesting

the protection breast-feeding provided to infants under one year. With

regard to the population in general, the study found intestinal,

respiratory and skin diseases, and the nutrient deficiency syndromes

mentioned earlier. The report also briefly discusses parasites,

leishmaniasis, tooth decay, women's abdominal diseases and back aches

(presumably from heavy carrying), and six cases of yellow fever and two

of malaria (Daza et al. 1986:133-134, 148-155; these data were not

disaggregated by populations).

My own interviews on diseases affecting each household during 1986

and 1987, controlled and where necessary complemented by observations of

illnesses, are the basis for Table 6.10. which lists the frequency of

different diseases and disease categories in the three populations.

Virtually all households were affected by intestinal problems and what

they considered gripe (influenza), most also by plain cough or

bronchitis. For these health problems, the population- level average

degree of affliction" (an index created for each subcategory of

diseases) was similar as well, slightly higher for intestinal diseases

in Santa Ana. 32 Notable differences between natives and colonists were

the higher incidence of tooth decay and of contagious diseases in

degree of affliction" refers to a household- level index
created for each sub-category of diseases. Two points were given when at
least one adult and one child, one point when either adults or children
were affected. These values were doubled for more serious diseases
(anemia, whooping cough, tuberculosis, and leishmaniasis).
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TABLE 6.10.

DISEASE INCIDENCE, 1986/87

Number of Households Affected in-
TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO

Disease Categories (18) (12) (12)

Gastro-Intestinal Problems 17 (94 %) 12 (100 %) 12 (100 %)
av. degree of affliction: (a) 3.5 4.1 3.5
Diarrhea, vomit., int. fever 17 12 12
Intestinal parasites 14 12 11
Anemia (incl. pica) 7 7 2

Respiratorv Problems 17 (94 %) 11 (92 %) 9 (75 %)
av. degree of affliction: 1.6 1.4 1.2
Cough and/or bronchitis 17 10 9
Whooping cough 2

Tubercul. (no pneumonia rep.) - 1 -

Feverish Diseases 17 (94 %) 12 (100 %) 11 (92 %)
av. degree of affliction: 2.3 2.2 2.0
Influenza 17 11 11
Fever and/or arrebato 8 5 3

Infectious Diseases 16 (89 %) 9 (75 %) 4 (33 %)
av. degree of affliction: 1.5 1.4 0.5
Mumps 16 8 3
Others (children' s diseases) 4 4 2

Skin Infections 13 (72 %) 11 (92 %) 12 (100 %)
av. degree of affliction: 1.1 1.5 2.6
Rashes, abscesses 13 11 12
Leishmaniasis ( espundia ) 1 1 4

Diseases Affecting Organs 9 (50 %) 6 (50 %) 3 (25 %)
av. degree of affliction: 0.6 0.5 0.3
Heart, liver, kidney problems 7 5 3
Large nodulous goiter 2 _

Tumor (unspecified) 2 1 1

Accidents and Bites 10 (56 %) 7 (58 %) 9 (75 %)
av. degree of affliction: 0.6 0.8 0.9
Serious accidents 5 6 8
Snake, spider, scorpion bites 6 2 3

Note: (a) For explanation on the calculation of the average "degree of
affliction" see text.
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TABLE 6.10.-- Continued

Number of Households Affected in:
Disease Categories Tumupasa Santa Ana 25 de Mayo

Female Health Problems 3 (17 %) 4 (33 %) 4 (33 Z)
av. degree of affliction: 0.2 0.3 0.3
Pregnancy related 3 3 2
Hemorrhage 1 1 2

Eve Infections 15 (83 Z) 10 (83 %) 11 (92 Z)
av. degree of affliction: 1.3 1.4 1.4

Tooth Ache 16 (89 %) 11 (92 Z) 8 (67 Z)
av. degree of affliction: 1.3 1.4 0.8

Rheumatism 3 1
Other Diseases I'M 3 7 6
av. degree of affliction: 0.4 0.7 0.6

AV. TOTAL DISEASE AFFLICTION 14.4 15.8 14.1

Households with
serious disease(s) 1986/87 13 (68 %) 11 (92 Z) 00

deaths 1987 (incl. stillbirth) 4 (22 %) 1 (8 %) 1 (8 Z)
ment . or phys . disabl. members 3 (16 Z) 1 (8 %) 1 (8 Z)

AVER. HEALTH INDEX (c) 17.2 18.7 16.0

Notes: (b) In part not identified; there was no case of yellow
fever, and only one colonist had contracted malaria in the Alto
Beni gold mines but was already recovering from it. (c) This index
is based on the total index of disease plus additions of two
points for each disabled person or occurrence of serious illness
among adults or children in 1987 and of three points for each
household member who deceased in 1987.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.
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Tumupasa and Santa Ana, which both suffered from a mumps epidemic in

1987 (possibly indicating an ongoing lower resistance to introduced

diseases among the native population). The colonists, on the other hand,

had a much higher incidence of skin diseases, ranging from rashes to

simple infections to large abscesses locally called puchichis (boils)

and leishmaniasis. The latter disease affected a third of the colonist

households. Three fourths of the others had already had it before 1986,

and one of the recently arrived men contracted it in 1987. Colonists

also reported the highest number of work accidents and bites, although

poisonous snake bites were also not infrequent in Tumupasa and Santa Ana

but only rarely caused death. According to most people's perceptions,

health problems were more severe in the dry season when sures increased

the incidence of colds and influenza, but according to my observations

these were frequent year-round. During the rainy season, skin infections

definitely increased.

On the basis of these "bi-annual household health profiles," two

indices for the overall frequency of disease and for the general health

(morbidity) status of each household were developed. The latter took

into account cases where diseases had been serious enough to temporarily

prevent people from working or attending school, the presence of

physically or mentally disabled persons in the household, and the

occurrence of deaths during 1987. Although the results (14.4 and 17.2 in

Tumupasa, 15.8 and 18.7 in Santa Ana, and 14.1 and 16.0 in 25 de Mayo)

show no large differences between the three populations, the overall

trend was the same observed so far. On average, the traditional Tacana

in Tumupasa seemed to be better off than the people of Santa Ana (where
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the Tacana were worse off than the others). The colonists were in the

best situation, despite the fact that they were more likely to mention

diseases since they were least content with their health situation.

Only 18 % (3) of the households in Tumupasa thought their health

had become worse in the last ten years (and related this mostly to

aging)
,
but in Santa Ana a third of the households, and almost half of

the colonists thought their health had deteriorated in this time span or

since their arrival. Improved health care as the primary need for more

outside assistance was mentioned by 86 % of the households in Santa Ana,

73 % of the colonists and only 56 % in Tumupasa, where indeed more local

services were available and the priest helped in emergencies.

Mortal ity and Demographic Trends

Mortality rates, especially those for infants (under one year) and

for small children (under five years), are among the most encompassing

indicators for quality of life. They reflect nutritional and health

problems and the general socio-economic situation of a population. Their

decrease or increase over time can be taken as an indicator of

improvements or deterioration in a population's living conditions. The

only available source of quantitative information on long-term

demographic trends in the research area were birth and death records

kept in Tumupasa since 1940. This information will be compared with the

1987 data for the entire population of Tumupasa in an attempt to assess

changes in quality of life. A more detailed comparative discussion of
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mortality and current demographic trends among the traditional Tacana,

in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo will follow.

Table 6.11. presents annual death and birth averages calculated

out of the Tumupasa records for two five-year periods, from 1947-51 and

1977-81, and data based on my notes for 1987. 33 Overall mortality and

especially infant mortality had declined notably in absolute as well as

relative figures (the latter set in relation to the number of births

and, where known, the total population). Infant mortality was 172 per

1000 live births around 1947 and declined to 112 around 1977 and 86 in

1987, and child mortality decreased from 247 to 178 to 86 per 1000 live

bi^hs. These data support local people's perception of health

improvements over time. 34 Population had increased in absolute terms

from 433 in 1950 to 800 in 1987, and as a result of the declining death

rate, despite an apparently also declining birth rate, the crude natural

growth rate had increased from 2.75 Z in the late 1940s to 3.25 Z in

1987.

33
. The Registro Civil in Tumupasa was started on Jan. 1, 1940

(immediately after these registrar's offices were decreed by the
government in 1939) and had ever since, with some interruptions, been
kept by changing local residents, some of whom were apparently better
qualified and more diligent than others. The periods used for analysis
were chosen from what appeared to be the most complete and reliable
entries. Unfortunately, the register books for the most recent period
had been sent for copying to La Paz and did not return until 1988 so
that the 1987 data could not be compared and weighted with previous
years

.

34
. Although it seems as if intestinal problems had not decreased

significantly, it must be noted that the three cases of deaths in 1987
due to this cause all occurred among gente de los chacos not taking much
advantage of the sanitary improvements in the major village.
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TABLE 6.11.

TRENDS IN MORTALITY AND DEMOGRAPHY IN TUMUPASA, 1947-1987

Year(s) : 1947-51 av./year 1977-81 av./year 1987

Total deaths 74 (100 X) 14.8 52 (100 X) 10.4 9 (100 X)

Causes of death:
Intestinal 29 (39 %) 5.8 24 (46 X) 4.8 3 (33 X)
(incl. anemia)
Influenza 26 (35 X) 5.2 11 (21 X) 2.2 1 (11 %)
and other fevers
Respiratory 5 (7 X) 1.0 3 (6 X) 0.6 1 (11 %)
(incl. tubercul.)
Other 14 (19 X) 2.8 14 (27 X) 2.8 4 (44 X)
Aees of dead:
< one month 8 (11 %) 1.6 9 (17 X) 1.8 1 (11 %)
< one year 15 (20 X) 3.0 8 (15 X) 1.6 2 (22 X)
< five yrs. 10 (14 X) 2.0 10 (19 X) 2.0 _

< 15 yrs. 8 (11 X) 1.6 7 (14 X) 1.4 2 (22 X)
Adults 27 (37 X) 5.4 18 (35 X) 3.6 4 (44 X)
Age unclear 6 (8 X) 1.2 - -

Av. births/year (a) 26.7 30.3 35
Av. deaths/year 14.8 10.4 9
Av. annual pop. increase 11.9 19.9 26

Infant mort. rate (/1000) 172.3 112.2 85.7
Child mort. rate (/1000) 247.2 178.2 85.7

Total population (b) 433 unavailable 800

Birth rate (/1000 inhab
.

)

61.6 43.8
Death rate (/1000 inhab

.

)

34.2 11.3
Growth rate (/1000 inhab

.

)

27.4 32.5

Notes: (a) Birth records were complete only for 1949-51 (80 births
in total) and 1977-80 (121 births in total)

; the averages refer to
these three and four years, respectively, (b) According to the
government census carried out 1950 (cited in Hissink and Hahn 1961:29)
and my own census in Tumupasa 1987. Unfortunately, the results of the
1976 government census are not available for Tumupasa disaggregated
from the province.

Source: Mortality and birth records copied from the books of the
Registro Civil in Tumupasa, and field notes for 1987.
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However, a brief analysis of the deaths which occurred in 1987 in

Tumupasa, Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo demonstrates the ongoing health

problems outlined in the previous sub-chapter. There were three

stillbirths (among 38 children born) and nine deaths in Tumupasa during

1987. The 19 traditional Tacana households discussed here had one

stillbirth (among 8 births) and three deaths: an eight-month old boy

died from diarrhea and vomiting, a six-year old boy from long-term

intestinal problems related to anemia and vicio (eating dirt), and a

young woman (27 years) from intestinal complications after having been

weakened already by difficult childbirth. 35 In Santa Ana, a one -year old

boy died of a sudden heavy diarrhea (after his father, the Quechua

corregidor

,

had been threatened by the local shaman)
, and one colonist

family lost a five-year old girl to a long-term skin infection which,

after a certain improvement due to injections received in San

Buenaventura, led to swelling of the whole body and possibly tetanus.

All 1987 deaths in the 45 households included in this study probably

could have been prevented.

According to the UNICEF study, from 1983-86 the average annual

birth rate in the region was 59.1 per 1000 inhabitants, the death rate

21.2 per 1000 inhabitants (much higher than the national average of

16.7/1000), and the resulting natural growth rate 37.9/1000 or 3.8 %,

35
. The other deaths in Tumupasa were three children with birth

defects of whom one died a week after birth, another at ten months due
to a fever, and a six-year-old girl due to bronchitis, and three adults
over 65 years of whom two men suffered from intestinal or genital tumors
(possibly cancer) and the oldest woman in the village who died of
decrepitude at about 75 years. Only one of these older men was from
among the other rural traditional Tacana.
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higher than the one calculated above for Tumupasa from 1987 data (Daza

et al. 1986:134). Table 6.12. compares the 1987 demographic trends in

the three study populations and indicates that the colonist families had

the highest birth rate and by far the highest crude natural growth rate

(5.8 %), despite an also high death rate. While this was probably mainly

due to the youth of their population, it is a trend which can be

expected to continue since immigrating colonist families will always on

average be younger than the resident indigenous population.

According to the UNICEF study of infant and child deaths which

occurred during the three years before May 1, 1986, mortality in the

region in general was 161 per 1000 live births for infants (lower than

the rural highland average of 192 but higher than the national average

of 130 and the figures for 1977 and 1987 calculated above for Tumupasa).

Mortality of children under five years was 263 for 1000 live births,

that is over 25 % (no national comparison was given) . Intestinal

problems were responsible for 55 % of these deaths, respiratory problems

for 25 %, fever for 10 %, and other causes for the remaining 10 % (Daza

et al. 1986:155-157)

.

TABLE 6.12.

DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN THE THREE POPULATIONS, 1987

Population Birth Rate Death Rate Crude Growth
(1/1987) (No. Live B.) (No. Deaths) Rate

TU 157 44.6/1000 (7) 19.1/1000 (3) 25.5/1000 (4)
SA 92 43.5/1000 (4) 10.9/1000 (1) 32.6/1000 (3)
25 52 76.9/1000 (4) 19.2/1000 (1) 57.7/1000 (3)

Source: Census 1986/87 and field notes, 1987.
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Mortality data referring to all children ever born to women in the

three study populations are presented in Table 6.13. which is based on

my recall interviews. Information on Tumupasa and Tacana women in Santa

Ana was cross-checked by consulting the Registro Civil entries. The

overall mortality of children under 15 (who could still be expected to

be under parent's care) was 372 per 1000 live births in Tumupasa, 286 in

Santa Ana, and 220 in 25 de Mayo. Mortality rates would even be higher

for Tumupasa and Santa Ana if offspring who died as adults were

included. 36 However, this comparison which seems to make child survival

least probable in Tumupasa neglects the age difference between women in

the three populations. None of the women under 25 years in any of the

three populations had lost a child. For women between 25 and 34 years,

the death rate was highest in Santa Ana (286 per 1000 live births),

somewhat lower in Tumupasa (241) and lowest among the colonists (158).

Overall, the data for women between 15 and 34 years indicate a

similarly high probability for children in Tumupasa (219 in 1000 live

births) and Santa Ana (200 in 1000 live births) to die before reaching

age five. In contrast, this probability was only 120 in 1000 live births

for the colonists, which provides further evidence for the better

. Since the exact age at death could not be determined in about a
fourth of the cases in Tumupasa and Santa Ana, no separate infant and
small child mortality rates can be presented for all women. Older Tacana
women to whom as many as 9 out of 13 children had died often could not
or did not want to remember details about each death, and due to the
sensitivity of the topic I did not insist.
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TABLE 6.13.

MORTALITY OF CHILDREN UNDER 15 YEARS

Av. Pregn. Av. Live Av. Deaths
per Woman Births under 15 Mortality (a)

Women 15-24 vrs

.

:

Tumupasa (4) 1.5 1.5 0.0 0 (0/6)
Santa Ana (5) 1.2 1.2 0.0 0(0/6)
25 de Mayo (3) 2.0 2.0 0.0 0 (0/6)

Women 25-34 vrs. :

Tumupasa (11)
Santa Ana (3)
25 de Mayo (5)

5.5
5.3
3.8

5.3

4.7
3.8

1.3
1.3

0.6

241
286
158

(14/58)
(4/14)
(3/19)

Women 35-44 vrs
Tumupasa (7) 7.9 7.6 2.6 340 (18/53)
Santa Ana (6) 7.5 6.7 1.5 225 (9/40)
25 de Mayo (1) 7.0 4.0 0.0 0 (0/4)

Women 45-54 vrs
Tumupasa (5) 8.3 8.0 3.7 458 (11/24)
Santa Ana (2) 9.5 9.0 2.5 278 (5/18)
25 de Mayo (2) 6.0 6.0 3.0 500 (6/12)

Women 55+ yrs^:
Tumupasa (9) 9.6 9.4 4.6 482 (41/85)
Santa Ana (3) 11.7 11.3 4.7 412 (14/34)
25 de Mayo (0) — — — —
Women all ages

:

Tumupasa (34) 6.8 6.6 2.5 372 (84/226)
Santa Ana (19) 6.4 5.9 1.7 286 (32/112)
25 de Mayo (11) 4.0 3.7 0.8 220 (9/41)

Note: (a) Deaths per 1000 live births (in brackets number of
deaths and live births)

.

Source: Household interviews, 1987. Listed here are data on
all adult women who had had live births

.
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quality of life of the colonists as opposed to the natives in the

region. 37

Among the oldest women (over 44 years), in contrast, colonist

women had lost more children (500 per 1000 live births) than the native

women (477 in Tumupasa and 365 in Santa Ana) . Child mortality among the

colonists was apparently lower in Iturralde than in the highlands, which

may be taken as an indicator for worse living conditions in their

regions of origin. 38 Their lower rate of child mortality in the region,

in comparison to both native communities, can be related to their

generally better health and economic situation.

These differences were notable also in the circumstances of

childbirth, which women in the region referred to as enfermarse

("to become sick") or despenar (literally "to unpain"). All of the women

in Tumupasa and most of the women in Santa Ana usually gave birth at

home (in a squatting position and holding on to a post or rope),

. According to a methodology developed by Brass, child mortality
rates of women between 15 and 19 years after application of a correction
factor indicate the probability of child death before age one, of women
between 20 and 24 years of child death before age two, of women between
25 and 29 years before age three, and of women between 30 and 34 years
before age five (Shryock et al. 1971:829-830). Since the number of cases
in my study was too small to apply this method, data for women between
15 and 34 years were collapsed to approximately indicate the probability
of child death before age five.

. This observation is supported by the cases of the five women in
the recently arrived families, who- -ranging in age between 18 and 45--
had all lost between one and three children before arriving in
Iturralde. The ratio of deaths to live births for this group was a high
360/1000 (9 deaths of 25 live births). A study done in the Chapare
colonization zone in 1976, however, reports that there more children
died before reaching 5 years than in the highland regions they came from
(Weil 1979.217-218), which demonstrates the need to analyze the precise
conditions in different highland and lowland settings.
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assisted only by their husbands and where available female relatives.

Many called midwives only in emergencies, and only one young man in

Santa Ana had sent his wife to relatives in San Buenaventura when their

child was due. This lack of medical oversight may have contributed

to the high frequency of stillbirths (7 were reported in Tumupasa, 5 in

Santa Ana) and to infant mortality. Three of the colonist women, in

contrast, said they usually gave birth in San Buenaventura, attended by

midwives or health professionals (none reported a stillbirth)

.

A final difference was birth control, i.e. the attempt to increase

child spacing and limit the total number of children. A high total

number of children and close child spacing have both been shown to be

related to higher infant and child mortality (Strack 1987). None of the

women in Tumupasa were using any method of birth control (even herbal

contraceptives seemed unknown) . Most had had pregnancies in regular two-

year- intervals
, and only two young women showed interest in limiting the

number of children in the future. In contrast, three women in Santa Ana

were experimenting with cuchi -bark extract to prevent further

pregnancies, and another had had an operation after losing a child and

almost her life during childbirth. Two young colonist women were using

an I.U.D. (and as a result were suffering from uterus infections and

other complications), and five others were considering birth control for

the future, once they had reached the desired number of children. Women

in both these populations which were more dependent on the market, but

especially the colonists, realized the high cost of adequately raising

and educating their children and attempted to limit family size, even

though children contributed to the household labor force

.
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Overall, in terms of nutrition, health, and child mortality,

despite their need to adjust to a new environment and diet, colonists

were better off than both of the indigenous communities . This can be

explained to some extent by the lower average age of the colonist

population, but more by a combination of favorable cultural and economic

factors, i.e. knowledge and concern about nutrition and health and the

availability of the necessary financial means. People in Santa Ana

appeared to be slightly worse off than the Tunmpasefios in terms of

nutrition and health due to a less balanced diet and hygienic problems

resulting from their nucleated settlement on the road, changes typical

among indigenous people with increasing market integration. However, the

high (if over time declining) infant and child mortality rates in

Tumupasa point to ongoing health problems in that village as well. Even

the colonists, while relatively better off, were by no means in an

enviable situation, and health problems contributed to the decision of

several households to move to San Buenaventura.

Education: Aspirations and Limitations

The future parents envision for their children is an important

indicator of their overall aspirations. Responses to an open question

about this issue showed that most peasants were fairly realistic in

their assessment of the limited options available to them. Some parents

in all three communities stated that they wanted their children to

superarse ("to overcome themselves"), "not to be like me" (que no sean

como yo ) ,
that is, not to be peasants anymore. They mentioned as
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possible professions carpenter or mechanic for the boys and seamstress

or teacher for the girls or just wanted their children to get a

bachillerato (graduate from high school)
,
but several stressed financial

limitations obstructing any such plans. Most parents in all three

populations
, however

,
made the choice mainly dependent on their

children s capacity and interest (depende de ellos

,

segUn su capacidad,

hasta que puedan, depende de su interns).

The education children received was mainly a function of local

availability which (as in the case of health care) left the more

recently founded and smaller populations of Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo in

a disadvantaged position. In Tumupasa, where the expanding school

offered courses until 10th grade in 1987, teenagers from several

traditional Tacana families were taking advantage of this local yet

still rather expensive opportunity to continue much beyond what their

parents and grandparents' education had been. 39 Others, however, had

been withdrawn by their parents or by their own decision dropped out of

39
. Officially the school fee was only 4 Bs. for one child per

family in Tumupasa since the priest paid the fees for any additional
children. In practice, however, there were other costs: payments of
9 Bs. to the school cook (who prepared two meals per day from CARITAS
donations); meals for all ten outside teachers on three days per school
year to subsidize their low salaries of often only 70 Bs. /month; at
least 10 work days for the construction of new classrooms; and several
other monetary and non-monetary expenses. The cost of sending a child to
the central school ended up being about 170 Bs . Including expenses for
school uniforms (which were not obligatory but generally acquired due to
social pressure) and materials, the total cost was at least 200 Bs. for
the first and 30 Bs . more for each additional child. Not all households
fulfilled all these obligations, and some of the teenagers earned money
themselves, but the costs of education and the increasing demands by the
teachers who went on strike nation-wide in 1987 were the topic of
discussion at many village meetings. This certainly discouraged parents
and teenagers from taking full advantage of the courses offered.
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school after reaching the legal minimum of five years. In 1986, school

attendance was 100 % for the children between 7 to 10 years but only

76 % between 11 and 16 years. No son or daughter of a traditional family

attended school in San Buenaventura or Rurrenabaque as did several of

the vecino teenagers (of whom a few also studied in La Paz and one even

in the Soviet Union) . The records of the 1986 and 1987 school years

indicate that in virtually all traditional Tacana families there had

been problems with children attending irregularly, being withdrawn in

the middle of the school year or having to repeat a course. Class

failure rates were above the school' s high average of almost 24 % in

1987 (Central school register, Tumupasa) . This shows parents' low de

facto support for their children' s education which is understandable

given their own limited schooling, the potential uses of children's

labor, and the doubtful benefits of the education received for local

needs

.

In Santa Ana, one teacher was responsible for five grades and

about 30 children, and the teacher in 25 de Mayo had to attend 3 grades

and 20 children. This situation caused several parents to express their

desire to send their children to school in San Buenaventura or

Rurrenabaque. However, due to financial and logistical problems, no

family had been able to do this until 1988. Only one Tacana family in

Santa Ana and one colonist family sent their older boys to school in

Tumupasa where the Tacana boy stayed with relatives (but dropped out of

school during the year), the colonist boy in the priest's small boarding

house. Even if they passed the course, most children in Santa Ana

repeated grades. Overall school attendance in Santa Ana between ages
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11 and 16 was 73 % in 1986, but no 15 or 16-year-old attended school any

more. Colonists were more eager to send their small children to school

than were the natives
,
but only one of four teenagers between 11 and 16

years in 25 de Mayo still attended school. The others had been fully

integrated into the household labor force after reaching 5th grade. This

indicates both for people in Santa Ana and the colonists low if

realistic aspirations for their children' s education, despite their

higher market integration and- -especially in the case of the colonists --

greater experiences with national society.

Conclusion

Using a variety of indicators of quality of life, this chapter has

shown that market integration had rather different consequences for

indigenous peasants and colonists. This underlines the importance of

analyzing the specific conditions of this general process for different

social groups.

Comparing the situation of the traditional Tacana and the people

in Santa Ana, the latter's higher market involvement through limited

cash cropping and rather frequent wage labor had brought them somewhat

more material wealth and higher levels of income, yet no improvement in

their health situation. To the contrary, there seemed to be first

indicators for a decline in dietary diversity and quality, and for an

increase in health problems with the convenient nucleated settlement on

the road. In Tumupasa, not only the economic, but also the health

situation of the traditional Tacana in Tumupasa were far from ideal as
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well, but this was mitigated to a certain degree by their access to

somewhat better services and Church support in their long-established

and larger village. Both among the Tumupasehos and the people of Santa

Ana, a great part of people's time still went into preferred activities

like hunting and fiestas (an important aspect of quality of life), and

social support networks provided some security for times of crisis.

However, both indigenous peasant groups were integrated into the

regional economy predominantly through patron-client relationships with

unfavorable terms of trade perpetuating debts. This type of market

integration put them at a disadvantage in comparison with the colonists.

Colonists had higher levels of material wealth and income not only

because they invested more time, effort and capital into crop and animal

production. Because of their previous experiences, they were able to

take better advantage of the limited economic opportunities in the

region, both in terms of higher prices for crops and better paying jobs.

Their health situation was also better than that of the indigenous

peasants due to a combination of dietary habits and greater confidence

in Western medicine, and their ability to go to town more regularly and

purchase supplementary food items and medicine. Overall, although the

colonists were themselves peasants in an unfavorable position in the

regional context and many of them were highly indebted, there was a

clear social and economic differentiation between the two peasant

groups, most notable in the boss-worker and incipient trader-client

relationships

.

Despite these important differences, the general economic, health

and educational situation in all three communities left much to be
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desired. However, it was the peasants' own perception of their problems

which would mobilize them to seek solutions or improvements. When asked

if they thought that the overall situation of their household had stayed

the same, improved, or deteriorated in the last two years, 74 % of the

respondents in Tumupasa thought they were better off than before, and

nobody, not even those who had complained earlier about economic or

health problems, said the situation had gotten worse. In Santa Ana, in

contrast, only 57 % thought the situation had improved (for three of

eight respondents due to better accessibility)
, and 29 X complained

about its deterioration (mentioning economic and health problems as

causes). Among the colonists, a similar 58 % perceived improvements in

their overall situation which they linked to the increasing movimiento

in the region (movement in the sense of better accessibility, and

marketing and job opportunities), another 25 %, however, thought their

situation had deteriorated. Also, of the colonists who said they would

move their families to San Buenaventura to make life easier for their

women and children, two had done so by June 1988 (one giving up his plot

completely)
, whereas the one household in Santa Ana who had thought

about moving had stayed. Overall, the gap between aspirations and

achievements was highest among the colonists. As the next chapter will

show, colonists were also more active collectively, trying- -not always

successfully- -to improve their situation through their cooperative and

the provincial peasant federation.



CHAPTER 7

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS AS PROBLEM- SOLVERS

:

ACHIEVEMENTS, LIMITATIONS, AND THEIR NEED OF SUPPORT

Go ahead with the ambition to reach a progressive and
advanced destiny, to make Bolivia excel in the face of a
world full of hunger and misery.

(From the memorandum of nomination sent to the corregidor
of Santa Ana in January 1988 by the subprefecto of the
Province of Iturralde)

Introduction

The assessment of the impact of government policies on the

situation in the Province of Iturralde (Chapter 3) and the comparison of

the land use systems and the quality of life of the Tacana of Tumupasa,

the people of Santa Ana, and the colonists of 25 de Mayo in this

regional context (Chapters 5 and 6) have shown serious problems

affecting the peasants in general as well as others specific to each of

the three communities. The entire rural population suffered from the

lack of basic services, especially health care and technical assistance,

and the limited economic prospects in the region. In Tumupasa, the most

traditional rural Tacana appeared at first glance "poor but content,"

but they were facing uneconomically low grain and declining game yields.

In Santa Ana, ethnic mixture had contributed to serious social

327
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conflicts. In addition, the higher degree of market integration of its

inhabitants, especially through frequent wage labor outside of the

v^HaSe i
had not increased the prospects for land use sustainability nor

improved the health situation its inhabitants. The colonists were,

mainly due to their previous experiences, better able to take advantage

of the narrow economic opportunities in the region. By most standards,

they had a higher quality of life than native peasants in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana. However, most of them were discontented with their situation,

many also indebted, their cooperative had serious problems, and their

land use system had even less prospects for long-term sustainability.

Peasants in Iturralde as elsewhere in the world were not passive

victims to external forces, and their household and community- level

strategies to improve their situation have been discussed throughout

this study. Starting from the assumption that collective strategies of

organized groups of people can have more impact than individuals or

single households (Hirschman 1984)
,
this chapter will assess the

achievements and limitations of local and regional peasant organizations

in addressing their members' problems and needs, as well as local

experiences with outside assistance.

Local membership organizations are increasingly recognized as a

necessary (although not sufficient) condition for lasting improvements

in the quality of life of rural people (Esman and Uphoff 1984). However,

so far little comparative research exists on what kinds of local

organizations "are most appropriate, for what tasks, and how they can

best be supported" (Uphoff 1986:2). The analytical framework developed

by the Rural Development Committee at Cornell University distinguishes
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between different types of local organizations along a continuum from

the public to the private sector. Local organizations in turn are a

specific type of local institutions. This broader category also includes

non-membership organizations like local branches of government agencies

(local administration), service organizations, and private business. The

approach also separates different levels of decision making and

activity
, and analyzes the contributions of local organizations and

institutions to the solution of specific problems (Esman and Uphoff

1984, Uphoff 1986). This framework facilitated a systematic analysis of

the diversity of organizations and their activities in the research

area.

Applying the Esman & Uphoff classification, Figure 7.1.

distinguishes within the category of local institutions between the

public sector (CORDEPAZ)
, local membership organizations in the three

communities, and the private sector which includes service institutions

(Church) and business (rice company). Since in all three communities

village meetings annually elected their authorities and took the

important decisions, local government was classified as a membership

organization, together with different kinds of task-oriented self-help

organizations
, cooperatives, and sin.dica.tos .

1 Membership organizations

• The figure modifies the original framework in several ways

.

Uphoff keeps local government separate from membership organizations
because it has "the force of law and the resources of the state behind
[it] (Uphoff 1986:5), which was not the case in the research area.
Also, having mentioned only political parties as local political
organizations, he refrains from analyzing them "since external agencies
are expected to avoid getting involved in domestic politics" (Uphoff
1986:5). However, not becoming involved in domestic politics usually
means supporting the status quo. This "hands-off" approach would have
led to the omission of peasant unions which were generally more
politically oriented than other local organizations (although at the
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Public Sector Voluntary Sector Private Sector
(Governmental) (Local Membership Organizations) (Non-Governmental)

Local
Admini-
stration

Local Self- Coop- Poli- Service Private
Govern- Help era- tical Organi- Busi-
ment Org. tives Org. zations ness

CORDEPAZ (details on voluntary sector below) Church Rice firm
(San Buenaventura) (Tumupasa) (San B.)
(Tumupasa)

LOCAL MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

Local Government Self-Help Org. Cooperatives Political Org.
(regulatory function) (task oriented) (resource pool) (ideological)

Tumupasa :

Corregidor & helpers
(Central village)
Corregidor & helpers
(Napashi)
Agenda Cantonal
Comite Civico

( Comite. Civico

)

Comite de Padres
de Familia (school)
Club de Madres
(ad-hoc committees
for different tasks)
1987: Agr. Producers

Association

(Consumer coop., (no formal party)
now dissolved) Sindicato
Lumber coop. campesino
(with outside
members)
"Agricultural
cooperative"
(Sayuba)

Santa Ana :

Corregidor & helpers Junta de Auxilio (colonist new- Sindicato
Escolar (school) comers are org. campesino
(Club de Madres, as cooperative) (inactive)
now dissolved)

25 de Mavo :

(same as cooperative, Junta de Auxilio Agricultural (as coop, affi-
before Sindicato ) Escolar (school) Cooperative liated to Pea-

Club de Madres sant Federation)

Source: Framework adapted from Esman and Uphoff (1984) and Uphoff (1986).

FIGURE 7.1. LOCAL AND REGIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE PROVINCE OF ITURRALDE

local level not dominated by a specific political party) and had
important vertical linkages. Finally, service organizations were
excluded from the voluntary sector since there were no local membership
organizations of this kind in the region.
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receive most attention here, but experiences with assistance from

public and private institutions and future needs for specific types of

support will be addressed as well.

Levels of decision making, activity, and organization ranged from

the individual and household to the local or community level (which in

the case of Tumupasa had important internal divisions) to the region and

finally to the national and international levels (cf. Uphoff 1986:11).

Since many of the local problems originated at higher levels, existing

and potential linkages of local organizations in the three communities

to regional, national, and even international membership organizations

with potentially more leverage were important. 2 These relationships are

presented in Figure 7.2.

The tasks of local institutions distinguished in the framework

include natural resource management (like social forestry, watershed and

soil management)
, rural infrastructure (like roads and transportation,

water, and electricity), human resource development (like health care,

education, and support of women), agricultural development, and

nonagricultural enterprise (Uphoff 1986:3). These activity types as well

as their subcategories can have different institutional requirements and

options. The discussion of the contributions of local and regional

organizations and institutions to the solution of peasants' problems in

the region will follow this classification, after briefly reviewing

2
. Both these higher- level membership organizations and the non-

member institutions mentioned previously can be important for local
organizations and populations as "intermediaries" to governments and
international donor agencies. A recent study proposes to call both of
them "grassroots support organizations" to avoid the negative
connotations of "intermediaries" (Carroll et al. 1987).
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Levels

:

INTERNATIONAL: COICA

NATIONAL:
Bolivia

CIDB

CIDOB CSUTCB/CORACA FENACOAB

DEPARTMENTAL:
Dept, of La Paz

(no link yet)

FDUTCLP-TK MovimienCo
Pacehista

REGIONAL:
Prov. Iturralde Federacion Comice Civico

Provincial Provincial
Coop . Maderera
Iturralde Ltda.

Comice Civico

LOCAL:

Tumunasa
Local government

25 de Mavo
Cooperative

Sindicato
Lumber cooperative

Comimim' ti

Napashi (local government)
Sayuba ("agr. cooperative")

COICA. Coordinadora de las Organizaciones Indigenas de la Cuenca
Amazdnica (Coordinating Organ of the Amazonian Indigenous Organizations)
CIDOB: Central de Pueblos y Comunidades Indigenas del OrienCe Boliviano
(Lowland Indian Federation, member of COICA)
COB: Central Obrera Boliviana (National Workers Union)
CSUTCB. Confederacidn Sindical Unica de Trabajadores Campesinos de
Bolivia (National Peasant Federation, member of COB)
CORACA. CorporaciOn Agropecuaria Campesina (Peasant Agricultural
Corporation, the economic branch of the CSUTCB)
FDUTCLP-TK. Federacion Departamental Unica de Trabajadores Campesinos de
La Paz (Dept, of La Paz Peasant Federation, member of CSUTCB)
FENACOAB. Federacion Nacional de Cooperatives Agropecuarias (National
Federation of Agricultural Cooperatives)

affiliation
weak link

Source: Adapted from Uphoff (1986)

Households

Individuals

Acronyms

:

FIGURE 7.2. VERTICAL INTEGRATION OF LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
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local perceptions of problems and needs. However, the interrelationships

between these problem/activity areas ultimately require an integrated

approach to regional development. The government's and CORDEPAZ' s lack

of such a perspective had made it extremely difficult for local and

intermediary organizations to improve the quality of life of rural

people in the region and frustrated their considerable efforts.

An assessment of different local and higher- level membership

organizations needs to consider their internal as well as external

social, economic, and political performance (Fox and Butler 1987).

Criteria thus include not only their efficiency in contributing to the

immediate solution of a specific local problem, but also their capacity

to eliminate or at least manipulate its underlying causes. A further

criterion is the organizations' short and long-term contribution to

social equity at the local and regional level. Assessment of the degree

of internal control and participation of their members in the

organizations requires a review of the forms of decision-making, the

accountability of leaders, the organizations' representativity of all

their constituents' interests, and their autonomy from outside

manipulation (Smith 1985) . A final criterion is the contribution of

local organizations (alone or through their vertical linkages) to the

political empowerment of their constituencies so that these can and do

actively participate in decisions that immediately affect them (Esman

and Uphoff 1984). Possible trade-offs between the efficiency, equity,

and empowerment contributions of local organizations need to be

carefully weighed. Outside assistance needs to be assessed along the

same lines, the key principle being that it should not lead to economic
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or ideological dependence but rather strengthen local self-help capacity

and promote self-determination. 3

This chapter will show that while local organizations in all three

communities over time had been fairly successful in mobilizing the

population for public works like local schools which were of immediate

community benefit, they had contributed less to the improvement of

health, the contents of education, and the situation of women, very

little to the solution of agricultural production and marketing

problems, and nothing to natural resource management. These latter

issues had hardly been addressed by the regional organizations and

CORDEPAZ and the Church as well and constitute the major challenge for

the future of the region. In this context, the evidence for socio-

economic differentiation between the Tacana (and other peasants from the

region) and the colonists suggests the need to strengthen indigenous

self-help capacity in the face of ever increasing ethnic mixture and

market integration to ensure equitable regional development.

3
. The data base for this chapter are excerpts from the Libros de

acCas (records) of different local organizations which in the case of
the corregimiento of Tumupasa go back as far as 1962; notes taken during
regular attendance of meetings in Tumupasa, less frequently in the other
two populations, and on four occasions in lowland indigenous peoples' or
peasant meetings at the national level; survey responses to questions
referring to problems and needs, local organizations, and experiences
with outside assistance; and conversations with local, regional, and
national peasant leaders as well as with government officials and
members of the Church and other private institutions.
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Local Perceptions of Problems and Needs

chapters have pointed out that, with the exception of a

generalized perception of game decline in all three populations
,

the

traditional Tacana in Tumupasa noted less danger of resource degradation

and were less concerned with production problems than were the people of

Santa Ana and especially the colonists. Also, more colonists expressed

discontent with their economic and health situation than did people in

Santa Ana, whereas most of the Tacana in Tumupasa felt their overall

situation had improved in recent years. Table 7.1. presents responses to

an open question about the most pressing community- level problems and

needs. These give a more in-depth view of local perceptions of the

situation which set the priorities for the activities of local

organizations

.

Almost two thirds of the traditional Tacana in Tumupasa mentioned

as major needs village improvements long pursued by the local

authorities, either electricity for the central village, its

urbanizacion (i.e. a nicer plaza and better kept streets), or both, and

this although- -due to their rural residence- - they would reap little

direct benefit from them. Intra- communal conflicts were the second most

frequently mentioned concern, especially among the households from

Napashi who complained about lack of unidad (unity) of their community

and double demands on their labor for communal projects both in Napashi

and in the central village of Tumupasa. Problems related to health and

education were mentioned by only a quarter of the respondents, and

agronomic and economic problems by none.
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TABLE 7.1.

PERCEIVED COMMUNITY- LEVEL PROBLEMS AND NEEDS

Problem/Need (a) TUMUPASA SANTA ANA 25 DE MAYO

Electricity for village
"Urbanization" (plaza, streets)

10

7

1

4

-

ANY OF ABOVE VILLAGE IMPROVEMENTS 12 5
(X of households) (63 X) (36 X) (0 X)

Health situation 4 4 3
School situation 2 3 2

ANY OF ABOVE SOCIAL NEEDS 5 6 3

(% of households) (26 X) (43 X) (25 X)

Transport problems _ 1 2
Agric

.
production problems - - 2

Economic situation - - 2

ANY OF ABOVE AGR./ECON. PROBLEMS _ 1 5
(X of households) (0 X) (7 X) (42 X)

CONFLICTS, LACK OF UNITY 8 5 9
(% of households) (42 X) (36 X) (75 X)

NO IDEA 2 2

(% of households) (11 %) (14 X) (0 X)

Number of households 19 14 12

Note: (a) The table represents grouped responses to the open
questions "What are the most serious problems, the most urgent
needs of your community?" Three unranked answers were possible.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

In Santa Ana, the category most frequently mentioned were health

and/or school problems (43 %) . Village improvements and internal

conflicts were both mentioned by over a third of the households (in the

latter case all but one of them were not Tacana) . Only one household

mentioned transport problems. Among the colonists, three fourths were
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distressed by the internal conflicts and mismanagement in their

cooperative. The second most important problem category were agronomic

and economic problems (mentioned by 42 %) . The health and educational

situation concerned about a fourth of the colonists. Village

improvements were of no importance since they had abandoned the plan to

form a nucleated settlement around their school.

Peasants in the three populations stressed different problems and

needs which reflect their both social and economic priorities and

differences in service availability at the local level. The Tumupasehos

put most emphasis on village improvements (rural infrastructure in

Uphoff s classification)
,
people in Santa Ana on health and education

(human resource development) and to a lesser degree village

improvements, and the colonists on agricultural development, both

production and marketing. The high level of concern with lack of unity

and internal conflicts in all three communities
,
but especially among

the colonists, points to ongoing difficulties in their organized

attempts to address these problems

.

A follow-up question asked which kinds of assistance were most

urgently needed. Respondents were given the choice between medical,

technical, financial (credit) and any other assistance. All colonists,

93 % of the respondents in Santa Ana and 79 % in Tumupasa wanted

technical assistance. The need for medical assistance was expressed

slightly less frequently in all three communities and stated by 86 % of

the respondents in Santa Ana, 75 % in 25 de Mayo, and 58 % in Tumupasa.

Credit was considered important only by a third of the colonists and

none of the native peasants. One respondent in Santa Ana mentioned the
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need for a social worker, and a colonist the need for assistance with

transportation. 4 In line with their lower expression of health,

agronomic, and economic problems, the Tumupasefios thus also had the

lowest demand for assistance in these areas. Some of them also voiced

concern that they would not be able to pay or properly attend an

ingeniero (agronomist).

Asked to specify what kind of technical assistance they considered

most urgent, most Tacana in Tumupasa referred only to unspecified pest

problems (one demanded tools). In Santa Ana, a few respondents also

showed interest in new crops or varieties (e.g. of coffee). Some

colonists, in addition to these two priorities, had quite specific

requests for pest-resistent varieties, training in pruning cacao and

grafting citrus plants, and for veterinary advice. As to which

institutions should provide the requested assistance (given the choice

among those listed in Table 7.2.), most people in all three populations

commented negatively on CORDEPAZ, and in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo also

on the private rice company. Most respondents in Tumupasa (79 %) had no

clear idea of who might be capable and willing to support them. In Santa

Ana, 43 % of the respondents had no institutional suggestion, 35 %

mentioned the Church or other private support organizations, and 21 %

their own membership organizations. Among the colonists, in contrast,

many more options were mentioned, although no clear preference emerged

since membership, private support, and government institutions were all

suS6ested by 55 % of the respondents. Almost half of them also stressed

4
. Answers are presented here without ranking since for many

respondents technical and medical assistance had equal priority.
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TABLE 7.2.

INSTITUTIONS WHICH SHOULD (NOT) PROVIDE ASSISTANCE

Institution (a)

TUMUPASA
For Against

SANTA
For

ANA
Against

25 DE
For

MAYO
Against

CORDEPAZ 2 (2) 9 (4) 2 (2) 9 3 (2) 7 (3)
Other governmental institution 2 - - - 4 -

HH. PRO ANY GOVERNMENTAL INST. 3 (16 X) 2 (14 %) 6 (55 %)

Catholic church _ _ 1 _ 2 .

Other private support inst. 1 - 4 (1) - 4 -

HH. PRO ANY SUPPORT INST. 1 (5 X) 5 (35 X) 6 (55 X)

Private enterprise (rice comp.) - - 2 (2) 6 - 7

HH. PRO PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 0 2 (14 X) 0

Local authorities _ . . 2
Sindicato/Federation 2 (1) - 3 - 3 1
Cooperative - - 1 - 3 2

HH. PRO MEMBERSHIP ORG. 2 (11 X) 3 (21 X) 6 (55 X)

"We ourselves have to learn it" - _ _ _ 5 (45 %)
No positive suggestion 15 (79 X) 6 (43 X) 1 (9 X)

Number of households 19 (100 X) 14 (1001 X) 11 (100' %)

Note: (a) The table lists grouped responses to the question which institution
should provide the desired assistance. Numbers in brackets refer to qualified
responses like "maybe, if . . ."in the case of a positive response and
"should, but no hope . .

. " in the case of a negative response.

Source: Household interviews, 1987.

that they themselves would have to learn the necessary skills especially

in agriculture, an unanticipated response which none of the native

peasants had given.

The traditional Tacana in Tumupasa thus hardly mentioned their

economic and social problems which persisted even though their village
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offered better services than the other two communities. Due to their

lack of experience with the "outside world," they were understandably

the most insecure of all about what solutions to expect from both their

own and outside organizations. Their aspiration for village improvements

(which went beyond direct personal benefit) demonstrated the ongoing

importance of the pueblo as center of their identity. People in Santa

Ana, despite their higher market integration under far from favorable

conditions, also did not focus on improvements of their economic

situation. They stressed immediately pressing health and educational

problems (before village improvements)
,
and indeed these services were

of a much lower quality in their village than in Tumupasa. However, only

a few had suggestions for appropriate technical and institutional

solutions. The colonists as most market -oriented and experienced of all

three populations assessed their situation and potential solutions quite

realistically. They stressed agronomic and economic problems (over

health and education)
,
and several of them had clear ideas as to which

technical assistance would be needed to address them. However, all

during 1987 the colonists had faced serious problems with their

cooperative, and most of them were frustrated both with CORDEPAZ and the

rice company. As a result, many now seemed to seek more individualistic

solutions

.

Presentation of Local and Regional Organizations and Institutions

As mentioned in Chapter 4, each of the three communities had a

variety of local organizations, and three regional membership
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organizations had evolved as well by the beginning of 1987. CORDEPAZ and

the Redemptorist order, the only outside institutions which over the

years had provided limited assistance to the population in Iturralde,

were already introduced in Chapter 3. A brief presentation of these

local institutions and their activities will provide the background for

the assessment of their achievements and limitations with regard to the

solution of peasants' problems.

Local Organizations

Tumupasa . Due to its age and the size of its population, Tumupasa

had a variety of local organizations (see Figure 7.1.) which over the

years had been quite successful in addressing many of the villagers'

problems and needs through mobilization of the population and local

resources, making use of available assistance, and sometimes actively

recruiting outside support. Due to Tumupasa' s (in comparison with Santa

Ana and 25 de Mayo) more stratified social structure, however, not only

the organizations' overall achievements for the village as a whole, but

also the specific costs and benefits of their activities for the

traditional rural Tacana had to be considered. The instrumental role of

the local priest who had been active in Tumupasa since 1971 will be

noticeable throughout.

As mentioned before, the oldest form of local government in

Tumupasa was the annually elected corregidor with his collaborators

.

A vecino usually received the post of the corregidor whose tasks

according to local opinion required literacy and the capability to deal
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with outsiders. His collaborators, the cacique, policia, and nine young

huarajes

,

were mainly selected from among the more traditional Tacana. 5

The communal election was with few exceptions ratified by the provincial

subprefect whose memorandum gave the corregidor his authority as local

representative of the national government, although in practice he

received his instructions in village meetings, not from higher political

levels. He and his helpers were in charge of maintaining "law and order"

in the village, organizing the fiestas, and receiving official visitors.

Since the early 1970s, this system of local authorities had been

supplemented by the agente cantonal (often called alcalde )

,

the

equivalent of a mayor. This office, created by the government apparently

through intervention of the priest, until 1983 was held by the first

nominee, a vecino teacher who among other activities started with

sanitary measures and the urbanizacidn

.

After he left the post, the next

agentes cantonales were elected directly in village meetings. 6 A third

institution on the borderline between local government and self-help

organization, the junta vecinal ("council of neighbors")
,
was suggested

5
. Of the 19 heads of household, only two had been corregidor in

the 1960s. Three younger men had been or were during 1987 corregidor in
the community of Napashi which had started to elect its own authorities
in 1983. Six had been or were currently cacique, ten policla, and
virtually every adult male over about 20 years had served at least once
as one of the minor huarajes

.

6
. When in December of 1987 the first nation-wide municipal

elections were held after over two decades, the electoral law and ballot
forced the population to choose between the eleven political parties
which had presented themselves at the national level. This created
considerable confusion and, since the votes were evenly split among the
three parties represented at the local level, left the post vacant for
several months until the population decided to return to its own
election procedure

.
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by the priest and the agente cantonal and created in January of 1973.

Its elected five members served as advisory and supervisory board to the

local authorities and started to generate funds for village projects. In

the 1980s, apparently inspired by the spread of the "civic movement" all

over Bolivia, the junta vecinal changed into the comite clvico ("civic

committee") which however, in contrast to its predecessor, operated

mainly in the person of its annually elected or ratified president. The

division of labor between these three instances of local government was

not always clear, yet so far coordination and cooperation had been

possible. However, the specific activities of these institutions,

although in principle determined or at least approved by the decisions

taken in village meetings, in practice depended very much on the

personalities and initiative of the individual corregidor
,
agente

cantonal and presidente del comite clvico.

An important self-help organization in Tumupasa, also annually

elected or at least ratified, was the comite de padres de familia

("parents' committee") which in its earlier form, the junta de auxilio

escolar ("school assistance council"), had existed at least since the

1960s. It organized support for school-related activities and was the

link between the parents and the teachers and educational authorities.

Other specific task-oriented committees were elected according to

necessity and therefore were more short-lived. They had over the years

addressed a variety of issues ranging from road construction to health

care to fiesta preparations. A mothers' club was founded in 1982 but by

the time of research had lost much of its initial impetus. Two

promotores de salud and two animadores of the many who had participated
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in the Redemptorists' training courses in Rurrenabaque were still

serving the population. Several soccer clubs, the oldest of which had

been founded in 1967, saw themselves also as "a strongly felt need in

favor of the development and progress of the village" (una necesidad muy

sentida en pro del desarrollo and progreso del pueblo, Libro de Actas
,

Club Deportivo Cultural Eduardo Abaroa, 1975:20), and in 1985 formed a

League which organized championships and other events.

The first cooperative in Tumupasa was a consumer cooperative which

in the 1970s evolved with the priest' s support out of a communal field

planted to cover the expenses for school attendance. Due to a variety of

problems, it was given up in 1984. The same year, a lumber cooperative

which included not only members from Tumupasa but also from San

Buenaventura and La Paz started as an innovative but ultimately

problematic experiment to derive benefit from the region' s forests

(details below). Finally, in September of 1986 the residents of Sayuba,

the sector of Tumupasa along the road to San Buenaventura, organized an

agricultural cooperative which however never received official status

and remained a communal organization around a local chapel and school

,

similar to the older community of Napashi which, however, had its own

set of local authorities. 7

7
. In 1985, there were only three agricultural cooperatives (two

organized mainly by colonists, one by people from San Buenaventura) in
the region, none of them very active since most of their members lived
in San Buenaventura (F. Pereira, CORDEPAZ, San Buenaventura, pers . comm.
1985). They seemed to be mainly instruments to claim rights to land,
since the one closest to San Buenaventura had invaded the underused
holding of a large landowner and the others tried to reserve still
unoccupied land beyond Tumupasa for the future. By my return in November
of 1986, cooperatives had mushroomed in Iturralde. Due to propaganda
about their alleged benefits and government support by officials from
the National Cooperative Institute INALCO, sindicatos and communities
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In 1979, the colonist who headed the first peasant union of San

Buenaventura had organized a local sindicato agrario campesino in

Tumupasa which soon disappeared. In 1985, the general opinion was that

Tumupasa was well enough organized otherwise and did not need a peasant

union. In October of 1986, however, the sindicato reorganized in the

wake of the second congress of the provincial peasant federation founded

in 1985 (details below)
, mainly to lay claim to one of seven tractors

which had been confiscated from CORDEPAZ and were being distributed by

the federation among its members. Political parties were not formally

established in Tumupasa, although before the municipal elections in

December of 1987 (see footnote 6) most of the "outsiders" and vecinos

grouped themselves in three of them, the MNR, ADN, and MIR (see list of

acronyms)

.

The gente de los chacos participated very little in the majority

of these organizations. Although most of them, despite the considerable

distance from their homesteads, regularly attended at least the major

had- -with considerable expenses for hosting INALCO-shortcourses and
legal procedures- -converted themselves into cooperatives (Kraljevic and
del Carpio 1986:28). In addition, new settlers organized in agricultural
cooperatives and more entrepreneurially oriented "pseudo-cooperatives"
had arrived and were staking out claims to land below or beyond the
earlier settlements. An INALCO project, found in the archives of the
lumber cooperative in Tumupasa, proposed a five-year (1987-91) Programa
de Desarrollo Rural Cooperative (rural cooperative development program)
which was supposed to lead to the organization of 30 cooperatives (each
with 55 families), 10 each in San Buenaventura, Tumupasa and Ixiamas
which were to be the locations for the three centrales

.

The first
central was to focus on fruit production, the second on vegetables, the
third on milk production. The total budget was almost $ 5.6 million,
over 80 % of which were to be received from foreign donors. This
project, a typical example of self-interested bureaucratic attempts to
capture resources, had apparently contributed to create high
expectations from cooperativism among the population.
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meetings in the casa de gobiemo ("government house") and cast their

vote, they hardly spoke up to contribute to the discussions. 8 They were

mainly elected as collaborators to the corregidor and hardly ever held

an office in any of the more recently created organizations. Due to the

rotational system which provided for several years of descanso ("rest")

after each duty in the traditional local government, at the time of

interview members of only 10 out of 19 households were holding an

office. As a group, the traditional Tacana were therefore much less

involved in village affairs than most of the vecinos who were constantly

changing from one of the newer posts to another and were often active in

several of the organizations. The opinions of the traditional Tacana

about being village authority or collaborator were almost evenly divided

between those who said they served out a feeling of responsibility and

obligation but found that it was a personal perjuicio ("damage")
,
and

others who saw no problem in getting their agricultural work done

despite being involved in village affairs. Indeed even the corregidor

could demand time off during field preparation, the young huarajes

served in pairs for only one week at a time, and although these tasks

were not remunerated, they also did not bring excessive costs. Although

the corregidor
,
cacique, and policla had to feed visitors during the

8
- Village meetings, called mainly by the corregidor with

notifications to each household by a huaraje, were held once to twice a
month (I attended almost 20 between November of 1986 and December of
1987) . Participation ranged from as low as 20 to a maximum of over 80
adults, generally less than a fifth of them women; about 50 household
representatives were considered a viable meeting. Attendance sometimes
had to be enforced by threatening with sanctions and was higher at the
time of major fiestas which brought the rural people to the central
village anyway.
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major fiestas, their helpers contributed to the game supply, and other

households prepared chicha and food as well. During 1987, the rural

people, especially those with additional obligations in Napashi and

Sayuba, participated less in public works (like the construction of a

new school building in the central village) than did the urban residents

which caused complaints by the latter in several village meetings.

Santa Ana. Santa Ana started as a satellite of Tumupasa and only

over time evolved into a separate small community which due to its

location had to cope with more continuous contact with neighboring

colonists and large landholders. Although Santa Ana was still

predominantly Tacana and fairly egalitarian, its ethnic mixture and

higher degree of market involvement contributed, as was seen throughout

this study, to internal conflicts and external dependence, additional

challenges for its local organizations

.

The first local government in Santa Ana was the sindicato agrario

campesino
, organized in 1983 by members of the provincial peasant

federation. At the time, it was staffed with seven Tacana, and it stood

at the beginning of Santa Ana's communal independence. Formally, the

sindicato persisted, but in practice less as a membership organization

than personified by its elected Secretary. In 1987, this man was a

Tacana whose perception of TTolla-manipulations in the peasant federation

led to a virtual withdrawal of Santa Ana from this regional

organization.

The most important local organization in Santa Ana was the local

government (modelled after the traditional system of authorities in
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Tumupasa)
,
whose establishment community members had petitioned from the

subprefect of the province in 1984. Its four members were annually

elected in a general village meeting and rotated as much as the limited

number of men in the community permitted. The corregidor was sometimes

officially recognized by the subprefect, but more often derived his

authority as community leader only from the election.

The only other local organizations were the task-oriented junta de

auxilio escolar which de facto was only the alcalde escolar ("school

mayor")
,
and a local soccer club since the mothers' club had ceased to

exist. Two of the men had received training courses as animadores by the

Catholic Church and helped the priest of Tumupasa when he came to hold

mass in Santa Ana but otherwise were not active, and the three men who

had received training as health promoters had ceased to serve the

community.

The opinions of the heads of households and other men about

participating in any of these local organizations and/or being local

authority were more negative than among the traditional Tacana in

Tumupasa. Only one young Tacana said he had enjoyed being corregidor
,

and two older men considered being village authority neither a

beneficial nor a detrimental activity. Three of the Quechua complained

about the lack of villager cooperation which had prevented them from

fulfilling their tasks as authorities in 1987, and the one colonist

completely avoided involvement. The remaining younger Tacana men served

as authority out of obligation but without much enthusiasm. Their major

complaint was the perjuicio to their own activities, with which they not
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only referred to their fields but also to the authorities' lack of

freedom to react to wage labor opportunities.

25 de Mayo. In July of 1985, the colonists of then Palma Nueva

were organized as a sindicate and seemed united and optimistic about the

future. They also expressed that they were lacking the madurez

(maturity) to organize an agricultural cooperative. Less than a year

later, Palma Nueva and the neighboring sindicato Nueva Palestina had

jointly founded the cooperative 25 de Mayo, a development stimulated by

the general spread of cooperatives in the region (see footnote 7) and

specifically by two more experienced colonists, one of whom was elected

president of the cooperative. This shift in local government, while not

separating the colonists from the provincial peasant federation, brought

them considerable economic problems and internal conflicts.

The only other local organization in 25 de Mayo at the beginning

of research was the junta de auxilio escolar
,
as in Santa Ana active

mainly in the person of the alcalde escolar. During 1987, two men who

had received training courses by the church started to work as promotor

de salud and animador

.

Also, towards the end of the year the women

organized their own mothers' club to avoid having to travel to San

Buenaventura to attend meetings there.

The colonists' opinions about local organizations and their

willingness to participate in them were naturally influenced by the fate

of their cooperative. Towards the end of 1987, only the three Quechua

men were still convinced that working as a group was not only more

pleasant (se trabaja con mas alegria, "you work with more joy"), but
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would eventually pay off and stayed loyal to the cooperative. Even the

new president was much less enthusiastic. Concerned mainly with the

payment of the cooperative's debts, he expressed doubts about future

joint production projects. Five of the other men said they had always

preferred or were now convinced to work by and for themselves, and the

remaining two were very skeptical about the future of the cooperative

although in principle willing to contribute to common goals. The ex-

president was not available for an interview at the time, but his wife

felt that he had seriously neglected his own interests and family during

his term.

Regional Membership Organizations : Horizontal and Vertical Linkages

At the beginning of research, three regional organizations with

different memberships, goals and activities linked several of the local

communities and had a potential to represent their interests at the

national level. These were, in order of foundation, the provincial

peasant federation, affiliated to the departmental and national peasant

organizations, the Cooperativa Maderera Iturralde Ltda.
, the already

mentioned lumber cooperative with members among the institutions and

population in Tumupasa, San Buenaventura, and in La Paz, and the

recently created Comite CXvico Provincial which united the different

civic committees and had contacts in La Paz with the Pacehista movement.

The FederaciOn Camvesina . The predecessor of the current peasant

federation in Iturralde, the sindicato of San Buenaventura, was founded
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by colonists from Southern Bolivia in August of 1979, shortly after the

first congress of the independent national peasant federation CSUTCB in

La Paz in June of 1979.® The main concern of the sindicaCo at the time

was to strengthen the colonists' position against CORDEPAZ which had

expelled them from its land concession. During the following months, the

colonist leaders visited the region, organizing local sindicatos like

the one in Tumupasa in preparation for the first congress of peasant

unions of the San Buenaventura area in January of 1980. This congress

demanded the reversion of large government and private land grants, plus

roads, technical assistance, and health care. Activities of the now

regional peasant federation in the following years included further

attempts to unionize native communities like Santa Ana and as far as

Ixiamas, support for the invasion of a large landholder's idle property

by a colonist cooperative, and negotiations to have a branch of the

national agricultural research and extension service IBTA established in

San Buenaventura, which failed apparently due to CORDEPAZ opposition.

Despite the distance and cost of travel, the federation's leaders during

this time maintained occasional contact with the Federation of the

9
. According to local records and memory, there had been

government -controlled attempts at peasant organization under the
Barrientos government in the 1960s in Tumupasa, and under the Banzer
government which in 1971/72 sent Brigadas MOviles de Reforma Agraria
(Mobile Agrarian Reform Brigades) to Ixiamas. However, these never seem
to have had a lasting impact.

The sources used for this paragraph are community- level Libros de
actas (unfortunately it was impossible to get access to the provincial
federation s records), interviews, and observations; for the Federation
of La Paz its documents, the Bolivian press, and personal contacts
during 1986-87; for the CSUTCB Rivera (1984), Healy (1985), Krempin
(1986), the Bolivian press, CSUTCB documents, and contacts during
1984-87.

6
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Department of La Paz and the CSUTCB which was gaining strength at the

national level.

The second CSUTCB congress in June/July of 1983 brought together

about 3000 delegates from all nine departments (Iturralde was apparently

not represented)
, who approved a political statement stressing the need

to organize along class and ethnic lines. They decided to form the

peasant-run development corporation CORACA and proposed the development

of a Ley Agraria Fundamental (Fundamental Agrarian Law, 1984) to replace

the heavily criticized Agrarian Reform Law of 1953. However, besides a

visit from members of the Federation of La Paz, these contacts brought

no concrete support for the provincial federation, which caused

discontent among the membership and the disillusioned withdrawal of some

of the first leaders. Nevertheless, in February of 1985, a first

province -wide congress was held in San Buenaventura which led to an

(in part still nominal) inclusion of all communities and cooperatives in

the federation and the organization of a provincial branch of CORACA.

Demands of the federation in 1985 again included the solution of land

conflicts with CORDEPAZ and large landholders, the finishing of the road

to Ixiamas
,

the establishment of a branch of the Agricultural Bank in

San Buenaventura, and technical assistance. The national CORACA, whose

head at the time was an ex-mayor of San Buenaventura, planned to settle

200 highland families in the region and provide transport, technical,

and medical assistance, and a small agroindustrial plant, a project for

which it sought but apparently never received support from international

donor agencies.
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Following the example of CORACAs all over the country, the major

activity of its provincial branch was to get control over the eight

Puerto Norte tractors kept by CORDEPAZ. 10 The distribution of the seven

confiscated tractors, mainly for transport purposes, became the major

topic of the second provincial peasant congress held in October of 1986.

For the first time, delegates from all major sindicatos and cooperatives

in the region participated, and colonists and natives were elected in

equal numbers into the federation's directorate. However, the two major

posts were still held by colonists, and the distribution of tractors

mainly benefited the colonist cooperatives. Even the two tractors

destined for Tumupasa and Ixiamas were handed over to cooperatives

representing only a small percentage of these populations. Besides

attempting to resolve the conflicts which resulted from the tractor

distribution, activities of the federation during the time of research

were limited to periodic and unsuccessful attempts to renegotiate the

debts with the Agricultural Bank and participation in the third CSUTCB

congress. The federation still did not even have an office and was

extremely limited in funds since it depended on small and irregular

member contributions.

10 Tractors and implements worth $ 50 million had been obtained
from Argentina during the military regime of Garcia Meza (1980-1982).
After a CSUTCB-organized road blockade in April of 1983, they were
granted to the peasants by the new democratic government and distributed
under the control of the national, departmental, and provincial CORACAs
(Healy 1985:32-33). However, in some areas, as in Iturralde, CORACAs met
with resistance by government entities which like CORDEPAZ hung on to
the tractors. Also, by 1987 peasant leaders became concerned by new
government announcements that the tractors belonged to the Ministry of
Agriculture and that the federations would have to pay for them
(Presencia Aug. 23, 1986; Dec. 16, 1987).
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In preparation for the CSUTCB congress, which was originally

planned for January of 1987 in Santa Cruz, in November of 1986 the

Executive Secretary of the Federation of La Paz (peasant representative

on the directorate of CORDEPAZ) and the head of the departmental CORACA

visited the most isolated of their member federations which never

participated in the departmental congresses. In village meetings in San

Buenaventura, Tumupasa, Santa Ana, 25 de Mayo and another cooperative

they quite self- critically explained the history, purpose, and current

activities of the CSUTCB and CORACA which at the time were both facing

serious problems, the first due to factionalism, the latter due to

mismanagement

.

11

After two futile attempts to congregate the majority of the now

about 20 member organizations of the provincial federation in San

Buenaventura to prepare the CSUTCB congress, in January of 1987 for the

first time in the federation' s history a meeting was held in the more

centrally located Tumupasa, and representatives from Tumupasa and San

Jose were among the five delegates chosen to participate in the

congress. Besides this gradual opening of the federation to more

substantial participation of the native communities, after an

intervention by a representative from the Comite Clvico Provincial

11
. The travel report contained a realistic assessment of the major

infrastructural, economic, and organizational problems in the region
(commenting for example on the weakening of the peasant federation by
the cooperative and civic movement)

,
but its enthusiastic remarks about

Iturralde's supposed agricultural potential, its richness in gold and
other resources, and the receptivity of the natives especially in
Tumupasa for more colonists (which I did not notice during the two
meetings that were held there) were colored by the Federation of La
Paz s pre-established interest in stimulating more highland migration to
the region (Informe de Viaje 1986).
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(details below)
,
the meeting also led to the formation of a Comite de

Defensa de los Recursos Naturales (Committee for the Defense of Natural

Resources), the federation's first stance against the lumber companies.

However, this initiative did not produce any concrete results.

The third CSUTCB congress was finally held in June/July of 1987 in

Cochabamba. 12 The delegation from Iturralde (the Executive Secretary,

the Secretary from Tumupasa, and the agente cantonal from Tumupasa as

observer) took along a position paper elaborated at a federation meeting

in May which included a rejection of the lumber companies, a point also

stressed orally by the Tumupasefios in the general session. However,

other demands were not only for a local branch of the Agricultural Bank,

but also for the realization of the sugarcane project in San

Buenaventura and the continuation of the road from Ixiamas to Puerto

Heath at the Peruvian border to facilitate further settlement by "our

brothers from the highlands" (nuestros hermanos del Altiplano)

.

This

third Congreso de Unidad Campes ina ("congress of peasant unity") was

12
. The letter of convocation to the III. CSUTCB congress (March of

1987) not only requested the federations to include the autoridades
originarias (traditional local authorities) into their delegations, but
in addition also invited seven unaffiliated nacionalidades
(nationalities)

, among them the Tacana, to participate with 5 delegates
each. Even though this invitation, apparently the result of recent
personal contacts of CSUTCB leaders, neglected a number of lowland
ethnic groups and the 35 representatives would have been a 2.6 %

minority among the total of 1362 official delegates, it was a testimony
to the CSUTCB' s attempt to live up to its professed recognition and
defense of cultural diversity and traditional forms of organization in
Bolivia. However, due to lack of communication and support, of the
mentioned lowland groups only the newly formed Asamblea del Pueblo
Guarani ("Assembly of the Guarani People") participated. The two
representatives from Tumupasa (both native mestizo school teachers) with
some financial support from my side went as part of the provincial
federation which even so was unable to reach the permitted quota of ten
delegates

.
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dominated and paralyzed by severe conflicts between the two major

leaders and their followers, with heavy manipulation by political

patties behind the scene. After this rather discouraging experience for

local and regional peasant leaders who participated for the first time,

activities of the provincial federation declined. In March of 1988, a

provincial congress elected a recently arrived cooperative -entrepreneur

as Executive Secretary in the hope that his experience would help

mobilize support from government and private agencies.

The Cooyerativa Maderera Iturralde Ltda . In 1981, a lumber company

received a 100,000 hectare forestry concession including the whole

territory of Tumupasa. In 1984, its forest inventory was approved by the

Forestry Development Center (CDF). At the same time, CORDEPAZ had opened

a feeder road to and beyond Napashi and started to exploit cedro in a

region known for its high density of this species within the concession.

In view of these developments, the provincial subprefect in September of

1984 called in a meeting in San Buenaventura with participants also from

Tumupasa to discuss the most appropriate way to exploit this lumber. The

great majority of the participants rejected both CORDEPAZ and the lumber

company and founded the "Iturralde Lumber Cooperative." 13

The approximately 60 initial members of the lumber cooperative

included seven civic institutions (the alcaldia, comitB civico and club

de madres from both San Buenaventura and Tumupasa as well as the San

13
. This discussion is based on the Libro de actas of the

cooperative and other documents in its archives, interviews with
participants, notes from two cooperative meetings I attended in April of
1987 and June of 1988, and site visits in March and September of 1987.
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Buenaventura electricity cooperative) and individual members from

Tumupasa (almost a third)
, San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque (almost two

thirds, including a few colonists) and La Paz (five). The initial

contribution per member was $ 100, a sum the Tumupasefios could afford at

the time because of the relatively high wages received from an oil

company which at its departure had also left donations of food and

medicine to the local institutions.

In October of 1984, two cooperative leaders, wealthy merchants

from San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque (who soon afterwards abandoned

the cooperative), signed a contract with an industrialist from La Paz,

owner of a lumber concession downriver. He was to receive 50 % of the

gross value of production in cash for the use of his small sawmill,

whereas the cooperative had to cover all costs of operation (including

transport and insurance of the mill) and marketing. Minimum production

(in the dry season) was to be 120,000 sq.feet per month. The same year,

the cooperative signed an agreement with the lumber company which held

the concession but apparently was not able to exploit it at the time and

saw the cooperative as a way to keep other companies out of it. The

cooperative also defended itself against CORDEPAZ opposition, and tried

to obtain legal recognition (personerla jurXdica)

.

The installation and operation of the sawmill was mainly

accomplished with Tumupasefio labor since many of the other members

preferred to pay representatives (an obligation with which they did not

always comply) . The total unpaid labor contribution of each member to

the cooperative was at least 45 days. From 1985 on the Tumupasefios

demanded and received wages, slightly higher than those paid in
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agriculture. Production started in 1985 and continued until 1986 under

the same contract, reaching only about 36,000 sq.feet, which were sold

for about $ 18,000 in La Paz . This low level of production, combined

with the high costs charged by the owner of the sawmill who controlled

the marketing, left the cooperative with virtually no returns after more

than two years of work. This disappointment caused the withdrawal of

members especially from San Buenaventura and led to discussions among

the Tumupasefios about possibilities to start an independent cooperative.

A new one -year contract ensuring equal participation in the costs

was signed in November of 1986. In January, the Iturralde Ltda. also

attained legal status as a mixed cooperative, a form chosen due to CDF

opposition to lumber cooperatives, and in order to obtain credits for

agroindustrial projects. With legal procedures underway for a 36,000

hectare concession, a change in leadership to an active colonist in

April of 1987, and a local contract over 6000 sq.feet, the cooperative

briefly regained momentum. It even tried to expand its activities to the

area of Tahua to gain access to mahogany stands since the exhaustion of

the cedro patch could be expected in the near future, and the price for

cedro at the national market was lower than that of mahogany. 14 However,

at the end of 1987 the industrialist withdrew his sawmill, and although

at a meeting in June of 1988 cooperative members were still hopeful to

receive the forestry concession and with this guarantee attract donor

agencies or investors, work had come to a standstill.

14
. Only about 120 trees had been felled, and the highest and

probably exaggerated total production estimate was 80,000 sq.feet for
three years of operation.
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The Comite Civico Provincial . A third regional organization was

formed in November of 1986 when the comites civicos from San

Buenaventura, Tumupasa, and Tahua met in Ixiamas with the local

committee to discuss strategies necessary to face the imminent arrival

of the lumber companies. They formed a provincial civic committee which

sent an open letter of protest to the President of the Republic,

denouncing the ongoing exploitation of lumber along the Beni river and

the danger of future extraction in the area of Ixiamas by outside

interests. They also demanded forestry control posts and legal and

economic support for the regional cooperatives, and pressed for the

continuation of the road from Ixiamas to Puerto Heath. This letter was

published in three major newspapers in La Paz in December of 1986

(e.g. Hoy Dec. 12, 1986). As mentioned above, the committee also brought

its complaints into the peasant federation. A second denouncement signed

not only by representatives of the civic committees, but also by the

mayor of San Buenaventura was published in January of 1987. However, it

focused more on interferences with the development projects for the San

Buenaventura which the undersigned wanted to make "the future economic

capital of the Department of La Paz" (la futura capital economica del

Depto. de La Paz\ Hoy Jan. 28, 1987). Projects included a bridge over

the Beni, an airport, oil exploitation, water, electricity, streets,

schools, hospitals, and a military and airforce base. The committee's

next activity was to propose a congreso civico provincial to be held in

March of 1987 in Tumupasa to discuss the defense of natural resources

(oil, lumber, gold, wildlife), possibilities for technical training in

the region, and problems with infrastructure, health care and education.
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A village meeting in Tumupasa in February of 1987 agreed to host this

congress which, however, never came together.

The first lumber company started its operations in March of 1987

and, according to leaders from elsewhere in the region, soon "bought"

the authorities of Ixiamas. The regional civic movement was further

weakened when competition arose among the major towns and villages about

the distribution of the 11 % royalties to be paid by the lumber

companies. In September of 1987, the president of CORDEPAZ, whose

institution controlled and received the payments, during a visit in

Ixiamas promised these funds in their totality to that village. In April

of 1988, an attempt failed to send a joint delegation, including the

Executive Secretary of the peasant federation, to La Paz to defend

regional interests against the lumber companies or at least to receive

guarantees that the royalties would return to and be equitably

distributed in the province.

Local Level Assistance from Government. Church, and Private
Organizations

CORDEPAZ . As discussed in Chapter 3, until 1987 CORDEPAZ

concentrated almost exclusively on the construction of the 120 km road

from San Buenaventura to Ixiamas and on the sugarcane project. Due to

the location of the headquarters in San Buenaventura, some

infrastructural support was given to that town, but the rural population

received more promises than systematic assistance of any kind. What

little arrived was usually the result of some outside agency working in
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coordination with CORDEPAZ. A major problem was the virtual non-

existence of agricultural research and extension, for which CORDEPAZ

nevertheless maintained a monopoly in the province. The first resident

agronomist was hired only in 1983 and stationed in the camp El Porvenir
,

close to the expected site of the project but virtually inaccessible to

farmers. He was also given very limited mobility and resources. The

corporation was concerned more with research on sugarcane and with

production for its employees' consumption needs and for the market.

In 1983, a nursery was planted in Sayuba (just beyond the

territorial boundaries of Tumupasa) from where coffee, cacao, and

8^afted citrus plants were sold to farmers or exchanged for labor.

According to complaints in Tumupasa and by the colonists, the seedlings

were often at a too advanced growing stage for good establishment, and

there was no technical assistance nor project for future processing and

marketing. In 1985, the agronomist was carrying out a few on-farm trials

with soybeans, potatoes and vegetables on a colonist's plot in Palma

Nueva and an experiment with dozens of varieties of wheat in Tumupasa.

This research was never evaluated due to the change in government and,

as a result, in CORDEPAZ personnel in August of 1985. The choice of

crops to be introduced (intended to be planted in rotation during the

dry season) indicated the agronomist' s lack of familiarity with or

concern about farmers' pressing production problems with local crops and

his limited experience in tropical agriculture. Natives as well as

colonists loved to tell the story of the highland CORDEPAZ agronomist

who tried to plant manioc tubers instead of stems, although they

appreciated his willingness to conduct on-farm trials.
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During 1986/87, besides a few field visits with agronomy students

from the University of Trinidad to foster vegetable production, the two

CORDEPAZ agronomists were even more confined to El Porvenir (many

peasants did not even know of their existence)
, and the nursery had long

been abandoned. CORDEPAZ did erect a rice mill in San Buenaventura

(arguing that its competition with the rice company would benefit the

producers) and sponsored shortcourses in vegetable production by another

agency without, however, making the promised inputs (seeds, pesticides)

available. Only towards the end of 1987 did the chief agronomist in

La Paz develop a project for more systematic agricultural research and

extension which will be analyzed later since it did not yet have an

impact on the situation discussed here.

The Redemptorists . In line with the already mentioned

reorientation of the work of his order from 1971 on, the Swiss priest of

Tumupasa after a first year of participant observation started a variety

of activities (not only in Tumupasa, but also in San Jose and the

communities down the Beni up to the Madidi river, and later in Santa Ana

and 25 de Mayo). 15 The first project the population requested was the

restoration of the old church in Tumupasa. Religious activities included

the training of animadores along with support of new communities around

small chapels and a reduction of fiestas and other external symbols of

Tacana Catholicism. These latter actions brought accusations by older

1S
. Apparently no socio-pastoral team-study was conducted in

Iturralde to prepare the work since the 1975 report cited in Chapter 3
was written by the archbishop after his visit in the region.
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Tacana that "the priest is taking our customs away" (el padre nos quita

las costumbres)

.

In later years, apparently out of a certain

disappointment with the adults, the priest concentrated on work with

boys in school age. Practical measures taken in collaboration with some

of the veclnos were intended to make the local government in Tumupasa

more efficient and accountable (in the early years, the priest was

advisor to several local organizations). The priest also supported the

school through a variety of activities from making materials available

at a lower price to organizing the CARITAS lunch service and the

consumer cooperative to a small boarding house for boys from outlying

villages. Local health problems were addressed through the attempted

institutionalization of the promotores de salud and a small pharmacy in

Tumupasa. There were also a variety of other, more humanitarian

activities. More or less regular visits by one of the nuns for

shortcourses in sewing and healthcare with the women and girls

complemented the Redemptorist' s work. Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo received

much less attention and support than Tumupasa, Santa Ana in part because

of a lack of receptivity or even hostility to the priest by some of the

men, 25 de Mayo because the Church only recently had become aware of the

colonists as a target group and because the settlement was so small and

dispersed.

Other agencies . At the time of research no other governmental nor

private agency was permanently working in the area, with the exception

of the rice company in San Buenaventura which saw itself primarily as a

business enterprise and provided technical and financial assistance only
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to its clients. However, with the ongoing national -level discussion

about the projects of San Buenaventura and the region's increasing

accessibility no longer only by river and plane but also by road, also

the hinterland, especially Tumupasa as a sub-regional center, was

receiving an increasing amount of visitors from different national or

international agencies with different interests and/or promises. The

most important of these visits between November of 1986 and December of

1987 were, in chronological order (see list of acronyms): the World

Bank/CUMAT team reassessing the development potential of the region;

missionaries from the Riberalta-based Swiss Indian Mission (SIM)

inviting the remaining protestants in Tumupasa to a Bible study course

there; architecture students from the University of La Paz conducting a

one-week thesis project; agronomists from IBTA in search of genetic

material for cacao improvement; a delegation from the CDF and INC on the

way to Ixiamas to inspect the lumber situation; an FAO/INAN team

conducting a one -day course in Tumupasa on nutrition (for women) and

home gardening (for men); the cultural attache of the French embassy

during a "safari" organized by the Centro de Estudios Medicos y

Sociales
,
an obscure organization in search of economic support; a

pasture specialist in contract with the OAS; Andean Pact (JUNAC)

architects starting a rural construction project in coordination with

CORDEPAZ; and a UNICEF team carrying out a poorly publicized vaccination

campaign. Besides the JUNAC school building in Tumupasa, none of these

visits left anything of lasting local benefit. To the contrary, most

mainly added to local expectations and confusion.
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Assessment of Achievements and Limitations

The local and regional organizations just presented had varying

degrees of success in addressing their members' problems and needs. This

will be assessed first according to problem/activity areas, then for the

types of organizations within and among communities. The areas

of most intensive local activity in all three villages were rural

infrastructure and support for human resource development, especially

local schools. In contrast, the contributions of local organizations to

agricultural and nonagricultural development and especially to natural

resource management were much more limited due to lack of training,

local funds, and support. The regional membership organizations, facing

similar problems, were not able to fill the gap in technical assistance

in agriculture and resource management that existed in the region.

local organizations so far had not created serious equity

problems in any of the three populations, they also had not been able to

contribute much to the solution of their members' economic problems and

to their empowerment. The regional membership organizations did not live

up to their promises and potential of providing support at the local and

leverage at the national level. Worse, in all of them the indigenous

peasants had a weaker position than the colonists, and even the peasant

federation was vulnerable to manipulations by the regional elite. Given

these weaknesses of local and regional membership organizations, any

project with the intention to improve the quality of life of the rural

population in Iturralde will have to start with local institution-

building.
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Contributions to the Solution of Specific Problems

Rural infrastructure

Roads and transportation. Before CORDEPAZ started the construction

of the road between San Buenaventura and Ixiamas
,

a junta caminera (road

council) or comitQ pro camino (pro-road committee; both terms appear in

the local records) in Tumupasa made sure that the parts of the trail up

to about 25 km from Tumupasa in both directions were maintained twice

annually by the population. Due to the population's desire to have road

access, work crews from Tumupasa actually started to enlarge the trail

and contributed to the road's early advances. When road construction and

maintenance came under the responsibility of CORDEPAZ, village labor was

freed for other local projects (which still included the maintenance of

internal trails), but transportation became a major problem here as well

as in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo. During the first years, CORDEPAZ had a

virtual transport monopoly and soon started to charge for transporting

people and produce without, however, providing a reliable service. With

the improvement of the road between La Paz and Rurrenabaque
,
merchants

in San Buenaventura acquired vehicles, and outsiders began to enter as

well, but still on a very limited and irregular basis and with often

arbitrary fares. As a Tumupasefio commented: "The road does not serve the

poor man" (La carretera no sirve al pobre)

.

This situation explains the competition within the peasant

federation over the tractors as a locally controlled (if slow and,

without trailer, low capacity) means of transportation. In Tumupasa, the

reorganized sindicato collected about Bs . 120 ($ 60) from the population
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to pay for the transfer of a promised tractor. In the meantime, however,

the peasant federation had given this tractor to the lumber cooperative

which appeared to be better organized and representing Tumupasa'

s

interests. This resulted in a half-year conflict between the sindicato

in the name of el pueblo, and the cooperative, whose Tumupasefio members

were torn between two loyalties. For a while, the cooperative was

obliged to provide a regular transport service to San Buenaventura with

its own trailer, and the fees charged apparently brought a small return

over the immediate expenses for gasoline. When in the end the tractor

was handed over to the sindicato
,

it soon broke down due to the lack of

a management plan and maintenance

.

Due to its withdrawal from the federation, Santa Ana had not been

involved in the tractor distribution and depended completely on

outsiders for transportation. The colonists of 25 de Mayo, even without

a trailer, used their tractor for regular transportation of people and

products to San Buenaventura which gave them an important advantage over

the indigenous peasants. After an initial contribution members made for

gasoline, as in Tumupasa the fees charged apparently covered the

operating costs. However, complaints soon arose about the president's

neglect to regularly render account of the tractor's returns, and by

June of 1988, it was no longer used, apparently due to lack of spare

parts

.

Conclusion . A transport cooperative, which would appear to be a

solution for the peasants' need for independent transport in the region,

would require intensive training in mechanics as well as bookkeeping to

prevent similar operating problems, even among the colonists. Due to the
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peasants' shortage of capital, it seems unlikely that sufficient funds

could be generated at a community level to purchase and maintain a

truck, so a regional approach seems more appropriate. The provincial

peasant federation/CORACA could be the partner for such a project, but

some control mechanisms would be necessary to ensure an equitable

service to all peasants in the region.

Public buildings

,

—urbanization, water, and electricity . Tumupasa'

s

local government had a long record of mobilizing the population for the

construction of buildings for public use, with or without outside

support. Projects of the last decade included: the restoration of the

decaying church with material donated by the Redemptorists (1971-80);

the construction of the casa de gobiemo from mainly local material in

1979/80; and regular additions of buildings to the growing local school.

Only two times in its history has Tumupasa received government support

for school buildings. The first time was in 1965 when the populist

Barrientos military government tried to coopt the rural populations

through its accion civica (civic action) projects, among others small

school buildings following a uniform design. The second time was in

1987/88 through the Andean Pact project mentioned before. Both were

finished with heavy use of unpaid local labor, and the appropriateness

of these tin roof constructions is questionable. The Andean Pact project

did not benefit smaller rural populations like Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo

where the construction and maintenance of the local schools relied

exclusively on village labor and local materials. Despite their

cooperative's internal conflicts, the colonists laboriously rebuilt
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their school a la moda del pago ("in highland style") with adobe walls

towards the end of the year.

The distribution of urban plots in a grid pattern began around

1976 in Tumupasa and led to some uncontrolled plot sales by agentes

cantonales to outsiders. In recent years, the desire for "urbanization"

(as was seen above, not only among the village authorities and "elite"

but also the traditional rural Tacana) made the population take

increasingly drastic measures to force CORDEPAZ to open village streets

with its machinery. These included the confiscation of a CORDEPAZ

tractor in January of 1985 and a fairly spontaneous and not very well

coordinated road blockade in June of 1987, which both had the desired

immediate result. However, the perceived need for "urbanization" had

apparently been fostered by contacts with architecture students from

La Paz who since 1985 had conducted thesis research in the region.

Although attempting to be sensitive to local culture and needs, the

resulting urban plan (Rivera et al. 1987) still emphasized formal design

and appeared inappropriate and unfeasible under the given circumstances,

not deserving the highest priority among local efforts.

An important achievement in Tumupasa was the household- level water

suppiy system in the central village. Technical and material support was

°ffered to Tumupasa and other villages in the region by CARE

(in coordination with CORDEPAZ) in 1979 and promptly led to the

formation of a task-oriented committee, although due to the political

upheaval in Bolivia work could not start until several years later. The

project involved the construction of two water tanks in the hillside and

backbreaking digging of canals for the tubes in the rocky village
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ground, which was all accomplished with rotating crews of local labor.

According to CARE officials, contributions in local labor and materials

to their projects amounted to about 30 % of the total cost (pers. comm.

La Paz, Nov. 1986). The priest provided an additional incentive through

financial support for the expensive faucets. The president of CORDEPAZ

(which had only provided free transport of materials) came to inaugurate

the water system in August of 1985, but the Tumupasehos due to their

heavy labor input saw the project as theirs. Due to the distance, no

village representative participated in CARE training courses, and there

had been some problems with technical maintenance and payments of the

monthly quotas. The water had never been tested chemically to prove that

it deserved being called potable, and there seemed to be an increase of

mosquitoes in the village due to insufficient drainage in some areas.

A lot of washing and bathing still took place in the river which was

also a meeting place. Still, the women especially benefited from the

ease of access to water for cooking, childcare, and other household

needs

.

Electricity was available in Tumupasa only for the priest through

solar energy and for the church through a small generator, but was

desired by many Tumupasehos for the village as a whole. This could be

feasible through a small water-power system taking advantage of the

river current. However, as in the case of the water system, initial

outside technical and financial support would be necessary, whereas

local labor could certainly be recruited through the local government or

a special committee. The general problem with these "urban" improvements

was their limited benefit for the rural population whose labor was
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nevertheless drawn on. However, since most of these families had a

second residence in the village, were increasingly sending their

children to the central school and apparently wanted prestigious

improvements for Tumupasa, there seemed to be no serious equity problem.

Smaller rural populations like Santa Ana and especially dispersed

settlements like 25 de Mayo faced even more limitations with regard to

the provision of these services. In Santa Ana, the distribution of plots

for settlements along village streets for aesthetic reasons and to

facilitate the installation of a water distribution system was one of

the goals of the Quechua corregidor in 1987 but was not carried out due

to the internal community conflicts. Weeding between the houses was one

of most regular communal activities because it involved village

prestige. It occupied about two male work days every two months in 1987

but caused constant complaints by those non-Tacana who were living on

their plots and did not feel responsible for "other peoples' yards."

Given the low total population and these tensions between nucleation and

dispersion, it seems unlikely that Santa Ana will be able to construct

and maintain centralized services even with outside support.

Some of the colonists in 25 de Mayo had had permanent water and

electricity at their places of origin, and the women especially

complained about the lack of these services in Iturralde. The

cooperative president tried to stimulate nucleation around the school to

facilitate service provision. However, since most colonists preferred to

live on their plots close to their fields and animals, services were not

included in the list of cooperative projects. However, the lack of water
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contributed to the withdrawal of several families to San Buenaventura

and thus further debilitated the cooperative.

Conclusion . Most types of rural infrastructure can neither

practically nor legitimately be restricted to a specific clientele.

Therefore local governments, which have the authority to mobilize the

entire population, are the most appropriate institution to carry out

their construction, operation, and maintenance (Uphoff 1986). Indeed, in

all three populations, local governments in coordination with task-

oriented committees elected by the population had been effective in

fairly equitably mobilizing labor for public works. However, in other

countries or even other parts of Bolivia, projects like these receive

much more government support. Since they were taking people's time away

from productive activities, they could be interpreted as an invisible

taxation of peasant households in Iturralde. Even if more government

support were given, however, the limited size and dispersal of

communities like Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo, while desirable for

ecological reasons, is an inherent impediment to the provision of

services like water and electricity.

Human resource development

Health. As was mentioned in Chapter 6, in Tumupasa the first

agente cantonal in the 1970s introduced sanitary measures, which were

discussed in village meetings and enforced through the local government.

They included a ban on pigs, cows and horses in the village; latrine

construction; a user regulation for the river (potable water from the
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upper section, bathing and washing below); periodic campaigns against

bats and other vectors; and the boiling of chicha prepared for public

consumption during fiestas. At the time of research, most urban

residents had accepted these measures, although periodic reenforcement

in village meetings and through the authorities was still necessary

(the most drastic measure was the killing of stray pigs).

In Santa Ana, according to local records similar measures had been

discussed at least since 1984 and occasionally reappeared as a topic in

village meetings, but this had hardly ever led to concrete measures. Due

to their settlement pattern, the colonists (like the rural residents in

Tumupasa) faced fewer problems with environmental hygiene, although

individual households could benefit from adopting sanitary measures.

Despite periodic petitions to CORDEPAZ and other visiting

officials, even in Tumupasa, the authorities and the population had

little hope to recruit a well-trained public sanitario at the current

wage (about 50 Bs . or $ 25/month). The church- sponsored formation of

promotores de salud was intended as a solution to this lack of local

health care (other than the shamans). The health promoters were ideally

selected in village meetings and supported by the communities during

their participation in the two-week training courses in Rurrenabaque

.

These courses were held first twice, later once a year by the nuns

(with support from local physicians) and covered topics like hygiene,

nutrition, primary health care including herbal medicine, first aid,

injections, and childbirth. In return, the promoters were expected to

provide preventive health education and first aid, and administer

vaccines and a basic set of drugs, without receiving remuneration.
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However, the local success of this system had been limited. In the

central village of Tumupasa, the operator of the little church- supplied

pharmacy did not provide additional assistance nor participate in

further training courses. The promotor of Napashi continued to provide

basic health care and go to the courses despite lack of community

support to cover the expenses, but three other men (among them the

health teacher at the main school) had become completely inactive. One

had left to work as sanitario for CORDEPAZ which caused considerable

resentment in the population. In 1987, nobody from the central village

was willing to participate in the nuns' course.

In Santa Ana over the years three men had assisted in the training

courses, however, at the time of research none was active as promoter.

The reasons were other commitments in the community, long-term absence

as wage laborer, and in the most recent case problems with restocking

the supply of medicines which community members had requested without

paying. Although their health situation was of greater concern to people

in Santa Ana than in Tumupasa, a woman who volunteered to participate in

the 1987 course received no community support.

The same year, for the first time a young colonist from

25 de Mayo, later nominated the secretario de salud (health secretary)

of his cooperative, did participate in training courses offered by the

church and other institutions and for a while seemed quite enthusiastic,

distributing vitamins and vaccinating the children, but problems soon

arose since he felt he should be compensated for his loss of time.

The health promoter system thus faced serious problems with

ensuring the continuity and quality of service due to promoter
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abandonment which in turn seemed to be due to lack of support and

incentives. One reason for the lack of community support in Tumupasa and

Santa Ana may have been the implicit competition between the shamans and

the health promoters as representatives of two different medical

systems . Additional factors debilitating the village health worker

system in Tumupasa were the increasing availability of donations of

drugs, and the presence of the teacher serving as sanitario in the

viHage . For the colonists, who had greater confidence in Western

medicine and had transportation and resources to consult nurses and

physicians in town, it was even less attractive to support their village

health worker during his training or remunerate him for his necessarily

still limited services.

Similar problems were faced by a new local organization in

Tumupasa focusing specifically on health issues, the ComitB Popular de

Salud ("popular health committee"). It was organized in 1986 in response

to a new government program of Farmacias Populares ("popular

pharmacies ) through which donations of medications were to be made

accessible in the countryside. The committee first carried out

vaccination, anti-parasite and anti-cavity campaigns, but soon lost its

function since the sanitario was given the task to administer a batch of

drugs received from the Farmacia Popular in Ixiamas

.

Conclusion . Given the health problems in the region and the

deficiencies of the current promoter system, an alternative approach to

16
. The promoter in Napashi for example (whose wife was the

daughter of the local shaman) openly criticized shamanism and through
this isolated himself from the population.
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local primary health care seems necessary. Uphoff (1986) suggests to

evaluate and integrate indigenous practitioners into the evolving local

health care network which should, where possible, draw on public as well

as private professionals. Where these are unavailable (as in Iturralde)

,

paraprofessionals and/or village health workers can be important but

need support from local government (e.g. through public discussions

about health issues) to whom they must also be accountable. The latter

seems to have been neglected in Iturralde where it was assumed that

since they were elected, promoters would voluntarily serve a responsive

and supportive population. In Tumupasa and Santa Ana, a local health

committee (including and supporting the promoters) could stimulate

public discussions leading to a village- level evaluation of the

advantages and limitations of traditional and modern health systems and

a better integration of the two. At the same time, local authorities

should continue to pressure the government for at least a minimum- salary

sanitario position which, supplemented with local economic and moral

support, could make it more attractive for a young villager to receive

training and maintain commitment. Promoter training should take place

more frequently (and ideally not only in Rurrenabaque but in the

communities to involve the population)
,
and more constant support and

supervision of the promoters by the nuns seems necessary although it may

overburden their current limited capacity.

Education. Despite the relatively low priority given to

educational problems in the interviews, support for the local schools

had been a major uniting force in all three villages over the years,
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often much beyond the already mentioned communal construction and

maintenance of school buildings. In Tumupasa, activities of the cornice

de padres de familla until recently included communal fundraising for

school fees
, uniforms

,
and materials through special rice fields and

coffee plantations maintained by the parents (Napashi' s school still had

a cafetal with, however, very low production). It was unclear why this

was discontinued, but in village meetings in 1987 some vecinos opposed

school rice fields as uneconomical . In the end, the priest paid the fees

for all children but one per family and continued to make materials

available, thus actually discouraging local initiative. The school lunch

program organized in 1975 with the priest' s support and run by the

parents committee was another example of well- intended but problematic

church support. Coupled with regular anti -parasite campaigns, it

apparently helped increase children's performance at school, especially

of those coming from a long distance and often without a substantial

breakfast. However, its dependence on CARITAS donations (though

supplemented by local produce) not only exacerbated the ongoing dietary

shift towards more imported refined commercial foodstuffs, but would

make it unsustainable without the priest' s subsidy for transportation

costs

.

In Santa Ana, the community built a local school in 1983 which

until 1986 was also used and supported by the neighboring colonists one

of whom was the first alcalde escolar. However, beyond necessary repairs

at the beginning of the school year which were organized by the alcalde,

no communal activities supported the school. A school feeding program
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like the one in Tumupasa had apparently been discontinued due to

irregularities

.

For the colonists who felt that their children were rejected as

Kolias at the school in Santa Ana, the goal to have their own school

became a major uniting force. The later alcalde escolar (whose children

had already left school) pursued it even before the foundation of the

cooperative, convincing the educational authorities to give them a

teacher, organizing the construction of the school building, and

obtaining donations of materials from merchants and missionaries. To

reach the legal minimum of twenty pupils, three colonist families even

hosted five additional children at their own expense during the 1987

school year.

Over the years, Tumupasa' s authorities had successfully petitioned

for the constant increase in the number of teachers necessary to offer

higher level courses, and Santa Ana at some point had two teachers as

well. However, local records were full of references to problems with

teachers' lack of qualification and motivation and their offensive

behavior (like public drunkenness). The unreliability of teachers,

school directors and even the regional supervisors frequently caused

classes to begin later and end earlier than determined by the already

irregular national calendar for rural education. Complaints from

Tumupasa had been brought to the attention of the educational

authorities
, even the Ministry of Education in La Paz

,
but due to the

extremely unattractive salaries the pool of teachers willing to work in

remote areas was limited in number and qualification. To make it more

attractive for teachers to stay and prevent them from adhering to the
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strikes called in by the National Rural Teachers' Union, all three

communities provided teachers with three meals per day, housing and

additional services, contributions whose monetary value exceeded their

salaries. This anticipated the government's goal to privatize the

educational system, without, however, giving the local population full

control over the teachers. 17

In contrast to this substantial material support for schools and

teachers, there had been very little concern with the contents and

methods of rural education. In the 1960s, bilingual education had been

rejected in Tumupasa together with the protestant missionaries who

developed it. As a result, the school contributed considerably to the

rapid decline of Tacana language and culture in the young generation.

With its emphasis on discipline and patriotism (marches on any civic

holiday) as well as the urban and humanistic orientation of school books

and teaching, rural education hardly improved peasants' problem-solving

capacity (and was often not even very successful in transmitting basic

ski-H s like reading and mathematics). So far, even in the secondary

school in Tumupasa which considered itself a colegio tecnico-

agropecuario

,

training was limited in quantity and quality. Another

unresolved issue was the conflicting demand on children' s time between

17
. As already mentioned, the teacher's salaries could be as low as

70 Bs. or $ 30. In Iturralde, the population first did not understand
the justification of nation-wide teacher strikes to fight for better
salaries and defend the rural education system and only saw the loss of
classes for their children. Most teachers actually agreed to continue
teaching since they felt indebted to the population, and at least the
Comice de Padres de Familia of Tumupasa later included teachers' demands
for higher salaries in their complaints to the educational authorities
in La Paz (Presencia Nov. 2, 1988).
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education and help in the fields or the household. The annual school

schedule had its major vacation during the rainy season (when little

agricultural work was done), and the normal daily schedule occupied

virtually the whole morning and afternoon.

Conclusion. Local self-help organizations like the comites de

padres de familia or the juntas de auxilio escolar have been effective

not only in constructing and supporting local schools, but also in

mobilizing income subsidies for rural teachers, yet another form of

invisible taxation for peasant households . As was discussed in

Chapter 6, most parents' aspirations for their children's education were

limited to what was locally available. Due to its size coupled with

substantial local effort, Tumupasa had the advantage of a large primary

and secondary school which was increasingly being used by the rural

Tacana as well. In contrast, schools in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo were

single- teacher multigrade, and education beyond the fifth grade required

initiative, resources, and long-term separation between parents and

children. Many of the basic problems of the rural education system (its

contents, schedule, and teacher training, selection, and salaries),

however, were virtually beyond local control, and neither the regional

membership organizations nor CORDEPAZ nor the Church had seriously

addressed them so far.

Support for women. As was noted throughout this study, women in

three populations participated heavily in agricultural work and in

addition bore the main load of housework and childcare. They had very

limited sources of independent income from the sale of plantains

,
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tubers, and poultry and eggs, and, in the case of some of the colonist

women, small scale trading. Wage labor opportunities were available only

in Tumupasa and on a very small scale, which caused many young women to

leave the villages to work as maids in the regional towns where they

were generally badly paid and treated. Politically, women in all three

communities participated in the village meetings but rarely spoke up and

were not eligible for the major posts.

The only women's organizations in the region were mothers' clubs,

which in San Buenaventura and Rurrenabaque apparently had been organized

mainly to get access to cheap cupos (allotments) of CARITAS food

donations. In Tumupasa, the club de madres was initiated in 1982 by a

female teacher from Rurrenabaque with about 60 predominantly "urban"

members who started with home visits and common cooking and baking to

learn from each others' housekeeping skills and raise funds for common

projects. Over the years, the club acquired a sewing machine and its

members participated in the nuns' occasional shortcourses in sewing,

nutrition, and health care. Out of a sale of oil company donations, it

also purchased a membership in the lumber cooperative in the hope of

raising further funds, and secured a plot of land and the promise of

village support for a meeting house. However, by 1987 the remaining

about 20 members were discouraged by the lack of revenues from the

cooperative and of other economic incentives for participation (the club

could not obtain CARITAS food items for its members since CARITAS

already supported the school lunch program) . This lack of economic

benefits also seemed to increase the husbands' opposition to their

wives' participation. The women from the traditional rural households,
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of whom only one young woman was affiliated with the club, expressed

similar reasons for their abstention or withdrawal (one also stressed

her illiteracy as hindrance). The club had thus not been able to

significantly strengthen women' s social and economic position in

Tumupasa

.

In Santa Ana, a mothers' club functioned for a while around 1984,

apparently initiated by a woman from Tumupasa who had seen the initially

positive experience of the club there. Reasons given by the villagers

^or failure were, as in Tumupasa, the lack of incentives to

participate, and lack of support by the husbands who claimed their wives

would waste their time in the club.

Most of the colonist women for a while had been participating in

the mothers' club in San Buenaventura where one of the men had

registered his wife and sisters - in- law even before they arrived. The

major reason for participation was to get access to CARITAS food.

However, the burden of having to attend the bi-weekly meetings in town

to remain eligible for the cupos (or otherwise pay a 2.5 B fine per

session missed) motivated them to organize their local club in November

of 1987. Again, the major incentive was to get access to food and other

donations, although they talked about productive projects like raising

pigs as well. However, by June of 1988, there had already been

considerable conflict among the members over the distribution of used

clothes received through the club in San Buenaventura.

Despite the fact that peasant women have active sub -organizations

within both the CSUTCB and the Federation of La Paz
,

the provincial

peasant federation had not taken a stance on women's issues. Nor had the
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other regional membership organizations, and the support by female

teachers or the nuns had not been focused and steady enough. Even

visiting outside agencies like the FAO/INAN team had so far only

perpetuated the classical role model: the male ingeniero planted

vegetables with the men, the female nutritionist cooked with the women.

Conclusion . Given the position of women in Tacana and colonist

society, the precarious economic situation of all peasant families, and

the experience of the mothers' clubs so far, it seems unlikely that

women will organize without immediate material benefit and some outside

support. However, the CARITAS "welfare" approach to mothers' clubs, and

in general the use of food and other donations as incentives, creates

conflicts and dependencies and in the long run undermines local

initiatives. Work with women in the region should provide training

appropriate to their double role as producers and mothers and

housewives, combined with small economic projects.

Nonagricultural development

No stores existed in Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo, and in Tumupasa

they fluctuated with the ups and downs of the Bolivian and regional

economies. This often caused shortages even of essential items like salt

and kerosene
,
and increased the dependence of the population on

itinerant traders. Besides rudimentary home processing of a few crops

and occasional craft production, no local industry provided a

nonagricultural source of income which could reduce the need to leave
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the village in search of wage labor, and virtually no specialized

services like carpentry were available in any of the three communities.

The only experience with nonagricultural development in the

research area was the consumer cooperative in Tumupasa which started

through the initiative of the priest in the mid-1970s. The approximately

90 participants became cooperative members with a contribution of one or

two work days to a four-hectare rice field. The harvest was used to

purchase fabric in bulk for the school uniforms
,
which would otherwise

have been obtained at much higher cost from itinerant merchants. With

the growing capital from the resale and additional church support, after

the arrival of the road first kerosene, then other locally needed goods

were made available at a reasonable price in a small store which

accepted local produce as payment. Shortcourses in cooperativism were

planned to accompany the growth of the enterprise, but only one could be

held due to the unstable political situation after 1979. Despite several

cases of theft and irregularities which made it necessary to change the

store operator (who received 5 % of the sales value as salary) and

increasing opposition by the merchants, the cooperative survived until

the onset of galloping inflation in 1983 when the store had to be closed

to prevent loss of capital. When the cooperative was dissolved in 1984,

each member still received the value of 33 work days in the form of

merchandise (P. Diego Schumann, Tumupasa, pers . comm. 1987). In

retrospect, most people stressed the advantageously low prices for

consumer goods which had benefited not only the members (among them half

of the traditional rural households) but also nonmembers who could use

the store. Most saw the operators' fraud as a major problem, but a few
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of the vecinos also criticized the lack of regular rendicion de cuentas

(public accounting) and the priest' s overconfidence in certain

individuals as reasons for its decline.

Conclusion. Local institutions apparently have had little

involvement in nonagricultural development, making intermediary

organizations important in its support (Uphoff 1986). Consumer

cooperatives which promise widely spread benefits are difficult to

organize in small, closely-knit communities with high social pressures

on the individual who has access to merchandise and money (Tendler 1983,

Stocks 1988). In the case of Tumupasa, however, early training and the

introduction of more regular checks and balances could have made a

<^^^^erence * Learning from the experience, it could be worthwhile to

reorganize a network of consumer cooperatives in the region now that the

inflation has halted. As in the case of a regional transport service, in

principle the provincial peasant federation/CORACA would seem an

appropriate counterpart for such a project. However, given the

colonists greater versatility in marketing, the indigenous peasants

would need special support be able to participate as equals.

Land use

:

—agricultural development and natural resource management

Securing the land base . In frontier regions like Iturralde, the

native population needs to safeguard a sufficient land base before or at

least parallel to any activities related to natural resource management

and improvement of crop and animal production to ensure their long-term

viability. For colonists, security of land tenure is a necessary (though
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not sufficient) condition for the development of sustainable land use

systems as well. Tumupasa, Santa Ana, and 25 de Mayo attempted to secure

their land titles, but their experiences show the serious problems local

organizations face with this necessarily non-local task.

By the summer of 1988, the first Tumupasefios were receiving

individual title documents to their still communal almost 12,000 hectare

territory. This important- -though not optimal- -achievement was, however,

only in part a result of their own efforts. Ten years before, the

village had almost lost its land to a large landholder who had promised

to do the legal paperwork in La Paz and start a cacao producer

cooperative. In return, the villagers cleared, planted and harvested

extensive rice fields on his holding in 1976/77 and 1977/78. Apparently,

even the priest became suspicious only in March of 1979 when it was

revealed that the land claim (for about 10,000 hectares, stretching for

21 km along the trail) was under the landholder's name, and the

population decided to revoke the legal process. At the same time,

CORDEPAZ had started to delineate its two 50,000 hectare concessions. In

April of 1979, the population agreed to withdraw its boundaries about

6.5 km on the San Buenaventura side (the area later occupied by

25 de Mayo which at the time was inhabited by two or three Tacana

families who relocated) in exchange for help with topographic

measurement which was concluded in 1981. The legal procedures were then

entrusted to a La Paz based topographer but stagnated in the maze of the

Agrarian Reform bureaucracy, in part due to the slightly overlapping

claims of two neighboring colonist cooperatives. In Tumupasa, for years

villagers' periodic clearing along the territorial boundaries was their
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only activity to safeguard their land, and concern about the state of

the title only resurfaced in 1987. Without the financial support

mobilized by the priest who advanced the fees of over Bs . 100 ($ 50)

charged by the National Agrarian Reform Council (CNRA) for each

individual title (a total of about Bs. 20,000 or $ 10,000), titling

would not have proceeded. 18

In Santa Ana, despite periodic attempts by a neighboring

landholder (the same threatening Tumupasa in the 1970s) and colonists to

get access to the communal territory, the Tacana population never took

much initiative to secure its land. After a first measurement by

Agrarian Reform officials in 1983 for the sindicato which included plots

for several colonists, villagers collected some funds for the processing

of the land title but were not able to follow up on the procedure in La

Paz. In 1986, they all too readily entrusted the titling procedure to a

newly arrived colonist cooperative in search of land. The price was over

40 % of the communal territory, and in private conversations the head of

this cooperative, the then provincial Supervisor of Rural Education, was

quite open about his expectation that the natives would sooner or later

give way to the better organized colonists. Until the summer of 1988,

. Parallel to the communal land titling procedure, several of the
vecinos and "outsiders" had, with limited success, tried to lay claim to
smaller holdings beyond Tumupasa' s boundaries, either on an individual
basis or through agricultural cooperatives. In the case of the
cooperative Trinidad, founded in April of 1986 by 30 people and claiming
5000 hectares halfway between Tumupasa and Ixiamas

,
the motivation of

the 7 members from Tumupasa, according to one of them, supposedly was to
defend the land for the nativos against outside encroachment. However,
this cooperative was dominated by the personal interests of its leader
who, although from the region, had for a long time been working outside.
The land was later occupied by other, purely outsider cooperatives.
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the outcome was unclear since the titles not yet been received and most

of the cooperative members seemed to lose interest in getting

established in Iturralde.

Given the insecure land situation of the colonists of 25 de Mayo

who were squatting in one of the CORDEPAZ land concessions, one

important incentive to get legal recognition as a cooperative was to

facilitate land titling. This goal was partly achieved when Agrarian

Reform officials measured their plots in June of 1987, charging

substantial fees. However, as in the case of Tumupasa and Santa Ana, the

necessary follow-up in government offices in La Paz turned out to be the

most difficult part of the land titling process, and despite the

promises, as of June of 1988 no titles had been received.

Conclusion . The case of Tumupasa shows the difficulties of even a

fairly well organized and large indigenous community to withstand

manipulations by landholders, colonists, and government agencies,

problems which were even more severe for Santa Ana. For Tumupasa, there

was no legal necessity to process the communal title individually nor

for Santa Ana to divide the communal land in individual plots which are

easier to usurp by outsiders. With better contacts to other lowland

Indian organizations and institutions supporting them, Tumupasa and

Santa Ana could have safeguarded their current or even more land at a

lower cost (Ruben Gamarra, ALCA, La Paz, pers . comm. 1988). The ongoing

trend to privatize communal landholdings should be reconsidered in both

indigenous communities since it will result in unequal distribution of

better agricultural land, and land shortages can be expected even within

a generation. Also, the agriculturally defined land base is insufficient
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to sustain extractive activities for which additional territory needs to

be reserved. The only currently available legal option for this, a

communal forestry concession, has recently been pursued by the

authorities of Tumupasa (see Chapter 8)

.

Considering the colonists' negative experiences and the evidence

for their socioeconomic differentiation from the native peasants,

colonization should not be encouraged as a development strategy for the

province, at least until conditions have significantly improved for the

current population and systematic land use planning and assistance for

sustainable land use is guaranteed. Those of the colonists of 25 de Mayo

with the intention to stay, however, need support to process their land

titles (communal land tenure does not seem to be an option here) . Even

for them the peasant federation had done little besides issuing periodic

demands to reverse large concessions.

Agricultural deve lopment . This study has documented serious

problems in all three populations with crop and animal production and

marketing which caused yields and returns to be low. However, this

situation so far worried the colonists more than the indigenous

peasants . Contributions of local organizations in Tumupasa to the

solution of these problems were limited. In certain years, when

complaints about crop and animal thefts became frequent (last in January

of 1987) , the corregidor and his collaborators conducted a visits a los

chacos ("visit to the fields") to monitor household production levels

and spot potential thieves, probably a tradition from mission times.

However, the communal fields which in the past provided funds for the
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local school and other village projects were apparently never used for

experiments to improve production. Only through the school vegetable

garden (which depended more on the teacher in charge than on the

parents' committee) and through individual initiative had a few new

varieties been introduced into local production and consumption.

The agenda cantonal or the comite civico for years confined their

support of agricultural production to occasionally making the pesticide

Mirex available. In terms of marketing, these two institutions since the

early 1970s had occasionally fixed prices for the trade with local

products (lower among Tumupasehos
,
higher when sold to outsiders), but

this had been discontinued. In 1984/85, their then fairly active heads

organized the clearing of two feeder roads to the fields to facilitate

transport and marketing with "Food for Work" incentives. However, this

was also intended to facilitate the problematic distribution of

individual plots. The two also attempted to get a local branch of a

private technical assistance agency established in Tumupasa (which

failed due to the economic crisis)
,
and were involved in making

agricultural credit locally available (which as discussed in Chapter 5

led to indebtedness). This package of measures, if realized as planned,

would have benefited the vecinos and "outsiders" more than the

traditional Tacana.

More recently, mainly due to a change in personnel, both the

agenda cantonal and the comite civico left agricultural development

initiatives to self-help organizations with a limited membership. These

sprang up in the hope of receiving outside support but were soon

frustrated. One of them was the cooperative in Sayuba, initiated in
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September of 1986 with nominally almost 20 residents by a young man from

Rurrenabaque married to a Tacana woman. After initial plans to receive

INALCO training in cooperativism and obtain agricultural credit for

coffee production, it evolved into a community organization in which the

immediately neighboring families helped each other in agricultural work

and first built their own chapel, then organized a small school. In July

of 1987 , they also became members of an intercommunal agricultural

producers' association which was initiated by a neighboring Nueva

Palestina resident to obtain financial and technical assistance from an

Italian development agency and included Nueva Palestina, Sayuba, Santa

Ana, and one disgruntled colonist of 25 de Mayo. However, this

association never got off the ground since support was said to be

unavailable until the end of 1989 . Sayuba continued as a community

which, however, showed more receptivity to occasional visits by CORDEPAZ

agronomists than did the major village of Tumupasa.

In a similar so far unsuccessful attempt to mobilize outside

support, in November of 1987 about a dozen vecinos of Tumupasa organized

ASOPAT, the AsociaciOn de Productores Agropecuarios de Tumupasa

(Agricultural Producers' Association of Tumupasa) with plans to obtain a

separate title to land in the "urban radius" and with this collateral

receive agricultural credit to plant new high-yielding rice and improved

coffee varieties, and at a later stage possibly organize a small sawmill

and carpentry workshop.

In Santa Ana, besides occasional school vegetable gardens no

organized attempts had ever been made to improve agricultural production

or marketing. The 1987 contracts with the rice company were signed on an
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individual basis although the company had the corregidor distribute

consumer goods. These, together with a cash advance, were apparently the

major attraction, not the promise of improved technology for the next

growing season.

Among the colonists, the sindicato apparently had made no attempts

to foster agricultural development among its members. The cooperative,

in contrast, started with ambitious plans which, if realized, would have

made it a production, processing, transport, and consumer cooperative at

the same time. In addition to planting the collective 20 hectare field

with pasture and coffee after the rice harvest, in a meeting in December

of 1986 the president proposed the acquisition of a medium-sized truck,

two large chain saws, implements for the cooperative tractor, and food-

stuffs for a local store. The calculated total cost of $ 25,000 was to

be covered by the sum of individual credits which cooperative members

without outstanding debts would obtain from the Agricultural Bank (due

to their debts, most of the Palma Nueva residents were ineligible for

new credits at the time) . It was mainly this financial proposition that

caused the withdrawal of the Nueva Palestina sector. Since in addition

the Agricultural Bank did not give any credits in 1987, projects had to

be scaled down. In February, the cooperative acquired a chain saw and

other implements through the rice company. This contract brought it into

debt when only a third of the rice could be harvested due to weather

problems and labor shortage, despite the use of innovative technology

such as sickles and a threshing machine. After this, common productive

activities ceased as members tried to save their own neglected harvest

and took up deforestation contracts to get urgently needed cash. In
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November of 1987, five loyal members jointly cleared two hectares for a

rice field with whose returns they planned to pay off the cooperative'

s

debt. However, despite the use of the new high-yielding varieties, the

1988 harvest was a failure so that in June of 1988 four of these men

took a deforestation contract to finally cancel the debt.

Conclusion . Farmers need a complex horizontal and vertical support

network providing technology and resources to improve their crop and

animal production and to market their products under favorable

conditions (Uphoff 1986) . Agricultural research and extension is

generally seen as a task for local public agencies but until 1988 was

virtually unavailable from CORDEPAZ (for recent developments see below)

.

Local membership organizations like cooperatives or farmers'

associations can also give their members access to technology and be

efficient providers of services like agricultural processing, transport

and marketing (which seem to be less fraught with social problems than

the provision of credit or the operation of stores; Tendler 1983).

However, this requires initial training and financial support as well as

a certain minimum of membership to ensure long-term economic viability

and independence. In Iturralde, due to the dispersal and poverty of the

population, member-generated resources were extremely limited, and the

initiative of those who formed cooperatives and more recently producers'

associations in search of outside support were frustrated as well. Nor

were the peasant federation and CORACA able to fill this void at the

regional level which contributed to their loss of credibility, although

the CSUTCB' s opposition to government price and tax policies at the

national level was in the interest of peasants in Iturralde.
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Natural—resource management . The region' s forests were

increasingly being cleared by colonists and entrepreneurs or selectively

logged by lumber companies. To maintain exclusive rights to at least

parts of their traditional hunting, fishing and gathering territories,

the indigenous communities would have to demonstrate to the CDF economic

benefits of their forest use. At the same time, given that game, fish,

and some wild plant resources were already on the decline, they would

have to enforce harvest regulations and/or enhancement strategies even

to maintain present home consumption levels of wildlife, let alone its

commercial extraction. However, sustainable natural resource management

was never practiced in any of the three populations as an organized

activity.

Even the Tumupaseho members of the Iturralde Lumber Cooperative

were interested only in extraction for immediate economic benefit and

not concerned with reforestation, arguing that cedro (in contrast to

mahogany) would regenerate naturally. Discussion about the increasing

threat to the region' s hardwoods by the lumber companies was brought

into a village meeting in Tumupasa for the first time by members of the

comite clvico who had participated in the provincial civic congress in

Ixiamas in November of 1986. However, all during 1987 this topic

concerned mainly the "outsiders" and a few of the vecinos (some of whom

were elected into the peasant federation' s inactive Committee for the

Defense of Natural Resources). To my knowledge, neither Santa Ana nor

25 de Mayo ever addressed the issue of natural resource management,

which is understandable given Santa Ana's relatively "fresh" resource
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pool and the limited dependence of the colonists on the forest and

rivers

.

Conclusion . Natural resource management generally seems to require

intervention by local governments, supported by local administration, to

prevent intrusions from outsiders and regulate resource use by insiders

and avoid a "tragedy of the commons." Especially when benefits are not

immediate, there is no economic incentive for compliance. However, a

community- level consensus on use -management
,
triggered by open

discussions in village meetings should be sought to support this

process. Local membership organizations are often seen as less suited

for natural resource management since users are not clearly defined and

thus difficult to organize (Uphoff 1986).

The examples of the Iturralde lumber cooperative (which could have

addressed management issues) and others in lowland Bolivia (Davis 1985)

and Peru (Moore 1987, Stocks 1988) show that this is not necessarily so.

In contrast, wildlife management for human use can indeed be expected to

be more difficult to organize since animals are a much less "bounded"

(known and predictable) resource than the forest vegetation. For any

attempt at natural resource management, however, regional land use

planning will be a necessity.

Contributions of Different Types of Organizations

Local organizations

Tumupasa . The persistence of the traditional local government

( corregidor and helpers) in Tumupasa contributed to a relatively strong
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cohesion of its widely spread and rather heterogeneous population which

could be mobilized for substantial labor contributions to projects of

perceived general interest. 19 However, this cohesion seemed to be

declining with the fission of first Santa Ana, now possibly Napashi and

Sayuba, communities which placed additional demands on their members. 20

In addition, with the influx of outsiders, the authorities' and

population' s confidence in their capacity to solve local conflicts

through traditional control mechanisms had decreased to the point that

in 1986 they petitioned for a resident government police officer (which

was denied due to lack of personnel)

.

The new types of local government (agenda cantonal, comitB

clvico) derived their legitimacy from their promise to address the

increasingly complex local social and economic problems. However, the

review of their activities has shown that due to their lack of

experience and training, limited village-level economic resources, and

few contacts to support institutions besides the Church, their impact

had been limited. They also failed to take advantage of local

opportunities
,
for example the underutilized capacity of the local

government to mobilize the local population for communal fields which

_ Ixiamas
,
in contrast, where the system of traditional political

authorities was abolished, was known in the region for its internal
divisions, the lack of participation in village projects, as well as
thefts and drunkenness. This situation deteriorated further with the
arrival of the lumber companies

.

20
. Paradoxically, while the Franciscans united the dispersed

population through the centralizing symbol of the village church and its
fiestas, their Redemptorist successors supported these fissions in their
attempt to foster Christian base communities through the establishment
of local chapels serviced by animadores

.
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could be used for resource generation and crop experiments (whose risk

would thus not strike an individual household). The practice of

controlling prices within the population and towards the outside could

also be revitalized. Local funds were apparently still generated from

charging a sales tax from merchants, a pasture tax from the owners of

cattle passing through, and from urban plot sales, but in contrast to

earlier years, the accountability of local authorities in the end-of-

year village meetings about these funds had declined.

The recent trend of subgroups within the population to form new,

little understood, and generally not durable self-help organizations, be

they cooperatives or producers' associations, resulted from the limited

possibilities to locally generate capital and the hope to capture

outside support this way. However, it further undermined village

cohesion and would, if successful, exacerbate the existing social and

economic differences within the population since the rural traditional

Tacana had little participation in these activities. Only in a few cases

like land titling could these Tacana be considered "free riders" of the

vecinos' initiative (and even here the privatization of land would be

against the traditional Tacana' s long-term interests).

Thus, while Tumupasa was still a fairly well organized and

equitable community, the traditional system of authorities seemed to

have reached the limits of its problem-solving capacity in the rapidly

changing situation. The new forms of local government and other local

organizations had a somewhat better potential to deal with current

problems although they were also in need of vertical linkages and

uninterested support, especially with regard to land titling and other
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issues depending on policy decisions in La Paz. However, they often no

longer represented the whole population' s interests and should be held

accountable in general village meetings and coordinate better with the

traditional local government.

Santa Ana. In the small community of Santa Ana, local government

and other local organizations were virtually identical with the village

population. Local authorities could not act on a major issue before a

general meeting had discussed it and reached a consensus. Meetings could

be organized easily and on short notice in the nucleated village, as

long as the majority of men was present. Due to their involvement in

wage labor, however, this often was not the case. The local political

system thus at least in principle ranked high in terms of internal

accountability and also in equity since economic differences between the

villagers were small.

However, the local government was more efficient in organizing

fiestas (a major topic in village meetings), maintaining an acceptable

outward appearance of the community, and keeping the school functioning

than in addressing health, land use and economic problems or the

internal conflicts between the Tacana and the rest of the population. 21

. After a violent clash between the Quechua authorities and
several drunken members of the extended family of the local Tacana
shaman during Santa Ana's patron's fiesta in 1987, villagers had to
bring in the police officer from San Buenaventura to solve the conflict.
He fined the two major culprits (who had also insulted the priest) but
at the same time, given the vacuum caused by the withdrawal of the
previous set of authorities, had to swear one of them in as new
corregidor

, a post for which this man (a son of the shaman and a healer
himself) had volunteered without any hesitation and without meeting
resistance by the assembled village population.
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Fear of vengeance by the shaman still was an important factor in local

politics in Santa Ana, as was the substantial amount of alcohol people

consumed not only during major fiestas but also after their return from

longer absences as wage laborers. These internal conflicts in turn

weakened the community's position in the regional context. The

villagers short-sighted opportunism, notable in their ready acceptance

of outsiders into the community and uncritical going along with

apparently profitable activities, could lead to a loss of control over

their land and community affairs. Since it seems that Santa Ana over

time had selected for a specific type of Tacana comunarios with a long-

term experience as dependent wage laborers in the rubber camps and low

inclination to participate in demanding community projects, its

experience may not be the necessary future scenario for the rural Tacana

in Tumupasa with ethnically mixed community formation and increasing

market integration, but it should serve as a warning.

25

—

de Mayo . As in Santa Ana, in 25 de Mayo local government (first

the sindicate, then the cooperative) and other local organizations

overlapped and were at least in principle accountable to the meeting of

all local residents. Without corregidor and legal status (which the

cooperative never obtained)
, 25 de Mayo was in a politically somewhat

weaker position in the regional context than the longer established

native communities, although this was in part compensated by its closer

ties to the provincial peasant federation (the cooperative's president

became the Secretary General of the federation in 1987). In terms of its

achievements for the colonists, the cooperative was an economic failure
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and created more problems than it solved. The reasons for this were,

however, not only of an internal nature. The young president's

overambition and his and the other members' lack of training in planning

and accounting certainly played a role. But bad luck with the weather,

manipulations by the rice company, and ongoing problems with the

Agricultural Bank which cost time and limited resources contributed

their share. Also, the policy of INALCO to stimulate the emergence of

cooperatives in the countryside without later being willing or able to

provide the promised support was highly questionable (see Footnote 6).

Nevertheless, the experience of their cooperative, school and mothers'

club shows that colonists were not only individually but also

collectively willing to grasp small opportunities, take risks, and work

hard to improve their situation.

Conclusion . Local organizations were strong in mobilizing communal

labor for public works like school buildings and other infrastructural

and social projects of immediate communal benefit. Due to the size of

its population and outside support, Tumupasa could go further with these

activities than Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo. However, in none of the three

communities had local organizations contributed much to agricultural and

nonagricultural development, and natural resource management was

completely neglected. 22 Even in Tumupasa, despite its more stratified

pie World Bank part-study of the "social aspects" of the region
(Kraljevic and del Carpio 1986), written as recommendation to a large
settlement project, comes to the similar conclusion that the strength of
local organizations is the mobilization of the population for clearly
defined common needs. Since local resources are limited in small
communities and as a consequence the quality of services they can
support is low, the study recommends the concentration of schools and
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population, equity was still no major problem, but accountability of

leaders seemed to be on the decline and could be improved in Santa Ana

and 25 de Mayo as well. All local organizations were facing serious

problems in defending their members' interests at higher political

levels and had not been able to contribute much to their empowerment.

Regional membership organizations

The FederaciOn Campes ina . Major problems of the peasant federation

which limited its capacity to support its members were the same as those

that affected the individual sindicatos and cooperatives: the lack of

resources, training, and of a committed and accountable leadership

critical of government policies and with clear goals and principles. The

federation s confiscation and distribution of the tractors (which were

not very suitable for transportation and agriculture in the region)

caused debilitating internal conflicts, increased the inequalities

between indigenous peasants and colonists, and created a debtor

health posts in larger villages and the organization of a transport
service. It also considers communal organizations with their norm of
equitable distribution of costs and benefits inherently inappropriate
for production and marketing purposes because of the heterogeneous
interests and efforts involved and recommends instead that regional
producers associations (for to-be-decided permanent crops) should
provide the necessary services related to production, processing, and
marketing. It stresses, however, that profitability of production- -a
major unresolved issue in Iturralde- - is the precondition for any
successful organization beyond the communal level. Also, it seems
questionable whether the model of producers' organizations for single
crops taken from the Department of Santa Cruz, where they have developed
over the last 15 years under conditions of highly commercialized
agriculture (cf. Thiele and Farrington 1988), is appropriate for
Iturralde at this point.
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relationship to the government. Also, although on occasion individual

colonists of the 25 de Mayo would show concern about the situation of

their neighbors in Santa Ana in relation to the land- grabbing

cooperative there, the federation's pronouncements at the CSUTCB

congress showed little sensitivity for the impact of further road

construction and colonization on the indigenous population and the

environment.

According to the Secretary of the sindicato of Tumupasa, the

rationale for (re)organizing a local peasant union there had been that

all these civil organizations (he was referring to the different forms

of local government, S.W.) do not have much repercussion when we place

our demands at the departmental or national level." The organization

process was difficult, however, "because we native people do not know

the principles of syndicalism and what it can do for us." He also

stressed the ambivalent role of the colonists in the federation: "The

colonists know this peasant union movement and are the ones who are

currently promoting it in the province. But the disadvantage is that

they come with their own customs, and already organized in cooperatives.

They foster more their own interests than those of the whole province

whose needs they do not even know very well." (abbreviated translation

from interview, Jan. 1987) . People in Santa Ana had much the same

impression and were especially bitter about the support the federation'

s

Executive Secretary had given to a neighboring colonist with whom they
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were in conflict. The visit by the leaders of the Federation of La Paz

even contributed to their withdrawal from this Kolia organization .

23

The recent opportunistic election of an entrepreneur (from whom

previous peasant leaders had taken deforestation contracts for which

they in turn hired native labor) as Executive Secretary puts the

viability of the federation as instrument in the defense of peasants'

interests into question. Since fostering lowland colonization and

support for the sugarcane project were even the goals of the

departmental federation (despite the CSUTCB' s stance in favor of

indigenous rights and against private agribusiness), Iturralde's native

population will either have to become more active in the federation to

influence its politics, or organize independently, or both.

The Cooperativa Maderera . In retrospect, the cooperative was

clearly an instrument of the regional elite to get access to and short-

term benefit from a patch of forest resources close to Tumupasa. Due to

the unfavorable first contract with the industrialist (which shows the

lack of experience even of the cleverest merchants in the region)
,
it

was an economic failure despite the considerable effort invested by

later leaders, one of whom was the president of the comite, clvico of San

Buenaventura, the last a colonist and ex- federation leader. From the

perspective of Tumupasa whose institutions' and individual villagers'

3
. According to possibly exaggerated complaints by two men from

Santa Ana, who had spent time and money to attend a shortcourse on
syndicalism to be held by the two visitors in San Buenaventura, it was
cancelled because the peasant leaders got drunk with a government
delegation.
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interests were supposedly represented in the cooperative, the power

differential among the membership and the manipulations at different

levels led to the loss of substantial amounts of valuable lumber from an

area the community could reasonably claim as its territory, lumber that

was cut and processed with local labor. Despite early complaints,

attempts to start an independent forestry project were weak. Most

members from Tumupasa just withdrew when the cooperative started to

fail, others continued to work for wages, and only a few vecinos

remained committed until 1988.

The Comite Clvico Provincial . Despite its apparent defense of the

regional forests, the public declarations of the Comite Clvico

Provincial (signed by a young Tumupaseho who did not represent the local

committee nor had consulted the population beforehand) expressed a vague

regionalism without a clear development model and most of whose

contradictory demands (none of which were ever granted) would have

benefited only the regional elite. Unless held more directly accountable

by the entire population, the committee does not seem to be an

aPProP r i-ate instrument to defend the peasants" interests in Iturralde,

much less those of the Tacana. In its present form, it only legitimizes

the self-interested demands of the Pacehista movement for agroindustrial

development in San Buenaventura. 24

. In a recent press article, the president of the comite clvico
of San Buenaventura, one of the major proponents of the provincial civic
movement, calls Tumupasa the bastion de la pacehidad ("the bastion of La
Paz" regionalism")

, a fairly questionable declaration (Presencia Jan.
22, 1989). The article- -which most likely was not discussed with the
population- -after a long historical review mentions the neglect of the
village by CORDEPAZ and as its greatest needs a health post, a modern
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Conclusion . None of the three regional membership organizations in

Iturralde contributed much to the solution of local problems, neither

directly nor through political leverage. One basic reason for this was

certainly that organizations of the weak tend to be weak as well. Also,

higher- level organizations almost always have problems with leadership

accountability. The most fundamental issue, however, was the lack of

clearly defined interests, goals and principles as a basis for unity

even in the peasant federation. Without such a membership consensus, no

regional organization will be able to legitimately represent its

constituents at higher levels. Declarations and activities favoring only

part of the population- - in this case the regional elite and to some

degree the colonists- -can cause more harm than benefit for the

indigenous peasants.

Local experiences with outside assistance

CORDEPAZ . In all three communities, the most frequent comments on

CORDEPAZ activities in Iturralde were pura promesa (sheer promise) or

no cumplen (they don't keep their promises). When asked if they had

received any assistance from CORDEPAZ in 1987, less than half of the

colonists mentioned that the agronomist had come once to leave vegetable

seeds for a school garden, and only two persons in Tumupasa mentioned a

vaccination and the opening of village streets, two in Santa Ana a visit

by the agronomist and free transport to San Buenaventura for the

school building, and credits and inputs to "technify" its agriculture.
The main point however is once again to restate the need for the CAN.
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municipal election (a manipulation to recruit votes for the government

party). These perceptions of CORDEPAZ may not do full justice to the

corporations' efforts which, according to the staff in San Buenaventura,

were often hampered by decisions in La Paz and by resource shortage. But

they were a testimony to people' s frustration with the corporation'

s

haphazard activities and most of all the gap between its promises and

accomplishments. As was seen earlier, most people did not want CORDEPAZ

to be in charge of the desired technical or medical assistance.

the end of 1987
,
at least CORDEPAZ' La Paz -based Gerencia de

Desarrollo Agropecuario (Department of Agricultural and Livestock

Development) started to realize that the corporation "despite the years

of permanence in [the province of Iturralde, S.W.] had not developed

programs of technical, social, and financial assistance for the region's

producers" (CORDEPAZ 1987:1, my translation). In the context of a

general shift towards Integrated Rural Development, a small-farmer-

oriented research and extension project to foster agricultural and

livestock development was proposed. It stressed farmer participation,

support for local organizations, the need for a secure market, linkages

with other national and international institutions, and planned to

develop and diffuse agroecologically and socioeconomically appropriate

technology. Immediate objectives were to increase yields of traditional

annual crops, introduce perennial crops to diversify production systems,

establish a small agroindustry (balanced feed) to provide a guaranteed

market, and support animal production.

This project which began in 1988 was a definite improvement over

CORDEPAZ' previous approach, but its documents show serious conceptual
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flaws, especially a bias towards transfer of pre-established technology

instead of starting from farmers' experiences and needs. Agricultural

research at the Porvenir station was to focus on rice, corn, manioc, and

beans and soybeans (the legumes were chosen with a view to their

nutritional benefit)
,
but experiments were to be conducted with heavy

machinery and pesticide inputs, using thus neither agroecologically nor

socioeconomically appropriate technology. The extension service, one of

whose expressed objectives was to "raise the socio-cultural level of the

colonists" (CORDEPAZ 1988:2; indigenous peasants were not even mentioned

as clients), was to operate through on-farm technical assistance,

demonstration plots, and shortcourses
,
but its budget listed mainly

tools and pesticides to be distributed to participating farmers. Work

started in April of 1988 with 7 native communities and 3 colonist

cooperatives, including Tumupasa, Santa Ana, and 25 de Mayo. As a

combined result of the generalized lack of confidence in CORDEPAZ, the

rather top-down extension approach, and an insufficient support

infrastructure, the first experiences of the two new agronomists were

not encouraging (Malky 1988) . A more profound conceptual reorientation,

qualified, committed and reliably supported personnel, and patience will

be needed if CORDEPAZ sincerely wants to overcome peasants' justified

distrust and together with them develop a functioning research and

extension system in Iturralde.

The Redemptoris ts . Respondents' recall of assistance received in

1987 from the Redemptorists was fairly limited. In Tumupasa they

referred mainly to emergency transport of sick relatives, in Santa Ana
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to a donation of CARITAS food (which however was criticized for being

too old), and in 25 de Mayo the majority appreciated a home visit by the

nuns. The Redemptorist projects in Tumupasa along with their religious

goals intended to support local self-help capacity. This failed in part

due to the tendency of the priest to trust a limited number of

individuals and as a result not sufficiently encourage community

involvement and control. Another problem (however not confined to the

Church) was that donations were increasingly taking the place of local

initiative. Most people in Tumupasa were taking the support they had

over the years received from the priest for granted, and in Santa Ana

25 de Mayo few people mentioned the Church as a potential future

provider of desired assistance.

view its importance as so far the only stable institution

supporting the rural population, the Church should evaluate its

different programs of practical assistance against its professed goals

of promoting local strength and set new priorities. Building on its

experiences and in a division of labor with CORDEPAZ, the focus could be

on health care and work with women and teenagers. More intensive

collaboration not only with individuals, but with local organizations

will be needed, especially among the indigenous peasants, to enable them

to help themselves in the future. The new strategy should include more

active support for peasants' attempts to represent their rights and

interests at the regional and national levels.

Conclusion. Given the heavy communal labor contributions to public

works, it is understandable that the authorities and population in
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Tumupasa, who (in contrast to Santa Ana and 25 de Mayo) did receive

substantial outside support for many of their projects, had a "selective

memory" with regard to this assistance. The authorities' statements

sometimes even conveyed a certain overconfidence in the own problem-

solving capacities. In all three populations, attempts to address many

local problems could still benefit from or even require outside

assistance. However, offers of such assistance need to be assessed more

critically by the entire local population to avoid unnecessary

dependence on outsiders, which can paralyze local initiative. The

formation of new organizations by sub-groups of the village population

to get outside support can exacerbate or create conflicts and socio-

economic differentiation and should be openly discussed as well.

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that local organizations were more

successful with the solution of immediate community- level problems like

rural infrastructure and to a certain degree health and education than

with the more complex tasks of agricultural and nonagricultural

development and natural resource management. The need for improvements

in these areas so far was perceived more by the colonists, but because

of their social and economic disadvantages, the indigenous peasants

would need even more support. However, regional membership organizations

as well were still not very effective due to their lack of clear goals

and their members' weakness, and outside assistance was limited in scope

and often did not stimulate and support local initiative.
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Therefore, strengthening local organizations and support for more

equitable horizontal and vertical linkages should be a priority for any

attempt to improve peasants' quality of life in Iturralde. Given the

negative experiences of Santa Ana and to a lesser degree Tumupasa with

the colonists and the policies of the provincial peasant federation, the

indigenous peasants need special support. Only from a position of equal

strength will indigenous people and colonists in Iturralde together be

able to develop strategies to defend their common interests as peasants

against merchants
, landholders

, lumber bosses
, and ultimately

unfavorable government policies.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

This study was guided by both practical concerns and theoretical

interests, whose pursuit in my view is interdependent. The motivations

were a concern with indigenous rights and a desire to contribute to

alternative development strategies for ecologically fragile and

conflict-ridden regions like the Amazon. It is difficult to justify

purely academic research in face of the plight of Amazonian indigenous

people and the rural poor in general, and of their increasing resistance

and attempts to improve their situation. Studies should contribute to

the development of new approaches which, in contrast to current

policies, should start from local problems, needs and aspirations and

strive for equitable and sustainable improvements in indigenous people'

s

and colonists' quality of life. However, without a sober analysis of

government policies and economic processes to identify the often rather

limited degrees of freedom" for changes, projects with socially and

environmentally sound goals are likely to fail (Chambers 1983, Schmink

and Wood 1987) .

The study was therefore also guided by a theoretical concern with

an adequate analysis of the situation of Indians and colonists on

Amazonian frontiers. So far, research on these two social groups has

been separated and neglected to investigate the similarities and

411
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differences of their position in the regional and national context. In

addition, macro and micro-level approaches (especially those generally

called political economy and actor-oriented) that could address their

situation are still insufficiently linked. Similarly, the relationship

between socioeconomic and ecological processes affecting both social

groups has not yet been fully conceptualized. An attempt was made to

integrate insights from these different approaches by focusing on the

history and current situation of indigenous and migrant peasants within

the regional context of southern Iturralde. The intermediate regional

level of analysis brought political and economic processes "down" to

where they become constraints and opportunities dealt with individually

and collectively by both peasant groups.

In the end, this study may have been overambitious
,
raising more

problems than it can propose easy solutions for. However, government

officials, private interest groups and the Bolivian public still have

rather idealized, simplistic and often erroneous notions about Iturralde

and places like it. The research results- -summarized in the first part

of this final chapter- -should increase their awareness of the difficult

situation faced by the region' s peasantry in general and by the Tacana

in particular. To identify and understand peasants' problems and their

causes is the necessary first step in the development of alternative

strategies. Suggestions for this will be given in the second part of

this chapter. A final section will then return to the concern that

stimulated this study, the prospects for the future of the Tacana as

ethnic group.
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Results and Conclusions

From the Tacana' s and the region' s precolonial history to recent

development policies there has been a continuity of "internal

colonialism" by changing highland states to exploit lowland natural and

human resources for nonregional benefit. Over time, the economic, social

and environmental consequences of this process for the region and its

indigenous inhabitants have become more detrimental. This trend is

likely to continue, unless present policies are significantly changed.

Like other Amazonian Indians, the Tacana faced a sequence of early

missionary activities, 19th century extractive boom and bust cycles, and

pastoral and agricultural fronts. Until recently, this process posed no

serious threat to the Tacana' s most basic material condition for ethnic

persistence, their land and natural resource base. The Tacana

participated in the emerging regional economy in a variety of ways which

demonstrate their ability to adjust to imposed adverse conditions and to

take advantage of limited opportunities. Despite their long history of

market integration, the Tacana could maintain their subsistence base and

community cohesion due to the specific environmental, demographic, and

economic circumstances in the region. Under the increasing

discrimination by the regional elite, they eventually avoided social

friction by becoming "invisible" as Indians towards the outside. This

defensive strategy, however, should not deprive the Tacana of their

rights as the region's indigenous inhabitants.

The propagation of "The March to the North" since the early 1970s

was the outcome of two related though at times contradictory trends in
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post-revolutionary Bolivia. Road construction, resource extraction,

agro industry and settlement projects are in line with general government

priorities of frontier expansion in the lowlands. However, the specific

projects for the area of San Buenaventura were and are promoted mainly

by the Paceho civic movement and CORDEPAZ. The region's presumed

richness in natural resources has become a pawn in La Paz' competition

with the rival Department of Santa Cruz, which owes its economic growth

to government support and oil exploitation.

Typical for internal colonialism," the policies and projects for

the region have so far neglected the problems and needs of its

indigenous population. As a result of CORDEPAZ' propaganda and road

construction, land speculators, colonists and lumber companies have been

attracted and gained access to the region almost simultaneously. This

contradicts to some degree the sequence of stages generally proposed in

Amazonian frontier models. The reason for this may be that, in

comparison to the Brazilian Amazon or even other lowland Bolivian areas,

the scale, intensity and social and environmental impact of frontier

expansion in Iturralde has so far been limited. Still, the land, forests

and wildlife on which the indigenous communities depend for their

livelihood are under increasing pressure. Due to CORDEPAZ' concentration

on the sugarcane project, structural problems have arisen or been

exacerbated which affect both the indigenous peasants and the colonists.

Important impediments are the skewed distribution of titled land which

interferes with peasants' attempts to secure their holdings, and the

lack or low quality of basic services like health care, education, or

agricultural research and extension. As the indigenous peasants are
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increasingly involved with the market and the growing number of

colonists produces more commercial surpluses, the disadvantageous

marketing situation in the region is one of the most serious immediate

problems for both peasant groups

.

The study of land use and economic and social problems of

traditional" Tacana in Tumupasa, the mixed community of Santa Ana, and

the colonists of 25 de Mayo in this regional context was therefore

guided by the question: does market integration through cash cropping,

wage labor or any other activity improve indigenous and/or migrant

peasants' quality of life in a sustainable and equitable way? The

precise trade-offs between the realization of economic, social, and

ecological goals were of special interest for the recommendation of

acceptable and feasible alternatives. The contributions of local and

regional organizations and institutions to the solutions of peasants'

problems were then assessed to be able to build on local experiences and

initiatives

.

Research results show that in all three communities, peasants'

access to a currently sufficient land base and their concentration on

food crops (of which rice was also the major cash crop) secured their

basic nutritional needs. The indigenous peasants could still complement

their diet with hunting, the colonists put more emphasis on animal

production. In principle, they therefore both had a certain autonomy and

flexibility in their choice of strategies to obtain whatever was needed

or desired beyond home production. The options for this were extremely

limited due to the low demand and unfavorable terms of trade in the

region for food and non-food crops, animal and extractive products, and
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in general also for wage labor. However, indigenous peasants and

colonists participated in the regional economy not only to different

degrees, but more importantly colonists found ways to do so under more

advantageous conditions. This social and economic differentiation

between the two peasant groups was generally overlooked in the planning

studies, possibly due to peasants' overall rather low material quality

of life. Nevertheless, it became apparent in the detailed study of their

land use systems, economic and health situation, and organizational

strategies. This trend is likely to increase with new opportunities,

unless the indigenous peasants receive specific assistance.

Even the most traditional Tacana of Tumupasa did not practice the

stereotypical native Amazonian intercropped slash and burn cultivation.

During their long history of exposure to outside influences and

production for the market, they had shifted to a focus on monocropped

grains. Nevertheless, on their small fields, dispersed over their

communal land, they still grew the largest number of crops and varieties

among the three populations in an extensive, low effort and low risk

production system. For their meat supply, they depended mainly on

hunting, also a culturally important activity, and much less on fishing

and small animal production. A variety of gathered forest products added

to the diversity of their diet and fulfilled other household needs.

Kinship ties and other social networks facilitated production

through labor exchanges, and through food sharing provided a certain

security for times of crisis, although they could also be a drain on

household resources. The long-established, large, and well-organized

village of Tumupasa provided these Tacana with comparatively better
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educational and health services than the two smaller communities.

Frequent fiestas and shamanistic rituals continued to make their life

pleasant and meaningful. Overall, these Tacana were quite content with

their situation, certainly more so than people in Santa Ana and

especially the colonists.

However, apparently due to the prolonged use of the same general

area by a for Amazonian conditions rather large population and the

decline of once "conservationist" land use practices, these Tacana were

faced not only with decreasing game yields, but also with apparently

increasing agronomic problems lowering their crop yields. This together

with the unfavorable marketing arrangements they depended on put them in

a disadvantaged position in the regional context. In classical patron-

client relationships, they obtained limited amounts of commercial

products, more seldom cash from local or itinerant merchants in exchange

for rice, corn, other crops, and animals as well as extractive products.

Traders sought to perpetuate the Tacana' s debts through a variety of

mechanisms and also benefited from Tacana labor on their estates. These

personalized trade relations were still considered convenient by many

Tacana to satisfy their limited demand for commercial products. However,

due to their low level of production and their debts, not infrequently

they had to turn over household consumption reserves of rice, corn, and

small animals. Worse, even the limited amount of wage labor they engaged

in often conflicted with the timing of their own agricultural

activities, contributing to rice field failures.

In Santa Ana, the land use system and, at least among the Tacana,

the general lifestyle including fiestas, rituals, social networks and
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communal organization were fairly similar to Tumupasa. Located at the

road and in more frequent contact with colonists and other outsiders,

peasants here produced and sold more rice, in general also to itinerant

merchants under the same unfavorable conditions that prevailed in

Tumupasa. This incipient cash cropping and their much more frequent

involvement in wage labor for neighboring patrons (and to a lesser

degree the colonists) gave them a somewhat higher level of material

wealth and income but also increased indebtedness. Worse, it was related

to a lower crop richness, less care given to the fields, shorter fallow

periods, and other changes in agricultural practices, indicators for

less prospects for ecological sustainability. Apparently due to their

relatively "fresh" resource base, people in Santa Ana had slightly

higher crop and game yields than the Tuimipasehos
,
but since their rather

small land base was split up in private plots and circumscribed by

colonists, the prospects for this to continue were low. Also,

nutritional and health problems were slightly more evident here than

among the traditional Tacana in Tumupasa, indicating trade-offs between

the economic and social aspects of quality of life.

Increasing market integration of the Tacana and the indigenous

peasants in general through both cash cropping of low value annual crops

like rice under the unfavorable conditions of traditional patron-client

relationships and through "unseasonal" wage labor may thus be at the

expense of both the sustainability of their land use and their overall

quality of life. However, given even the traditional Tacana' s need for a

minimum of commercial items, production only for home consumption has

long ceased to be an option. The crucial issues for the future of the
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indigenous peasants- -even if most of them did not express this as a

priority- -will be to stabilize or ideally increase the level of

production and extraction for both home consumption and the sale of

surpluses, without further degrading the resource base. Even more

importantly, more advantageous marketing arrangements need to be sought

to derive greater benefits from whatever will be sold. A guideline for

the choice of strategy should be to avoid exacerbating existing

inequalities within and between the indigenous villages since this would

further undermine the already strained community cohesion and with it

the prospects for the future of the Tacana as an ethnic group.

Colonists had adopted from their Tacana neighbors not the entire

native land use system. They took only basic agricultural practices,

modified with "modern" technology, and selected species and varieties

which fit into their more commercially oriented and intensive crop and

animal production system. With the exception of the procurement of

convenient house construction materials, extractive activities were of

limited importance to them. However, as in the case of dynamite fishing,

they had in part also been technologically modified to increase yields.

With regard to the possibilities to transfer indigenous knowledge to

colonists, from this case it appears doubtful that colonists would adopt

sustainable indigenous land use systems or strategies unless they were

also highly productive.

Colonist agriculture was both larger in scale and more efficient

per land area than the indigenous cropping system due to their overall

higher labor and capital inputs. They reaped additional economic

benefits from their larger surpluses due to their greater versatility in
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marketing. As a result, colonists had much higher levels of material

wealth and income than both indigenous peasant groups. This in turn had

a positive effect on their health, mitigating their problems of physical

adaptation to the lowland environment. However, the colonists' high

degree of individual and cooperative indebtedness (mainly due to their

problems with the Agricultural Bank)
,
and their need to supplement their

income with wage labor demonstrated even their limited ability to

achieve a from their perspective satisfactory material quality of life

as farmers. Worse, colonist land use- -confined to private 50 hectare

plots- -would eventually face the "barbecho crisis" due to its

combination of a more intensive use of the soils, a higher rate of

clearing, and a trend toward the establishment of poorly managed

pastures. Under the given circumstances, colonists did not have access

to the necessary information nor did they have the possibility to

accumulate sufficient capital to improve their production system

significantly.

Frontier expansion in Iturralde was only incipient and

characterized by a still low regional population density allowing for a

rather peaceful coexistence between indigenous peasants, colonists, and

the regional elite. Still, under the given conditions the prospects for

improvements in peasants' quality of life were slim, worse those for

both equitable and sustainable rural development. Both peasant groups

had land use problems lowering yields, and they often in the end

depended on the same landholder-merchants for marketing their crops,

purchases, and employment. However, the colonists were better able than

the indigenous peasants to market their crops independently and at off-
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season prices and take advantage of better paying wage labor

opportunities. As a group, they were moving into an intermediate

position in regional society. The incipient boss-worker and trader-

client relationships between the colonists and the indigenous peasants

were an important indicator of socioeconomic differentiation between

them. This trend can be expected to increase once the colonists get

better established, making equitable rural development questionable in

the region unless the indigenous peasants receive special support.

The peasants' general problems and the comparatively disadvantaged

situation of the indigenous peasants were also noticeable in the

experiences of local and regional organizations in addressing peasants'

problems and defending their interests at higher levels. With

considerable effort, all three communities constructed school buildings

and economically supported the teachers. However, even in Tumupasa with

its large, well-organized population and permanent though somewhat

paternalistic Church support, no permanent and appropriate local health

care system had emerged, and the mothers' club had achieved little to

improve the situation of women. Securing the community's land base had

been difficult and at high cost. Due to the lack of experiences, local

resources and support, only limited attempts had been made to improve

crop and animal production and marketing (and some of these, if

realized, would have been to the detriment of the traditional Tacana)

.

No attention had been given to forest and wildlife management for

sustained use.

Santa Ana was worse off than Tumupasa in terms of organizational

strength due to its smaller size and the internal conflicts resulting
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from the mixture of its population. These paralyzed community projects

and weakened Santa Ana's position against outside interests. Although

the colonists had more experience with peasant organizations and rather

clear ideas about necessary improvements in crop and animal production

and marketing, their attempts to achieve these through their cooperative

had also been fraught with problems, the most basic of which was the

shortage of funds. Given even the colonists' difficult economic

situation, membership contributions for cooperative projects were

extremely limited, and unsuccessful attempts to capture outside

financial support led to internal conflicts. Labor contributions would

not necessarily be a solution, either. The harvest of the cooperative

rice field, for example, conflicted with the individual households'

agricultural activities.

The general poverty at the local level in turn affected the three

regional membership organizations, whose capacity to lobby at the

regional and national level was limited. However, the even more profound

problem of these organizations was their heterogeneous membership whose

conflicting interests were unequally represented, to the detriment of

the less vociferous indigenous peasants. These had not yet fully

realized the increasing threat to their land and forests through the

combined impact of long-established landholders, the growing number of

colonists, new "entrepreneur-cooperatives," and the lumber companies.

They were also unaware of strategies to defend their rights since the

approach of the Catholic Church had so far been basically humanitarian.

Neither indigenous peasants nor colonists had been passive victims

of the process of frontier expansion in the region. The Tacana for
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centuries had demonstrated their capability to adjust to adverse

conditions and maintain a diversified subsistence base, communal

cohesion and a sense of ethnic identity. The colonists were willing to

take risks and found ways to take advantage of the limited economic

opportunities in the region. Nevertheless, both peasant groups'

possibility to influence the disadvantageous conditions at the regional

level had so far been rather limited. This suggests the need for

uninterested and sensitive outside support.

Policy Implications and Recommendations

Fundamental changes in the "internal colonialism" towards

Iturralde and its indigenous inhabitants seem unlikely at first glance.

Bolivia s difficult political, economic, and social situation will

continue to make lowland frontier expansion attractive since it provides

access to resources, an escape -valve for "surplus population" and a

nationalistic rallying point distracting from internal problems. In the

department of La Paz, "The March to the North" has become a symbol of

Pacehidad and a source of power and revenues for CORDEPAZ and private

interest groups. Nevertheless, a policy orientation away from large-

scale agroindustry, resource extraction and colonization schemes

benefiting nonregional interests in favor of social and technical

assistance for the region's current peasant population no longer seems

impossible

.

Bolivia's comparatively long phase of civil government since 1982

has brought with it more public discussion and participation in the
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political process. Concern both at the national and the departmental

level about the sugarcane project's economic viability led to its

cancellation. From 1987 on, CORDEPAZ has attempted to gain legitimacy by

involving a broad range of public and private institutions in the design

of its development strategy for the department. So far, popular

organizations in general and peasant representatives from Iturralde in

particular have hardly been involved in this process. Still, this

opening permits a critical analysis of the economic, social, and

environmental costs and benefits of previous policies and the suggestion

of alternatives. The following paragraphs will sketch the policy

implications and recommendations emerging from this study.

Agroindustrial growth pole approaches based on extensive

monocultures like sugarcane can be expected to exacerbate the already

noticeable interrelated processes of socioeconomic differentiation and

environmental degradation in the region. Currently, deforestation by

CORDEPAZ, landholders, and entrepreneur-cooperatives and selective

logging by lumber companies are threatening the forests for the benefit

of the small regional elite or completely nonregional interests. Among

the peasantry, colonists have moved into an intermediary position in

relation to the Tacana at the expense of larger clearings and less

prospects for land use sustainability. A large agroindustry would mainly

benefit landholders with sufficient capital and perhaps a few colonists

managing to expand their operations. Indigenous peasants would most

likely become involved only as wage laborers. As was seen in this study,

due to time conflicts this could jeopardize their own food production.

In economic terms, the prospects for a profitable agroindustry in
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Iturralde are low due to the region' s distance from national or export

markets and transport problems and costs. This makes it unlikely that

CORDEPAZ will receive international financing for any such project, and

the whole idea of the Complejo Agroindustrial del Norte would best be

silently dropped.

Economic costs and benefits of the proposed large hydroelectric

project and of oil and mineral extraction should also be carefully

weighed against their expected social and environmental impacts. The

Bala dam, planned to generate enough energy to cover Bolivia's entire

current demand, seems out of proportion in both scale and cost. It would

require the resettlement of riverside populations, face problems with

sedimentation and interrupt the fish migration for spawning (Stolz

1986:184-185). Oil exploitation or large-scale gold mining can also be

expected to have detrimental impacts on the region' s environment and

population. Because of the low leverage of Iturralde' s authorities and

organizations in defending regional interests at the national level,

these extractive activities- -as currently the lumber industry- -would

maximally stimulate a short-term economic boom. They would hardly

generate revenues that could be invested in long-term regional

development

.

Large-scale colonization schemes, finally, for economic, social

and environmental reasons can also not be recommended as a regional

development strategy. This study has documented that, mainly due to the

unfavorable regional marketing situation, the few established colonists

were in a precarious economic situation. They were also facing land use

problems, and there was clear evidence for their socioeconomic
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differentiation from the indigenous peasants. These trends are likely to

exacerbate with increasing immigration. Due to marketing and other

structural problems, the experiences with expensive directed

colonization schemes elsewhere in the Bolivian lowlands have been

negative even where the colonists were carefully screened and received

technical and economic assistance (Painter 1987).

An alternative would be to strive for ecologically sustainable

improvements in the living conditions of the current regional

population, with special concern for the peasantry and among them the

indigenous people. With such a strategy, the regional economy could

gradually develop "from within" to the point that rational use could be

made in the region of resources currently extracted mainly for

nonregional benefit. Improved marketing systems could increase the

purchasing power of the population and establish linkages between

regionally based producers which would slowly permit more specialized

economic activities. This in turn would gradually decrease the region's

dependence on unstable national and international markets both for the

sale of its products and the import of goods. However, attempts to

pursue a genuine regional rural development will have to address the

structural problems referred to throughout this study.

Institutional requirements To make regional and local land use

and development research, planning and implementation possible, CORDEPAZ

will have to be technically and financially strengthened and/or other

qualified and motivated public and private institutions need to get

established in the region (FAO 1985). In view of CORDEPAZ'
,
other
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government agencies', and the Catholic Church's limitations, these

institutions should ideally be supplemented by regionally based, non-

governmental and interdisciplinary research and support organizations,

committed to long-term direct interaction with both indigenous peasants

and colonists but sensitive to their differences. Such organizations

already work out of major lowland towns like Santa Cruz, Trinidad, or

Riberalta. The north of La Paz as one of the last frontiers in the

Bolivian lowlands deserves similar attention from socially and

environmentally concerned Bolivian professionals. International funding

agencies need to be made aware of the situation as well since most

Bolivian NGOs at least initially will need financial and possibly

technical support.

Land and forest concessions . Land titles and forestry concessions

need to be inspected in the entire province (FAO 1985, Daza et al. 1986,

World Bank 1986). Idle or underutilized private and corporate holdings

and illegal or irrationally exploited forestry concessions should be

revoked. Most importantly, claims conflicting with indigenous

territories need to be resolved. The Tacana as the region's indigenous

inhabitants have a priority right to an adequate resource base for their

future. 1 The indigenous villages should therefore, without lengthy and

expensive legal procedures, receive communal titles to their

agriculturally used land. They also need if not titles, at least a

. Indian landholdings in Brazil for a similar or lower number of
°. ten reach several million hectares, some surpassing the size ofthe Province of Iturralde.
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government guarantee over exclusive use rights to the forest areas on

which they depend for hunting, fishing, and gathering. These land and

forest grants need to take the rather high natural population growth in

the indigenous villages into consideration.

Tenure security is a basic condition for settlement stability and

the development of sustainable land use systems among colonists.

Colonists in areas that do not conflict with indigenous occupation and

use should therefore also receive either individual or communal land

titles according to their preferences. At least the current legal

maximum of 50 hectares per household should be granted to allow for

fallow regeneration and some forest maintenance on each plot.

A regional forest policy like the one recently developed in the

Beni department (Jones 1989) should be defined with active participation

of representatives from all villages and towns and their different

organizations. If lumber extraction by private enterprise is to

continue, companies will have to be carefully screened for fulfillment

of all legal and regional requirements before they receive concessions,

and their operations will have to be frequently monitored. Alternatives

for the distribution of benefits need to be discussed as well. For

example, royalty payments could become a fund for regional development,

to be administered by a consortium of representatives from all major

local and regional organizations and institutions.

Regional land use planning . The available studies give a basis

from which general regional land use priorities can be recommended, but

they need to be complemented with more localized research. Due to the
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patchiness of the region's soils and vegetation types, both indigenous

peasants and colonists will need more specific advice than is currently

available on economically viable and ecologically sustainable land use

for their communities and individual households.

One general priority should be the protection of the fragile

montane forest, the region's watershed, which is currently included in

several of the forestry concessions. As was mentioned before, the

mountain range is of spiritual importance to the traditional Tacana who

do not use it for agriculture and little for hunting and gathering, and

it also harbors important archeological sites. The proposed Caquiahuaca

National Park or more suitably Biosphere Reserve (with a protected core

and a surrounding buffer zone, since some human transit and activity is

likely to continue) could therefore receive additional protection and

support under the UNESCO World Heritage Convention (Batisse 1982). Its

boundaries should, if still possible, include a part of undisturbed

lowland forest to protect samples of the full range of regional forest

vegetation. The inhabitants of Tumupasa and Ixiamas need to be included

in the reserve's delimitation, protection, and management from the

outset to avoid resentment against intrusion by outsiders and to ensure

long-term maintenance. Tourism, currently reaching mainly Rurrenabaque

and a private company's "jungle camp" on the Tuichi river, would

probably increase with the establishment of a park and will have to be

carefully monitored so that the local population derives maximum

benefits from it at least social and environmental disruption.

A second general priority for regional land use planning should be

to discourage large-scale conversion of forest into pastures . CUMAT'

s
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research results (1985) should be reassessed to determine if indeed and

under which precise management and economic conditions pastures can be

ecologically recommended as land use for the region. An alternative

focus could be on improvements in existing cattle ranching in the

natural savannas which CORDEPAZ haphazardly started with its Modulo

Ganadero in Ixiamas (Wentzel 1985). Such a project would also be a

concession to the regional elite to gain their support for the overall

strategy. However, its implementation must include precautions so as not

to jeopardize the neighboring peasants' situation. These include

securing their communal land rights and fencing to avoid cattle damage

in peasants' fields.

Economically and ecologically viable surplus production . Attempts

to increase peasant income through improvements in crop and animal

production (or extraction from the forest) ultimately hinge on changes

in the regional marketing situation. Problems include the limited

regional demand for peasant products, the concentration of trade in the

hands of a few regional merchants, and physical difficulties of access

to markets beyond the region.

Both my research results and the planning studies show the need to

secure household food production from grains, minor crops and small

animals. To increase income, ecologically sustainable perennial cash

cropping systems of low bulk/high value crops should be developed

together with local or regional transport, storage, processing and

marketing facilities. As pointed out in Chapter 7, with some technical

and financial support peasant organizations could become involved not
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only in the improvement of crop and animal production, but also in

activities related to more advantageous marketing at the regional level.

This way, peasants would increase not only their output, but also their

returns per unit product. By having specialists trained from among their

own membership, they could become increasingly independent of outside

advice. However, given the colonists' greater marketing and

organizational experience, some measures will be necessary to ensure an

equitable distribution of the costs and benefits of these services among

the different participants.

The unresolved issue is the crops and cropping systems to be

recommended. Coca, the in many ways "ideal" lowland cash crop, is

politically and socially unacceptable, and peasants have so far avoided

the risks involved in expanding its production. Some studies mention

cacao as the most immediately feasible option since Bolivia is still

importing cocoa products (FAO 1985, World Bank 1986). However, the

danger of "witches broom" infestation and the competition regional cacao

producers would have to face from the well-organized large cooperative

federation El Ceibo in the Alto Beni (Healy 1987,1988) make this

suggestion questionable. Other potential crops face an even more

difficult national or export market situation (coffee, fruits) or pest

problems (black pepper). Little experience in Bolivia with the

cultivation, processing and marketing of specialty crops like palms

hearts and fruits or macadamia and other tropical nuts makes their

recommendation too risky at this point. The prospects for rapidly

increasing household incomes from agriculture and reducing the need for

of^' farm waSe labor therefore seem limited at this point. However, a
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more systematic search for economically attractive and ecologically

sustainable options should be a priority for future research in the

region.

Agricultural research and extension . To work more effectively with

both indigenous peasants and colonists, CORDEPAZ will have to modify its

agricultural research and extension procedures. A "Farming Systems"

approach, applied in lowland Bolivia by the agricultural research

institute CIAT in Santa Cruz, seems recommendable . "Farming Systems

Research and Extension" ideally integrates biological and social

scientists, extension agents, and the "clients" (defined as "small-scale

limited-resource family farmers") in a collective and iterative effort

to improve existing (so far mainly crop) production systems. The

approach involves diagnosing a homogeneous group of clients' production

problems, identifying or developing economically, socially, and

ecologically appropriate technologies to address them, testing these on

both the research station and the farm in researcher and/or farmer-

managed trials
, disseminating the resulting recommendations among the

clientele, and evaluating their performance for further improvements

(Shaner et al. 1982).

This approach has been criticized for its micro-level

technological bias which tends to evade macro-level problems limiting

the producers' options (Davidson 1987). However, a regional development

strategy such as the one outlined above can integrate these constraints

beyond the farm- level into the analysis and search for solutions (Little

1985). To achieve this, as stressed before, researchers and extension
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agents should work not only with individual families, but collaborate

with local and regional peasant organizations to strengthen their

problem-solving capacity and leverage.

In its attempts to address peasants' "on-farm problems," the

future research and extension unit will have to be aware of the

diversity of household economic strategies and of intra-household

differences in the allocation of labor and product. This is crucial to

avoid the rejection or unexpected negative side-effects of proposed

solutions. Especially, it will have to take into consideration the

significant differences between indigenous and migrant peasant land use

demonstrated in this study. Hunting and to a lesser degree fishing and

gathering continue to be important for the indigenous diet and also

contribute to the indigenous peasants' income. Improvements in the

indigenous crop and animal production system need to take the labor

demands of extractive activities into account. Agriculture and animal

husbandry are more important among the colonists who may therefore be

willing to invest more time and effort in improvements. Colonists also

have more experience with commercial agriculture and somewhat more

capital for innovations. Among both peasant groups, the importance of

°^^’^arin waSe work and the contribution of women to the production

system need to be considered. The precise priorities for addressing

peasants' production problems, only some of which are the same for

indigenous peasants and colonists, need to be established with each

client group after more in-depth interdisciplinary on-farm research.

From this study, the following general recommendations emerge (see also

Goodland et al. 1984).
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1.) With regard to agriculture, the team should evaluate in more

detail the Tacana' s knowledge about the region's soils, vegetation, and

wildlife; their traditional crop species and varieties in terms of

yields, nutritional value, pest and stress resistance; those of their

cropping practices that in comparison with the colonists' seem to

support land use sustainability (e.g. intercropped banana groves); the

response of indigenous agriculture to intensification (e.g. the impact

of different planting densities) and the precise effects of decreasing

fallow periods.

2.) Instead of introducing untested high-yielding varieties which

require expensive inputs or new "winter" crops like wheat or potatoes,

initial research should focus on the pressing current problems with

local crops and varieties, especially pest damage during production and

storage. Low input integrated pest management strategies should be

pursued to avoid as far as possible the cost and the health and

environmental hazards of pesticides. In the case of citrus, for example,

providing resistant rootstocks and teaching how to graft would be a

solution to current fungus problems. The introduction of pest-resistant

varieties needs to proceed carefully, however, so as not to displace

traditional cultivars.

3.) Given Tacana dietary preferences and the availability of

nutritious forest and cultivated fruits, current attempts by several

institutions to propagate introduced and highly pest-susceptible

vegetables as the way to improve the local diet are culturally and

economically insensitive. Improving existing vegetable production should

receive some attention, especially among the colonists, but not to the
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detriment of other equally valuable native food items. Similarly,

instead of introducing soybeans whose processing is unknown in the

region, the production problems of traditionally grown legumes should

receive more attention. The production of beans and peanuts seems to be

limited by pest problems. The pigeonpea, a tall bush that could enrich

fallows (Charlton 1987), is currently grown only by few households.

4.

) The performance of recently introduced varieties of perennial

crops like cacao and coffee needs to be evaluated against that of local

cultivars. Some peasants were already experimenting with increasing

cacao or coffee yields through the use of leguminous shade trees like

pacay ( Inga sp .) and/or chicken manure, and research should build on

these experiences. Integrated pest management will have to be a priority

for perennials as well due to the existence of "witches broom" and

coffee rust in the region.

5.

) Improvements of small animal production without much higher

labor and capital inputs should also be a priority. This could reduce

the pressure on wildlife by providing alternative meat sources. Chickens

are the most efficient converters of vegetable feed into animal protein,

relatively uncomplicated to deal with, bring less human health hazards

than pigs and provide manure.

According to one of the planning studies, on a small scale,

double purpose" (meat and milk) cattle production on rotating Kudzu

pastures could become a sustainable short-term use and improvement of

fallows (FAO 1985). Kudzu, a viny legume, has already been introduced to

the region although it currently only grows as a weed, so its

acceptability as fodder could be tested. However, the recommendation to
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use herbicides to eradicate it before new cultivation seems economically

and ecologically questionable, and care should be taken not to make

large-scale deforestation for pastures attractive with this approach.

6.

) For economic and ecological reasons, credit should not be

given for low value annual crops or pasture establishment. If necessary

for the establishment of promising alternative land use systems, credit

should be given in form of necessary inputs together with technical

assistance. To avoid indebtedness, it should be at low interest rates

and with repayment scheduled for after the first production. Collective

guarantees by communal and other local organizations should be accepted.

The requirement of individual titles as collateral provides incentives

for the privatization of communal lands which can lead to its gradual

alienation.

7.

) Forest and wildlife management, so far completely neglected,

should eventually become part of regional land use planning and

improvement. These activities could provide alternative sources of

income to local people. Discussion about the need for natural resource

management should be brought into village and regional meetings to

prepare the ground for future projects. Forest and wildlife management

require species inventories or censuses and constant monitoring of

harvest rates and will depend on outside technical and financial

assistance (Robinson and Redford 1989b).

Social services. Recommendations on ways to strengthen local

organizations in their attempts to improve health care, education, and

the situation of women were already given in Chapter 7 and do not need
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to be repeated here. "Human resource development" should be an integral

part of the regional development strategy since it physically and

cognitively strengthens individuals, households, and local and regional

organizations. Health and education services in turn benefit from

improvements in (male and female) peasants' economic situation.

The different institutions working in any of these areas with the

indigenous peasants and colonists, i.e. CORDEPAZ, the Catholic Church,

and any newly entering public or private organizations, will have to be

sensitive to the differences between the two peasant groups. Cultural

differences should be respected without fostering unnecessary

interethnic conflicts. Economic differences need to be taken into

account as well. The indigenous peasants' poverty should not exclude

them from access to innovations or services. The institutions should

coordinate their activities to avoid duplication of efforts and

conflicting demands on peasants' limited time and resources. Most of

all, their overall strategy should be to start from local problems,

needs, experiences and initiatives. It should strengthen local and

regional peasant organizations, not perpetuate their dependence on

outside technical and financial support.

Prospects for the Future of the Tac.ana

Even if the outlined policy recommendations were implemented and

the indigenous peasants had their land and forests protected and were

receiving appropriate technical and social assistance, this would not

necessarily guarantee the persistence of the Tacana as ethnic group.
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Economic improvements are despite possible precautions likely to

increase the internal differences in the indigenous communities. This

could speed up the process of ethnic disintegration and acculturation,

especially in the younger generation.

The Tacana themselves should decide how to optimize between the

economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of their own

development. However, to be able to do this, they not only need

information about the likely consequences of currently available

options, but also support in changing the conditions that constrain

their choice. In the case of lowland Indians in Bolivia in general,

"ethnodevelopment ,

" that is a development building on the own culture

(Bonfil et al. 1982), has until recently never been an option.

In view of the little esteem that even some of the most

traditional Tacana exhibited for their own language and other aspects of

their culture, attitudes which were pervasive in the younger generation,

during my research I continuously stressed my interest in and

appreciation of Tacana culture. 2
I also tried to contribute to the

Tacana s realization that recent developments in Bolivia for the first

time in the history of that country made it advantageous to appeal to

their legitimate rights as indigenous inhabitants of the region. One

attempt to strengthen the Tacana as ethnic group was to make them aware

of and bring them together with the Lowland Indian Federation CIDOB

2
. This was not intended as ahistorical revitalization of lost or

isappeanng culture traits. However, some "salvage ethnography" seemed
justified for the sake of future Tacana generations and Bolivian
anthropology.
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which was founded in Santa Cruz in 1982 (Riester 1985) and with which,

as mentioned in the introduction, I had been in contact since 1984. 3

With the support of the anthropologically oriented organization

APCOB, CIDOB started as a federation of four ethnic groups in the

Department of Santa Cruz, but has since got in touch with most other

lowland Indians and is on the way to organizational and economic

independence. Its goals and areas of activity include territorial

defense (right to land and natural resources), improvement of the

economic situation, health care combining indigenous and Western

medicine, and bilingual-bicultural education and technical training for

its members and ultimately all lowland Indians. CIDOB supports

traditional and where necessary new forms of local and regional

indigenous organizations, links them at the national level, and is a

member of the pan-Amazonian indigenous coordination COICA (see

Figure 7.2.). It is sensitive to the situation of women who are

encouraged to form their own organizations, and maintains contact and

coordination with the CSUTCB and other popular organizations, while

safeguarding its autonomy. APCOB' s and CIDOB' s activities have over the

years brought about important changes in the Bolivian political climate

in favor of indigenous rights

.

At the beginning of fieldwork in late 1986, I had brought

documents and oral reports about CIDOB into village meetings in Tumupasa

3
. My information on CIDOB and the support organization APCOB

includes observations of their "coevolution" since my first stay in
Bolivia in 1979/80, contacts with CIDOB leaders 1984-1988, APCOB and
CIDOB documents and publications, and notes from the CIDOB meetings in
1986 and 1987 and the COICA meeting in 1988 (Wentzel 1989).
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and Santa Ana which generated most interest among the more outward-

oriented vecinos of Tumupasa who, however, objected to the in their view

derogatory term indlgena used by the organization (which has reclaimed

it with a positive meaning). In an interview with the major local

authorities of Tumupasa in January of 1987, I asked about their relation

to the village's Tacana heritage. They were somewhat surprised about an

outsider's interest in what they had never learned to appreciate. All

relatively young locally born mestizo vecinos who hardly spoke Tacana

and had little relation to contemporary Tacana culture, they had no

problem stating that they were proud to be from Tumupasa and of Tacana

descent. Indigena, however, to them was a term equivalent to primitive

or savage, and as was discussed before, the Tumupasehos had long

considered themselves Christian and "civilized." The same concern came

up when, through my contacts, Tumupasa received the CIDOB invitation to

participate in its fall 1987 meeting, but after some deliberations the

authorities decided to send two Tacana delegates. In Santa Cruz these

men met about 180 representatives from six major ethnic groups, heard

reports about CIDOB' s and its member organization's activities, and

participated in working groups on different problem areas. The visit

included a trip to the area of two CIDOB-member sawmill projects

supplying the organization's carpentry in Santa Cruz, which besides

generating funds trains young people from member communities.

On the delegates' return, there was no immediate reaction to their

report which was presented in a village meeting, stressed the degree of

organization (also of the women) and support achieved by CIDOB and its

members, and announced a visit by CIDOB leaders (which has yet to take
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place). Indeed, CIDOB' s model of ethnically defined regional federations

may not be appropriate for Iturralde due to the ethnic mixture and

varying degrees of adherence to Tacana traditions of its population.

Even regular contact with CIDOB will be difficult to establish and

maintain not only because of the extreme distance and cost of

communication and travel, but also the multiple other tasks the small

CIDOB leadership currently has to fulfill.

However, by my return to Tumupasa in June of 1988, there were some

signs for change. In view of the failure of the lumber cooperative, the

local authorities had requested from the CDF the reversal of the 100,000

hectare lumber concession superimposed over their territory "in favor of

the community of Tacanas of Tumupasa" (en favor de la Comunidad de

TACANAS de Tumupasa, letter to CDF, May 3, 1988), probably their first

petition stressing the village's ethnic heritage. The demand was

published in the press and favorably received in the CDF, but a communal

forestry project was made the precondition for obtaining the concession.

At the time, sufficient technical and financial support was unavailable

to develop an appropriate project. 4

. In contact with the petitioners, CUMAT had been developing a
social forestry project, but after several visits to the area seemed to
lose interest due to the apparent lack of response in Tumupasa (no
village meetings were held to explain the project) and from AID which
was to provide the funds. The CUMAT project (CUMAT 1988) closely
followed the example of the AID social forestry project with the Yanesha
Indians in the Palcazu valley in Peru (Moore 1987, Stocks 1988). Sixty
participant families were to clearcut narrow strips of one hectare of
forest each per year and derive income from the sale of hardwoods,
chemically treated poles, and charcoal. The total budget was high,
almost $ 1 million for the machinery, a forestry training center, and
the first year of operation of both. This extreme dependence on outside
support as well as unresolved social (e.g. selection of participants),
technical (pesticide spills reported from Peru, J. Clay, pers. comm.
1989) and economic problems (market for lumber, poles, and charcoal)
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Recently, upon pressure by a CIDOB member organization, the

regional indigenous federation of the Beni department CCIM, the Bolivian

government issued a Supreme Resolution in which it declared indigenous

territories in the lowlands a "national and social necessity." The

resolution called in a technical commission to define a first such

territory in the Beni department and the general conditions for further

adjudications, among whom the Tacana were mentioned as potential

recipients (Copy of Resolucidn Suprema 205862 of Feb. 17, 1989). In this

context, Iturralde may well see a process of "indigenous mobilization."

Hopefully this will benefit those who can most legitimately claim Tacana

rights but are so far least vociferous in the regional and national

context

.

make the project in its present form in my view inappropriate for
Tumupasa.



APPENDIX A

A . 1 . RICE VARIETIES
STAPLE CROP VARIETIES

Local Name
(all Spanish)

Special Characteristics Related to
P(roduction)

, C(onsumption)
, M(arketing)

Use 1986/87 (1)

TU SA 25

Old Local Varieties (2) (N _ i9 14*12)
(all very tall, all one arroba or 11.5 kg of seed/hectare)

Cabo morado P; 4-5 months, acame
, weevils; C: soup H

(large grain, paints fingers violet while harvesting)
Menudo Colorado P: 4 months, yields well; C: good taste; 7

M: "heavy," good local market
(small round grain, red)

Menudo bianco P: 4 months, acame; C: good taste but hard 2
to peel

(small round grain, white)
^eSro (no specific information; maybe different kinds) 1

(small round grain, black)

4

2

Introduced (around 1970 from colonization zones') "Localized"
(also tall, one arroba of seed/hectare)

Varieties

2

1

Estaquilla bianco P: 5-6 months, acame, but grains do not fall so 8 10 12
easily, good to store; C: cooks rapidly, but
good only for dry rice; M: "light," good on
regional market

(relatively small, elongated grain with awn, white)
Estaquilla Colorado

(same as above, only red)
Noventdn bianco P: 90 days (+)

,

weevils; M: good price for
early harvest

(relatively large, elongated grains, white)
Noventdn Colorado

^
(same as above, only red)

Cateto P: acame; M: good market in pampas (Beni), - 5 4
not in La Paz

(grain similar to Cabo morado, but doesn't paint fingers)
Carolina (no specific information) . . \

similar to Cateto
, slightly longer)

Other/unidentified
2 2

(TU: 1 from CORDEPAZ, 1 Chileno negro; SA: 1 Blanco largo de
Apolo, 1 Colorado ?)

Total number of varieties mentioned: 35 28 24
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Recent Introductions (high yielding varieties from Santa Cruz') Use 1987/88
(9 kg seed/hectare) ^ q . 9S

CICA 8 P: 5-6 months, best in fallows with herbicides,
low stature, unpractical for hand harvesting;
C: hard to peel by hand, not good for dry rice;
M: regional, La Paz

(small, elongated grain like Estaquilla, but no awn)
Bluebonnet P; 5-6 months, best in high forest, tall,

better pest resistance than CICA 8, otherwise
similar to Estaquilla

; M: same as above
(small, elongated grain like Estaquilla, with awn)

CICA 6 or 7 (3) P: like CICA 8 (earlier version of same variety) -

Notes. (1) Figure refer to the number of households growing a variety in the
1986/87 growing season. TU - Tumupasa, SA - Santa Ana, 25 - 25 de Mayo;
(2) Apparently already disappeared (said to dry up in plant, not produce
well): Blanco grande (large white grain), Colorado grande (large red grain);
(3) Already introduced by farmers of Japanese descent and CORDEPAZ before

Household- Level Distribution of Varieties

Number of Varieties 1986/87 TU SA 25

0 (field did not burn) 3
1 5 6 4
2 5 4 5
3 4 3 2
4 2 _ 1
5 - 1 -

Average (only where fields) 2.2 2.0 2.0
Number of households (16) (14) (12)

Types of Varieties 1986/87 TU SA 25

Only old local varieties 5 1
Old and newer varieties 8 5 2
Only newer varieties 3 7 10
Unclear - 1

Use of New Varieties 1987/88 TU SA 25

CICA 8 only _ 1 3
CICA 8 and Bluebonnet - - 4
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A. 2. CORN VARIETIES

Local Name Special Characteristics Related to
(Span, or Tacana) P(roduction)

, C(onsumption)
, M(arketing)

Use 1986/87
TU SA 25

Old Local Varieties
(N - 19 14 12)

Blando Colorado P: 3 months, but needs to be planted early;
(D'ije dherena)

.

C: chicha, pastry, poultry; M: local and reg.
(soft red grain, Tacana name means "red corn")

Blanco duro P: ?; C: also for chicha, desserts like somo
(D ij e pasane) and poultry; M: local and regional

(hard white grain, Tacana name means "white corn")
Du d ije P, C: like Blando Colorado

(d^^k red grain, Tacana name means "howler monkey corn")
Cuaru d ije P, C: like Blanco Colorado

(almost black grain, meaning of Tacana name unclear)

18 12 10

14 4 3

6 3

5 11

Introduced but "Localized" Varieties

Cubano amarillo P: can be produced year-round; C: good for 1 1 11
poultry and pigs, but also for chicha;
M: local and regional

(hard yellow grain)
Cubano bianco P, C, M: like Cubano amarillo 326

(hard white grain)

Other Varieties
_ ^

(25: Maiz aleman, yellow hard corn with relatively small grain)

Total number of varieties mentioned: 47 23 32

(In Tumupasa, some people also grew a Maiz paraguayo apparently brought back
from the Chaco war, and a new "popcorn" variety called Pipoca )

Household- Level Distribution of Varieties

No. of Var. 1986/87 TU SA 25

0 (no corn field) . 2
1 3 6 2
2 7 4 3
3 6 1 4
4 3 _ 3
5 _ _

6 - 1 -

Aver, (where fields) 2.5 1.9 2.7

Types of Var. 1986/87 TU SA 25

Only old local var. 16 10 .

Old and newer var. 3 2 10
Only newer var. - - 2

No. of households 19 12 12
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A. 3. PLANTAIN AND BANANA VARIETIES

Local Name Special Characteristics Related to
(Span, or Tacana) P(roduction)

, C(onsumption)
, M(arketing)

Obtains—( Sp

.

—Platano, T. Nasa) (cooked for consumption) (N

Platano bueno C: most commonly consumed as JacU
(Nasa eni, i.e. "real plantain")

Bellaco p : very large fruits, also good JacU
(Nasa aida

, i.e. "big plantain")
Bellaco corto P: shorter fruits than Bellaco

(Baba nasa, i.e. "old man plantain")
Chama nasa P: resistant; C: special taste

(name refers to the Chama (Ese Ejja) because "blond" color
of plaintain skins is said to resemble their hair color)

Guatoco (no special information)
(Tininira nasa, meaning unclear)

Nasa pasa C: whitish fruit, good for paiuje, a drink
from cooked ripe plantains (or bananas)

(name means "white plantain")
Tumi nasa

(name refers to similarity with motacll (=tumi ) palm fruits)
Nasa jubu mahue

(name means "plantain without tuber," referring to enlarged
lower part of plant stem, apparently introduced from Peru)

Nasa shurara or Nasa chure
(meaning unclear, for some informants no separate variety)

Other plantains (4 varieties in TU, 1 in SA, 1 in 25)

Total number of varieties mentioned: 140 71 29

Use
TU

1986/87
SA 25

• 19 14 12 )

19 12 11

19 13 9

15 6 -

18 12 7

19 8 -

14 4 1

13 6 -

11 6 -

7 2 -

5 2 -

Bananas (Sp. Guineo, T . Cashi ) (generally consumed raw as fruit)
(most said to last longer than plantains, even in unweeded fallows)

Notacusillo P: very small bananas ^9 13 5
(Tumi cashi or Cashi midimidi, referring again to similarity
with motacxn palm fruits or smallness)

Manzano or P; very tall plants 19 13 3
Colorado (Cashi dherena, i.e. red banana ref. to fruit and stem)

Enano p : dwarf plant, thick bunches of normal size 17 10 12
(Tsipa cashi, referring to marayau palm)

$eda C: special flavor 15 9 1
(for some informants the same as Cashi muta/Mataborrachos
called so because of its astringent taste)

Islefio P: produces first, at 6-8 months, but delicate; 14 11
C: good fruit banana

(no Tacana name, probably more recent introduction)
Guayaquil C: good fruit banana 13 9 6

(no Tacana name, probably more recent introduction)
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Special Characteristics
Use 1986/87
TU SA 25

12

7

5

3

Cashi dhahua P: similar to Manzano
(means green banana," as opposed to red Manzano )

Mataborrachos C: astringent flavor, used for vinegar
(Cashi muta

, referring to "dry" taste; Spanish name means
"kills the drunkards")

LoreCano
2

(for some informants a plantain; said to be introduced from Peru)

Other varieties
^ ^

Total number of varieties mentioned: 119 74 28

Househol d- Level Distribution of Varieties
(P-Plantains, B=Bananas

, T=Total)

Number of varieties P-TU B-TU T-TU P-SA B-SA T-SA P-25 B-25 T-25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Unknown

1 2

1 3

3 6

6 4

2 4
5 - 1

1

3

1

3

4

4

2

1

1

3 2

2 2

2112
4 4 2

2

2 - 2

1

3

1

1

1

111

2 5

4 3 2

5 1112 3

1

1 3

1

1

Average
Number of households

7.4 6.3 13.6

(19)

5.5 5.7 11.2

(13)

2.4 2.3 4.8

( 12 )
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A. 4. MANIOC VARIETIES

Local Name Special Characteristics Related to
(Span, or Tacana) P(roduction)

, C(onsumption)
, M(arketing)

Use 1986/87
TU SA 25

Tuca blanca C: good for eating, elape (manioc beer) and 16 12
chibe (M)

(Cuahue pasane

,

i.e. "white manioc," refers to color of tubers)
Yuca amarilla C: best for chibe (M) 14 iq

(Cuahue tidina, i.e. "yellow manioc," refers to color of tubers)
Yuca rosada C: soft, cooks rapidly, good for roasting 12 7

(Cuahue dusare, meaning unclear; smaller tubers, pink stems)
Yuca negra (no information)

5
(Cuahue dehuena, i.e. "black manioc," refers to color of stems)

Yuca morada C: soft, good for elape 3 4
(Cuahue dherena, i.e. "red manioc," refers to color of stems)

Other varieties (3 in Tumupasa, one said to be from Peru; 1 in 25) 3
Unclear which varieties 0

1

4

Total number of varieties mentioned: 53 35 17

Household- Level Distribution of Varieties

Number of varieties TU SA 25

0 (no field)
1

2

3

4

5

Unknown

1

2

4

6

5

1

1

2

3

5

3

1

5

3

2

Average (where fields) 2.9 2.7 1.7
Number of households (18) (13) (10)

Source: Household and key informant interviews, 1987
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PLANTS USED IN THE AREA OF TUMUPASA

Cultivated Plants

Name in (1)
Regional Spanish Tacana English

Mai or Staples
Arroz Arusu Rice
Maiz D' ije Corn
Platano/ Nasa Plantain
Guineo Cashi Banana
Yuca Cuahue Manioc

Other Cereals
Cafia de azucar Shita Sugar cane
Trigo tropical (none) ?

Use 86/87 (2)
Scientific Name TU SA 25

(N - 19 14 12)
Oryza sativa 16 14 12
Zea mays 19 12 12
Musa sp

.

19 14 12
Musa sp. 19 14 12
Manihot esculenta 18 13 12

Saccharum officinarum 15 13 7

? 1 5 _

Other Tuber Crops
Dalendalen (Q) F
Hualusa
(none)
Camote
Mocololo (Q) F
Achira (Q)
Raiz de Tacuara

Ajipa (4)

Ja-j iru Arrowroot Maranta arundinaceae 15 14 .

Anu' ai Yautia Xan thosoma sp

.

15 11 10
Pira ? ? (3) 10 7 1
Jariri Sweet potato Ipomoea batatas 15 10 6
Batsi Yam Dioscorea sp

.

12 8 _

Dhiiuini Canna Canna edulis 11 3
MuiCeidau ? ? 7 3
or Tside

? Yam bean Pachyrhizus erosus

Legumes
Man!
Frejol
Poroto
Chicharrilla
(Soya

Janidhe
(none)

Purutu
(none)

(none)

Peanuts
Beans
Beans
Pigeonpea
Soya

Arachis hypogaea
Phaseolus sp.

Vigna sp.?
Cajanus cajan
Glycine max

)

7 3 5

3 2 613 1

3 3 2

Vegetables ( in
Aji
Cebolla
Ajo
Joco/Zapallo
Sandia
Tomate

a broad sense)
Bid' u
Cihuela
(none)
Jemi
Sandilia
(none)

Pepper (var.)
Onion (leafy)
Garlic (")

Squash
Watermelon
Tomato

Capsicum sp.
Allium cepa
Allium sativum
Cucurbita sp.

Citrullus lanatus
Lycopersicon

esculentum

18 12 11
18 14 11

7 11
12 8 6

5 - 3

6 3 9
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Regional Spanish Tacana

Tomate brasilero (none)
Repollo (none)
Lechuga (none)
Pepino (none)
Rabano (none)
Zanahoria (none)
Perejil (none)
(Vainitas (none)
(Achojcha (none)
(Verdolaga (none)

£guits (trees, bushes, and vines)
Papaya F
Cltricos
- Naranja dulce
- Naranja agria
- Toronj a
- Mandarina
- LimOn
- Lima
- Cidra
Pina
Mango
Pacay W
Cayu
Achachairu W
Ocoro W
Chocolate W
Palta
Guayaba F

English Scientific Name TU SA 25

Cocona Solanum sessiliflorum 2
Cabbage Brassica oleraceae 2 1 2
Lettuce Lactuca sativa . 2 3
Cucumber Cucumis sativus _ _ 7
Radish Raphanus sativus _ 1 1
Carrot Daucus carota _ 1 1
Parsley Petroselenium crispum 1 2 5
Bush beans Phaseolus sp.)
Cayhua Cyclanthera pedata)
? Talinum paniculatum *)

Granadilla
Pachiu

W, F

Chirimoya
(Biriba
(Pan de fruta
(Tamarindo
(Carambola
(Castaiia F
(Manzana or Bi W
(Taruma or W
Aceitunilla
(Trestapitas W
(? W
(Tutumilla W
(? W
(Manzana brasilera (none)

(none) Papaya Carica papaya 19 14 12
Citrus fruit Citrus sp. (any): 18 10 11

Narasu Orange Citrus sinensis 16 8 9
Bitter orange Citrus sp. 1 1 _

Grapefruit Citrus grandis 16 10 10
Tangerine Citrus reticulata 16 4 7

Rimu Lemon Citrus limon 15 8 8
Lime Citrus sp. 15 6 6
? Citrus sp

.

6 _ 3
Tsayu Pineapple Ananas sativus 17 13 11
(none) Mango Mangifera indica 17 8 11
Nasaturu Inga Inga edulis 14 9 6
(none?) Cashew Anacardium 14 5 _

Jasau ? Rheedia laterifolia 14 3 _

Camururu ? Rheedia acuminata 12 2 _

Cuase Cacao Theobroma cacao 13 8 7
Palata Avocado Persea americana 12 8 9
Buhue Guava Psidium guajava 11 4 10

occidentale
Pidhenunu Passion fruit Passiflora sp. 7 3 3
? Passion fruit Passiflora 6 . 7

quadrangularis
Tsinima ? Annona cherimola 5 4 3
(none)

(none)

(none)

(none)

Muij e

Aquid' u
Etid' equi

Breadfruit
Tamarind
Starfruit
Brazil nut
Genipap

Batsueiaia ?

Bibi ?

Tuishaqui' du ?

Cumimi ?

Mammey

Armenia rollinia ?)

Artocarpus communis

)

Tamarindus indica

)

Averrhoa carambola)
Bertholletia excelsa

)

Genipa americana)
Vitex pseudolea)

?)

Chomelia brevicomu *)
AliberCia tutumilla)
?)

Mammea americana)
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Regional Spanish Tacana English

Palm Fruits (no :frequency data listed beca
Asal W Evid' a Assai
Coco (none) Coconut
Chima W, F Mue Peachpalm
Maj illo W Macuri ?

Sayal (?) W Ma^o ?

MotacU W, F Tumi ?

Palma real w Bi ?

Non-Food Crops (including stimulants and ir
AlgodOn Huapese Cotton
Barbasco D' ata Barbasco
(Barbasco Mamiri Barbasco
Cafe Cape Coffee
(Cafe brasilero (none) Okra
? Cabuasha ?

Calabaza/Mate

/

Ded' e/Ebu- Bottle gourd
Poro tudu

(Cedron ? Lemon grass
(Chamairo w Junu bita Chamairo
Coca Dha' adhi Coca
Jenj ibre Saute Ginger
Tabaco Umasa Tobacco
Tutuma Jusi(equi) Calabash
UrucU F Matse Annatto
Vainilla w Sutere Vanilla

Pastures
Braquiaria (none) ?

Kudzli (none) Kudzu
Merqueron (none) Elephant gras
Mucuna (none) ?

Pata de Gallo ? ?

Yaragua (none) ?

Scientific Name TU SA 25

e incomplete)
Euterpe sp.

Cocos nucifera
Bactris gasipaes
? (similar to Majo, smaller fruits)
Jessenia bataua
Scheelea princeps

sp.

sp.

17

11

16

8

19

17

12

10

19

2

decumbens

9

4

9

4

11

12

9

10

1

2

9
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Wild Plants (By Use Categories^

Name in
Regional Spanish Tacana Scientific Name Observations

Wild Plant Foods (P = palm) Parts consumed

Already listed under also cultivated plants:
Achachairu, Asai, Bibi, Camururu (OcorO)

, CastaAa, Chima, Chocolate
Granadilla

, Majillo, Majo, Manzana (Bi)
, Motacu, Pacay, Palma Real

Trestapitas.

Cumimi

,

Taruma,

Algodoncillo Huapeseiai a ?

Almendrillo Mahui Dipterix sp

.

Chocolatillo ? Theobroma sp .

?

Chontaloro (P) Adune Astrocaryum huicungo
Copa (P) Tuhuanu Astrocaryum sp .?
Coquino Judenu Ardisia sp.
Guapomo Panu Rheedia brasiliensis
Isigo Yuhuai ai

a

Protium sp.?
Llicuma Usapa ?

Macanui ?

Marayau (P) Tsipa Bactris infesta? or
Pyrenoglyphus sp.?

Marfil (P) Umere Agonandra brasiliensis
Mascajo or Chicle Pid'ui ?

? Nui Pseudolmedia hirtellaefolia
Paquio Batsaj a Hymenaea sp.?
Papaya silvestre ? Carica glandulosa *
Pie de michi Tadau Brosimum sp.

?

? Ouechu Arundo sp .

?

Total (P) Tumue Acrocomia total
Tutumilla Tuishaquid' u ?
?

?
(Melastomaceae

)

*
? ? ?

Dusn, yellow rruit
seed
fruit
fruit
young fruit
fruit
fruit
fruit (in chicha)
fruit
fruit (like Nui)
fruit

young fruit
resin (gum-like)
fruit, wine
fruit
fruit
yellow fruit
fruit
fruit
fruit
fruit
white mushroom

Construction Materials (only the most important species) Use

Already listed above: Asai, Copa, Majo, Majillo, Marfil, Motacu (all palmsused for thatching, Copa also for walls)

Balsa Bid' i

Blanquillo D' auqui
Cabello de Angel Nutsatseru

Chaquillo 7

Charo or Chuchlo Bue
Chumiri Tsunio
Cuchi Mududuqui
Gavetillo Quipabi

Ochroma lagopus

Rinonea sp .? *

?

?

Gynerium sagittatum
Trema micrantha
Astronicum graveolens
Aspidosperma tomentosum?

doors, string
(bark)

beams
grass mixed with
clay for walls
beams
preliminary walls
string (bark)
best poles
beams
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Regional Spanish Tacana Scientific Name Observations

Construction Materials continued
Patuju

Murure
Pachiuba (P)

Palo Santo
Peroto

Resina

Japaina

Jatata
Midha dahua
?

Ji

Anani
Marai

Tahuarara

Alisma cordifolia ?

or Phenabospermum sp.
Geonoma deversa
?

Brosimum sp .

?

Socratea exorrhiza
Bulnesia sarmienti
Pachira nitida ?

Plants Used for Crafts

Use
preliminary roof

roof
string (bark)
poles
walls
poles
living fences,
string
poles
poles

Use

Already listed above: Almendrillo (root used for batanes

,

grinding boards),
Balsa (drums) Castana (brown dye), Chima (drum sticks), Charo or Chuchio
(mats), Chontaloro (rings from seeds), Isigo (purple dye), Majo (hats), Motacli
(mats, baskets, hats, fire fans, ash as dye fixer), Murure (trunk used tocarve tacu, mortars)

.

(none) Amianahui
(none) (P) Chahuara
Cusi (P) Epidhi

(none) Ebaqui ina
Idiria C Iridhia
Jipijapa Sacuabu
Llausi ?

Mapaj o Tsapu
? C Masahui
? Mitimora
(none

)

C Shaina
Sirari (“Huairuru) ?

Tacuara Mui
(none) Udhuri

?

?

Orbignya phalerata

?

Picramnia sp. *

Carludovica palmaCa
?

Ceiba pentandra
RenealmLa breviscapa *
Carludovica funifera

(Leguminosae )

Guadua sp .

?

Cybistax antisyphilitica *

dye (pink)
rings from seeds
once used for the
bajones/panpipes
for spinning
dye (purple)
hats
string (bark) for
mat weaving
mattraces (fiber)
dye (yellow)
yamachi, basket
dye (red)

necklaces (seeds)
flutes
dye (blue)

Medicinal and Ritual PI anrs (see Appedix D)
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Regional Spanish Tacana Scientific Name

Stimulants (or used in relationship with such)

Observations

Parts used

Already listed above: Chamairo (bark of vine is chewed with coca), Motacli (ash
from leafbase is chewed with coca)

Ayahuasca (Q) (none)
Huarahuara (Q?) ?

? Inama

Banisteriops is caapi
Erythroxylum sp

.

Senna herzogii *

Toco Batsetse (Mimosaceae )

vine
dried leaves
leaves (mixed with
tobacco)
leaves (mixed with
tobacco)

"Cosmetic" Plants Parts used

Already listed above: Majo and Motacli (oil from seeds applied to hair),
Manzana or Bi (once used for body painting), Resina (fragrant bark), Urucli
(once used for body painting), Vainilla (fragrant pods)

Aj oaj o Bua ?
(none) Bidudu ?

soap from ash
fragrant leaves

(none)

(none)

(none)
S iyaya

(none)
Tumi
(none)

EihuimeC i i

>

?

Junu put da ?

Muima ?

Mara Shasha Chamaedora fragans
or Uhuahua
Ted' uta ?

Dherequi ?

Umerepana ?

fragrant fruits
fragrant leaves
fragrant leaves
fragrant flowers

fragrant leaves
fragrant seeds
fragrant leaves

Firewood
Use

Already listed above: Balsa and Pacay (good for cooking chicha)
Gavetillo (general use)

Ambaibo
Cachichira
(none)

Punero
(none)
Sapuraqui
Verdolaga

Tahua
?

Cuatidhere
?

Quipahui
?

?

Cecropia sp.

?

?

?

?

?

?

for chicha
general
general
general
general
general
general
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Regional Spanish Tacana Scientific Name

Commercial T.imhpr

Cedro Cuabadu Cedrella sp

.

Itauba ? Mezilaurus sp.
Mara Paquicha Swietenia macrophyll,
Nogal ? Juglans australis
Roble or Tumi Dherequi Amburana sp

.

Sangre de Toro ? Virola sp.?

"Economic Plants"

a) important for aigriculture and animal production

Observations

(mahogany)

Use

Already listed above: Almendrillo (left standing in fields), D' auqui (planting
sticks), Mapajo (left standing in fields)

(none) D'atieja ?

(none) Maseiti Elephantopus mollis *

b) important for hunting

enhance egg prod,
fodder

Already listed above: Chima (once used for spears and bows), Chuchlo (once
used for arrows)

, Maj illo (traps), Marayau (shredded bark mixed with
ammunition), Patuju (leaves used to wrap meat or intestines for roasting)

Bambu Penena ?

Cedro Macho Chaiqui ?

"Hunting Plants"
(none) Ahuada ?

eid' aj a
(none) Bechu ina ?

(none) Bihua ina ?

(none) C Capere ?

(none) D' atita ?

(none) D' iabi ?

(none Duquei- ? (Gesn

(none)
shiripi ina

C Huabuquere ?

ina
(none) C Ina dhere ?

fish traps
bark (ammunition)

Type of game
tapir hunt

capuchin monkey
bl. spider monkey
general (dogs)
tortoises
general (dogs)

*) deer

collared peccary

deer

Fruteros
Bibosi
Chamane
LUcuma
(none)

Already listed above as human food: Chima, Manzana, Nui
Maj a Ficus sp.

? ?

Usapa Porcelia sp.?
Tushi ?



Regional Spanish Tacana

c) for fishing

456

ObservationsScientific Name

Barbasco Atsa pasa
Atsa dehue
D' ata junu
Etara

?

?

?

white vine, strong
black vine
rough vine

Huasama
Paullinia sp

.

or Serjania sp

.

most frequent vine
? vine and leaves

(along big rivers)
sap; very strongSoliman or

OchoO
Manunu Hura crepitans

Notes: (1) The Tacana name is underlined if it is the most commonly used name.
Q - Quechua, F - lasts or grows spontaneously in fallows or village,
W = occurs "wild" in the forest, * = voucher specimen deposited at the
Herbario Nacional/Instituto de Ecologia in La Paz

, Bolivia.
(2) Figures indicate the number of households growing a crop in the 1986/87
growing season. TU - Tumupasa, SA = Santa Ana, 25 - 25 de Mayo. In brackets
crops grown only rarely which were not covered in the interviews.
(3) Like a small hualusa with yellow tubers.
(4) Reported by Hissink and Hahn (1984) for the Tacana but today only known to
and grown by (few of the) colonists.

Sources: For Tacana names besides local informants Van Wynen and Van Wynen
1962 and pers. comm, from Ida Ottaviano 1986; for voucher species
identification pers. comm, from researchers at the Instituto de Ecologia
(especially Stephan Beck, Jim Solomon, Arno Schoppenhorst

,
and Sabine Stab);

the other identifications are tentative and based on pers. comm, from the same
researchers, others at the Centro de Datos para la ConservaciOn in La Paz,
Bolivia and the University of Florida, David Williams at the New York
Botanical Garden and Boom 1987, Cardenas 1969, Lara 1988, and Montes de Oca
1982.



APPENDIX C

WILDLIFE OF HUMAN RELEVANCE IN THE AREA OF TUMUPASA

C.l. LIST OF ANIMAL SPECIES

Name in
Regional Spanish Tacana

MAMMALS

Artiodactyla
Chancho de tropa Huabu
TaitetU Huabuquere
Huaso/Venado (1) Duquej

i

Perissodactyla
Anta Aguada

Primates
Marimono Bihua
Maneche Du
Silbador Bechu
Mono amarillo Sahui
Lucashi Ducaduca
Mono nocturno (2) Didia
Leone i to Chichilu

Rodentia
Jochi pintado Basume
Jochi Colorado Mada
Capibara Dhududu
Puerco espln Id'

a

Ardilla Dahuapa
Rata Chaihue
RatOn Site

Lagomorpha
Tapiti or Liebre Inica
Conej

o

Huaju

English

White-lipped peccary
Collared peccary
Red brocket deer

Tapir

Black spider monkey
Howler monkey
Capuchin monkey
Squirrel monkey
Titi monkey
Night monkey
Saddle -back tamarin

Paca

Agouti
Capybara
Porcupine
Squirrel
Rat
Mouse

?

Rabbit

Scientific Name

Tayassu pecari
Tayassu tajacu
Mazama americana

Tapirus terrestris

Ateles paniscus
Alouatta seniculus
Cebus apella
Saimiri sciureus
Callicebus moloch
Aotus trivirgatus
Saguinus fuscicollis

Agouti paca
Dasyprocta punctata
Hydrochaeris hydr.
Coendou sp.

Sciurus sp.

?

?

Sylvilagus sp

.

?
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Regional Spanish Tacana English

Edentata
TatU Tsudi Armadillo
Pej ichi Tsudipa Giant armadillo
Oso hormiguero Besahua Collared anteater
Oso bandera Huarayu Giant anteater
Perico Bei Two- toed sloth

Three -toed sloth

Marsupialia
Carachupa Cuaid'

a

Opossum

Carnivora
Tigre Iba Jaguar
LeOn or Leopardo Duquej i iba Puma
Tigresillo Tumitibu Ocelote
Gato montes Juri ?

Gato gris ? ?

Jucumari Auna Spectacled bear
TejOn Suhuipa Coati
Zorro Cuacua Fox
Melero Buja Tayra
Londra Deja quetsa Giant otter
Lob i to Quetsahuiri Small river otter

BIRDS (only most frequently mentioned species)

Pava Tedu Guan
MutUn Mapi Currasow
Yacami Seme Trumpeter
Pato Suse Duck
Perdiz (various) undetermined
Paloma (various) Dove/Pidgeon
Paraba Ja Macaw
Tordo ? Shiny Cowbird?

Chuvi ? (Halcon)

REPTILES

Peta Dati Land turtle
Tortuga del agua Ena dati River turtle
Caiman Mamamama Caiman
Lagarto Matusa ?

Peni ? Tegu
Jausi Banacua Lizard
Pucarara
Yoperoj obobo
Coral
Boye Anaconda

Scientific Name

Dasypus sp

.

Priodontes maximus
Tamandua tetradactyla
Hyrmecophaga tridactyla
Choelopus didactylus
Bradypus sp.

Didelphis sp

.

Panthera onca
Felis concolor
Felis pardalis
Felis sp.

Felis sp.

Tremarctos omatus
Nasua nasua
Dsicyon sp

.

Eira barbara
Pteronura brasiliensis
Lutra longicaudis

Penelope sp.

Pauxi or Crax sp .

?

Psophia crepitans

(Anatidae )

undetermined

(Columbidae

)

Ara sp

.

Molothrus bonariensis
or Leistes millitaris ?

Iotinia plumbea ?

Geochelone sp

.

Podocnemis sp.?
Melanosuchus niger
Caiman crocodilus
Tupinambis sp

.

?

Lachesis muta
Bothrops sanctaecrucis

Micrurus frontifasciatus
Boa constrictor
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Regional Spanish Tacana English Scientific Name

Salminus maxillosus ?

Hoplias malabaricus
Brycon sp .

?

(Potamotrygonidae )

Serrasalwus nattereri

?

Leiarius marmoratus ?

Prochilodus nigricans

(Characidae ?)

? (various)
Dermatobia sp.

Tibraca limbativentris
?

Atta sp.

Rhynchophorus palmarum

Notes. (1) According to local informants, in the savannas, three other deer
species occur, the tall red-brown ciervo (or taruca; probably Blastoceros
dichostomis)

,
the small grey urina (probably Mazama gouazoubira) and the small

red-brown gama (which from verbal information alone could not be identified)

.

These species are however seldom hunted by people in the area of Tumupasa.
(2) Local people mention at least one other "night monkeys," called huichi in
Tacana. Since only one species of nocturnal primates exists, this may be a
monkey- like carnivore, Potos flavus (kinkajou), called monomichi in other
lowland Bolivian regions (Kent Redford, Univ. of Florida, Allyn Stearman,
Univ. of Central Florida, pers . comm. 1989)

FISH (only most frequently mentioned species)

Belea
Benton
Jatuarana
Raya
Palometa
Pintado
Sabalo
Sardina

Banacua
Dhacua
Mamuri
Ibabi
Maj e

Saji
Dhapati
Sabana

se ?

?

?

Sting ray
?

?

?

?

INSECTS (only useful or pest species)

Abej a

Boro
Petilla
Tucandera
Sepe

Huasa id' e

Sututu
?

Buna
Tsebu
Tuvutuvu

Bee
?

?

?

Leaf- cutter ant
?
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C.2. WILD MAMMALS AND THEIR USE AND/OR DAMAGE IN THE AREA OF TUMUPASA

Scientific Name Body Mass Pop. Dens
(in kg) (per sq.km) H-Hides ,M-Med.

)

Artiodactyla
Tayassu pecari 28.5 4.9 F, (H)
Tayassu tajacu 17.5 11.9 F,H,pet
Mazama americana 26.1 10.5 F, (H)

,
pet

Perissodactyla
Tapirus terrestris 148.9 1.6 F

Primates
Ateles paniscus 7.8 11.3 F,pet
Alouatta seniculus 6.2 29.3 F
Cebus apella 3.4 12.4 F.pet
Saimiri sciureus 0.7 62.3 F
Callicebus moloch 1.2 15.4 F (?)
Aotus azarae 0.9 13.6 F
Saguinus fuscicollis 0.4 26.9 pet only

Rodentia
Agouti paca 8.2 27.5 F
Dasyprocta punctata 3.6 19.7 F
Hydrochaeros hydr. 31.5 17.8 (F)
Sciurus sp. 0.3 98.8 F
Coendou sp. 3.4 43.5 (F ?)

F

not eaten

Sciurus sp.

(rats and mice)
0.4 98.9

Lagomorpha
Sylvilagus sp.

(rabbit)
(hare)

1.0 4.,0-35.0 not eaten
(never mentioned
as game)

Damage to Crop
or Anim. Production

Edentata
Dasypus sp.

Priodontes maximus
Tamandua tetradact
Myrmecophaca trid.
(sloth) 2.

Marsuoialia
Didelphis sp.

Carnivora
Panthers ones
Felis concolor
Felis pardalis
(other felines)

3.5

39.4
4.6

27.0
4-9.0

1.0

68.8
37.0
10.5

21.9
0.4
6.6

0.1
depends

55.3

0.1
0.1
0.8

F

F

F

F

(F ?), (H)

(F ?)

(F), H
(F), (H)

H, pet (sale)
H, pet (sale)

corn, tubers
corn, tubers
bananas

, tubers

(none reported)

monkeys in general

:

corn

tubers, pineapple
same
rice (along rivers)
corn
? (gets killed)
corn
grain crops (in
field and storage)

grain crops

legumes

none reported

poultry

pigs
//

poultry
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Scientific Name Body Mass Pop. Dens. Uses

Carnivora cont

.

Tremarctos omatus n. d.

Nasua nasua 3.9
Canis culpaeus n. d
Eira barbara 4.0
Pteronura bras. n. d.
Lutra longicaudis n. d.

n. d. ?

15.1 F
n. d. (F)

1.0 ?

n. d. (H) (extinct?)
n. d. H, pet

Damage

none reported (rare
only in mountains)
poultry
poultry
bananas, papaya etc
none reported

?oto
CeS

J.

F° r Tacana names besides local informants Van Wynen and Van Wynen1962 and pers comm, from Ida Ottaviano 1986; for species identification
Beckerman 1977, Ergueta 1988, Freese et al. 1982, Hanus 1968, Hess 1980Lauzanne and Loubens 1985, Montes de Oca 1982, Redford and Robinson 1987 andpersonal communications from researchers at the Instituto de Ecologia and the

J k°a
6 °atOS Para la Conservaci°n in La Paz and the University of Florida-for body mass and density data Robinson and Redford 1986; for uses and/ordamage household and key informant interview, 1987.



APPENDIX D

TACANA AND REGIONAL ETHNOMEDICINE

D . 1 . MEDICINAL PLANTS

Name in (1)
Regional Spanish Tacana Scientific Name

Application(s) (2)
I R F S E T other

Aji (grande)
Aj oaj o

Albahaca

AlgodOn
?

?

Anis
Asai
?

?

?

Balsa
Balsamina

Barbasquillo
?

Bibosi bianco
?

Bobo

?

Cana de azUcar
Canelon
(none)
Cayu
Cebolla
Cedrillo
Cedron
Cepacaballo

?

?

Chamairo
?

?

Chichapi

aireCapsicum sp.

Gallesia integrifolia ? sting- ray
Ocimum campechianum *

Gossypium barbadense
?

Pimpinella anisum
Euterpe sp.

? (type of fern)
?

?

Ochroma lagopus
Momordica charantia *

C Bid' u
Bua

C , F Nahuarau

C Huapese
Almashasha
Ami ina

C (none)
S Evid' a
Atarisi
Bacua ina

Bacua iunu
Bid' i

C,F Etibeini
junu

C ?

Beni ina
Maja pasa
Bihua erne

?

C Cahuasha

C Shita
?

S Capere
C (none)
C Cihuela
C ?

C ?

F ?

Chaihuani ?

Chama ina ?

S Junu bita Mussatia hyacinthina
Chaqui ina ? (vine)

S Cheperequi Jacaranda copaia ?

? Celtis brasiliensis ?

x - x - x

- - - x -

X - - - -

X - - - -

- - - X -

X X - -

- X

- - - L
- - X -

x aire,

mocheo
x wounds
- aire
- menstruation

wounds
snake bites
snake bites

? (vine)

?

Ficus sp. (= Oje)
?

?

Cyperus cfr.

corymbosus
Saccharum officinarum - - x - -

Nectandra sinamonoides x x - -

?
• ----- X
Anacardium occidentale x x x L - -

Allium sativum x
Trichilia sp.? - x - - - -

Lippia triphylla ......
Triumfetta sp. * ......

aire

wound

- - ritual

- - childbirth

x

X - - - - -

- - - L - -

back ache
childbirth
liver .kidneys
pasmo
snake bite

wounds
wounds
wounds
swellings
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Spanish

Chicle
Chima C ,

F

?

Chocolate S

Cidra C
Coca C

Copaibo

Tacana Scientific Name

Pid' ui Brosimum sp.
Mue Bactris gasipaes
Chiuama ?

Cuase Theobroma cacao
(none) Citrus sp.
Dha' adhi Erythroxylum coca
? Copaifera sp.

I R F S E T other

- - - x
- - X -

- - - X
X
X

Cuatrocantos
Cuchi

Cuguchi
?

?

Hediondillo
?

?

Mududuqui Astronium sp.

? ?

Cutu ?

Darada ina ?

P' aj aj a
D' etete Ina

D' u tida ?

- x
- L

- x
- X

Petiveria alljacea *
?

x - - x -

- - - L -

Ed' iashactii ?

?

?

Eucalipto (exog.)
Evanta
Floripondio C

Fortuna C
Gavetillo
GuapomO
Guapurusillo
Guayaba
Guayabochi bianco Putaqui

Eihuimei

i

Ematatuda
(none)

?

C Jatani
C Nadudu
Quipabi
Panu
?

C , F Buhue

Piper obliquum? * ...
? - x -

Galipea longiflora * x - -

Brugmansia suaveolens

*

x - -

Kalanchoe pinnata * - - x
Aspidosperma tomentosum?

-

- -

Rheedia brasiliensis ...... Chuchuhuasil

x -

x -

Helecho
Hierba buena C

Hierba luisa C
Huahuira
Huirahuira

Incienso
? S

?

Jenjibre c

?

Lima C
Limon C
Llicuma
?

?

?

?

Huanuhuanu
?

Ibanetidi
?

Idhiria
Jadabi
Saute
Jununu
(none)
Rimu
Usapa
Mamuri

Psidium guayava
?

(Polipodiaceae

)

?

?

?

Achyrocline
satureioides *

Centropogon comutus*
?

Picramnia sp.? *

Piper sp.

Zingiber officinale
?

Citrus sp.

Citrus limon
Porcelia sp?
?

x

x

x

X
X

X

X

X

X -

- (boros)

- hepatitis
- (pitai)

wounds
,
pasmo

rheumatism,
tuberculosis
kidneys, liver
fractures

,

rheumatism,
contraceptive
ear infections

childbirth
pasmo
wounds
kidneys

,

spider bites
kidneys

,

hemorrhage

swelling

(incl. amebas)
rheumatism
swelling
contraceptive

(enema)
x - -

wounds

- x -

L -

- x
X

X
X
X

wounds

wounds
swellings

liver
X X L x -

x - -

- kidneys
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Spanish

Macororo
(or Castor)

Mandarina
Mapaj o

Maiz
Malva
Maranzera
Mariposa
Matico

Matapalo
?

MotacU
Naranj a
Naranja agria

Tacana Scientific Name I R F S E T other

Tahua Ricinus communis *
dahua/iridhia
(none)

Tsapu
C D' ije

F,C Judhu
?

Citrus reticulata
Ceiba pentandra
Zea mays
Sida rhombifolia *

(like dandelion)
Sababashasha ?

Mocomoco Piper aduncum *

Site
Mau ina

F,C Tumi
C Narasu
C (none?)
Naridemutun

Nui

Pachiuba
Paico

Paichane
Paichane tuda
Palo Santo
Palta
Papaya
Patuju
Pegapega

Picapica

Ji
F,C Care

Jadhabiu
Jahuanenu
Anani

C Palata
F,C (none)

Japaina
?

Mapui

j adhadha

x x x - -

x

- - x
- - X

Scheelea princeps x
Citrus sinensis
Citrus sp.

?

Pseudolmedia hirtel-
laefolia

Socratea exorrhiza
Chenopodium x
ambrosioides *

?

Aegiphila integrifolia*-
Bulnesia sarmienti? x
Persea americana x
Carica papaya x
Alisma cordifolia?
Altemanthera

brasiliana *

Urera sp.

?

swellings

,

pasmo

- - - - susto
- - - - kidneys
x x - - childbirth

- swellings
- swellings
- wounds

,

against evil
- fractures

- - L - -

x - x - -

X - -

- L -

- x -

childbirth
liver
uterus

,

hemorrhage

,

buna bites

wounds

,

swellings

- x x - - pasmo
- - L - -

- - - - - kidneys
liver

- - - - - fractures
- - L - - kidneys

- - x - - - rheumatism

Pie de anta
Pina
Pinon

Platano
Resina
Roble/Tumi
?

Quina
Quitapasmo

Sauco
?

Siempreviva
Sipusipu
?

Siyaya
Soldasolda

?

C Tsayu
S Huaca-

j anidhe
C Nasa

?

Dherequi
Quiapu
?

?

?

Ananas comosus
Jatropha curcas

Musa sp.

?

Amburana ceariensis
?

Cinchona sp.

Hyptis mutabilis *

?

Secuatsa
?

Richina
Site bid'n
Marashasha
?

?

?

?

Pathomorphe peltata
?

Chamaedora fragrans
?

*

- - - x - -

x - x - - - rujeruje
x - x L - -

- - - L - - boros

------ kidneys------ liver
- - - x - -

x - x x - - wounds

,

pas -

mo, uterus
- x - - - -

---x--
-x----
- - - L - - swelling

sprain
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Spanish

Soliman/Ochoo

Tabaco
?

?

?

Taruma
Tomate
Torito
Toronj il
?

?

?

Urucu
Vainilla
Verbena

Verdolaga
Yuca

Yuquilla
?

?

?

?

S

C

c

F,C
F

F,C
S

F
,
C

F,C
C

Tacana Scientific Name

Manunu Hura crepitans

Umasa Nicotiniana sp

.

Tahui ina ?

Tanurinur

i

Acmella repens *
Tanehue
Etid' equi
(none)

Mapuena
?

Tsame
Tsebuoue
Turuidene
Matse
Sutere
Tsuditida

I R F S E T other

purgative

,

poison
aire
soporific

Vitex sp

.

Lycopersicon esculentum
Solanum mammosum

- x x
- X -

- X

X - -

Cuahue

Buata
Yuvu
?

?

?

?

?

Siparuna limoniodora •

?

Bixa orellana
Vanilla planifolia
Stachytarpheta

cayennsis *

Talinum paniculatum *

Manihot esculenta

(Solanaceae )
*

Campelia zanonia *

Monstera obliqua *

(Asclep . )
*

- - x -

X - - -

X

- L - -

X--xx-
X-----
- - x - - - liver

buna bites
fractures
swelling

- - x x -

- - - - X -

X - X - - -

liver
kidneys

,

mocheo

buna bites
pasmo

x

Notes: (1) All plants listed are "wild" unless stated otherwise after the
Spanish name: C = only cultivated plant, S = "semi -cultivated" plant
F - grows spontaneously in fallows or village, * = voucher specimen deposited
at the Herbano Nacional/Instituto de Ecologia in La Paz

;

(2) Culture -specific syndromes will be explained in Appendix D.3.
The use categories under applications are I = for intestinal diseases
(including vermifuges)

,
R - for respiratory diseases, F - for feverish

diseases like influenza, S = for skin diseases (L = also for leishmaniasis),
F = For eye infections, T = for tooth ache or infections.

Source: Household and key informant interviews, 1987.
(Tentative) identifications are based on the sources mentioned in Appendix B.
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D.2. NONPLANT MEDICINALS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

Substances of Animal Origin

Wild bee honey: against cough, colds in general, whooping cough.

Oil or fat from nasua, chickens, caiman, snakes (especially pucarara, 1),stmg -ray (2), other fish, tuyutuyu: against cough, whooping cough, lung
disease, even tuberculosis.

Meat from snake or peni : eaten to prevent snake bites.

Gall (bile) from paca: against scorpion bites,
from paca or white-lipped peccary: against liver problems,
from benton'. against whooping cough.

Skin (incl. hair, horn) from porcupine and collared anteater: burned against
whooping cough,
from peni: against snake bite,
from sting ray: for childbirth.

Cow horn and borochi bones: against aire.

Teeth from caimans: in case of snake bites to prevent swelling from expanding.

Cow stomach: used against mocheo.

Whole animal: jausi (small lizard) used in massage against mocheo.

Carbon from cooking pots or kitchens: against leishmaniasis, mumps.

Substances of Human Origin

Urine: usually mixed with plants or other substances, e.g. in curation
of snake bites with rasped and heated chaihuani bark.

Mineral Substances

Kerosene: with onion against whooping cough; in massage against rheumatism;
also applied to limbs swollen by snake bites.

Notes: (1) Also against eye infections; (2) also against liver problems.

Source: Household and key informant interviews, 1987.
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D.3. COMMON DISEASE SYNDROMES AND THEIR FOLK REMEDIES

Aire ("air")

Assumed causes: mal viento ("bad wind") attacking especially small children
(listed as cause of death even in Registro Civil).

Symptoms: watering, hurting eyes; paralysis of the head; fever.

Remedies: ajX grande (heated); tobacco smoke; baths in water cooked with urine
and plants like albahaca

, almashasha and beni ina] borochi bones and cow
horn.

Arrebato (sudden fever attack 1

)

Assumed causes : bathing in cold water too soon after heavy working or
rapid walking and while still sweating.

Symptoms: sudden high fever with danger of death.

Remedies: warm baths made with "cool" (fresco ) substances like albahaca,
citrus leaves, malva, manioc starch, sugar cane; also application of burned
urucU leaves to head or of warm oils e.g. of motacu. kernels; ventosa
(cupping glass)

.

Boros (see puchichi)

Espundia (or ulcera. leishmaniasis')

Assumed causes: insect bite (attributed to a variety of insects whereas the
vector is apparently only the sandfly Phlebotomus sp .

,

Weil 1981:450).

Symptoms: slowly enlarging cavity in the skin; in later stages, affection of
the mucocutaneous parts of mouth and nose.

Remedies: application of (usually roasted and ground leaves of) a variety of
bitter or acid plants in combination with a special diet (avoiding carving
animals like armadillos and pacas as well as salt, fat, and ripe bananas);
plants used are: bobo

,
cayli, cheperequi

, copaibo, d' etete ina, guayabochi,
iridhia, mau ina, pachiuba (roots), pegapega, pifton, resina, sipusipu and
turuidene

; applied are also soap from motacu carbon, the carbon from
roasted green plaintains or that accumulating in kitchens, and migrants
mentioned acid from batteries or from cocaina fabrication.
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Mocheo (translation?')

Assumed cause: pregnant woman saw a dead person which affects the baby
(causing the loss of its shadow soul? cf. Aguilo 1983:6).

Symptoms: baby does not grow, is slowly "drying up" (secandose)

.

Remedies: baths in manioc and albahaca water in new moon; massage with a jausi
(small lizard) to make it take away the disease; wrap in the stomach of a
recently killed cow.

Pasmo ("spasm", here in the sense of swollen or infected wound')

Assumed cause: too much sun or movement affected wound.

Symptoms: swelling, infection.

Remedies: plasters of leaves of e.g. cepacaballo, copaibo, d'ajaja, macororO,

Picadura de vibora (bite from venenous snake like pucarara or vooero iobobo)

Assumed cause: in general natural, but snake may be sent by adversary.

Symptoms: swelling, fever, sometimes leading to death.

Remedies: open wound and suck poison; drink Especifico pessoa
; in addition a

variety of folk recipies: (also as prevention) eat/take/apply snake meat
and pen i meat, fat, and skin (the peni, a large lizard, is known to kill
snakes and resist their bites); fix a caiman tooth at the limb to prevent
the poison from reaching the heart; take/apply bacua junu or bacua ina
(bacua - snake), chaihuani, papaya flowers, and other medicinal plants;
appiy kerosene; pregnant women should not see a person bitten by a snake.

Puchichi (abscess or boi 1
'I

Assumed cause: mala sangre ("bad blood") accumulates where the person has
suffered a strike or has expended too much effort; also puchichis form
around boros (larvae of Dermatobia sp . developing under the skin) or
after their extraction (with e.g. chicle or unripe bananas, tobacco
smoke or more recently 3-35, a substance usually applied to cattle).

Symptoms: very painful, deep and large pus -filled abscesses.

Remedies : cut open when they are "ripe" (sajar cuando han madurado ) ;
before

and afterwards: application of the leaves of atarisi, cuatrocantos
,fortxma, malva, pie de anta, secuatsa, sipusipu, tomato, urucU; also

application of quina bark, grated manioc, ground cotton seed; more recently
also leche de magnesio for prevention and antibiotics for curation.
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Rujeru \e ( se tranca el corazon. "the heart is barred" -

)

Assumed cause: possibly liver attack (?)

Symptoms: chest pains

Remedies: green pineapple

Susto (fright
1

) :

Assumed causes: revenge by tree spirits, especially almendrillo and bibosi,
possibly mapajo

; among young children any fright which results in the
loss of the shadow soul Enid'u.

Symptoms: loss of appetite and as a result energy and weight; restlessness.

Remedies: shamanistic healing ceremony involving shaking (sacudir)

,

singing,
coca, tobacco and saute.

Vicio—( vice—,—p_ica
,
mineral deficiency related to anemia')

Assumed causes: some people relate it to anemia, others seem to see it more as
a bad habit of children.

Symptoms: (especially children's) consumption of earth, fibers, soap etc.

Remedies: threaten to or actually make children consume excrements, onions or
hot peppers; (in prevention) consume snake meat and skin powder.

Source: Household and key informant interviews, 1987.
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